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This document is intended to identify, in a highly summarized way, data available from the
National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). Most data are offline data sets (on magnetic tape or
as film/print products of various sizes) from individual instruments carried on spacecraft; these
compose the Satellite Data Listing. Descriptive names, time spans, data form, and quantity of
these data sets are identified in the listing, which is sorted alphabetically -- first by spacecraft name
and then by the principal investigator's or team leader's last name.
Several data sets held at NSSDC, not associated with individual spaceflight instruments, are
identified in separate listings following the Satellite Data Listing. These data sets make up the
Supplementary Data Listings and include composite spacecraft data sets, ground-based data,
models, and computer routines. The identifiers used in the Supplementary Data Listings were
created by NSSDC and are explained in the pages preceding the listings. Data set form codes are
listed in Appendix A.
NSSDC offers primarily archival, retrieval, replication, and dissemination services associated with
the data sets discussed in the two major listings identified above. NSSDC also provides
documentation which enables the data recipient to use the data received. NSSDC is working
toward expanding presently limited capabilities for data subsetting and for promotion of data files
to online residence for user downloading. NSSDC data holdings span the range of scientific
disciplines in which NASA is involved, and include astrophysics, lunar and planetary science,
solar physics, space plasma physics, and Earth science.
In addition to the functions mentioned above, NSSDC offers data via special services and systems
in a number of areas, including Astronomical Data Center (ADC), Coordinated Data Analysis
Workshops (CDAWs), NASA Climate Data System (NCDS), Pilot Land Data System (PLDS),
and Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS). Furthermore, NSSDC has a no-
password account on its SPAN/Telenet-accessible VAX through which the NASA Master
Directory and selected online data bases are accessible, and through which any data described here
may be ordered. Astrophysics data support by NSSDC is not limited to the ADC. Each of these
special services/systems is described briefly below.
ASTRONOMICAL DATA CENTER (ADC)
The ADC specializes in the acquisition, processing, documentation, archiving, and distribution of
machine-readable astronomical catalogs and other specialized data sets in various astronomical
disciplines. Computerized astronomical catalogs are widely used to support basic research,
telescope and spacecraft pointing and tracking, online data reduction, data retrieval and analysis of
new observations. Through a cooperative data exchange agreement with the Centre de Donnees
Astronomiques Strasbourg (CDS) in France, the ADC acquires all catalogs deposited with the CDS
and supplies all ADC acquired data to the CDS for dissemination from there. The CDS acts as a
central repository, established by the International Astronomical Union, of an international network
of centers for astronomical data, including the facilities at the Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC), and in Moscow, Potsdam, Tokyo, Beijing, and La Plata (Argentina).
Astronomical data acquired from the scientific community are examined by NSSDC astronomers,
restructured and/or modified if necessary, usually in collaboration with the scientists who have
submitted the data. This analysis work is done to ensure that the data will be archived and
distributed in a form easily processed by a wide variety of computers, that formats are as simple as
possible and conform to standard usage, that maximum storage efficiency is achieved, and that data
are well documented when redistributed to secondary users.
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The ADC data sets (source catalogs) are identified in the listing referred to in the second paragraph
of this introduction. The ADC maintains a Status Report on Machine-Readable Astronomical
Catalogs. The report provides a more detailed listing of the catalogs than given in this NSSDC
Data Listing. Updated reports are available upon request, and are also published in issues of the
Astronomical Data Center Bulletin. Several catalogs have been written to one CD-ROM.
The ADC also maintains an online information system and network request service that can be
accessed via the Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN). Certain data sets (depending upon
size) can be transmitted to requesters via SPAN and BITnet, and these catalogs are indicated in an
information packet that is distributed over the networks. Additional information about how to
access the ADC online information system can be found in issues of the NSSDC News, or by
contacting Ms. Gail L. Schneider at (301) 286 - 8310.
COORDINATED DATA ANALYSIS WORKSHOPS (CDAWs)
The thrust of the CDAW program is to bring large, multi-source databases and a program of
collaborative research to bear on problems of "global" scale, such as the structure and dynamics of
the earth's magnetosphere. Such problems are typically very complex and include tightly
intertwined spatial and temporal dependencies that can be attacked only with access to simultaneous
data from many instruments at many dispersed locations. The CDAW format is unique in its effort
to blend a more traditional form of scientific workshop with access to a large data base specifically
assembled from relevant observations.
Over the 10 years of the CDAW effort, there have been 9 workshop series: all workshops to date
have involved the solar-terrestrial and space plasma physics community. The most recent CDAW
series (CDAW-8 and CDAW-9, now in progress) have included appropriate software and
workshop computer facilities to allow participants direct interactive access to the data base during
workshop meetings. Between workshops, NSSDC maintains the data base and software online to
allow ongoing analysis via access to the facilities over electronic networks such as SPAN.
Upgrades to the graphics and user interfaces have been ongoing as well.
The CDAW data bases currently of importance are those connected with CDAW-6 (two events),
CDAW-7 (two events), CDAW-8 (eight events) and CDAW-9 (five events). Events are typically
several to 12+ hours long. CDAW-6 data were from March 1979 (when spacecraft data coverage
was particularly good), CDAW-7 data from April 1979 and May 1980 (for comparison of differing
models of magnetospheric substorms), CDAW-8 data from January to June 1983 (when ISEE-3
was in the deep magnetotail) and CDAW-9 data from April-May 1986 (during the PROMIS
campaign period).
The CDAW-6 and CDAW-7 data bases remain resident on an older NSSDC computer to which
there is limited electronic access; the CDAW-8 and CDAW-9 data bases are maintained online on a
VAX/VMS machine. Selections from the CDAW-6 and CDAW-7 data bases can be exported on
magnetic tape. Online access to the CDAW-8 and CDAW-9 data bases requires an account on the
NSSDC computer. The CDAW-9 data base is currently proprietary to the CDAW-9 workshop
participants, although registration and participation in that analysis is still open as of January 1990.
For information on access to CDAW 6, 7 and 8 data or registration in the CDAW-9 workshop
series, please contact Dr. H. Kent Hills, (301) 286-4106 (telephone), (301) 286-4952 (FAX),
NSSDCA::HILLS (SPAN), or hills@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov (Internet).
NASA CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM (NCDS)
The NASA Climate Data System (NCDS) offers NASA-supported researchers in the atmospheric
and oceanographic sciences an advanced, interactive information system to locate, access,
manipulate, and display a variety of climate-related data. (Standard ordering and dissemination of
these data are available to all researchers through NSSDC.)
Data sets supported by NCDS have been arbitrarily divided into four subdisciplines for ease in
locating data of interest within the listings in this document. These subdisciplines are 1) Solar
Irradiance, 2) Clouds and Radiation, 3) Global Climatologies and Oceanographies, and 4)
Atmospheric Constituents. Subsets of any supported data set can be reformatted into NSSDC's
Common Data Fomaa(CDF) for interactive analysis or output as simple ASCII files for down-
loading to a remote site.
The data sets supported are listed in Appendix A. NCDS will be integrated into the institutional
NSSDC during 1990, thereby streamlining the handling of Earth science data requests. The goal of
the NCDS is to provide the most efficient methods to access and view the data and lea.rn how to
best make it available and useful to researchers.
For further information, contact: Lola M. Olsen, (301) 286-9760, FTS 888-9760, NCF::OLSEN;
or Jim Closs in the User Support Office, (301) 286-3209, FTS 888-3209, NCF::NCDSUSO.
PILOT LAND DATA SYSTEM (PLDS)
The Pilot Land Data System (PLDS) is an information and data management system buih for use
by researchers in the NASA Land Science community. The PLDS was conceived and developed
as a distributed information system consisting of several sites with a common core of software.
The system is designed to support a wide spectrum of both digital and analog data. Archived data
ranges from images and point source data to maps and geological samples collected from satellite,
aircraft, and ground based instruments. A complete listing of NSSDC-held PLDS data sets and the
range of temporal and spatial coverage is given on page 105. The data system includes four levels
of reference material which describe the scientific data. These levels, the Directory, Catalog,
System-wide Inventory, and Local Inventory, provide increasingly detailed information about the
scientific data. You can access this information through a menu driven interface and a query tool
that permits you to access all the inventory information without knowing its internal organization.
With this tool, you can also easily perform spatial and temporal searches, and generate custom
reports that can be saved for future reference or copied to your local computer for printing. You
can also place an order for scientific data or acquire it real-time or in delayed mode, connect to
other computer systems including other PLDS nodes, and lastly, transfer small amounts of data via
long distance networks or phone lines.
Currently, the PLDS is a prototype system. It has a limited number of users authorized to receive
the full range of PLDS services. In October 1990, the data system will begin an initial operational
phase. At that time, all of the data system services will be available to a larger scientific
community. Today there are three PLDS nodes; the Ames Research Center (ARC), the Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). All three nodes are
accessible via direct dial-in lines, DECnet via the Space Physics Analysis Network and TCP/IP via
the NASA Science Network. JPL and GSFC are also available via commercial Telenet lines. In
October, all nodes will have a generic account called PLDS that is open to all users. If you wish
to order data you must have an account or be an authorized user. Most land scientists can qualify
as authorized users. Please call a PLDS user support office for details (see page 107 for contacts).
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CRUSTAL DYNAMICS DATA INFORMATION SYSTEM (CDDIS)
The CDDIS is the Crustal Dynamics Project's archive for laser, Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI), and Global Positioning System (GPS) data. Its holdings fall into four major categories:
preprocessed data, analyzed data, ancillary data, and project management data. The CDDIS is
operational on a dedicated DEC MicroVAX II computer. All authorized Project investigators,
staff, and cooperating institutions have access to the system through the DECnet-based Space
Physics Analysis Network (SPAN), the TCP/IP-based INTERnet network, and the GTE
TELENET facilities as well as dial-up telephone lines. The CDDIS section on page 109 of this
document includes three tables. The first, Table 4, shows preprocessed Satellite Laser Ranging
(SLR) data availability by satellite, source, and dates. Catalogs of these data are accessible on line,
but the actual data are available only on magnetic tape. Table 5 lists the sources, type, and dates
for the CDDIS VLBI data, which are available on line through the CDDIS. Table 6 is a complete
listing by data type, source, and dates of the CDDIS Analyzed Data Base Contents as of January
26, 1990.
NSSDC's ONLINE DATA AND INFORMATION SERVICE (NODIS)
Various NSSDC data and services judged to be of special interest are being made accessible on a
menu-based, no-password NODIS account on the NSSDC VAX cluster. This account is available
nearly 24 hours a day, seven days a week to anyone who can reach the NSSDC VAX via dial-up
or via networks connections. At present the access to the information or limited amounts of data
are free. The data available via this NSSDC account include International Ultraviolet Explorer
(IUE) extracted spectra data, Nimbus 7 Gridded Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) data,
Nimbus 7 Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) data, and the OMNI data set of hourly solar wind
parameters. Information items include the (not yet fully populated) NASA Master Directory, a
personnel data base, and the American Institute for Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Canopus
newsletter. Access to ionospheric (International Reference Ionosphere - IRI), atmospheric (Mass
Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter - MSIS), magnetospheric magnetic field, and magnetospheric
energetic trapped particle (AE8 and AP8) models is available for downloading or executing.
Another option enables free form communication with the NSSDC, with which requests for offline
data services may be made, including orders for offline data. The USERNAME for this account is
NSSDC (after a SET HOST NSSDCA from any SPAN node.) Additional systems are likely to be
reachable from this account, although regular user accounts will be required for computer-intensive
activities.
REQUESTS FOR DATA FROM NSSDC
The National Space Science Data Center was established by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, to provide data and information from space and Earth science investigations in
support of additional studies, beyond those performed by principal investigators. In addition to its
function of providing selected data and supporting information for further analysis of space science
flight experiments, NSSDC produces numerous publications. Among these are an NSSDC
newsletter, a Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments, the Data Catalog Series
for Space Science and Applications Flight Missions, and various data user's guides.
The services provided by NSSDC are available to any researcher residing in the United States and
to researchers outside the United States through World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
(WDC-A-R&S). Resident and visiting researchers are invited to study the data while at NSSDC.
The Data Center staff will assist users with additional data searches and with the use of equipment.
Normally a charge is mad,z for the requested data to cover the cost of processing the request and
reproducing the data. The researcher will be notified of the charge, and payment must be received
prior to processing.However,asresourcespermit,theNSSDCdirectormaywaivechargesfor
modestamountsof data,whentheyareto beusedfor scientificstudiesor specificeducational
purposes,andwhentheyarerequestedby anindividualaffiliatedwith (1)NASA installations,
NASA contractors,or NASA grantees;(2) otherU. S.governmentagencies,their contractors,or
thegrantees;(3) universitiesorcolleges;(4) stateor localgovernments;or (5) nonprofit
organizations.
DataRequestFormsfor orderingdatafrom NSSDCareprovidedin AppendixB. A researcher
mayalsoobtaindatadescribedin thiscatalogby aletter,a telephonerequest,anonsitevisit, or
electronicmail usingSPAN. Anyonewhowishesto obtaindatafor ascientificstudyshould
specifytheNSSDCID andthetime span(and/orlocation)of interest.A researchershouldalso
specifywhyandwhenthedataareneeded,thesubjectof thework,organizationalaffiliation, and
anygovernmentcontractsusedfor performingthestudy. TheDataCenterstaff is availableto help
requestersidentify datasetsfor use. A reviewof NSSDC'srecentlypublishedMasterIndex
Volumeto theDataCenter's10volumeDATA CATALOG SERIES FOR SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS FLIGHT MISSIONS (NSSDC]WDCA-A-R&S 89-25) would also be useful in
selecting data sets.
NSSDC would appreciate receiving copies of all publications resulting from studies in which data
supplied by the Data Center have been used. It is further requested that both NSSDC and the
original data provider be acknowledged as sources of the data.
Data can be provided in a format or medium other than that used here. For example, magnetic
tapes can be reformatted; computer printout or microfilmed listings can be reproduced from
magnetic tape; enlarged paper prints can be provided from data on photographic film and
microfilm, etc. NSSDC/WDCA-A-R&S will provide the requester with an estimate of the
response time and, when appropriate, the charge for requests.
NSSDC'S address to request information for U. S. researchers follows:
National Space Science Data Center
Code 633.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Telephone: (301) 286-6695




Researchers residing outside the U. S. should direct requests for information to the following
address:
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 630.2
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U. S. A.
Telephone: (301) 286-6695





NSSDCis anodeonSPAN,whichcanbereachedin two ways. Electronicmail canbedirectedto
NSSDC::REQUEST.Foraccessto amenuof information,includingtheNASA MasterDirectory





submitdatato theDataCenter,or to provideinformationaboutthedatasetsthattheypreferto
makeaccessiblethemselves.TheDataCenterassignsadisciplinespecialisto work witheach
investigatoror projectscienceteam,to determinetheformsof datathatarelikely to bemostuseful
to thecommunityof usersthatobtaindatafrom NSSDC.ThepamphletGuidelines for Submitting
Data to the National Space Science Data Center can be provided on request.
DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION
The Satellite Data Listing immediately follows this descriptive material. That listing is followed by
two Supplementary Data Listings: the NSSDC Supplementary Data File (NSDF) of astronomy
data, and the NSDF data excluding astronomy data. New data sets received at NSSDC before
December 22, 1989, are included in these listings. The NASA Climate Data System section is
next, followed in order by the Pilot Land Data System section and the Crustal Dynamics Data
Distribution Section. This publication concludes with two appendices: Appendix A is a fold-out
listing of form code definitions, and Appendix B contains NSSDC Data Request Forms to order
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1963 03OD,BALLOON AIMOS DRAG DEN
DRAG DENSITIES * T E]MPS, FICHE
09/28/63
1963-038C, CHARGED PARTICLE
CHCD PARTICLE UNORDENED TAPES
UNSORTED INDEX OF TAPES
SORTED INDEX OF DATA IN SET A
TIHE-ORDERED COUNT RATES, IAPE
SORTED INDEX OF DATA, TAPE
COUNT RATES VS 1, B (PLOTS),MFILM
L-ORD EL. COUNT RATES,PLDTS,MFILM
12/13/64
1964-0830,RUBIDIUH VAPOR MAGNET.
RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAC_ DAIA, TAPE
04/19/72
1972 032A, MACNETRON GAUGE
DENSITY OBS, 160 300KH, FICHE
06/lO/79
1979-OS3A,CHARGED PART ANALYZE_
ELECTRON • PROTON RAW CDuNrl RATE
12/19163
AD-A,NONSYST.CHANCES AIR DENSITY
ATHOS DRAG DEN TABtES, FICHE
11/21/64
AD-B,NONSYST.CHANCES AIR DENSITY
ATHOS DRAG DEN TABLES, FICHE
OB/OB/6B
AD-C,NONSYST.CHANGES AIR DE_ITY
ATMDS DRAG DEN TABLES, FICHE
04/03/63
AE-A.ELECTROSTATIC PROBES
F_EC. TEHP, ION DENSITY, HFILM
AE-A,PRFSSURE CADGE
NEIJ_FRAL DENS (260KM 900KM). FICHE
AE-A,MASS SPECTROMETER
TAB ATMDS CDMP DENSITIES, FICHE
05/25/66
AE B,RF ION MASS
ION MASS SPECTRUM. DATA, TAPE
ION MASS SPECTBOM. DATA. MFILM
AE-B.NFLFFRAL MAC MASS SPECT
NEIJTRAL PARIlCLE DENSIIIES, BODK
AE B,ATMOSPHERIC DRAG
ATHOS DRAG DEN TABIE_, FICHE
12/16/73
AE-C, UV NIIRIC OXIDE F_(P (UVNO)
NITRIC OXIDE DATA, UA IAPES
UV NITR]C DXIDE, UA MfILM
AF-C, CYI. H FCTRDSIPROBE (CEP)
CEP DAIA, UA TAPES
CFJ > DATA, UA MFItM
AF-C,BENNEI_ ION MASS SPEC.(BIMS)
ION MASS SPEC DATA, UA 1APES
BENNET ION MASS SPEC, UA MFILM
AE-C, TRI.-AX.ACC.SYS(MESA)
MESA DENSITY DATA, UA IAPES
MESA DE]NSITY DATA, UA MFILM
AE-C, PHDTOELECT SPEC.{PES}
PES DATA, UA TAPES
PHDTOELECT SPEC DATA, UA MFILM
AE-C, RETARD PDT'L ANALYZER (RPA)
RPA DATA, UA TAPES
RET POTENTIAL ANALYZER, UA MFIB
AE-C, VISIBLE AIRCLDW EXP.{VAE)
VISIBLE AIRGLOW DATA, UA TAPES
VISIBLE AIRGLOW DATA, UA MFILM
AE-C,E)(TREHE SOL UV HONITOR(LSUM)
F_SUM DATA ON UA TAPES
SOLAR FLUX MEASUREHE_Frs, FICHE
ABS. U.V. SOLAR FLUX, FICHE
AE-C, SOLAR _ SPECTROM.(E]JVS)
SOLAR EUV FLUXES, UA TAPES
EUV ABSORPTION DATA, TAPE
AE C, MAC.ION MASS SPEC.(MIMS)
MAC ION MASS SPEC DATA. UA TAPES
MAC ION MASS SPEC, UA MFILM
AE C, LOW I_iENCY ELECT.EXP.(LE/Z)
LEE DAIA, UA TAPES
LEE DATA, UA MFILM
AE-C, OPEN SOURCE SPECT.(DSS)
UP SOURCE-NELrT MS.DATA, UA TAPES
OPEN SOURCE SPEC, UA MFILM
AE-C, NEU_.ATMOS.COHP.EXP.(NACE)
CL SDURCE-NEIJ7 M.S.DATA, UA TAPES
NE]J1 ATHOS COHP DAIA, UA HFILM
AE-C, NEUI.ATMOS.TEHP.EXP.(NATE)
NELFI ATHOS TENP AND COMP.UA TAPES
NE_ ATMS TENP-COMP DATA.UA MFLM
10/06/75
AE-D, UV NITRIC OXIDE EXP.(UVNO)
NITRIC OXIDE DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D, CYL.ELECTROST.PROBE (CEP)
CEP DAIA, UA TAPES
AE-D, TRI-AX.ACC.SYS. (MESA)




FORM _UAt_ IT¥ Of DAIA
63 030D
63 030D-OI
63 O30D-OIA FR 1 01/02/64 04/13/71
63-036C
63-038C-01
63 038C-OIA DO 430 09/07/63 03/04/67
63 038C-018 DO 2 09/28/63 03/04/67
63 038C 01C DO 2 09/28/63 03/04/67
63 038C-0]D DO 103 09/28/63 12/31/68
63 03BC-OIE DO 6 09/?8/63 12/31/66
63 O3BC OIF MO ? 00/78/63 ]?/31/67
63038C OIC MP ] 09/28/63 04/16/66
64 OB3C
64 083C-0]
64 083C-01A DD 1 17/17/64 06/30/65
72 032A
77-032A-01
77-032A OlA FR ? 04/71/77 05/09/7?
79-053A
79 053A 01
79 053A 01A DD 2 03/22/79 05/11/80
63-053A
63-053A-01
63 053A-OIA FR 6 12/23/63 08/25/71
64-076A
64 076A-01
64-076A-OIA FR 6 11/27/64 10/15/68
68 066A
68 066A O]
68-066A-OIA ER 6 08/08/68 01/13/73
63 OOqA
63 O09A-O_
63 OOgA-OIA M0 1 04/04/63 07/10/63
63 009A-03
63 OOgA 03A FR 1 04/03/63 06/08/63
63-009A-01
63 OOgA-O1A FR 2 04/03/63 06/01/63
66 044A
66 044A-01
66-044A-OIA DO I 06/09/66 01/17/67
66-044A-OIB MO 1 06/09/66 01/17/67
66-044A O_
66=044A-O?A B1 I 05/26/66 05/31/66
66 044A-03
66 044A-O3A ER 4 17/23/66 08/25/71
73 IO1A
73-101A-13
73101A-13A DD 62 12/16/73 12/11/Z8
73-101A-]3B MP 8 ]2/19/73 09/23/75
73 I01A 01
73-101A-OIA DD 62 12/16/73 12/11/78
73 lOlA 01B MP 8 12/]9/I3 09/23/75
73 lOlA-11
73-101A 11A DO 62 12/16/73 12/11/18
73-101A 118 HP B 12/19/73 09/23/75
73-101A-02
73 101A-OSA DD 6? 12/16/73 17/11/78
73-101A-07B MP 8 12/19/?3 09/73/75
73 lOlA-O3
73 lOlA-O3A DO 62 12/16/73 12/11/78
73 IOlA-O3B MP 8 12/19/73 09/23/?5
73-101A 04
73-103A O4A DD 62 12/16/73 12/11/78
73-101A 048 MP 8 17/19/73 09/?3/?5
73-IO1A 14
73-101A 14A DO 6? 12/16/73 12/11/78
73-10]A-14B MP 8 12/19/73 09/23/75
73-101A-05
73-101A-OSA DO 6? 12/16/73 12/11/78
73-101A-OSB PR 1 03/14/74 11/27/74
73-]01A-05C ER 1 12/_)/73 12/31/73
73-101A-06
73-101A 06A DO 62 12/16/73 12/11/78
73-101A-068 DO 1 02/02174 02/28/74
73-101A 10
73-101A IDA DO 6? 12/16/73 12/]1/78
73-101A 108 MP 8 12/19/13 09/23/75
73 ]OlA 17
73-]01A-12A DO 62 12/16/73 12/]1/78
73 IOlA 12B MP 8 12/19/73 09/23/75
73-101A 07
73-101A 07A DO 62 12/16/73 12/11178
73-101A-07B MP 8 12/19/73 09/23/75
73 101A-08
73-101A-OBA DD 62 12/16/73 12/11/78
73-101A-088 HP 8 12/19/73 09/23/75
73-101A-09
73-101A-OgA DD 62 12/16/73 17/11/78
73 1OlA-OgB MP 8 12/19/73 09123175
75-096A
75-096A 1]
75 096A llA DO 4 10/06/75 0]/29/76
75-096A-01
75-096A-OIA DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76
75-096A-07
75 096A-O?A DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76
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PES DATA. UA TAPES
AE-D, RETARD POT'L ANAL_Z_ (RPA)
RPA DATA. UA TAPES
AE D. VlSlBLE AIRGLOW E_P.(VAE)
VISIBLE AIRGLOW DATA. UA IAPES
AE-D, NEUff_ATMOS.COMP.EXP. (NACE)
NE_JT ATHOS COMP DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D, MAC I0N MASS SPEC.(MIP_)
MAC ION MASS SPEC DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D,LOW ENFJ_CY ELECTRON EXP(LEE)
LEE DATA. UA TAPES
AE-D, OPEN SOURCE SPEC.(OSS)
OP SOURCE-NEUT M.S DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D, NEU_.ATMDS.TE34P.EXP.(NATE)
NE1]T ATMOS TEHP COMP, UA TAPES
i1/20/75
AE-E,CEP-CYL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE
CEP DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E,BENNEI_ ION MASS SPEC.(BIMS)
BENN ION MASS SPEC DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, TRI-AX.ACC.SYS. (MESA)
MESA DATA. UA TAPES
AE-E,PES-PHDTOELECT SPECTROMETE_
PES DATA. UA TAPES
AE-E.RPA-RETARDING PDTBqT ANAL
RPA DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, VISIBLE AIRGLOW EXP (VAE)
VAE DATA. UA TAPES
AE-E, EXTRM SOLAR UV HONIT (ESUM)
ESUR DATA ON UA TAPES
SOLAR FLUX MEASUREHEJ_TSo FICHE
ABS. UV SOLAR FLUX, FICHE
AE-E.BACKSCAI-IE]R UV SPEC.(BUV)
BLN DATA ON UA TAPES
AE-E. NELFT.ATMOS.CDMP.EXP. (NACE)
NEIIT ATMOS COMP DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, SOLAR _ SPEC. (BdVS)
EUVS DATA ON UA TAPES
EIJV ABSORPTION DATA, TAPE
EUVS S0LAR-FLUX DATA, TAPE
AE-E. ENER.ANALYZ.SPEC.TEST(EAST)
EAST DATA ON UA TAPES
AE-E, OPEN SOURCE SPECTRDM.(OSS)
OSS DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, NEUT.ATMDS.TEHP.EXP.(NATE)
NE]JT AIM0S TENP E_P, UA IAPES
12t16/72
AE_OS, SOLAR EUV RADIATION
E]JV SPECTRA DATA. TAPE
A_OS,NEIJTRAL DEN.A( TFRPBATURE
NELn T E_P * DENSITY DATA, MFILM
AFROS, RE_ARDING POIENT ANALYZER
RPA PLASMA MEASURMN3. TAPE
07116174
AFROS 2, IMPEDANCE PROBE
ELECIRDN DENSITY DATA, TAPE
AFROS 2, _V SPECTROMETBR
EIJV SPECTRA DATA, TAPE
AFROS 2. REIARDINC POT ANALYZE_
RPA PLASMA ME_SURP_N_, TAPE
02/21/B9
DEI-AKEBON0 B-FLD MFQ CONJ 6X12 D
DEI AKEBONO B-FLD MFSD CONJ 6X12
09/29/62
TIME CHARTS, TAPE
EXTE_4DED WORLD MAPS, TAPE
TIME CHARTS, FICHE
INDEX OF AVAILABLE DATA, TAPE
CRPL EXTENDED WORLD MAPS, MFILM
INDEX OF AVAILABLE DATA, FICHE
CSFC ORBITAL ELEMENTS, TAPE
ALOUE17rE I,RADIO ASTRD,I.S-IOt4HZ
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-ACC LEV.,MFILM
ALOUETTE 1,ENERGETIC PART. DETECT
E CT 4O-oP GT 500KEV 105. AV,TAPE




RRS N(H) INT PROFILES, FICHE
DRTE N(H) SCALED PROFILES, FICHE
ARC N(H)+H SUMMARIES, TAPE
ARC N(H)+H INT PROFILES, FICHE
ALOSYN=SCALED DATA, FICHE
CRC N(H) INT PROFILES, FICHE
NSSDC 1ONDCRAM INVENTORY,TAPE
UCLA N(H) INT PROFILES,TAPE
CRC INDEX OF DUCTED ECHOES, TAPE
RSRS N(H) IN7 PROFILES, MFILM
SDU_ ACC VS TIME PLOTS, MFILM
CRC N(H) DATA,SCALED POINTS,TAPE
CRC N(H) DATA, N * HCT COEF, TAPE
11/29/65
EXTENDED WORLD MAPS, TAPE
CRC INDEX OF DATA AVAILABLE, TAPE
15-096A-03
7b-O96A-O3A DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76
75-096A-04
75-096A-O4A DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76
7s-og6A-13
75-096A-13A DO 4 ]0/06/75 01/29/76
75-096A-08
75-OQSA-OBA DO 4 10106175 01129176
75-096A-10
75-096A-lOA DO 4 10/06/75 0]/29/76
75-096A-12
75-096A-I2A DO 4 10/06/7_ 01/29/76
75-096A-07
75-096A-OTA DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76
7s-OgBA-O9
75-096A-OgA DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76
76-107A
75-107A-01
7S-107A-OIA DO 68 11/21/7S 06/07/81
75-107A-10
75-107A-1OA DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-02
7S-lO7A-O2A DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-03
7S-lO7A-O3A DO 68 1]/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-04
7S-lO7A-O4A DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-11
75-107A-11A DD 68 11/21/75 06107/31
75-107A-05
75-107A-OSA D£) 68 11/21/75 12/30/79
75-107A-05B FR 5 12/03/75 09/24/76
75-107A-05C FR ) 12/20/73 12/31/73
75-107A-16
75-107A-16A DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-08
75-107A-OBA DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-06
75-107A-O6A DO 68 11/21/7S 12/3=0/79
7S-lOTA-O6B DO 1 12/27/76 12/30/79
75 107A-06C DO 1 06/03/77 09/25/_0
75-107A-19
75-107A-1QA DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-07
75-107A-O7A DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-09
75-107A-OgA DO 66 11/21/75 06/07/81
72-100A
72-100A-04
72-100A-O4A DO 1 12/23/72 08/05/73
72-100A-05
72-100A-OSA MP 15 12/26/72 08109/73
72-100A-02
72-100A-O2A DO 1 01/04/73 08103/73
74-OSSA
74-0S5A-03
74-055A-O3A DO 2 07/23/74 09/25/75
74-055A-04
74-OSSA-O4A DO 1 07/21/74 07/03/75
74-055A-02
74-OSSA-O2A DO 5 07/20/74 09/04/76
B9-O]6A
89-016A-000 PR 1 03101/89 09/27/89
89-016A-OOE FR 1 03101/89 09/27/89
62-049A
6_-049A-000 DD 2 09/2_/62 12116166
62-049A-OOE DD 67 12/03/67 02/28/72
62-049A-OOF FR 39 09129/62 12/31/6S
62-O49A-OOC DO _ 01/01/66 12/31/67
6_-049A-OOH MP 17 09/29/82 06/30/64
62-049A-001 FR 5 01/01/66 12/31/68
62-049A-OOJ DD 1 10/07/62 02/13/72
62-049A-04
62-049A-O4A MO 5067 09/29/62 11/30/70
62-049A-0_
62-049A-O2A DO 2 09129162 03/26/64
62-049A-01
62-049A-OIA MD 5067 09/2916_ 11/30/70
62-049A-01B NO 9 09/29/6_ 08/31/64
62-049A-01C DO 6 09/29/6_ 06/30/67
62-049A-OIE FR 9 11/26/6_ 07/31/63
62-049A-OIF PR 73 09/30/62 07/28/68
69-049A-011 DO 1 10/31/62 01/27/64
62-049A-OIJ FR 71 11/01/62 01/28/64
62-049A-OIK FR 311 09/29162 12/31168
62-049A-OIL FR 47 09/30/62 07128/68
62-049A-010 DO 6 09/29/6_ 11/30/70
62-049A-DIP DO 2 09/30/6_ 05/02/64
62-049A-OIQ DO 1 12/01/62 12/31/6B
62-049A-OIR HP 7 10103/62 09/04/66
62-049A-015 _ $1 01/21/63 06/27/64
62-049A-OIT DO 2 09129/62 03130/66
62-049A-OIU DO 1 11/19/62 11/06/71
65-098A
65-098A-OOD DO 91 08106/67 03/31173
65-09•A-•BE DD 1 1]/29/65 12/31/66
12
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CRC INDEX OF DAIA AVAILABtE,FICHE
GSFC 0RBI] AL EI EHE_fTS. TAPE
ALOUET_E 2,VLF RECEIVER
KASHIMA VLF DATA, BDOK
ALDUEI_E 2.LANCHUIR PROBE
ECIRON DINSIFY + F E_P. TAPE
E[EEIRON DtNSITY + I LHP. HFILM
_ECT DLNSIIY , ]EHP PLOI S, MFILM
ALOUEITE 2,RADIU NOISE,.2-I3.6MHZ
COSMIC RADIO N_ISE-ACC L_'.,MFILM
COSMIC RAOI0 N01S[ SUHMARY, MFILM
COSMIC RADIO NOISE, HC ROLLS
ALOUEIIE 2 ENLRCE_IC PARE. DETECT
COUNT RATE DATA, 1APE
PARTICLE BOUNDARY DATA, TAPE
ALDUEFIE 2, SWEEP FREQ SOUNDF_
SWK/LP [H_QUENCY ]ONOCRAMS, MFILH
RRL N(H)+H INI PROFILES, FICHE
E]RC INDEX OF DUCT ED ECHOES, 1APE
ERC DUCIED ECHCP_,BXIO-IN. PRIN_S
CRR N(H) 1Nl PRDFILES, MFICHE
CRC N(H) SCALED PROFILES, MFICHE
NSSDC IDNDCRAM INVE_0RY,TAPE
ARC N(H) IN• PROFILE_S,PACKE_ TAPE
ARC N(H) INT PROFILES, MFILM
NSSDC SID FDRMAI FROM 68 OgBA-OIJ
CRC INDEX OF DUCKED ECHOES, TAPE
CRC N(H) DA_A, N + HCf COEF, TAPE
RSRS N(H) IN_I PROFILES. MFILM
0B/16/84
MAC CONJ WIVIK-SWFD 3XIBORNS FICH
HAC CNJ W/VIK-SWED 6X12 BNS FICH
AMPTE/CCE,CHARCE E-HASS SPECTROM
COLOR SPEC-TRDCRAHS,SLIDES
CHARCE-E_E_CY MASS SPECIRUIM SF_





MAGNETIC FIELD VEC_DR SF1)U
AMPTEICCE,PLASMA WAVE F'_XPERIMLT_Fr
SURVEY PL0_S, MICRDF]CHE





0RBIIAL PLOTS FOR PRDHIS PERIOD
IRM, PLASMA WAVE 1NSIRUHEN1
5-S AVER PLASHAWAVE AMPLITUDES,TP
IRM,SUPRAIHERMAL lONIC CHARS ANAL
S S AVER SUPRAII[RMAL IONS, TAPE
IRM, MACNE10MET _t
5-S AVER MAC.FIH_ VECTORS, 1APE
IRM, PLASHA I_STRUME]_I
5-5 AVER PLASMA PARAMEIERS, 1APE
08116/84
REGION BNDRY TIMF_, DATA FORMAT
O8/30/74
ANS, HARD(2 40 KEV) X-RAY EXP.
HXX ORSU_VINC CATALDC
ANS, 1500 3300A ULTRAVIOLET EXP.
UV PDINISDURCES CAT
12/21/68
APOLLD 8,PHOTDS 70MM + 16MH
PHOTOS,COI OR HASI[IR POS.7OMM
P} _OI DS, COL OR 'B 'W IND M. PDS. ]6HM
PHOIOS,B/W PHDTOMETRIC pDS+7OMM
PHOTOS BIW LOCVIRONIC POS.IOMM
MICROFICHE 4X6 B1 W PDS
MICRDFICHE 4X6 COt_0R P0S
PHOIDCRAPH]C DATA BY LAC AREA
06118/69
APOLLO ]O,PHDIOS 7OHM + ]6_M
PHOTOS C0[0R MASI_ POS 70MH
PHD)0S COLOR'B'WIND M.POS ]6MM
PHRFO5 B/W PHOTOH(TRIC P0S /OHM
PHDIOS BIW LOCEIRONIC PDS 7OMM
MICRDFICI¢E 4X6 B/W PDS
MICROFICHE 4X6 COLOR PO5
PII0_0CRAPHIC DAIA BY LAC AREA
07/16/69
APOLLO 11,_[0TOS 70,16 * 36MM
PHOTOS COLOR MASTER PDS 70HH
MALIRER 16 HH MOVIE FILM, COLOR
PHOTOS COLOR SIEREO P0S 35MM
PH01DS B1 W PHOTOMETRIC P0S 7OMH
PH01DS LOCIE (NSSDC DNLY)
MICROFICHE 4X6 B/_ P0S
MICROF]CHE 4X6 COt DR PDS
pH(}IUCRAPHI_ DATA BY LAC ARD_
KINt_COPE 16 HH MOVIE FILMS
07/16/69





FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
65-09BA-OOF FR 7 !1/29/65 12131168
65-09BA-OOC DO 1 12/05165 03/21/73
66-098A-02
65-Og8A-028 BI 1 02/25/71 09/26/71
65-098A-05
65+098A-OSA DD ] 02/21/66 ]1/]3/67
65-098A-058 HO 1 02/2]/66 11/13167
65-098A-06C MU 1 02/21/66 03/01167
65-OgBA-03
6S-OqBA-O3A MO 2188 11129/65 06/00/73
6S-OqBA-O3_ MP 1 06130/66 07/01169
66-OgBA-03C ST 1625 06/30/66 07/01/69
65-098A-04
65-OgBA-O4A DD 8 11/29/65 O6/]8/_9
65-098A-048 DO 1 11/29/65 06/18169
6S-OgOA-O]
6S-09BA-OIA HO 2671 ]1/29/65 01/31/75
65-OgBA-O1D FR 22 10/12/66 12/27/68
65-098A-016 DO 2 1_/01165 04/21/6_
6S-OgBA-O]F W• 2451 12101165 04/21169
65-098A-01C FR 6 12115/6S 03/09/70
65-098A-O]H FR 10 12/15/65 03/09/70
65-098A-01I DO 3 11/29/65 04/23/73
6S-OqBA-OIJ DD 2 11/29/65 06/08172
65-098A-OIK MP 8 11/29/65 03111170
65-098A-O1M DO 1 11/29165 03/11170
65-O98A-O1N DD 1 11/29/65 10130/71
65-09BA-010 DD 3 12/15/6S 07/10/72
65-098A-OIP MP S 12/12/65 08/11/68
B4-OBBA
84-OBBA-OOD I:_ 2 03/01186 06/30/85
B4-OBBA-OOE FR 2 03/01/86 06/30/86
84=088A-03
84-OBBA-O3A R• _0013 08/17/84 12/30/86
84 OBBA-O3B DO 12 08127/84 06128/87
84-088A-02
84-OBBA-O2A RO 19473 08/17/84 12/30/86
84 08BA 02B DO I_ 08/16/84 12/31184
84 OBBA-05
84 OBBA-OSA FR 216 08127184 12125186
84 OBBA-O58 DO 9 08118/84 00127/87
B4-OBBA-O4
84 OBBA-O4A FR 216 08127/84 06/25/87
B4-OBBA O4B DO _ 08128/84 08127/87
84-OBBA-O]
84-088A-OIA RO _0013 08117184 1_130/86
84-088A-01B DD 26 08116/84 07/18/87
84 OBBB
84 OBBB-OOD FR 3 03/29/86 06/16/86
B4-OBBB-O4
84-0_,_B-048 DO 48 03121185 02108186
84-0_t08-06
84 OBBB-06A DD 48 03/21/85 0_/08186
84-088B-02
84-088B-02B DO 48 03/21/85 02108186
84-0888-03
B4-0BBB-03B DD 48 03121185 02108186
B4-OBBC






















6g 043A-O1F CR 7








69 ObgA-OIF FR 13
69-05gA OIC cr 11
69-059A-01I DD 2 07/16/69 07124169
69-OSgA-OIJ LP 1026 07/17/69 07/23/69
69 059C
69-059C-04
69-059C-04C _) 19 07/21/69 06/22181
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LUNAR I IBRATION TAPE
LURE 2 KPHENERIS DATA
APOLLO II.SEISMOGRAPH,EASEP
SEISMOCRAPH RECORDS, EASEP
APOLLO 110, SOIL MECHANICS
SOIL MECH PUB. REP. ON M/FICHE
APOLLO ll,CEDLDCIC SAMPLES
35HM B/W PHOTOGRAPHY (FRAMES)
70MM B/W PHOTOGRAPHY (FRAMES)
4X5 B/W PHOTOGRAPHY (FRAMES)
CEDLOCIC SAMPLES 4X5 COLOR POS
REVISED LUNAR SAMPLE DATA BASE
LUNAR SAMPLE CATALDC, M/FICHE
LUNAR SAMPLE INDEX, M/FILM
11/14/69
APOLLO 12,PHOTOS.MULTISP_TRL 5158
PHOTOS, B/W MULTISPECTRAL lOMH
APOLLO 12.PHOTDS 70,I6 _ 35MM
PHOTOS COLOR 'B' WIND M POS. 16MH
PHOIOS COLOR STEREO POS 35MM
PtIOTOS COLOR MASTER POS 70MM
PHOIDS B/W PHOTOMETRIC PDS IOMM
PHOTOS B/W LDCEIRDNIC POS. 70MM
MICROFICHE 4X6 B/W POS
MICROFICHE 4X6 COLOR POS
PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA BY LAC AREA
PANORAMIC MOSAICS, 8XIO
KINESCOPE COLOR 16-MM MOVIE FILM
APOL12.S-BAND TRANSPONDER(S-IS4)
CSM ACCELERATIDNS.PLOTS ON MFILM
11/14/69
ALSEP 24 HOUR WORK TAPES
APOLLO 120, SUPRATHERMAL ION
SUPRAT ION COUNTS VS ENERGY PLDTS
SUPRAT ION COUNTS VS ENERCY LIST
MASS ANALYZER ION DATA ON TAPE
ENCINKEI_INC PARAM FOR SIDE KXP-F
ION SPECTROGRAMS ON FILM
TOTAL ION DETECTOR DATA ON TAPE
APOLLO 120. PASSIVE SEISMIC
SEISMIC EVEIWI TAPES
COMPRESSED SCALE PLAyDurIS
EVKhFI TAPE CDMPRE_SS SCALE PLAYOLFI
EXPANDED SCALE PLAYOUTS
CONTINUOUS DATA TAPES
TAPES OF ARTIFICIAL IMPACTS
EVE_ LOG AS CARD IMAQES ON TAPE
SEISMIC EVEIWI CATALDC
METEOR IMPCT Evhrl COMER SCALE P/O
METEOROID IMPACT EXP_ SCALE P/O
HF TKI_KSEISM]C EVICT EXP SCALE P/O
HF TKLESEISMIC CDMPR SCALE P/O
MDONQUAKE EVENT CDMPR SCALE P/D
MDONQUAKE EXPANDED SCALE PLAYOLIIS
ARI 1FICIAL IMPACT EXP SCALE P/D
ARTIFICIAL IMPACT COMPR SCALE P/O
SKLECIED SEISMIC EVEINFI CATALOC
LARGE METEOROID IMPACTS ON TAPE
HICH f_EQUENCY TELESEISMS ON TAPE
SEI FCTED MOONQUAKE EVENTS ON TAPE
LUK_R STRUCTURE, MFICHE
APOLLO li>C, SOIL MECHANICS
PUBRPIOF MECHANICAL PROPER1 IKS
APOLLO 120, QEOLOCIC SAMPLES
3SMM B/W PHOTDCRAPHY (F_AME_)
70MM B/W PHD]OGRAPHY (F_AMES)
7OHM COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY (FRAMES)
4X5 B/W PHO] OGRAPHY (FRAMES)
4X5 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY (FRAMES)
RE'VISED LUNAR SAMPLE DAIA BASE
LUNAR SAMPLE CATALOG, M/FICHE
LUNAR SAMPLE INDEX. M/FILM
DRAWINCS DF ROCK CUTTING SAMPLES
APOLLO I2C.S BAND TRANSPDR(S-164)
LM ACCKI_ERATIONS,PLOTS ON N/FILM
APOLLO 120. SOLAR WIND SPECTRDM.
PLASMA PARAM FINE RESOL ON MAC TP
HR AVC PLASMA PARAM ON MAC TAPE
HR. AVC PLOTS-PLASMA PARAM-MFILM
APOLLO 120, LUNAR SURFACE MAC.NET.
B MAONTDE, COMPNTS, MF]LM PLOTS




PHOTOS COLOR 'B'WIND M.PDS 16MM
PHOTDS COLOR MASTER POS 70MM
PHOIOS, B/W PHOTOMETRIC POS 70MM
PHOTOS, B/W LOGKIRONIC POS 70MM
MICROFICHE 4X6 COLOR POS
PHOTOCRAPH]C DAIA BY LAC AREA
KINESCOPE COLOR 16 MM MOVIE FILM
01/31/7I
APOLLO 14A. PHOlOCRAPHY
PHOTOS. CDLOR SIEREO PBS 3SHH
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PHOTOS B/W PHOIOME [RIO PDS 7OHM
PH01DS COLOR 'B' WIND M POS IBMM
PH01OS COLOR MASIE]R PDS IOHH
PHOTOMETRIC 5-1NCH HYCON B/W
tPCETRONIC 5 INCH HYCON B/W
MICROFICHE, COLOR POSITIVE 4X6
PHOTOS, PANORAMAS BX]O B/W POS
PHOTOS, PANORAMAS 8XIO COL DR POS
MICROFICHE, B/W POSIIIVE 4X6
LUNSORT SUPPORT DATA BY LAC AREA
KINESCOPE COLOR 16 MM MDVIE FILM
APOLLO 14A, BISTATIC RADAR
13 CM BISIATIC RADAR LUNAR 0BS
116-CM BISIATIC RADAR LUNAR 0OS.
COMBINED BISIATIC RADAR DBS.
APOLLO ]4A, S BAND TRANSPONDB
CSM ACCELE]RAIION TAPES
CSM ACCELERATIONS,PLOTS ON M/FILM
oi/31/71
ALSEP 24 HOUR WORK TAPES
APOLLO 14C, LUNAR DUSX DETECTOR
DUST DE-rECTOR DAYTIME DATA M/FILM
DUST DETECTOR ECLIPSE DATA M/FILM
APOLLD 14C, PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER
BE]MANET_q MAC FLD HACNTDE,CDHPN_S
APOLLO 14C, LASER RETR0 REFLECTOR
PHOTON DE]" TAPE(FILTD * UNFLTD)
LUNAR LIBRATION TAPE
LURE 2 ERHI]'IERIS DATA
APOLLO 14C,SUPRATFi(RHAL 10N
SUPRAT ION COL_IS VS ENERCY PLOTS
SUPRAT I0N COUNTS VS ENERCy LIST
MASS ANALYZER DATA DN TAPE
E_CINF£]RINC PARAM FOR SIDE EXP. F
ION SPECTROGRAMS ON FILM
TOTAL ]0N DETECIOR DATA ON 1APE
APOLLO ]4C,CDLD CATHODE ]ON CAUCE
LUNAR ATM PRESS MEAS PLOTS DN Ft_
APDLL0 14C. ACTIVE SEISMIC
ACTIVE SEISMIC EVF_FI TAPES





EVE]WT 1APE COMPRESS SCAEE PtAYOUI
TAPES OF ARIIFICIA{ IMPACTS
EVEN] L0C AS CARD IMAGES ON IAPE
SEISMIC EVE]VT CAIAtDG
MFIW_R IMPAC1COMPR STALE P/O
MIIIL]RDID IMPACT [XP SCALE P/0
HF T_E_EISMIC EVNT EXP SCALE P/O
HF T_ ESEISMIC COMPRE3 SCALE P/O
MDONQUAKE EVENT CUMPRE_ SCALE P/0
M00NQUAKE EX_ANOI_J SCALE PLAYOUTS
ARTIFICIAL IMPACT EI(P SCALE P/D
ARIIEICIAL IMPACT COMPR SCALE P/D
SEt ECTED SEISMIC EVE]W1 CATALOC
LARCE MEIEOROID IMPACTS ON IAPE
HIGH E_REQUH_CY TF_ ESEISHS OM TAPE
SELECTED MODNQUAKF EVF_S ON 1APE
L UNAR SERUCTURE. Mf ICHE
APOLLO 14C, SOIL MECHANICS
SOIL MECHANICS RESULTS
APOLLO 14C, CHARGED PARTICLE
COUN_ RATE DATA ON MAC TAPE
E:XPE_ PO,_N,ORIENTATN INFO ON TAPE
200 E_ _ECTRON COUNT RAIES,MFILM
APOLLO I4C,S-BAND TRANSPDR(S-1641
LM ACCELERATIDN PLOTS DN MFILM
APOLLO 14C, FIELD CEDLOCY
GFOLOCIC SAMPLES 8X10 B/W POS
CEDLOCIC SAMPLES 70f4M B/W P0S
CEOLOCIC SAMPLES 4X5 B/W POS
CEDL.OCIC SAMPLES 3SMM B/W POS
CEOL.OCIC SAMPLES 4X5 COLOR POS
CE-OLOCIC SAMPLES 8X]O COLOR POS
REVISED LUNAR SAMPLE DATA BASE
LUNAR SAMPLE CATALOC, M/FICHE
LUNAR SAMPLE INDEX, M/FILM
DRAWlNCS OF ROCK SAMPLE CUT-TINCS
07126171
APOLLO 15A,X-RAY FLUORESCENCE
LUNAR ORBIT X-RAY DATA
TRANSEARTH COAST X-RAY DATA
APOLLO 1SA,CAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER
MERCED DATA TAPES, CAMMA RAY SPEC
MAPPINC DATA ON MICROFILM
APOLLO ISA,HANDHELD PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOS, B/W LOCETRONIC 7OHM P0S
PHOTDS, B/W PHOTOMETRIC 7OMM POS
PHOTOS, COLOR MASTER P0S 7OHM
B-WIND COLOR IBMM (MAURER)
PHOTOS, MOSAICS, COLOR POS, 4XS
PHOTOS, MOSAICS, B/W POS, 4X5




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
7] OOBA OIC TM 815
71 OOBA-OED LP i_OO
71 OOBA-O]E LM 5]g
71 OOBA-OIF TV 243





7] OOBA-OIM DD ? 02/04/7I 02/07/7I
7]-OOBA-01N LP 24397 02/03/71 02/06/7]
71-008A-04
7I-OOBA-O4A OD 1 0210617 ] 02/06/71
7] O08A-04B DD 1 02/06/71 02/06/71
71 OO8A-O4C DD 1 02/06/7I 02/06/7]
7] OOBA-03
7100BA-O3A DD I 02/04/71 02/05/71
71 +008A-030 NP ] 0_/04/71 02/07/71
7]-008C
71 O08C-OOD DD 1486 01/01/76 12/14/77
71-OOBC-lP
71 008C-12A MP lg 05/05/71 0"2/24/76
71-008C-128 MP ] 01/30/7_ 01/30/72
71-008C-10
71-008C-10A F_ ] 07/06/71 02/06/71
71-008C-0q




7I-OOBC-06A HP 168 08/26/72 08/26/74
71008C-06B MP 181 10/05/71 08/26/74
71 008C-06C DO a4 02/06/71 04/11/73
7I-O08C-06D HP 4 08/26/72 08/26/74
71008C+06E MO 3 02/06/71 oq/og/74
7] O08C-06F DD 14 0_/06/71 04/11/73
71-008C-O7
7]-008C-07A MO 3 02/09/71 12/31/73
71-008C-05
71 OOBC-05A DD I 02/15/7] 02/15/11
71+008C-04
71 008C-04A DD 30 07/14/73 08/13/73
71+008C-040 DO 310 02/06/71 09/30/77
7] 008C-04C _T I] 0_/05/7] 03/01/76
7] OOBC-04D MO 2 02/07/71 08/08/72
7[ OOBC-04E MT 3 02/06/71 10/04/77
71 008C-04I DD I 02/07/71 12/16/71
71-008C-04C DD i 02/07/71 12/31/75
7] 008C-04H ER ll 02/07/71 07/09/75
71-008C-041 MP 1 04/13/71 05/04/75
7100BC-O4J MP ] 04/13/11 05/04/75
71-008C-04K HP 1 04/13/71 05/04/75
7100BC-O4L MP 1 04/13/71 05/04/75
7] OOBC 04H MP 1 08/04/71 04/23/75
7I 008C-O4N MP ] 08/04/71 04/23/75
7100BC-040 MP 1 0_/07/71 1_/15/7_
7I 008C-04P MP I 03/01/76 04/04/76
7]-008C-04Q FR 1 04/13/71 05/27/75
71-008C-04R DD 6 04/13/71 05/04/75
7I 008C-045 DD I 04/17/71 01/13/75
71 008C-04X D_ 2 08/04/71 04/23/75




71-008C-O8A 'DD 56 02/05/71 03/0"2/73
71-OOBC-08B DO 1 0_/05/71 12/31/73
71-008C-08C MO 1 02/06/71 03/12/71
71-008C-11










71 008C OIK MP ]
71 008C-01L UI IO
71 063A
71 063A-Og
71-O63A-OgA 00 ] 07/30/71 08/04171
71-063A-098 DO 1 08/04/71 08/07/71
71-063A-08
71 063A-O8A DO 47 07/28/71 08/06/71
71-063A-08D MP 1
7I O63A-O1
71-063A 01A TM _4]0
7]-063A-018 TM _410
71-063A-01C LM 1117
71 063A-010 LP 1600
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HASSELBLAD ]NDE]( ON M/FILM
MAURER INDEX ON M/FILM
CALTECH HASSELBLAD 70 him FICHE
HASSELBLAD M]CROFILH CATALOG
HASSELBI._ PHOTO M]CROFICHE-NSSDC
HASSELBLAD MOSAIC MIROFICHE CAT
35-MM NIKON DIMLIGH_ PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEX TO 3._ NIKON DIMLICH_ PHOT
H_SSELBLAD PHOTO INDEX MICROFICHE
INDEX TO TV 16MM KINESCOPE PHOTOS
INDEX TO 70MM SURFACE MOSAICS
KINESCOPE COLOR 16-MM MOVIE FILM
APOLLO ISA,PANDRAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOS, B/W PHOTOMETRIC POS 5X48
PHOTOS, PANORAMA LOC/E 5X48 B/W
PAN TERMINATOR 5X48 D/W NEG
PAN CAME]_A SUPPORT DA1A
INDEX TO PANORAMIC CAMERA M/FILM
NSSDC CATALOG OF PAN FILM ON M/FM
PANORAMIC CAMERA RECTIFIED PHOTOS
PAN CAMERA INDEX ON MICROFICHE
SIMBAY PAN PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
PHOTOGRAPH EVALUATION DATA BOOK
APOLLO 15A,METRIC PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOS, S-INCH B/W LOO/E POS
PHOTOS, S-INCH B/W PHOTO M. POS
PHOTOS, METRIC TERMINATOR 5X5 B/W
MAPPINC CAMERA SUPPORT DATA
INDEX TO METRIC CAMERA M/FILM
CALTECH METRIC PHOTDORAPHY FICHE
METRIC PHOTOGRAPHY CATALOC
NSSOC MAPPIND PHOTO MICROFICHE
METRIC CAMERA INDEX ON MICROFICHE
SELD;ICENTRIC GEODETIC REFERENCE
SIMBAY METRIC PHOTO SUPPORT DATA




SIMBAY STELLAR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO 15A,ALPHA PART.SPECTR,SI62
256 CHAN PULSE-PK_T ANALYZER, TAPE
APOLLO 15A, MASS SPECTROMETE_
MASS SPECTROM DATA ON TAPE
MASS SPECTROM. DATA ON FILM
APOLLO ISA,BISTATIC RADAR
13 CM BISTATIC RADAR LUNAR OBS.
116-CM BISTATIC RADAR LUNAR OBS.
COMBINED BISTATIC RADAR DOS
APOLLO 15A, LASER ALTIMETER
LASER ALTIMETER INCID_CE DATA
SELEROC_NTRIC GEODETIC REFERENCE
SIMDAY LAS ALT PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO 15A, S-BAND TRANSPONDER
CSN ACCELERATION TAPES
CSM ACCELERATIONS PLOTS ON M/FILM
07126171
ALSEP 24 HOUR WORK TAPES
APOllO ISC,LUNAR DUST DET, MSI5
DUST DETECTOR DAYTIME DATA M/FIL_
APOllO IK, LUNAR SURFACE PLAONET.
B MAONTDE, COMPNTS, MFILM PLOTS
B MAONTDE, COMPNTS, MAC TAPE
SAMPLE DECIMATED TAPE
APOLLO 15C,LASER RETRO-REFLECTOR
PHOTON DET TAPE(FILTD * UNFILTD)
LUNAR LIBRATION TAPE
LURE 2 EPHEMERIS DATA
APOLLO 15C, SUPRATHERMAL ION
SUPRAT ION COUNTS VS ENERCY PLOTS
SUPRAT ION COUNTS VS ENERGY LISl
MASS ANALYZER DATA ON TAPE
I_INEERINC PARAM. FOR SIDE EXP.F
ION SPECTROGRAMS ON FILM
TOTAL I0N DETECTOR DATA 0N TAPE
APOLLO 15C, COLD CATHODE ION
LUN ATMOS PRESS MEAS PLOTS-FILM
APOLLO 15C, HEAT FLOW
HEAT FLOWoTHI_L CONDUCTIVITY





TAPES OF ARTIFICIAL IMPACTS
EVENT TAPE COMPRESS SCALE PLAYOUT
EVB4"r LOG AS CARD IMADES ON TAPE
SEISMIC EVE]Nrr CATALOG
ME-fEOROID IMPACT EVEWI COMPRESSED
METEOROID IMPACT EXPANDED SCALE
HF TFIESEISMIC EVENT EXPANDED
HF TELESEISMIC COMPRESSED SCALE
MOONQUAKE EVENT COMPRESSED SCALE
MOONQUAKE EXPANDED SCALE PLAYOLFrs




























7]-063A-021 FR 3 07/29/71 08/D4/7I











71-063A-O3J FR 2 07/30/71 12/15/72
71-063A-O3K ER 3 07/29/71 08/04/7I
71-063A-O3L FR 4 07/26/7I 00/09/71
7]-063A-04
71-063A-O4A TM 3350
7]-063A-O4B FR _ 07J30/71 12/15/72
71-063A-04C FR 3 07/29/71 08/04/71
71-063A-10
7]-063A-lOA DO 2 07/29/71 D8/05/71
71-063A-]3
7]-063A-I3A DO 3 07/30/7I 08/07/71
71+063A-13B MP 6 07/30/71 08/07/71
71 063A ]4
71-063A-]4A DO 2 08/01/7I 08/0|/71
71-063A 143 DD ] 08/01/7] 08/01/71
7]-063A-14C DD 1 OB/Ol/71 08/01/71
71-063A-D6
71-063A-OSA DD ] 07/30/71 07/30/71
71-063A 060 FR _ 07/30/71 12/15/72
71-063A 05C FR 3 07/29/71 08/04/71
71+063A-11
71-063A-11A DO 2 03/30/71 03/31/71
71-063A-113 MP 2 07130/71 08/04/71
71--063C
71-063C-000 DO 1486 01/01/76 12/14/77
71-063C-0g
71-063C-09A MP 19 07/31/71 0"2/2"2/76
71-063C-03
71-063C-03A MP O 07/31/71 09/20/72
71-063C-03B DO 138 07/31/71 09/20/72
71-063C-03C DO I 07/31/7] 08/15/71
71-063C-03




71-063C-05A HP 278 08/24/72 09/09/74
71-063C-053 HP 303 08/26/72 09/09/74
71-063C 05C DO IO 06/03/71 06/02/73
71-063C-0SD MP 8 08/24/72 08/25/74
71-063C-OSE NO 2 08J20/71 12/18/75
71-063C-OSF DO 12 08/03/71 04/19/73
71-063C-07
71-063C-07A NO 3 07/31/7I 12/09/73
71-063C-06
71-063C-06A DO 2 07/31/71 12/28/74
71-063C-01
71-063C-01A DO 31 07113/73 08/13/73
71-063C-013 DO 297 08/0"2/71 09/30/77
71-063C-01C H0 2 06/04/71 08/08/72
71-063C-01D HT 10 09/02/71 03/01/76
71-063C-01E DO 1 08/03/71 12/16/71
71-063C-01F MP 2 0e/01/71 10/04/77
7]-063C-010 DO ] 08/0"2/71 12/31/75
71-063C-01H FR 10 07/31/71 07/09/75
71-063C-01I MP 1 10/20J71 05/04/75
71-063C-01J MP 1 10/20/71 05/04/75
71-063C-01M MP l 01/0"2/72 05/27/75
71-063C-OIL MP 1 01/02/72 01/13/75
71-063C-01M MP 1 09/23/7I 04/23/75
71-063C-01N HP 1 09/15/71 04/23/75
71-063C-010 MP 1 04/19/72 12/16/72
71-063C-01P MP I 03/01/76 04/05/77
16
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SF£ECIED SEISMIC EVENT CATALOC
LARGE METEOROID IMPACTS ON TAPE
HIGH FREQUENCY FDF_EISMS ON TAPE
SB ECTED MOON_UAKE EVENTS ON TAPE
LUNAR S[RUCTURE, MFICHE
APOLLO ISC, SOIL MECHANICS
SOIL STRESS, pENETRATION
APOLLO ]SC, SOLAR WIND SPECTMTR
PLASMA PARAM FINE RF30L ON MAC TP
HR. AVG. PLASMA PARAM ON MAD TAPE
HR. AVG. PLOTS-PLASMA PARAM-MFILM
APOLLO ]SC, FIELD CFDLOCY
CEDi DCIC SAMPLLS. B/W 8X]O PBS
CE_LDCIC SAMPLES, COLOR BXIO POS
OEOtOC]C SAMPi.ES, 4X5 O/W POS
CEDLOC]C SAMPLES 70HM COLOR
GEOLOC]C SAMPLES 4X5 COLOR
REVISED LUNAR SAMPLE DATA BASE
lUNAR SAMPLE CATALOG, M/FICHE
LUNAR SAMPLE INDEX, M/FILM
DRAWINGS OF ROCK SAMPLE CUTTINGS
08/04/71
APOLLO 1SO,PART.SHADOW LAYER,S173
1OHIN AND 2HR AVE COUN_ RATE,TAPE
24SEC AND IOHIN AVE COUNI RATE,MF
2HR.AVE.CN_ RAT ES(ORB.SUHRY),MFLM
APOLLO 15D,MACNETDMETER, $174
24 S VECXOR MACNE_ IC FIELD TAPES
192 S VECTOR B FIELD PLOTS. MFILM
192-5 VECIDR B FIELD LSTNCS. MFLM
APOLLO 15D,S BAND TRANSPOND[]R
JSC RAW DOPPLER FREQDATA TAPES
SUB-SATELLITE ACCF.ERATION TAPES
SUB SAT ACCEL PLDTS*LISTINCS,MFLM
04/16/72
APOLLO 1BA, X-RAY FLUORESCENCE
lUNAR ORBIT X-RAY DATA
APOLLO ]6A,HANDHELD PHOTOCRAPHY
PHOTOS, /OHM B/W PDSITIVE
NIKON 35MM DIMt IOHT PHOTOGRAPHY
A_WIND COLOR IBMM (MAURER)
PHOTOS. ON BOARD. B/W POS, IDMM
PHOTOS. ON BOARD B/W 16MM MAURER
7OMM HASSF£BLAD COl OR MASTERS
TV KINESCOPE DAIA 16 MM
CALIECH HASSELBI_D F ]CHE CATALDD
HASSF±BI_D MICROFILM CATALOC
NSSDC HASSFIBLAD MICROFICHE CAT
HASSF±BLAD PHOID INDEX M/FILM
MAURER PHOTO INDEX M/FILM
HASSELBLAD MICROFICHE INDEX
NIKON PHOTO INDEX ON M/FILM
INDEX TO TV KINLSCOPE PHOTOGRAPHY
KINLSCDPE COLOR I6-MM MOVIE FILM
APOLLO I6A, PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY
PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY HASTER POS
PANORAMIC PHOTO INDEX M/FILM
PANORAMIC CAMERA SUPPOP T DATA
PANORAMIC PHOIDCRAPHY CAIALDC
RECTIFIED PAN QXBO B/W M POS
PANORAMIC MICROFICHE INDEX
SIMBAY PAN PHOID SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO ]6A, MEIRIC PHOTOGRAPHY
MAPPING CAMERA MASTER PDS
INDEX TO M_RIC PHOTOGRAPHY
METRIC CAMERA SUPPORT DATA
CALTECH METRIC MICROFICHE
MCIRIC MICROFILM CATALDC
NSSDC MAPPING PHOTO MICROFICHE
METRIC MIROFICHE INDEX
SELENBCENIRIC GEODETIC REFEREYtCE
SIMBAY METRIC PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO IBA, STELLAR PHOTOGRAPHY
STELLAR PHOTOGRAPHY
SELENOCENTRIC GEODETIC REFERENCE
SIMBAY STELLAR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO 16A, CDNIAM.PHOTD
DICITIZE_ PHOTOS ON TAPE
CONTAMINA1 ION FILM/VARIOUS SIZF-S
APOLLO 16A.ALPHA PART.SPECTR,SI62
266 CHAN PULSE-HC_ ANALYZER, TAPE
APOLLO 16A. MASS SPECIROMETER
MASS SPECTROM. DAIA ON TAPE
MASS SPECTROM.DATA ON FILM
APOLLO 16, BISTATIC RADAR
13-CM BISTATIC RADAR LUNAR OBS.
I16-CM BISTATIC RADAR LUNAR OBS.
COMBINE BISTATIC RADAR OBS
APOLLO ]6A, LASER ALl/METER
SFIENOCF)_TRIC CFODETIC REFERE)4CE
SIMBAY LAS All PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO 16A° S-BAND TRANSPONDEI_
ACCELERATION TAPE
CSM ACCEJERAIION PLOTS ON M/FILM
04II6/72
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APDLLD ISC, FAR UV CAMLRA/SPECT
FAR UV PHOTOS/SPECTRA-F]LM
DIGITIZED IMAGES ON MAC- TAPE
CATALOG MISSION IRAME INFORMAT 10N
REVISE]) S201 CATALOG
APOLLO 16C, LUNAR SURFACE HAGUE1.
O MACJ_IDF,COMPONE_FrS, HFLM PLOTS
B MACNTDE, COMPNTS, MAC TAPE
APOLLO 16C, PORIABLE MACNE_OMEIE_
TOIAL MAC FED MACNTDE,COMPNTS
APOLLO 16C,COSHIC RAY DE1CTR,S152
PUBLISHED RE'PORT
APOLLO IBC, ACTIVE SEISMIC
ACTIVE SEISMIC EVENT TAPES
ACTIVE S_ISMIC EVENS PLOTS





TAPES OF ARTIFICIAL IMPACTS
EVE]_T TAPE COHPRESS SCALE PLAYOLff
EVE]MS L0G AS CARD IMAGES ON TAPE
SEISMIC EVEM3 CATALOG
ME1EOROID IMPACT EVE]WT COMPRESSED
METEDROID IMPACT EXPANDED SCALE
HE TEI ESEISMIC EVE)or EXPANDED
HF TELL.SEISMIC COMPRESSED SCALE
MOONQUAKE E_[]ql COMPRESSED SCALE
MDONQUAKE EXPANDED SCALE PLAYOUTS
ART IMPACT EXPANDED SCALE P/D
ART IMPACT COMPRESSED SCALE P/0
SELECTED SEISMIC EVENT CATALOC
LARGE MF_EOROID IMPACTS ON IAPE
HIGH F_EQUENCY TEI ESIISMS ON 1APE
SELECTED M00N_UAKE EVPJ_IS ON TAPE
LUNAR STRUCTURE, MFICH[
APOLLO IBC, S01L MECHANICS
S01L STRESS. PITN_TRATION
APOLLO 16C, FIELD CF_IOCY
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES 4X5 COLOR
REVISFI) LUNAR SAMPLE DATA BASE
LUNAR SAMPLE CATALOG, M/FICHE
GEOLOCIC SAMPleS 35 MM O/W
GEOLOGIC SAMPIIS 4X5 B/W
[URAR SAMPLE INDEX, M/lIL_
04/24/72
APOLLO ]6D,PART SHADOW tAY_,SI73
]OM]N AN[) 2HR AVE CIIUN _ RATE,IAPE
245EC AND IOMIN AVE COtJ_ll RATE,MF
_.AVECNT RAT ES(DRB.SUMRY),MFLM
APOLLO 16D,MACNETOMETER, $174
24 S VECTOR MACN_IC TAPES
192-5 VECTOR B-FIELD PLOTS, MFILM
192 S VECTOR B-FIF_LD LSTNCS, MFEM
APOLI O 16D, S BAND 1RANSPONDER
RAW DOPPLER FREQUENCY DATA TAPES
SUB SATELLITE ACCELERAF10N 1APE_
SUM SAT ACCEI PL OTS_LIST INCS,MFLM
12107/72
APOLLO 17A, HANOHELD PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOS COLOR 'B' VIND M POS 16 HH
PHOTOS B/W 10 MM TONE REPRO M P0S
PHO)0S, COLOR MASTER PDS. 70 MM
NIKON PHOTOGRAPHY 3bMM B/W M P0S
CAL TECH HASSF±BLAD MICROF]CHE
IIASSELBLAD PHOTO INDEX M/FILM
TV KINFSCDPE 16MM B/W P0S
HASSELBLAD CATALOC ON MICRDFILM
HASSELBLAD CATAL OC ON MICROFICHE
NIKDN INDEX ON MICROFILM
KINESCOPE 1NDEX ON MICROFILM
MAURER INDE)( ON MICROFILM
HASSEL BL_ PH010 INDEX M/FICHE
PANORAMA MOSA]CS 4XS COLOR
KINESCOPE COLOR ]6 MM MOVIE FILM
APOLLO ]7A, PANORAMIC PHOTOCRAPHY
PHOTOS, TONE REPRO, SX4B INCH B/W
PANORAMIC CAMERA SUPPOR1 DATA
PAN CAMERA PHOTO INDEX ON M/FILM
NSSDC CAT OF PAN PHOTOS ON M/FILM
PAN CAMERA PHOTO INDEX 0N M/FICHE
RECTIFIED PANORAMA PtIOTOC_RAPHS
SIMBAY PAN PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO IZA. M_TRIC PHOIOGRAPHY
PHOTOS, S INCH IONL REPRO HC POS
PHOTOS, 5 INCH TONE REPRO LC POS
METRIC CAMERA SUPPORT DATA
CAL TECH ME_RIC MICROF]CHI
ME-IRIC CAMERA PHOTO INDEX M/FILM
METRIC CAMERA PHOTO INDFX M/FICHE
MEIRIC CATALOG ON MICROFILM
METRIC CAIAIOC ON MICROFICHE
SIMBAY MEIRIC PHOI0 SUPPORI DAIA
SELENOCE]WTRIC CEDDI_ IC REJ:ERf:NCf




FORM QUALITY OF DAIA
72-031C-]0
72-031C-10A IM 209 09/06/74 12/09/75
72-031C-10B DO 26 04/21/72 04/23/72
72-031C-]0C MP ] 04/21/72 04/23/72
72-031C-1DO DO ]
7_-031C-03
72-031C 03A MP 12 04/21/72 03/03/75
72-031C-03B DO 293 04/24/72 03/03/75
72 03IC-OB
72-031C-08A FR 1 04/21/72 04/23/72
72_031C-G/
12 031C-07A FR 1 04/16/72 04/23/72
72031C-D2
72-031C O2A DD 4 04/21/72 05/23/72
72 031C OTB MP ]
72-031C-01
72-031C OIA DO 2_ 07/14/73 08/13/73
72-031C-0)B DO 248 04/21/72 09/30/77
72 03IC-OIC MO 2 O4/21/72 08/08/72
72-031C-01D HT 11 04/21/72 03/01/76
72-031C-01E DO 1 12/10/72 12/15/72
72-031C-01F MP 2 04/21/72 10/04/81
72-031C-01G DO 1 04/21/72 12/31/75
72-031C-01H ER 9 04/22/72 07/09/75
72-03]C-011 MP I OS/11/72 05/04/75
72-031C-01J HP 1 05111/72 OS/04/75
72-03)C-01K MP I 04/17/71 05/27/75
72-031C 01L MP 1 09/17/72 05/27/75
72-03IC-01M MP I 05/27/72 04/23/75
72-031C 01N MP ] 05/27/72 04/23/74
72-03]C-010 MP 1 12/10/72 12/15/72
72-03IC-01P MP ] 03/01/76 04/06/77
72-031C-019 FR 1 04/16/72 05/27/75
72-031C-01R DO 5 05/1]/72 05/04/75
72-031C-015 DO ] 09/17/72 01/13/75





72 031C OSA VC 703
72-031C-05B MP I
72 O3IC 05C FR 7
72 031C-OSF UO 3
72-031C05C UC 89
7_ 031C OSIT MP 1
72 031D
72 031D OT
72 03ID-OIA DO ] 04/25/72 05/29/72
72 O31D-OIB MO 4 04/25/72 05/29/72
72--031D 01C MO ] 04/25/72 05/29/72
72-031D-02
77-031D 02A DD 10 04/25/72 O6/29/72
72-031D-O2B MP 1 04/25/72 05/29/72
72-031D-02C MP 1 04/25/72 05/_9/72
72-031D-03
72-031D-O3A DD 83 04/27/72 05/28/72
72 03]D 038 DD 1 04/20/72 04/21/72
77-O31D-03C MP I 05/02/72 05/19/72
72 Og6A
72-O96A-05
72 Og6A-05A LP 2200
72 096A-OSB TM 1193
7? O96A ObC LM 2040
72 096A 0.50 TO 264
72-OQEA-OSE FR 43
7? 096A-OSF MP ]
72-Og6A-OSC TP 39095
72 096A OSH MP ?
72-096A-051 FR 73
72-Og6A-OSJ MP I
72 OgBA 054( MP I
72-Og6A-OSL MP I
72 O96A OSM FR S
72 OgSA-OSO VG S
72-096A-OSP LP 30000 12/13/72 I2/19/12
72-096A-06
72 OOEA-O6A TW 1574
72-096A-060 MP ]
72 Og6A-06C MP ]
72_096A-OSD MO ]
7_ Oq6A 06E F'R 3
72 096A-O6F lX 1574
72 096A 06C F_ 3 12/10/72 12/17/72
72 O96A-O7
72 O96A OlA TV 1412
77-OgOA-070 TV 3298
72-096A-07C MP 1
72 O96A-07D FR 54
72-OgbA-O7E MP 1
72-096A 07C FR 3
72 OgBA-OZH MP 1
72-O96A O7I FR 60
72 096A O1J FR 3
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SIMBAY STFJ_LAR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APDLLD 17A, FAR UV SPECTRDMETLI_
UV SPECTROMETER DAIA ON 1APE
UV SPECTRA PLOTS ON MICROFILM
APOLLO ]TA, LASER ALTIMETER
LAS[_ ALTIMETER INCIDENCE DAIA
SIMBAY LASER ALTIMETER SUP. DATA
SELFJWOCE]WTRIC GEODETIC RLFERENCE
APOLLO 17. LUNAR SOUNDER
LUNAR SOUNDER DATA PLOTS VHF
LUNAR SOUNDER DATA PLOTS HF2
LUNAR SOUNDER DATA PLOTS HF]
LUNAR SOUNDER SUPPORTING DATA
APOLLO 17A, S BAND TRANSPONDER
ACCELERATION TAPE
CSM ACCELERATION PLOTS ON M/FILM
12/07172
ALSEP 24 HOUR WORK IAPES
APOLLO 17C,NEUTRON PROBE
PUBLISHED REPORT
APOLLO I7C, ATMOSPHERIC COMPDSITN
MASS PEAK SUMMARY DATA ON IAPE
TABLES DF PEAKS ON MICROFILM
MASS PEAK DATA ON TAPE
MASS PEAK SUMMARY DATA ON MFILM
APOLLO 170, SEISMIC PROFILING
SEISMIC PROFILINC TAPES
SEISMIC PROFILE ACTIVE MODE
TIME HISTORY PLOTS
APOLLO ]7C, HEAT FLOW W/DRILL
HEAT FLOW. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
NEAT FLOW ERROR ANALYSIS
APOLLO 170, SOIL MECHANICS
SOIL MECHANICS PUBLISHED REPORT
APOLLO 170, S/ELECTRICAL PROPERTY
DEJ4ULTIPLEXED DATA ON TAPE
DATA PLOTS ON MICROFICHE
APOLLO 17C,S-BAND TRANSP (S-164)
LM ACCELERATION TAPES
LM ACCELERATION PLOTS ON M/FICHE
APOLLO I/C, LUNAR CEDLOCY
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES 4X5 COLOR
REVISED LUNAR SAMPLE DATA BASE
LUNAR SAMPLE CATALOG, M/FICHE
LUNAR SAMPLE INDEX, M/FILM
GF_]LOCIC SAMPLES 4X5 B/W
APOLLO I/C, GRAVITY TRAVERSE
TRAVERSE GRAVIME_IER FINAL REPORT
APOLLO 17C,LUNAR SUrF.COSMIC RAYS
PUBLISHED REPORT
APOLLO 170, SURFACE CRAVIMETER
COMB. 10 DAY COIN. ANA. DATA, TP
APOLLO SERIES, HANDHELD PHOTOS
APOLLD SERIES, 70 MM tOG/E
04/26/62
ARIEL 1,COSMIC RAY DETECTOR
CERENKOV, CEICER CR DATA, TAPE




ORB. ELEHE)WIS. 3 DAY 1N3,, FICHE
ARIEL 3,VLF FF RECEIVERS
VLF RECEIVER DATA, MFILM
VLF SIGNAL STRENTH AT 3 CREW,TAPE
ARIEL 3,H.F. THUNDERSTORM NOISE
TkUNDERSTORM NOISE, TAPE
PLOTS TSTM NOISE VS. tAT, MFILM
ARIEL 3,L_3HUIR PROBE
ELECTR3N TEMPERATURES, TAPE
ELECTRON TEMP PLOTS, HFILM
ELECT DENSITY * TEHP PLOTS. MFILM
ELECT DENSITY • T EHP LISTS, MFILM
ARIEL 3. RF CAPACITANCE PROBE
PLASMA ERE_UENCy VALUES. TAPE
PLASMA FRE_ PLOTS, MFILM
ARIEL 3,MOLECULAR OXYCER
MOL OXY VOLT OUTPUI, TAPE
MOL OXY DEN PROFILES, MFILM
12/11/71
ARIEJ_ 4,LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PART.
LOW EN. CHARC_ PAR1. DATA, TAPE
ARIEL 4,VLF/ELF PROPACATION
VLF/ELF PROPAO, DATA, TAPE
ARIEL 4,MHZ BAND RADIO NOISE(E-F)
MHZ RADIO NOISE DATA, TAPE
ARIEL 4,LANCMUIB PROBE
LANCMUIR PROBE DATA, TAPE
07/is/75








































































































FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
TM 3300 05/24/73 09/03173
ER 2 07/30/71 12115172
ER ] 12/]0/72 12/17/72
DO 5 12/10/72 12/19/72
MP 5 12/]0/72 12/19/72
DD 1 12/15/72 12/15/72
FR 3 12/10/72 12/17/72





DO 2 12/12/72 12/12/72
MP 1 12/]1/72 12/12/72
DD 1486 OI/O]/7B 12/14/77
ER 1 12/12/72 12/13/72
DO 2 05/04/73 09/03/73
MP 51 0}/02/73 10/04/73
DO 10 01/02/73 I0/04/73
MP ] 01/02/73 09/02/73
DO 212 08/12/72 12/17/14
DO 3 12/14/72 12/18/72
MP 1 08/15/76 04/25/77
DD 2 12/12/72 12/28/74
MP 1 01/09/73 0_/02/73
BI ]
DD ] 12/11/72 12/13/72
ER 29
DO I 12115172 12115172







FR 2 12/]2/72 12113/72
DO 1
TP 8174
DD I 04/27162 07/12/62
DO ] 04127162 07/08/62
MO ] 04127/62 07/08/62
FR 2 05/06167 12/13/70
MP 4 05/05/67 09/30/67
DO 29 05/05/67 04114168
DO 53 05/05/67 04/14/68
MO 11 05/05/67 04114168
DO 1 05/05/67 10112167
MO 11 05/05/67 04/14/68
MO 12 05/05/67 04115/68
MO 3 05/06/67 12/31/67
DO 53 05/05/67 04/14/68
MO 11 05105167 04/14/68
DO 2 05/05/67 01/12/68
MO 1 05/05/67 11/21167
DO 476 12/01/7] 12109173
DD 476 12/01/73 12/09/73
DO 476 12/01/71 12/09/73
DO 476 12/01/71 12/09/73
LO 75
LP 1000




• SPACECRAF1 NAME LAUNCH DATE *
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EPHEHERIS DATA ON MAC TAPE
ASTP, ZONE FORMINC FUNCI (HA 147)
ZONE FORMING FUNCI, 3SMM COLOR
ASTP, EUV SURVEY (HA+O•3)
bUV DATA ON MAC TAPE
ASTF. HELIUM QLOW (HA OB8)
EUV DATA DN TAPE
ASTP, BIOSTACK (MA-IO/)
BIOSTACK, 3SHH COLOR
ASTP, EARTH DBS + PHOTOS (MA-136)
EARTH OBS * PHOTOS, 35MH COLOR
IOMH COLOR FILM
ASTP, CRYSIAL GROWTH (MA-028)
SECOND CEN. POS. ON 35MM (COLOR)
CRYSTAL CROWTH, FINAL REPORT
ASTP, STRATOSPH AEROSOLS (MA-OO7)
SECOND GENERATION POS. 70 MM FILM
PHOTOMETER INTENSITIES V5 TIME,TP
ASTP,KILLIFISH HATCH+ORNl(MA-161)
KILLIFISH PHOTOCRAPHY, 16MH COLOR




ASTP, USSR MATERIAL HF_LI (HA-150)
SAMPLE REHOVAL ON 16MH COLOR FILM
ASTP, MICROBIAL EXCHANCE (AR-O02)
MICROBIAL EXCHANCE, 16HM COL MOVIE
12/o7166
ATS I,PARTICLE TELESCOPE
BLT PART.TELE.CNT RATE PLOTS,MFLM
ATS I,BIAX FLXCTE MACNTHTR
2.5 HIN AVE VECT. MAC. FIELD-FILM
2.5 MIN AVE VECT MAC FIELD-TAPE
15 SEE VECT MAC FIELD CORR. -FILM
15 SEC VECT MAC FIELD CORR. -TAPE
S/C COMMAND LDC LISTINg, MFILM
OCTAL COMMAND LOCS ON TAPE
ATS 1,RAD]0 BEACON
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTE3WT PLOTS
TEC, PLOTS + TABULATIONS M/FICHE
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT DATA
ATS 1,5UPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR
I.BBMIN INTERVAL,O-5_) EV ION DATA
ATS I,BMNI SOLID STATE PART.SPEC
PROTON • ELECTRON FLUX DATA TAPES
REJ:ORMATTE_ PROTN+ELECT FLUX,TAPE
SOl) PBLSHD HRLY AVE PROTDN FLUXES
ATS 1, SPIN SCAN CLOUD CAMERA
ATS METED DATA CAT ON MICROFICHE
ATS 1,ELEC SPEC 3CH.,.05-.15-.5-1
6-MIN.AVE.COL_ RATE ON MAC.TAPE
6 MIN AVE COUNT RAIES ON MFILM
04/06/67
ATS 2,OHN] PROT-ELEC DLTEC1 ORS
REDUCED D_ECT*PROT CN_ RATES.1APE
ATS 2,RAD]0 ASTRO, 7 ST EP.S 3MC
7 STEP .5-3 HHZ MAC TAPE
1STEP 5-3MH/ PRINTOUT (35MM)
7STEP .5-3H HI 1FREI_ PLOTS (3SMM)
6CHAN .5-3HHZ P_JLTIFR_ PLTS,MFLM
11/05167
ATS 3,IHACE DISSECTOR CAME!<A
ATS ME_ES DATA CAT ON MICROFICHE
ATS 3,IONS PRDPACATION E_PER.
TEC,PLOT5 + TABULAT ION5
TEC FOR STORMS (68 72)
TOTAL ELECT CON'IENT-AFCRL MEDIANS
ATS 3,SPIN SCAN CLOUD CAM_A
METEDROLOCICAL DATA CATALOC
08/12/69
ATS 5, LO_ _ FROT, ELECTRONS
ELECTRON/PROTON SPECTRDCRAMS
PLASMA SPECTCHS WHILE S/C CHARCNC
CEDSYN PLASMA ENVIRON PIC-T ATLAS
ATS 5. ENRC. PART. E * PCT SKEW
40-120 K¥ EL,60 165 KV PROTN,TAPE
40-120 KY EL,60 165 KV PROTN,MFLM
ATS S, HA(_NETIC FIELD MONITOR
B-FIELD COMPONENTS,M/FILM PLOTS
FIR AVE MAC FIF-LD DAILY VAR-PUBLIC
B-FLD COMP.ON PARTICLE PLOTS-FILM
05/30/74
ATS 6,LOW E_ERCY PRTN-EJ_ECTRDN
ELECT.+PROTON SPECTROGRAMS, MFILH
ATS 6,MACNETOMETER,3AXIS FLUXCTE
64-SEC AVE B IN DIPOLE COORDINATE
64-SEC AVG PC-] BAND ULF INDEX
ATS 6,RADIO BEACON
OBLIQUE TOTAL+PLASPH ELEC CONTENT
ATS 6,LOW ENERGY PROTONS
]-M1N AVCD ION FLUX SUM PLOTS,FLM
HI-RES PROTON+ION FLUX PLOTS,MFLH
AT5 •,AURORAL PRTCLS. EXPERIME_
PLASMA SPECTCHS WHILE S/C CHARCNC




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA




75-066A-OIA DO 1 07/15/75 07/24/75
75-066A-02








75-066A-]BB ER ] 07/19/75 07/24/75
75-066A-19
75-066A-19A UM 141













66-110A-OSA M• 7 12/09/66 03/01/67
66-110A-02
66-110A-02B MP 2 11117/67 12/29/68
66-110A-O_C DO 3 12/07/66 12/29/68
66-110A-OID MO 4 12/10/66 12/29/68
66-110A-(Y1E DO 2"2 12/07/66 12/29/68
66-110A-02F MP 1 12/07/66 12/30/68
66-1IOA-O2G DO 1 12107/66 12/31/68
66-110A-15
66-110A-15A BT 4 01/01/67 I2/31/70
66-1IOA-15B FR 14 01/01/71 12/31/7]
66-]IOA-]SC DO I Ol/OI/7O 12/30/71
66-110A-01
66-110A-OIA DO $5 12/10/66 02/18/67
66-]10A-03
66-]lOA-O3A DO 49 12/17/66 12/05/68
66 llOA-03C DO 10 12/17/66 12/05/68
66-]10A-O3D B1 3_ 01/01/70 06/31/72
66-110A-09
66-110A-OgA FR 42 01/01/67 05/25/70
66 110A-04
66-110A-O4A DD ] 12/19/66 12/30/67
66-110A-046 MO 1 12/19/66 12/30/67
67-031A
67-031A-05
67-031A-OSA DD 3] 04/07/67 10/23/67
67-031A-01
67-031A-OIA DO 34 04/06/67 10/2"2167
67-031A-016 M0 3 04/07167 10/23167
67-031A-01C MO B 04/09/67 10/23/67
67-031A-O1D MO 1 04/07/67 10/23/67
67-111A
67-IIIA-03
67-IllA-O3A FR 42 11/07/67 07/31/69
67-IllA-02
67-111A-OIA FR 10 12/01/67 01/02172
67_lllA 02B FR S 11/30/67 12/19/72
67-]11A-02C FR 5 11/01/67 03/31/74
67-111A-01
67-111A-01C BI 5 11/05/67 05/25/70
69-069A
69-069A-11
69_069A-IIA MO B 08/18/69 12/31/72
69-069A-1IB MO 2 02/2S/75 04/01/78
69-069A-I1C DD 1 11/08/69 11/24/70
69-069A-04
69-069A-O4A DO 319 09/16/69 04/09/71
69-069A-046 H0 3 09/17/69 10/01/70
69-069A-13
69_069A-13A MO 1 12/04/69 05/09170
69-069A-136 FR 1 09/01/69 09/30/71
69-069A-13C M0 8 08/18/69 12/31172
74-039A
74-039A-03
74-039A-036 MO I 06130/77 02121f79
74-039A-02
74_039A-O2A MP ] 05/31/74 09/09/75
74-039A-026 MP ] OS/31/74 09/08/75
74-039A-09
74-039A-OgA BI 1 07101/74 05131175
74-039A-01
74-039A-016 MP 16 06/11/74 09/08/75
74_039A-01C MP 150 06/11/74 08/27/75
74-039A-05
74-039A-OSA MO 3 07/]8/74 04/09177
74-039A-056 DO ] 07/05/74 02/17/76
_0
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ATS 6,VERY HIGH RES. RAD. (WRR)
BIW VISUAL IMAGES ON FILM
BIW INIRARE]) IMAGES ON FILM
GVHRR IR DIGITAL IMAGE DATA.TAPE
ATS 6,PRTCL. ACCE,L ME_SURLM_
ELECTR PROT PLOIS VS TIM(. MFILM
I0110164
BE-B,US NAVY DOPPLER
US NAVY DOPPt(_ DATA ON TAPE
BE-B,RF BEACON
TOTAL ELECTRON CDNID_I (MFILM)
TOIAL ELECTRON CONTEIW1 (BOOKS)




SAO LASER DATA DN TAPE
NASA LASER DATA DN TAPE
04129165
BE-C,NAVY DDPPLE_
US NAVY DBPPLEIR DATA ON TAPE
BE-C,LASER REFLECTOR
SAD LASER DATA ON TAPE
NASA LASE]_ DATA ON TAPE
REFORHAI_ED NASA LASER DATA TAPES
REFORMATTED SAO LASE]R DATA TAPLS












SCALAR MAC FIELD lIST., FICHE
02/08167
DIADEHE ],LASER R_tECTOR
SAO LASER DATA ON TAPE
NASA LASER DATA ON TAPE
o211s167
DIADEME 2, t_SF_ RF_LFCTOR
SAD LASER DATA ON TAPE
NASA LASER DATA ON TAPE
06116/61
DISCOVERER 25,AF_OSPACE DENSITY
DENSITY GAUGE DATA, MFILM
11/29/65
DME-A.THLRMAL ION PROBE
THERMAL IDN PR[)BL DATA, MFILM
1ABULATE_ MLASURLMEJ_TS, MF ILM
PART IALL Y RDCD ME_SURL_TS, MF ILM
DME-A, THERMA[ EL ECTRON PROBE
THERMAl E±ECTRON PROBE DA_A,MF ILM
TABULATE]) MF_SUR_E_S. MFILM
PART IALLY RDCD HLASORE_ENrs. MF ILM
DME-A,MACNE_IC ION MASS SPECT
ION COMP. + DENSITY PLOTS. MFILM
ION COMP. + DENSITY ME_AS.. 1APE
INDEX OF ION DENSITY DATA. MFILM
DME-A.ENERCEIIC ELECTRON CURR MDN
RETARD+ POT. ANAL. DATA, MFILM
03/24/72
























DMSP SD,DPER LINFSCAN SYS (OLS)
AURORAL IMAC[_Y DN MICROFILM
DMSP-5D,MULICHAN F][T RADMFIR(MF_)
1OTAL ()/ON( + CAL ]BRAIEI) RADIANC[
74-03gA-07
74 O3gA O/A DO 4 06114174 12/31/77
74039A-08
74039A-OBA IM 750 06/07/74 08/15/74
74-039A-08B IM 750 06/07/74 08/15/74
74 039A-08C DO 1176 06/17/74 08/20/74
74 03gA 04
74-03gA 04A MO 4 06114174 03/31/75
64 064A
64 064A-04
64 064A 04A DD 1 11/11164 03130/65
64 064A 01
64 064A-O]A MP 4 10113/64 04117169
64 064A-01B BT 27 10/16/64 12/31/67
64 064A-01C FR 4 10/21/64 03/17165
64-064A-O_
64 O64A O2A MO 1 10/10/64 05131/65
64-064A-03
64-064A-O3A DO 1 03/10166 06/26/67
64 064A-O3B DO 1 05/12167 07/14171
65-032A
65-032A-04
65 032A O4A DO 1 05/02/65 02124166
65-032A-03
65 032A-O3A DO 1 01/_5/66 06124/67
65-032A-03B DO ] 04/03167 Cb/02/70
65 032A-03C DD 99 04/01/75 06/30/82
65 032A-03D DO 36 01/01/75 05/31/82
65-032A O3E DO 2 07/24/78 10/08/81
65-032A-0]
65-032A-OIA MP 1 05103165 02/10/68
67 0838
67 083B-OOD MO ] 09/07/67 09/11/67
67 O83B-OOE MO 11 09/07/67 09/11/67
64 069A
64 069A 0]
64 06gA 01A MO 1 10124164 11/03164
64 069A 010 DO I I0/_4/64 11103/64
70 O06A
7O-DO6A+O]
70 O06A 0]A FR 5 02108170 03/]3/70
67 O]IA
6/-OllA-O]
67-O11A-OIA DD 1 02/17/67 06/29/67
67 O]]A-OIB DD 1 04/23/67 06/26/71
6Z O]4A
67 O14A-O]
67 O]4A-OIA DD ] 03/09/67 06/02/67
67 O]4AOIB DD 1 05/10/67 07/23/71
61-034A
61 OI4A 03
6] O14A-O3A MP 1 06/18161 06/18/61
65-098B
6S-09BB-O]
65 09BB-OIA MP 2 12114/65 06/02169
65 09BB OlD RP 3 01101166 06/09169
65 0988 O1C M1 1179 12/25/65 08/31/67
65 OgBB 06
6_ _q_B 068 MP 2 12/14/65 06/02/69
65 098B O6C MP 3 01106/66 06/09/69
65 OgBB 06D MI 1179 12114165 06/09/69
65-098B-05
65 OgBBOSA MO 66 12/01/65 03/03168
65-0988-058 DD 100 12/01/65 03/03/68
65-OgBB-OSC MP 1 12/01/65 03/03/68
65-09BB-07
65-O988 O7A MO 42 12/02/65 03106166
72-01BA
72+01BA-01
72 018A-OIA MO 16 06/16/72 02123174
72 018A-OlB MD 16 06/16/72 04/30/75
72-089A
72-089A-01
72 OBgA-OIA MO 3 02/01173 05/31/75
72-089A-01B MD 3 02/01/73 05/31/75
73 054A
73-054A-0]
73 054A-OIA MO SO 09/21173 04130/77
73-054A-01B MP 50 09/21/73 04/_0/77
74-O15A
74 OISA-Ol
74 OISA-OIA MD 36 03/23174 05/07/76
74-015A-01B MO 31 03123174 04/30/75
74 063A
74-063A-01
74 063A OIA MO S 10/01/74 11/28/74
74 063A O]B MO 4 10/01/74 11/28/74
75 043A
75-043A 01
7_-043A-OIA MO 34 05/30175 07/31/77
75 043A O]B HO 34 05/30/75 07131/77
76 OglA
76-O9)A-0]
76 OglA DIA M{/ 43 05/01/77 09/30/79
76 OgIA-O?
76 OglA O_A DD 13 03125/77 07123/77
21
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MFR TOTAL OZONE GRID POINT DATA
06/05177
DMSP-SD.OPER LINESCAN SYS (DLS)
AURORAL IMAGERY ON M]CROFILM
DHSP-SO.MULTCHAN FILT RADMTR(MFR)
TOTAL OZONE - CALIBRATED RADIANCE
MFR 10TAL OZONE GRID POINT DATA
o5/oi/79
DMSP-SD.OPER LINESCAN SYS (0LS)
AURORAL IMACERY ON MICROFILM
DMSP-SD.MUllCHAN FILT RADM_R(MFR)
T0IAL OZDNE * CALIBRATED RADIANCE
MFR TOTAL OZONE CRID POINT DATA
06/06/79
DMSP 5D,OPER LINI3CAN SYS (0LS)
AURORAL ]MACERY ON MICROFIU4
DMSP 5D,HULICHAN FILl RADHTR(MFR)
TOTAL OZONE * CAt IgRAIED RADIANCE
MFR TOTAL DZONE GRID POINT DAIA
OB/C3/B1
DAILY ORBIT PLOTS. FICHE
MACNE-I IC CONJUNCT IONS. FICHE
DRBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PERIOD
OPER. TIMES--0VEI_L_Y ON AE PLOTS
MAC CONJ WIVIK SWED 3XIBOBNS FICH
MAC CDNJ WIVIK-SWED 3X80 BIdS FICH
DEI-AKEBON0 B-FLD MFQ CDNJ 6X12 D
DEI-AKEBON0 B FLD MFSD CONJ 6X12
08/03/81
DAILY ORBIT PLOTS, FICHE
MAGNETIC CONJUNCTIONS,FICHE
0PER. TIMES--0VERLAY ON AE PLOTS
DATA ACQUISITION TIMES. FICHE







ECH0 I, OPTICAL (PASSIVE)
US C AN[] CS OPTICAL DATA ON IAPE
01/25/64
ECHO 2,ATMOSPHE}_IC DRAC DENSITY
ATMOS D_AC DENSITY TABLES
ECHO 2, 0PT]CAL (PASSIVE)
US C AND CS DPTICAL DAIA ON TAPE
OB/16/71
EOLE 1,UPPER AIMOS WE_ RF_IAY SYS
RAW 'STATE' AND LOC DAIA TAPE
08/16/61
EPE A.3-AXIS FLUX MACNE1.
]O-SEC AVCD MAC FLD COMPS DN 1APE
IO-SEC AVC MAC FLD CDMPS PLOTS MF
IO-S AVC B-FIFJJ) COMP*: PHi. TAPE
EPE-A,O.I-1OMEV PRDT.EIEC 5CINT
REDUCED ELECI*PR01 CN_ RATES,TAPE
ORBIT PLOTS OF PEAK RATES. MFILM
F_OE-A.C.R SCIN'T+DBL SCIN_ 1ELE
CM+SCINT CR CN_I DATA,ENCYCL TAPES
C_4_SCINT I_HR CNT DATA l OCBK _APE
CM+SCINI CR CNT DATA,ENCYCL MFILM
GM*SCINT 1-H_ CNT DATA LDCBK.MFLM
EPE-A,CHARCEO PARTICLE EXP.
PARTICLE COUNT RATE _ E.PHEH. TAPE
CHARCED PARTDECT (MICROFILM)
L ORDERED ELECTRN COUNT RATE,TAPE
]0102162
7094 BINARY 0RBIT 1APES
EPE-B,FLUX-CATE MAC
B-FLD COMP,IO SEC AVC EVERY 5 MIN
EPE-B.O.I-IOMEV PROT+ELEC SCINT
TRAPPEO RAD REDt_ DATA, 69 TAPES
EPE-9,C.RSCINT_DBL SCIN_ TFIE
CM_SCIhlT CR CNT DATA,ENCYCL TAPES
CM+SCIN_ I-HR CNT DATA LOCgK TAPE
CM4SCINT CR ChIT DATA,ENCYCL MF]LM
(_4*SCINT I-HR CNT DATA LOCBK.MFLM
EPE-B.TRAPPED PARTICLES
ANTDN 213, 302 C_M COUNT INC RATES
ANTON 213, 302CM COUNI RATE+F--PHEH
COMPACTED DR TUBE CNT RATES+ORBIT
L-ORDERED ELECTRN COUNT RATE,TAPE
10/27/62
7094 BINARY ORBIT TAPE
EPE-C,ELECTRDN ENERCY DISTR
L-ORDERED PROTN*ELECTN COUNT TAPE
EPE-C,O.1-1OME_V PROT.ELEC SCINT
TRAPPED RAD REI)UC DATA. ]B TAPES
EPE-C,OMNI+DIR(EI_,.S P 40 ]]O
IIME-0RDERED PARIICLE COUNT RAIES
]2121164
7094 BINARY ORBIT TAPES
EPE-D,CHARCE_ PARTICLE
03 3.5 MEV ELEC1 CNI RAIE,TAPE
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E->O 45M[V ELECIRON COUNT RATE,lAP
L BRDLRE]) R ECTRON CNI RA]E 1 APES
EPE-D,MACNETIC FIEI_
MACNE]IC FIEI_ VCIRS, MFILM PI OTS
EPE-D, [] ECIRON PRDIDN
L ORDE_EI) PARIIC[E CNI RATE TAPES
TIME ORD_FI) PARTICLE COUN_ RATES
IOlOSlB4
ErBS,EARTH RADN FPJDC_7 [_(P/[_BE
RAW ARCHIVAL TAP[. (RAT)
RAW ARCH TP(RA]) IHACE_ ON OP DSK
PROC ARCH TP(PA]) IMAGES ON OP DK
TOTAL SOLAR ]RRADIANCE
SOLAR INCIDENCE (S-2) ON OP DISK
CRIDDFD EARTH RAD BUDCE_ DD (S 4)
SCAN EARTH(Sg)RAD D(ITANCE,AI BE])O
N S EARTH(SiO)RAD EXITANCF*ALBF_DO
GRID EARTH RAD BDC FRBS*NDAA9.S4
SCAN EARTH RAD BOG E_BS,NOAA9,S 9
N-S EARTH RAD BDC ERBS*NOAAQ,S 10
[_BS,STRAT AROSOL_CAS DKP/SACEI]
MET,EJ_HOM,RAW ARCH TAPE(MERDAT)
OZONE NO. DE_STY*HIX RAIIO PROFIL
SAGE II AEROSOL PROFIL ARCH. 1APE
07/17/64
ERS 13,CHARGED PARTICLE DEIECIORS
ELECTRON_PRDTDN CDUWI RATES, TAPE
E_ECIRONS ABOVE 700 KEV,L ORDE,I_ED
07/20/65
CSFC MASTER ORBIT MAC TAPE
ORBIT PARAMETERS PLOTIED VS LT.
HOUSEXF]r-PINC DATA PLOT/E I) VS TIME
ERS ]/,CHARGED PARIICLE DEIECTORS
MERCED,4.S SEC AVC,.05 SEC 1APE
CDLmnlNC RATES PLOTTED VS TIME
L.-DRDERF]) EI EC_ PRO/ ChFI RATES,TAP
ERS 17, X-RAY DETECTORS
MERCED,4.S SEC AVE, 05 SEC 1APE
ERS 17,GAMMA RAY DEIECTDRS
MERGED, 4 5 SEE AVC, 05 SEC IAPE
04/28/67




WAVE FIFI3] IMPEDANCE PLOTS
ESCEOI.LDW ENERGY ION COMPS30_
LOW [_ERCY ION COMPOSITION PLOTS
ESCE01, EH WAVE FI[]3)S $300
MAGNETIC WAVE F][]D DATA SUM Pi TS
F_SCEOi,E*P(2-20KFV)P11CH ANC.
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRDN*PROT PTCH ANG
ESCED1,TRIAX.FLUXC.MAC ,$331
DC MAQNEq]C F][]_) COMPONE_fT PLOIS
ESCEOI, DC FI[]J)S
DC FIELD BY DOUBI[ PROBE PLOIS
ESCED],EIECWAVE ELDS $300
_ECIRIC WAVE FI_3 PLOTS
ESCEDI,E(30 20C4<FV)P( 04 1 4M)
F_ECTRON AND PROTON CN_RATE PLOTS
ESCED],THERMAL PLASMA,_SA,S302
TH_MAL PLASMA FlOW PLOTS
07/14/78
PREDICTED MAC CONJUNCT IONS, MFI[_4
ESCEDP,WAVE FLD.IMPFD.S300
WAVE FIELD IMPEDANCE PLOTS
ESCEDP,E]M WAVE FIELDS,S300
MAGNETIC WAVE FI_J) SUMMARY PLOTS
ESCEDP,E+P(2-20KEV)PITCH ANC.
LDW-ENERGY ELECTRON PRO/ PICH ANC
ESCED2,TRIAX.FLUXC.MAC.,S_K31
DC MA_ETIC FIll]) COMPONENT PLOTS
ESCED2,DC FIELDS,S300
DC FIELD BY DOUHI E PROBE PLOTS
ESCED2,VLF THERMAL PLASMA $300
VLF PLASMA RESONANCE SUMMARY PLTS
ESCEO2,ELEC.WAVE FLDS.,S300
ELECTRIC WAVE FIELD PLOTS
ESCED2,E(30-2OOKEV)P(.O4-1.4M)
ELECTRON AND PROIBN CNTRATE PLOTS
ESGED2,THERMAL PLASMA ESA $302





ESSA 4,AUTD. PICTURE TRANS. (APT)
AF_T CLBUDCOVER MBN_ACES OF EUROPE
ii/10/67
ESSA 6,AUTO. PICTURE TRANS_ (APT)
APT CLOL_CDVER MDNIACES OF E]_DPE
08/26/83
EXOSAT OBSERVATION LOG (lq87)
0"2/01/58
EXPLORER ], ATMOS DRAG DENSITY




FORM _ANTITY DF DATA
64 086A-01C O0 68 12/21/64 05/15/67
64 086A-OlD DO 6 1_/21/64 05/15/67
64-086A-03
64 086A.O3A MD 1 02/01/65 06/30/65
64 O86A-02
64 086A O_A DO 2 12/21/64 02/28/66
64 086A 028 DD 41 1_/2]/64 05/21/67
041088
84 IOBB-01
84 1088 01A DO ]49 1]/04/84 02101/86
84 1088 018 KA I0 10125/84 07/31/87
84 IOBB 01C KA 12 11/01/84 07/31/87
B4-10BB-01D HI 3 10/25/84 01/21/86
84 108B OIE KA 8 11/01/84 07/31/87
84 1088 01F KA 3 11/01/84 10/31/86
84-1088-01C KA 3 11/01/84 10/31/86
84-1088 O1H KA 3 11/01/84 10/31/86
84 ]OBB 01] KA 8 03/01/85 ]0/31/86
84 ]08B-OlJ KA 8 03/01/8S 10/31/86
84 IOBB-OIK KA 8 03/01/85 ]0/31/86
84-108B-02
84-108B-02A DO 111 11101184 10/15/89
84 108B-02B DO 4 10/24/84 11/30/88
B4-108B-O_'C DO 4 10/05184 11/30/88
64 040C
64 040C-01
64 040C-01A DO 1 07/17/64 I1/29/64
64 040C-018 DO ] 07118/64 11/29/64
65-058C
65-058C-000 DD 10 07/20/65 12/04/65
65-058C-00E NP 1 07/20/65 ]1/03/65
65-058C-007 MP 1 07/_0/65 11/04/65
65-058C-01
65-058C-01A DO 32 07120/65 11/03/65
65-0S8C-010 MP 1 07/20/65 11/03/6S
65 058C OlD DO 1 07/20/65 10/31/65
6S 058C-02
65 01_BC-02A DO 32 07/20/65 11/03/65
65 058C-03




Z70PQA OOD MP 2 05101/77 01/13/79
77 OPgA 11
77 OPgA-llA MP 1 08/17/77 06/23/78
77=OPQA 03
77 OPgA-O3A MP ] 08/17/77 06/23/78
77-029A 06
77 OPgA 06A MP ] 08/17/77 06/23/78
77 O?gA-04
77 OPgA 04A MP ] 08/17/77 06/23/78
77 OPgA Og
77 OPgA OgA MP ] 08/17/77 06/23/78
77 OPgA-07
77 OPgA 07A MP ] 08/17/77 06/23/78
77 OP_A-IO
77=02qA-IOA MP ] 08/i7/77 06/23/78
77 029A-01
77-029A OIA MP I 08117177 06123/78
77-029A-0_
77-029A-O_A MP 1 08/17/77 06/23/78
78-071A
78-071A-OOD MP I 0311S/7g 02/17/81
78-071A-11
78-071A-]1A MP 3 08/15/78 07/01/82
78-071A-06
78 071A 06A MP 3 08/15/78 07/01/82
78-071A-04
78-071A-O4A MP 3 08/15/18 07/01/82
78-071A-09
78-071A-OgA MP 3 08/15/78 07101/82
78-071A-07
78-071A-O7A MP 3 08/1_/78 07/01/82
78-071A-0S
78-071A-OSA MP 3 _B/15/78 07/01/82
78 071A-]0
78-071A-10A MP 3 08/I5/78 07/01182
78-071A-0I
78-071A-OIA MP 3 08/15/78 D7/01/82
78-071A-02
78-071A-O2A MP 3 08/15/78 07/01/82
72-Og2A
72-0_A-0I
72-Og2A-OIA DO 3 11/2217_ 04/14/74
67-006A
67-006A-01
67-DO6A-01A B] i 01/28/67 03/31/67
67-114A
67-114A-01
67-114A-OIA B] 8 1112"2167 09130/68
83 051A
83 051A-000 DD ] 06119183 04/08/86
58-001A
58-001A-03
58-OOIA-O3A ER 4 0_101158 03121170
23
• SPACECRAFTNAME LAUNCH DATE •
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WIRE GRID DATA. FICHE
EXPL 1, E_ERCETIC PARTICLFS EXP
AN[0N 314 C.M COUNTS, FICHE
TAB DF ANTON 314 GM CDUNTS, MF]LJM
07/26/5B
EXPL 4,CHARCL1) PARTICLE DE_ECTOR
ST. ORDERED UCSD COUN_ RATE, TAPE
TIME ORDERED COUNT RATES. TAPE
COUNT RATES-RECAL B AND L, TAPE
08107/59
EPHHRS,POSN,VEL,B MODEL
MULTI EXPT TELEM. LISTINCS*EPHEH
CEOCENDIST V• CEOMAC LATITUDE
MAC,CEOC&CARIESIAN POSITIONS,MFLM
EXPL 6.TRIPLE COINC PROP COUNTER
PLOTS TRIP.+SINCLE DATA VS TIME
TIME-0RDERED TRIPLE C01NC. COUNTS
EXPL 6.SCINTILLATION COU_FIER




L-ORDERED COUNT RATE VS TIME,TAPE
E:XPL 6,SEARCH COIL HACNE'fOH





COUNTS,PULSES * F_PHEH LSTNC.NFILH
CH, ION-CHAHB CNT RATES VS T,MFILM
ELEC cwr RATEAION PULSE RATE PLTS
MERGED L-0RDERED COUNT RATE TAPE5
10/13/59
EXPL 7,HEAVY PRIMARy COSMIC RAY
ION CHAMBER cOUNTS. TAPE
EXP 7.THERMAL RADIATION
WHITE SENSOR EEHP(NIGHT), TAPE
ALL SE_SOR 1E)4P, TAPE
EXPL 7,RADIATION*SOLAR PROTON
RADIATION*SOLAR PROTON DATA, TAPE
11/o3/60
EXPLORER 8,ATHOS DRAC DE]_SITY
ATHOS DRAG DEN TABLES. FICHE
02/16/61
EXp 9, ATMOSPHERIC DRAC
ATHOS DRAC DEN TABLES. FICHE
12/o6165
FR 1,VLF RECEIVER
QUICK-LODK VLF HAC FLD DATA,MFILM
o8/21/6s
CEHIN] 5,ZOD]ACAL LICWT PHOTO
ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOCRAPHY
06/03/66
CEHIN1 g,ZODIACAL LIGHI PHOTO
ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY
07/18/66




USN DOPPLER DATA ON TAPE
USN DOPPLER DATA INPUT
USN DOPPLER PASS SUMMARIES
GEDS 1.NASA RANCE AND RATE
NASA R+RR DATA ON TAPE
NASA R+RR DATA ON TAPE
NASA R+_ PAW _RIES
NASA R+_ X-Y AND. DATA ON TAPE
NASA R+_ X-Y J_C. DATA INPUT
NASA R+RR X-Y ANC. PASS S_
CEDS 1,NASA MINITRACK
NASA MINITRACK DATA DN TAPE
NASA MINITRACK DATA INPU1
NASA MINITRACK PASS SUMMARIES
CEDS 1,SECOR (US ARMY)
AMS DATA ON TAPE
AMS SPEC. PREPRDC. DATA ON TAPE
AM5 DATA INPUT
AMS SPEC. PRE_OC. DATA INPUT
PASS SUMMARIES
AM5 SPEC. PREPROC. PASS SUMM.
CE_S 1,L/LSER CORNER REFLEC-r0R
_0 LASER DATA ON TAPE
NASA LASER DATA ON TAPE
SAO LASER DATA INPUT
NASA LASER DATA INPUT
SAD LASER PASS SUMMARIES
NASA LASER PASS S_]ES
REFORMATTED NASA LASER DATA TAPES
REFORHA_ED SAO LASER DATA TAPES
CBRHAN LASER WETTZEL STA. DATA
METSAHDV] LASER DAIA




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
58 OOIA-02
S8-O01A-O2A FR 1 O2/O1/58 O2/12/58
58 O01A-02B ER 1 02101/58 O4/01/58
58-001A-01
S8-O01A-OIA FR _0 02/0]/,58 03115/58
58-001A-01B MP ] 02/01158 03/]5/58
58-005A
58-O05A-O1
58-O05A-OIA DO 2 07/26/58 09/21/58
58-O05A-OIB DO ] O7/26/$8 09121/58
58-O05A-010 DO 1 07/26/58 O9/21/58
59-004A
59-O04A-OOD DO ] 08/07/59 08/09/59
59-O04A-OOE HP 3 08/07/59 09/04/59
59-004A-OOF NO ] 08/07/59 10107/59
59-004A-000 MO 2 O8/17/59 10/11/59
59-OO4A-01
59-004A-O]A NO ] 08/07/59 10/06/59
5g-OO4A-018 NO ] 08/07159 10/0"2/59
59 004A-02
5g-OO4A-O2A M0 1 08/08/59 09/10/59
59-O04A-O2B MP 3 08/07/59 10/O2/59
59-DO4A-020 NO 29 08/08/$9 10/03/59
$9-O04A-020 M0 13 O8/081S9 09120159
59-O04A-O2F DD 1 08/08/59 09/04/59
59-O04A-O4
Sg-OO4A-O4A MO 1 08/08/59 O9/10/59
5g-OO4A-O4B M0 29 08/08/59 10/O3/69
59-004A-040 M0 13 08/08/59 O9/20/59
59-OO4A-04D MP 3 08/07/59 lO/02/sg
Sg-OO4A-03
59-O04A-O3A MO 2 08/07/$9 10/06/59
5g-OO4A-O3B NO 2 08/07/59 10/02/59
59-004A-030 NO 2 08/07/59 10/06/$9
59-O04A-O3D DO 1 08/07/59 10/06/59
59-009A
59-009A-03
59-OOgA-O3A DO 1 10/13/59 05/31/60
5g-OOgA-01
5g OOgA-OIA DO 1 11/15/59 05/24/60
5g-OOgA 01B DO _ 10/19/59 06/04/60
5g-OOgA-04
59-OOgA-O4A DD 14 ]0/13/$9 02128/61
60-014A
60-O14A-07
60-014A 07A FR 4 11/O7/60 03/20/70
6]-OO4A
61-O04A-01
61-OO4A-O]A FR 3 0"2/17161 04/09/64
65 101A
65-101A-O1
65-101A OIA MO 2 ]2/07/65 08/0]/68
6S 068A
65-O68A-01
65-068A-OIA YO 1 08/21/65 08/29/65
66-047A
66-047A-01
66-OA7A-OIA Y0 1 O6/O3/66 06106166
66-O66A
66-066A-01
66-O66A-O1A Y0 1 07/18166 07/21166
65-O89A
65-08gA-03
65-089A-O3A D£) 7 11/14/65 12/17/67
65-08gA-038 IX) 56 11/14/65 12/17/67
6S-089A-03C DO 4 11/14/65 12/O6/67
65-08_A-0S
65-08gA-OSA DO 2 11/17/65 11/28/66
65-08gA-OSB DO 4 11/17/65 11/28/66
65-089A-0SC DO 2 11/17/65 11/28/66
65-089A-050 DO 2 11/17/65 11/28/66
65-089A-O5E DO 3 11/17/65 11128/66
65-08qA-OSF DO 2 11/17/65 11/28/66
65-089A-06
65-089A-O6A DO 1 11/06/65 O1/14/67
65-089A-068 DO 10 11/O6/65 01/14/67
65-08gA-06C DO 1 11/O6165 O1/14/67
6S-O89A-04
65-089A-O4A DO 1 03/25/66 02/08/67
65-08gA-O4B DO 1 01/11/66 04/25/66
65-089A-04C DO 10 03/25/66 02/08/67
65-089A-O4D DO S 0]/11/66 05/05/66
65-089A-O4E DO 1 05/24/66 0"2/08/67
65-089A-O4F DO 1 01/11/66 01/08/67
65-089A-02
65-089A-O2A DO 1 01/27/66 06/24/67
65-08qA-02B DO 2 O4/11/66 11/04/70
65-089A-020 DO 1 01/27/66 06/24/67
65-O89A-0"20 DO 5 O4/11/66 O9/03/71
65-089A-O2E DO 1 01/27/66 ]1/21/66
65-DOgA-O2F DO 1 04111/66 05/30/69
65-08gA-020 DO 82 04/17/75 11/30/80
65 089A-O2H DO 3_ 01/01175 12/30/81
65 O89A-_I DO 1 04107178 11111180





• INVESTIC_TDR NAME EXPER]MEI_T NAME



























SAO OPTICAL DATA ON TAPE
NOTS OPTICAL DATA ON TAPE
USAF OPTICAL DATA ON TAPE
USC+GS DATA ON TAPE
INTERNT'L OPTICAL DATA ON TAPE
USAF OPTICAL DATA ON TAPE-R
SAD OPTICAL DATA INPUT
SAD OPTICAL PASS SUHHARIES
NOTS OPTICAL DATA INPUT
NOTS OPTICAL PASS SUMMARIES
USAF OPTICAL PASS SUMMARIES
USAF OPTICAL PASS SUMMARIES--R
USAF OPTICAL DATA INPUT
USAF OPTICAL DATA INPUT--R
USC+CS DATA INPUT
USC*CS PASS SUMMARIES
INTERNT'L OPTICAL DATA INPUT
INTERNT'L OPTICAL PASS SUMMARIES
USAF SPEC. PROCESSED DATA ON TAPE
USAF SPEC. PROCESSED DATA INPUT
USAF SPEC. PROCESSED PASS _.
01/11/68
QE_S 2, NAVY DOPPLER SYSTEM
US NAVY DOPPLE3R DATA ON TAPE
DEOS 2. GODDARD RANDRR SYSTEM
CODDARD RANGE AND RANGE RATE DATA
GEDS 2. US ARMY SECOR SYSTEM
US ARMY SECOR DATA ON TAPE
AMS 3ECDR PASS SUMMARIES
GEDS 2, LASER CORNER REFLECTOR
SAD LASER DATA ON TAPE
NASA LASER DATA DN TAPE
REFORMA1-TED NASA LASER DATA TAPES
REFORMAI_ED SAD LASER DATA TAPES





SAO OPTICAL DATA INPUT
SAO OPTICAL PASS SI/HMARIES
MOTS DAIA INPUT
MOTS PASS SUMMARIES
USAF OPTICAL NEWMST (RA+D)
USAF DATA INPU3 (RA_D)
USAF DATA INPUT (AZ*EL)
USAF PASS SUMMARIES (RA+D)
USAF PASS SUMMARIE-S (AZ-EL)
INTE}_NATIONAL OPTICAL DATA INPUT
]NTE]_NATIONAL OPTICAL PASS SUM
USAF OPTICAL NEWMST (AZ-EL) 17
USAF OPTICAL DATA ]NPUl(AZ_EL)17
USAF OPTICAL DATA 1NPUT (RA+D) 17
USAF 0PT]CAL PASS SUMMARIES AZ*EL
USAF OPTICAL PASS SUMMARIES RA,D
USAF OPTICAL NE_/MST
04109175
OEOS 3. US NAVY DOPPLER SYSTEM
DOPPLER DATA ON IAPE
DEOS 3,SATELLITE TO SATELLITE TK.
SAT TO SAT TRACKIND DATA ON TAPE
DEOS 3, C-BAND SYSTER
C-BAND RADAR DATA ON TAPE
GEDS 3, S BAND TRACKING SYSTEM
NASA S-BAND TRANSPONDEr' SYS. DATA
BEgS 3, LASER CUBE SYSTER
NASA LASER DATA ON TAPE
SAO LASER DATA ON TAPE
MFJ_GED NASA LASER DATA ON TAPE




010TI0, 1ON MASS SPECTRDMTR(IHS)
PROTON AND ION MOME]_TS
MODEL PROTON • LIGHT ION MOMENTS
I0/I6/75
GOES I,V/IR SPIN SCAN RAD (VISSR)
EHT - VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES
VISSR VISIBLE IMAOERY,7OMH FILH
VISS_ IR IMACERY,/OHM FILM
VISSR IR/VIS AOIPS IMAGE TAPES
IDAMS VISIBLE • IR IMAGE DATA,TP
06/16/77
GOES 2,SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER-VISSR
AOIPS IR + VISIBLE IMAGE DATA
VISSR VIS IMADERY ON 7OMM FILM
VISSR IR IMAGERY ON 7OHM FILM
06/16/78
GOES 3,SPIN-SCAN RADIOMEXER-VISSR
VISSR IR IMAGERY ON 7OHM FILM
VISSR VIS IMAGERY ON 7OMM FILM
AOIPS IR • VISIBLE IMAGE DATA
04/28/83
GOES 6,SOLAR X-RAY MONIIOR
X-RAY MONITOR DATA
65-089A-OIA DO 1 11108165 11/29/66
65-089A-OIB DD 1 11118165 11/24/66
65-089A-0]C DD _ 12/20/65 11120166
65-080A-OID DO 1 1]/28/65 07/27166
65-080A-OIE DD 1 12/08165 01/03173
6S-OBqA-OIF IX) 2 11/25/65 11/30/66
65-089A-OIG DO 1 11/08/65 11/29166
6S-OBA-OIH DO I 11/08/65 11/29166
65-089A-01] DO 1 11/18/65 11/24166
65-089A-O1J DO 1 11/18/65 11/24/66
65-089A-O1K DO 2 12120/65 11/20/66
6S-OBgA-O1L DO 2 11/25/65 11/30/66
6S-OBA-O]M DO _ 12/20/65 11/20166
65-089A-OIN DO _ |1/25/65 11/30/66
65-089A-OlO DO 1 11/28/65 07/27/66
6S-OB9A-OIP DO 1 11128/65 07/27166
65-089A-O1Q DO 1 12/08/65 ]]/21/66
65-OBA-O1R DO I 12/08/65 1]/21/66
65-089A-01S DO 2 11/25/65 02/02/67
65-089A-OIT DO _ 11/25/65 11/30/66
6S-08gA-OIU DO 2 11/25/65 11/30/66
68-002A
68-002A-03
68-002A-O3A DO 2 01/11/68 12/30/68
68-002A-05
68-O02A-OSA DO _ 02/21/68 06/29/68
68-002A-04
68-O02A-O4A DO 1 04/01/68 06/29/68
68-002A-04B DO 1 04/01/68 06/29/68
68-002A-02
68-O02A-O2A DO 1 09/02/69 01/3]/70
68-002A-026 DO _ 0"2/07/68 08/14/7]
68-002A-020 DO _B 04/01/75 06/10/77
68-002A-021) DO 6 0"2/07/68 06/18/77
68-002A-01
68-O02A-OIA DO 2 02/20/68 01/31/70
68-002A-016 DO 2 02/20/68 12/12/69
68-002A-01C DO 4 0.3128/68 01/08/69
68-002A-OID DO 2 02/20/68 03/27/73
68-O02A-OIE DO 1 0"2/24/68 05/06/69
68-O02A-O1F DO 1 02/20/68 01/31/70
68-002A-01C DO 1 0"2/21/68 12/12/6_
68-O02A-OIH DO 1 0"2/20/68 12/12/6q
6B-O02A-OlI DO 1 10/07/68 12/07/68
68-O02A-OIJ DO 1 10/07/68 12107168
68-O02A-OIK DO 1 I0/07/68 12/07/68
68-O02A-OIL DO 1 10/07/68 12/07/68
68-O02A-OIM DO 1 10/07/6e 12/07/68
68-O02A-OIN DO 1 0"2/20/68 01/10/70
68-O0"2A-OID DO 1 02/20/68 01/10/70
68-O02A-O1P DO 1 03/28/68 01/08/69
68-O02A-OIQ DO 1 03/28/68 01/08/69
6B-OO2A-OIR DO 1 03/28/68 01/08/69
6B-O02A-OlS DO 1 03/28/68 01/08/69
68-O02A-O1T DO 1 03/28/68 01/08/69
68-O02A-OIU DO 1 10/07/68 12/07/68
75-(Y27A
7S-027A-05
75-027A-OSA DO _ 04/21/75 0S/17176
7S-027A-06
75-027A-O6A DO 1 04/09/75 12/23/7S
75-027A-03
7S-027A-O3A DO 18 08/01/75 11/30/76
7S-027A-02
7S-027A-O2A DO 9 06/0"2/75 06/30/77
7S-027A-04
75-027A-O4A DO 82 04/19/75 11/30/80
75-027A-046 DO 34 04/09/7S 12/26/81
7S-027A-040 DO 2 04/19/75 12/29/76
75-027A-O4D DO a 04/07/78 10/08/81
7S-027A-O4E DO 1 04/01/79 10/31/80
7S-027A-O4F DO _ 08116/80 11118/84
85-056A
8S-056A-03
85-OS6A-O3A DO 1 08/13/86 03/14/86
85-056A-03B DO 1 03/13/86 03/14/86
75=100A
7S-100A-01
75-lOOA-OIA DO 285 04116/76 05/29/77
75-100A-01B YM 1701 04/11176 10/28/76
7S-IOOA-OIC Y_ IB_10 04/11/76 10/28/76
7S-IOOA-O1D DO 4_02 07/19/75 06/11//8
75-100A-DIE DO 4 01126/76 02/02/76
77-048A
77-048A-01
77-046A-OIA DO 2912 12/07/77 03/05/78
77-048A-OIB WI 232 01/03/79 0"2/03/79
77-D48A-01C YN 131 01/03/79 01/03/79
78-062A
78-062A-01
78-062A-OIA YN 265 05/0"2/7q 06/05/79
78-062A-016 VN 29K 05/20/79 06/08/79
78-D62A-01C DO 618 06/11/78 05/02/79
83-041A
83-041A-03
83-041A-O3A DO 49 06/01/83 09/30/88
2S
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CRS-A,P.-_A. TEE. 1.4 ]OOHEV,E]8,8
PARTICLE COUNI RATF_, TAPE
(_RS-A. PROTON-ELECTRON BET., E193
PARTICLE COUNT RATES. TAPE
CRS-A. PROTON TELE.O.2-20.MEV,EI@2
PROTON '* ALPHA COUNT RATES, TAPE
COUNT RATE,FLUX,ORBIT PLOTS.MFILM
P,A COUNT RATE,P FLUXES, MFILM
PROTON,ALPHA CT RATE+FLUX, MFILM
(_RS-A,2 FLX-CT MAGNETOMETERS.E]15





RADIOMETER DAIA ON FILH
IMAGE DATA ON MAC TAPE
DAY/NIGH_ REGISTERED DATA ON FILM
DAY/NIGHT REQIST_ED DATA
08112177
MEAO 1, COSMIC X-RAY EXP.
PULSE HEI(_HT DATA ON MAC. TAPE
DISCOVERY SCALER ON MAC. TAPE
STATUS INFORMATION DATA ON TAPE
NEW HARD X-RAY sOURCES
EXXRACALAC'IIC X-RAY SOURCE CATALC
A-2 LE'_ SO_ X RAY SKY CAIALOO
SOURCE TARGET LIST ,T ]MESA ORDER
PHA DATA BASE
XRATES DATA BASE
HEAO I .LARGE AREA X-RAY SURVEY
HEAD A-I X-RAY SOURCE CATALOG
ONE-DAY SCAN SUHMATIONS DATA
HEAD A-I X-RAY SOURCE CAT (1984)
HEA0 i, MEV RANGE GAHMA RAY lEES
DATA PLOTS AND 1ABLES
SKYMAP DISPLAY FILLS
RFH)UCED DAIA BASE, .MH _, .FB F]LE
SKYMAP VISUAL DISPLAY ON FILM
HIGH-ENERGY X-RAY SOURCE CATALDC
HEAD ],SCANNING MOOULATION COLL
RF_)UC_ X RAY COUNt DATA
X-RAY REDUCED SCANNING DATA
]1/13/78
HEAO 2, MONITOR PROPORTIONAL CNTR
CATALOG OF OBSERVL1) TARCEIS-TAPE
CATALOG OF OBSERVED 1ARGE-rS-FICHE
HEAO 2, HIGH-RESOLUTIDN IMAGER
CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGETS-TAPE
CATAt.OC OF OBSERVED IARCE_S-FICHE
X RAY DATA OF JOVIAN AURORAE
HEAO 2, CRYSTAL XRAY SPECTROMETER
CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGETS-TAPE
CAIALOC OF OBSERVED TARCETS-FICHE
FPCS RE])UCED DATA TAPES
HEAO 2, IMAGING PROPORIIONAL CNTR
CATALOG OF OBSERVED 1ARGETS TAPE
CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGETS-FICHE
HEAO 2, SOLID-SlATE SPECTRM (SSS)
CATALOG DE DBSERVED TARGETS-TAPE
CATALOG OF DBSERVED TARGETS-FICHE
09120179
HEAD 3, HEAVY NUCLEI
HEAVY NUCLEI REIXW:ED DATA-GOLD
HEAVY NUCLEI REDUCED DATA-COBAL1
HEAO C 3 VERIFY PROGRAM
12/10/74
ORBIT ATTITUDE DATA ON MAC TAPE
TRAJECTORY PLOTS
HELIOS-A, H 1CROMETEDRO ID
MICROMETEOBOID IMPACT DATA
SOLAR WIND PLASMA WAVE
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS, MFILM
HELIOS-A,FINE WAVE SPECTRUM ANALS
SURVEY PLOTS, IHZ TD 20/KHZ, MFILM
HF±IOS-A,27-KHZ - 3-MH7 RADIO WVE
LOG ANT TE_P VS TIME,24 FiR PLOTS
LDC AMFI TEHP VS TIME ON 1APE
LDC ANT TE_P,MONTHLY PLOTS
HELIOS-A, _OTC ELECT _- PROI DE7
HOURLY AVERAGED ELECTRON-PROTON
HELIOS-A, IMEV-lOEV CR PROT._,ALPHA
HOURLY AVG COUNT RATE DATA
HELIOS-A,ZODIACAL LT. PHOTOME_rER
REDUCED DATA IAPE
ZODIACAL LIGHT DATA ON TAPE
HELIOS-A,TRIAX FLUXCATE MAGNETMTR
HOURLY AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD
HELIOS A,TRIAX. FLUXGATE MACNTMTR
8 SEC AVC MAC FIELD VECTOR DATA
HOURLY AVC MAC FIELD VEC10R DAIA
MERGED HOURLY AVCD FIELD * PLASMa
]-H AVE PLO1, PLASMA • MAC MERGED
H_.IOS-A, TRIAX SRCH COIL MACJ_H_R
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HOORLY AVG PLASMA DATA
MERGED HOURLY AVGO FIELD • PLASMA
I-H AVE PLOT, PLASMA * MAC MERCEI)
HELIOS A,CUSMIC RAY DEIECTORS
SECTORED X-RAY PLOTS, MFILM
HOURLY AVhRACED FLUXES OF PROTONS
01/15/76
ORB]T AT_ITLR)E DATA ON MAC TAP£
TRAJECTORY PLOTS
SOLAR WIND PLASMA WAVE
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS. MFILM
HB.IOS-B. FINE WAVE SPECTRUM ANALS
SURVEY PLOTS. IHZ TO 20/KHZ,MFILM
HELIOS-B.27-KHZ - 3 Mlt2 RADIO WVE
LOG ANT IEHP VS TIME,P4 HR PLOTS
LOG ANT TEMP VS TIME ON TAPE
LOG ANT TEMP,MONTHLY PLOTS
HELIOS-B, ENRCTC ELECT * PROT DE-r
HOURLY AV|J_ACED ELECTRON-PROTON
HELIDS-B,1MEV-ICE-V CR PROT.+ALPHA





HOURLY AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIFJ_D
HELIOS-B,TRIAX FLUXCATE MACNETHTR
HOURLY AVC MAC FIELD VECTOR DATA
8 SEC AVC MAC FIELD VECTOR DATA
MERGED HOURLY AVCJ) FIELD * PLASMA
I-H AVE PLDT. PLASMA • MAC MERGED
HELIOS-B,TRIAX SRCH COIL MCNTMTR
8-S AVC SFT DEN 8 CHAN 6.8-1470HZ
HELIOS-B, PLASMA DETECTORS
HOURLY AVC. PLASMA DATA
MERGED HOURLY AVCD FIELD • PLASMA
I-H AVE PLOT, PLASMA + MAC ME]fiCED])
HELIOS-B, COSMIC RAY DETECTORS
SECTORED X RAY PLOTS. MFILM
HOURLY AVERAGE]) FLUXES OF PROTONS
12/o5/88
EPHENE_RIS TAPE
OEI,CSE*CE_C EPHD4 t ISTINCS,MFII_
HE_S I.CR PARTICLE FLUX, $72
PROTON FLUX PLOTS, HE
PROTON COUPS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
27 DAY PARTICLE FLUX PLDTS.M FILM
HEOS I,INTERPLAN.MAC.FIELD, $24A
HR-AVCD INTPL B-FIELD VECTS,TAP£
HR-AV INPL 8-FIF_ VECT PLTS,MFLM
I-D PLOTS B=VECI,SIIP PE_IOD,MFLM
REFORHTD HR AV INPL B-FIELD VECTS
SINGLE POINT MAC FIELD DAIA, TP
01/31/72
HEDS 2, FLUXCA1 £ MAGNET DMET ER, S20I
HR-AVGD INTPL B FIELD VECTS, IAPE
HR-AVGD ]NTPL B-FIELD VECTS,MFILH
REFORMTD HR-AV INPL B FIF_J) VECTS
SINGLE POINT MAC FIELD DATA
RLFORMATTED SINGLE POINT MAC FLD
HFJJS 2.ELCSTAT.AN.SDLAR WIND.S210




FF IONOCRAMS. SCP AND WNK, MFILM
NSSOC FF IONOCRAM INVENTDRY,TAP£
11127163
MULT-COORD SYS £PHEH&B-MDDEI TAPE
HOURLY CSE EPHEHERIS LISTINC,MFLH
IMP-A,ENERCETIC PARTICLE EXP
CM TUBE • ION.CHAMBER COUNTS°TAPE
TIME-SORTED GMAION.CHAM CNTS,TAPE
GRAPHS DF C_*IDN.CHAMBER DATA
CMAION.CHAMB. 4 H RATE PLOTS,MFUM
L-ORDERED ELECTRON C'NT RATE TAPE
IMP-A,FARADAY CUP
3-HR AVGS. OF PLASMA PARAMS.,TAPE
PLASMA PARAMETERS,IRREG. INTERVAL
pLASMA CURREJW_ VS LOOK DIR. PLOTS
CHCJ) PART. FLUXES VS E &TIME,TAPE
IMP-A.COSMIC RAYS (E VS DE/DX
1-H AVC C.R, ION&ELECT RATES,TAPE
HRLY C.R. IONIC RATE LIST,MFLM
SMIN C.R. IONAELEC RATE LIST,MFLM
C.R. SCINT DE/DX-E MATRICES°MFILH
IMP-A,FLUXCATE MAC_hETDMETEN
5.46MIN AVERAGE OF MAGNETIC FIELD
MERGED MACNETOMETE_ • EPHEMERIS
5.46MIN AV BLCKD BIN VRSN OF -02A
INTPLAN B-FIELD HOURLY AVCD TAPE
INTPLAN B-FIELD HOURLY AVCD,MFILM
MSPHERIC B-FIELD HOURLY AVGD,TAPE
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PLOTS OF I VS VOLT(IT/27163 ONLY)
IMP-A,C.R.PROTONS(R VS DE/DX
RATESAP.H RFI)UCED C.R DATA,TAPE
C.R, COUNT RATE PLOTS,4 E INTVALS
REDUCD C.R COUN_ ACCUMLATNS,TAPE
C.R. P.H ANAL. FV_ SUHMARY,TAPE
5-MIN AVC C R.ChFT RATE SUMRY TAPE
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES OF -O3C
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES, OF 030
IMP-A, ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZ
PLOTS OF ION FLUX VS TIME.R,CYCLE
1o/o4/64
MUL1-COORD SYS P_PHEH_B-MODEL TAPE
HOURLY CSE EPHEHER]S LISTINC,MFLM
IMP-B,TOTAL ]0N]ZAT]ON EXP
C_M TUBE & ION.CHAMBER COUNTS,TAPE
TIME-SORTED CM&IDN CHAM CNTS,TAPE
CRAPHS OF OH+ION CHAHBE_ DATA
IMP-B, FARADAY CUP
CHGD PART. FLUXES VS E &TIME,TAPE
IMP-B, FLUXCAIE MACNE_ OMETB
5.46MIN AVERAGE OF MAGNETIC FIELD
5.46MIN AV BLCKD BCD VRSN DF -02A
MERGED MACNEIOMETER _ EPHEMERIS
5.46HIN AV BLCKD BIN VRSN DF -02A
IMP-B,REIARD POTS ANA,E.P
ELECTRON I,N, V, PLUS ORBIT
IMP-B,C.R.PROTONS(R VS DE/DX
RATES&P.H. REDUCED C.R. DATA,TAPE
TIME QAPS(CE. IHR)* QUALITY CHECKS
C.R. COUNT RATE PLOTS,4 E INTVALS
REDUCD C.R. CDL_[; ACCURLATNS,TAPE
C.R. P.H.ANAL. EVE_ SUHHARY,TAPE
5-MIN AVC C.R.CNI RATE SUHRY TAPE
IMP-B, ELECTROSTAT I C ANALYZ
PDS ION I VS TIME_,MFILM PLOTS
05/29/65
S.ECLFrTIC AND MSPHERIC E_ TAPE
HOURLY SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPR, LISTNC
IMP-C,TDTAL IONIZATION EXP
ORIG. CM&ION. CHAMBER COL_S,TAPE
C.RAP_ OF C_*]ON.CHAMBER DATA
R_DRD_E_ C,H&]ON. CHAR EOL_S, TAPE
IMP-C , RACINE-/DME_ E_
5.46 MIN AVC VECIOR MAC FIELD
BLOCKED BCD V_SION OF ORIC TAPE
M_CED MAGNE1DMETER * EPHEHERIS
FLUXCATE MACNE_ OMETE_, PACKED
INTERPLANETARY B F IEJ_.HRLY. AVCS
MICROFILH OF 65-042A-O2E
MACNETOSPHER]C B FIELDoHRLY AVCS
MICROFILM OF 65-042A-0_C
H_JLTI-S/C HR AVC INPL B VRS. TAPE
NSSDC STANDARD DATA SET OF 020
IMP-C .RETARD POTETq ANAl , E'+P
E/ECTRON I,N,V, PLUS ORBIT
IMP-C,C.R.PROIDNS(R VS DE/DX)
COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
REDUCED PHA (PHAEST) DATA, TAPE
COSMIC RAY COUWT DAIA, TAPE
RATE ._YS (5 MIN AVE)
07/01/66
SOL ECLPI,SOL MACSPHRC EPW_ PLOTS
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEH PLOTS MFICHE
HULTI-CODRD SYS EPHEHERIS TAPES
12-HR SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPH, LISTING
COMPACT VBS]DN OF DATA SET -OOF
IMP-D,ION CHAMBER+CIEC, R CNTR
• RIO C._ION.CHAMBE_ COUNTS, TAPE
1MP-D. FARADAY CUP
FIR AVC INT PLASMA PARAM-BLOCK BCD
3-MIN INT PLASMA PARAM-BLOCK E_CD
HR.AVC.PLASMA PARAM FICHE PLOTS
1-FIR IP PLASMA DATA W/O O'S,TAPE
HR AVG ]Nrr PLASMA PARAH-LIST-FILM
IMP-D , MAGNE'T OMET_:_
,5,.12 SEC VECTOR MAC FIELD DATA
NS.._3'C STANDARD TAPES, OF 01A
02 SEC VR MAC FLD DATA DN TAPE
FAJLT1-S/C HR AVC INPL B VRS, TAPE
82 SEC MAC VCTR PLOTS ON MFILM
HERDED NESS/SONET'r 82 SEC AVC
IMP-D,3 AXIS FLUXGATE MAD
PLOT DE Bol SICHA B,LAT,LONG
HOUR AVC B-FIELD VECTORS ON TAPE
82 SEC AVCJ) VECTORS, DSC TAPES
5.12 SEC MAC VECTORS ON MAC TAPE
M_CED NESS/SONETr 82 SEC AVC
82 SEC AVC VECTORS, (REBLOCKED)
1MP-O,GM CNTR+SLD STATE DETR
SOLAR SOET X-RAY PLOTS
SOLAR SOET X RAY, MAC TAPES
MICROFILM OF 66-O,r:_A OSB
SOET X-RAY BURST LISTING, ON TAPE
SOFT X-RAY BLmRS1 L]STINC-M/FILH
SOFT X-RAY COVERACE PLOTS, MFILM
63-046A-OIA MO 1 11127/63 11/27/63
63 046A-03
63 046A-O3A DD 6 11127163 06/07/64
63-046A-038 NO 1 11/27/63 05/30164
63-046A-03C DO 1 11/27/63 06/06/64
63-046A-030 DO 1 11127163 06107164
63-046A-O3E DO 1 11/_7/63 05/31/64
63-046A-O3F DB ] 11/27163 06/06/64
63-046A-030 DB 1 11/27/63 06/08164
63-046A-06
63-046A-OSA RP 1 11/27/63 04/03/64
S4-DSOA
64-060A-00C DO 1 10105/64 09130165
64-060A-OOH MP 1 10104/64 04/05/65
64-06DA-05
64-060A-OSA DD ] 10/05/64 04/05/65
64-060A-050 DO 1 10/05/64 04105165
64-060A-050 M• 1 10/04/64 09123/65
64-060A-07
64-060A-D7A DO 4 10/04/64 09124/65
64-060A-02
64-060A-O2A DO S 10104164 04105/65
64-O60A-02C DO ] 10104/64 04105/65
64-060A-020 DO ] 10/04164 04105/65
64-060A-O2E DO 2 10/04/64 04/05165
64-060A-01
64-060A-OIA DO 1 10104164 04105/65
64-060A-03
64-06DA-O3A DO 3 10/04/64 04/09/65
64-060A-03B MP 1 I0/04164 041D9/65
64-060A-03C MO 1 10104164 04/07/65
64-060A-030 DO 1 10/04/64 04102/65
64-060A-OSE DD 1 10/04164 03127/65
64-060A-O3F DO ] 10105164 04/02165
$4-060A-06
64-OSOA-O6A NO 1 10/05/64 12/23/64
SS-042A
65-042A-OOG DO 4 05/29/65 05/11/67
65-042A-OOH MP 1 05129/65 05/11167
65-042A-05
65-042A-OSA DO 6 05129/65 01103167
65-042A-05B MD 1 O5129165 O1/O1/66
65-042A-05C DO 6 05/29165 01103/67
65-042A-02
65-042A-O2A DO 9 05/29/65 05/11/67
65-042A-028 DO 9 05129165 05111/61
65~042A-020 DO 3 05/29/65 05111/67
65-042A-0"20 DO 3 05129165 05111/67
65-042A-O2E DO 2 06/01/65 01/29/67
65 042A-O2E MO 1 05/01/65 01129/67
65-0,42A-02C DO 1 OS/29165 05/10/67
6S-042A-O2H H• 1 D5129/65 05/I0/67
65-042A-02I DO 1 06/D1/65 D5/06/67
65-042A-02J DB 1 05/29/65 05/11/67
65-042A-01
65-042A-OIA DO 1 05/29/65 05/05/67
65-042A-03
SS-042A-03B MO 1 05/29/65 05/02/67
65-042A-030 DD 1 OS/29165 04128167
65-042A-030 DD 1 05/29/65 04/28/67
SS-042A-O3E DO 2 05/29/65 04/29/67
66-058A
66-056A-000 NO 1 07101168 10129/71
S6-O5BA-OOE FR 2 07/01/66 02/28/70
66-058A-OOF DO 49 07101166 03/01/70
66-058A-00C MP 1 07/01/66 02/28/70
66-05_A-OOH DO 6 07/01166 12/31170
66-058A-04
66-05_A-O4A DO 7 07101166 06/09/67
66-058A-06
66-D,58A-D6A DO 1 07/01/66 09/30169
66-058A-060 DO 2 07/06/66 10/14171
66-05,8A-060 FR ] 07106/66 04/20171
66-058A-06D DD ] 07/06/66 09123/69
66-058A-O6F HP ] 07106/66 09/_3/69
66-05_A-01
66-05_A-OIA DO 59 07101/66 10105/68
66-058A-010 DB 47 07/01166 10/05/68
66-058A-010 DO 13 07/01/66 10105/60
66-058A-01D DO 1 07/01/66 ]0105168
66-05J_A-OIE MO 3 07/01/66 10/28/68
66-058A-D1F DO 3 07/01/66 08/03168
66-058A-03
66-058A-O3A HT 4 07/01/66 09113/70
66-058A-03B DO 1 01/01/67 12131169
66-058A-030 DO 20 07/01/66 09/14/70
66-056A-030 DO 195 07101/66 09114170
66-05.BA-O3E DO 3 07101/66 08/03168
66-OS_A-O3F DO 20 07101166 09114/70
66-058A-05
66-058A-OSA MO 2 07/02/66 09/26/6B
66-058A-050 DO 2 07/02/66 09/26/68
66-05_A-05_ HO O 07/02/66 09/26/68
66-05.BA-OSD DO 1 07/03/66 07125167
66-05.BA-OSE MO 1 07/03/66 07/25/67
66-058A-OSF NO 1 07/02/66 07/26/67
28
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PLOTS OF ALL SUI DETECTORS
HALF HOUR _L1) DATA ON MAC TAPE
07/Z9/67
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEH PLOTS.MFICHE
MULTI C0ORD SYS EPHF_ERIS TAPES
COMPACT VERSION OF DATA SET -ODE
IMP-E, ENE_CETIC PART FLUX
0RIG CMAION CHAMBER COUNTS. TAPE
IMP-E,FARADAY CUP
FIR AVC IN[ PLASMA PARAM BLOCK OCD
3-MIN INT PLASMA-PARAM BLOCK BCD
FIR AVC PLASMA PARAM MFICHE PLOTS
I-HR IP PLASMA DATA W/D O'S, TAPE
FIR AVC INI PLASMA PARAM LIST-FILM
IMP E.MACNETDMETER
S 12 SEC VR MAC FLD DATA ON TAPE
82 SEC VR MAC FLD DATA ON TAPE
MULTI-S/C FIR AVC INPL B VRS, TAPE
5.12-S VECTOR B-FIELD PLDTS,MFILM
82 SEC MAC VCTR PLOTS ON MFILM
5 SEC AND 82 SEC LISTINGS, M/FILM
MERGED NESS/S0NEI_ 82 SEC DATA,TP
IMP-E,3AXIS FLUXCATE MAC.
PLOT OF B,1 SICQHA B,LAT.LONG,0RB
HOUR AVRC B FIELD VECTORS 0N TAPE
82 SEC AVCO VECTORS, DCS TAPES
5.12 SEC MAC VECTORS ON MAC TAPE
MERGED NESS/SONE]_ 82 SEC DATA.TP
82 SEC AVERAGED VECTORS REBLOCK
IMP-E.CM CNTR*SOLD.STATE DET,
SOLAR SOFT X-RAY PLOTS
SOLAR SOFT X-RAY,MAC TAPES
MICROFILM OF 67-070A-OIB
SOFT X-RAY BURST LISTING
SOFT X RAY BURST-LISTING-M/FILM
SOFI X-RAY C0VERACE PLOTS, MFILM
PLOTS 0F ALL SUI DETECTORS
HALF HOUR SUMMED DATA ON MAC TAPE
05/24/67
SOL EEL • S0L MACNSPH ORBIT PLOTS
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEH PLOTS MFICHE
CHICAGO MULTI-COORD EPHEH TAPES
INTERPLAN. TIMES BY * • - SECTORS
INTERPLAN TIMES,T DRDERD,W/SECTDR
STD TAPES DF EPH PART OF D.S. OlA
IMP-F.IDN CHAMBER
I0N CHAM +CM TUBE COUNT RATES,MFM
IMP-F.SDLAR PROTON MONITDR
DAILY AVERAGED PROTON CDUN_ RATES
SC_ PBLSND HRLY AVGD PROTON FLUXS
COUNT RATES ON ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPES
HOURLY AVERAGED COLJIN_ RATES, TAPE
IMP-F.LOW ENERGY TELESCOPE
REDUCED COUNT RATES ON TAPE
STD lAPEL 3; E_P DATA PART OF O1A
COU_rT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
DATA SET -OlA IN IBH 7094 FORMAT
IMP-F,COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
HOURLY AVCD COUNT RATES ON TAPE
IMP-F.LOW ENERPROTON*ALPHA DE]
SOLAR CR. EVE]_[ CATALOG, MFILM
2.73-MIN COUNT RATES DN TAPE
6-HR AVC_ PROTON FLUXES. MFILH
IMP-F.COSMIC RAYS(E VS DE/DX)
SOLAR C,R. EV;_wFT CATA[DC, MFILH
2 73 MIN COUNT RATES 0N TAPE
6-HR AVCJ) PROTON FLUXES. MFILM
IMP-F,MACNETIC FIELD EXPER.
20-SEC MAC FLD VECTORS. MAC TAPES
_O-SEC MAC FLD VECTORS. MFILM
MULTI-S/C HR AVC IMF VECTORS,TAPE
2.5 SEC MAC FLD VECTRS. MAC TAPES
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES, 0F -]LA
IMP-F,ELECT ANALYZ*V SELECT
ENERGY SPECTRA + PLASMA PARAMS
3 MIN PLASMA PARAMETERS, MAC TAPE
HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA DATA
IMP-F,C.R.PROTON(R VS DE/DX
RATES FOR ALL NDNOVERLAP SE_
PHA EVENT SUMMARIES (NONOVERLAP)
S-MIN AVE COUNT RATES{NONOV6R[_P)
CN[ RATE PLTS,SOLAR RDTATION,MFLM
DATASFT-O3A IN IBM 7094 FORMAT
DATA SET-O3C IN IBt4 7094 FORMAT
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES, OF O3A
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES, OF 03C
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES, OF 03D
IMP-F.LEPEDA.LOW ENERGY PARTICLES
LEPEDE_ FLUX VS E_ MOVIE FILM
LEPEDEA COUNT RATES ON MAC 1APE
06/21/69
SOL ECL _ SOL MACNSPH OR81T PLOTS
CHICACO MULTI C00RD FJ_HE]M TAPES
STD TAPES DF _ PART OF D.S. 01A





FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
66 ObBA-05C MO 18 07101166 12/31/68
66 OS8A OSH DO 3 06/30/66 11/02/71
67-070A
67070A-OOO FIR 3 07/19/67 12/31/72
67 O70A-OOE DO 17 12/01/68 08/31/70
67 O70A 0OF DO 2 11/30/68 09/01/70
67 070A-02
67-O70A-_A DO 8 07/19/67 07/24/68
67-07OA-O6
67 07OA 06A DO I 07/14/67 07/25/68
67 OlOA-06B DD 1 07/25/67 07/03/68
67 O70A-06C FIR ] 07/25/67 07/03/68
67 O7OA 06D DO ] 07/25/67 07/03/68
67 O70A-O6F MP 1 07/25/67 07/03/68
67 OTOA OA
6Z 070A 04A DO 77 07/19/67 0"2/23/72
67 070A 04B DO 21 07/19/67 02/23/72
67 070A OAC DO 1 07119167 12127/68
67 070A-O4D MP 57 07/19/67 02/23/72
67 070A O4E MP S O7/19/67 02/23/72
67 070A 04F MP 57 07/19/67 02/23/72
67-070A-04C DO 6 10/01/67 04/30/70
67-070A 03
67 O70A-O3A MT 5 07/19/67 12/30/7i
67 070_ 036 DO 1 07/23/67 12/3]/69
67-070A-03C DO 20 07/19/67 12/30/71
67-070A-030 DO 210 07/19/67 12/30/7I
67-070A 03E DO 6 10/01/67 04/30/7D
67 070A-O3F DO 20 07/19/67 12/30/71
67-070A-01
67-070A-OIA MO 3 07/26/67 05/27/70
67 070A 01B DO S 07126/67 05/28/70
67-070A-01C MD 10 07/26/67 05/26/70
67 OTOA-OID DO ] 07/26/67 08/13/69
67 070A-OIE MO i 07/26/67 08/13/69
67 O7OA-OIF MO 1 07/26/67 09/18/68
67 070A-01C MO 10 07/19/67 12/31/68
67-070A OIH DO 3 07/]8/67 06/23/73
610S1A
61-OSlA OOD MO ] 05/24/67 05/03/69
67 051A OOE FR 1 0S/24/67 03/00/69
67 OSlA-OOF DO 5 05/24/67 05/03/69
6Z 05IA-OOC MP 1 05/25/67 12/24/67
67 OSlA-OOH MP ] 05/25/67 12/24/67
67 OSIA-OOI DB 1 0S/24/67 05103/69
67 O51A O_
67 OSIA-02A M0 1 05/24/67 09/15/67
67 051A-07
67 051A 07A MP I 05/24/67 08/02/69
67 051A 07B BT 17 05/24/67 05/02/69
67 OSlA-07C DD 2"2 05/24/67 05/03/69
67 O51A-07D DD 1 05/94/67 05/03/69
67 051A 01
67-051A-OIA DD 33 0S/24/67 05/03/69
67 051A-OIB DB 17 0S/24/67 0S/03/69
67 OSlA-OLC M0 90 05/24/67 05/03/69
67 OSIA OlD DO 34 05/24/67 05/03/69
67 OSlA 05
67-OSl#-OSA DO 1 05/24/67 05/02/69
67 051A.O9
67 OSIA_OqA MD I 05/25/67 05/0"2/69
61-051A-OgB DO 6 05/24/67 05/03/69
67-051A oqc MP 1 0S/_4/67 OA/30/6g
67 051A-10
67 O51A IOA MD I 05/25/67 05/0_/69
67 O51A lOB DD 6 05/_4/67 05/03/69
67 OSlA-IOC MP 1 05/24/67 04/30/69
67 051A-11
67-051A IIA DO 13 05/24/67 12/06/68
67-051A-118 MO 3 05/24/67 03/07/69
67 OSlA-IIC DO 1 05/24/67 12/27/68
67 O5LA 110 DO 136 05/24/67 02/]0/69
67-051A-IIE DB 6 05/24/67 12/06/68
67-OSlA-O8
67 OSIA 08X FfT 5 05/27/67 01/30/68
67-OS1A-OBB DO 6 05/24/67 02/08/60
67 051A 08C DD 1 06/03/67 12/02/67
67 OblA-O3
67 051A-O3A DD 6 05/24/67 0S/02/69
67 051A-03C DD q 05/24/67 05/02/69
67 ObIA 030 DO 2 05/24/67 0S/02/69
67 OSIA 03E M0 I 05/24/67 04/25/69
67-OSIA-03F DO 11 0S/24/67 05/02/69
67 O51A 03C DO 17 05/24/67 05/0"2/69
67 O51A-03H DB 7 0S/24/67 05/0"2/69
67-O51A-03I DB 6 05/24/67 05/0"2/69
67 OSlA 03J DB 1 05/24/67 05/Ce2/69
61-051A 04
61-051A-O4A uP 400 06/30/67 O7/04/61
67 051A-046 DD _% OS/26/67 O6/17/68
69 053A
6q-OS3A ODD M0 1 06/21/69 08/25/70
69-053A-OOE DO g 06/21/69 12/23/72
69 053A-OOF DB ] 06/21/69 07/30/70
69 O53_ DOG ER 1 06/21/69 12/23/72
29
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ION CHAMBER * CMCOUNTS, MAD.TAPE
40-S AVC COUNT RATES ON MICROFILM
IMP-C.SOLA_ PROTON MONITOR
SCD PBLS_ HRLY AVCD PROTON FLUXS
COUNT RATES DR ENC¥CLOPEI)IA TAPES
HOURLY AVERAGED COL_FT RATES, TAPE
IMP-C.LOW ENERGY TELESCOPE
REI)_ED COUNT RATES ON TAPE
STD TAPES OF EXP DATA PART OF O1A
DATA SET +OIA IN IBM 7094 FDF_4A1
IMP-C,LOW E_NCY PROT+ALPHA DET
SOLAR C.R EVENT CATALOG, MFILM
273 MIN COUNT RATES DN 1APE
IMP-C,COSMIC RAYS(E VS DEIDX)
SOLAR C.R. EVE]_T CATALOG, MFILM
7 73 MIN CDUPTT RATES ON TAPE
IMP C,HACNETIC FIELD EXPER.
20 SEC MAC FLD VECTORS, MFILM
25 SEC MAC FLD VECTRS, MAC TAPES
[MP-C.C.R.PROTS(R VS DE/DX)
RATES FOR ALL NONOVERLAP SE_Uf_E
PHA EVENT SU_ARIES (NONOVERLAP)
S-MIN AVE CDLI_T RAT ES{NONOVE_LAP)
CNT RATE PLTS,SOLAR ROTATION,MFLM
IMP-C.L EPEDA,LO E_ PROT+ELECT
L E_PEDEA COUNI RAIES ON NAG TAPE
09123172
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEH PLOTS MPICHE
SOLAR ORIENTATION ERRORS, MFILM
SOLAR ORIENTATION ERRORS- TAPE
PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS
TRAJECTORY PLOTS, MFICHE
IMP-H .SOI_R PLASMA, FARA .CUP
H,J HOURLY AVCO SOLAR pLAS_4A,TAPE
S_) PBLSHD HRLY AV(_ PLASMA PARAR
IMP-H, LEJ_EDEA 2SEV-SOKEV
COLOR E-T SPECTROCRAMS, SLIDES
IMP-H,SOt_R IONS+ELEC,IOOKEV
IO MIN, 120 K_ PROT Cl RTES,MFItJ_
ALL COUNT RATES Oh E_CYCLO. TAPES
SUMMARY DATA ON MAC TAPE
IMP H,PLASMA ELECTRO ANALYZ
ME.I_CED IMP I,H,J 3 HR PLASMA PARH
H. J MERGED _LY SOLAR WIND pLASMA
2-MIN PROT,ALPI-tA SOLAR WIND HPFIS
IMP-H,PARI.IELE.-CM TUBES
ARCHIVE TAPES OF ALL DEIECTORS
MASTER SCIENCE TAPES,55 MIN AVE
X RAY DATA(TO MIN 24-HR AVC)MFILM
DAILY AVERAGED FLUXES
24 HDUR SURVEY PLDTS,AL[ DE_-FILM
7 HOUR SURVEY PLOTS,ALL DEE ,FILH
i2-DAY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
FIR AVC 1 2,14-25 MEV PROT FL_X.TPE
MGD HR AVC 1-2,14-25 ME_ FlJ( PLI
DAILY AVC_ PRO FLX CT 10.30.60 MV
HOUR PRDI FLX 1,2,4,10,30.60 MEV
DAILY AVERAGE FLUX PLOTS. MEICHE
DAILY AVERAGED FLUXES
IMP-H.TRI=AXIS MAGNETOMETER
15 SEC AVCD MACNE_ IC VECTORS.TAPE
1.3 SEC AVC_ MAC FLD PLOTS. MFIER
15 SEC AvC, D NAG FLJ) PLOTS. MFILM
320 MSEC MACNEIIC FIELD V_CTURS
MAGNETIC FIEIJ) DECOM IAPES
IMP-H,PLASMA WAVE EXP
B-SPECTRAL DENS ABOU_ iO HI
LOW B WAVE AMPlITUDES(LISTINGS)
IMP-H,COS.RAY NCLR CDMP.
SOL. ROT COUNt-RATE PLOTS. MFILM
546 MIN AVC COUNT RATES ON TAPE
SECIORED RATE AND PttA TAPES(HOST)
IMP-H. _ EC.,H+HE SLD
HALF HR RES CNT RIE PLOTS, MFILM
HOURLY AVERAGE COU_q RATES, TAPE
IMP-H.ELEC.*PROI TELE CR.5OKEV
3O-MIN AVERACEI) COUNT RATES, TAPE
S.46 MIN. Arc DATA DN TAPE.
3 DIM_]NSIDNAL cONTOUR LIST,MFILM
HISTDCRAM PLOTS,MFILM
03t13/71
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEH PLOTS MFICHE
IMP I.DC ELECTRIC FIELDS




HH. Arc ION PLASMA PARAM.-FILM
HR AVC. ION PLASMA PARAM TAPE
MERGED IMP I,H,J 3 FIR PLASMA PARM
2-MIN PROT, ALPHA SOLAR WIND M_41S
IMP-I.SOLAR PROTON MONITOR
COL_ RATES ON ARCHIVE TAPES
SC_ PBLS_ HRLY AVC_ PRDIOH FLUXS
IMP-I,L_4D/C.SEC RADIO ASIRONDMY





























6q OS3A-03D NO 1
69-053A-04

















72 073A-]OA DO 1
77-073A lOB DO 4
7_-O_3A-]OC DO ]
72 073A 08
77-073A 08A DO 230
72 073A OBH DO ]
72-073A-080 MP 16
72-073A OBD DO 65






72 073A-OBM DD 1
72 O73A-OSN FR 1
77 OT3A-OSO DO 1
72_073A O]
72-073A-OIA DO 13
72 073A-OIB MP 4
72-073A-C10 MP















72 073A-0,50 MO 12
72-073A-0S0 MO 12
710]gA
71 019A-O00 FR ]
71 019A-02





71019A 119 DD 2
7I-OIqA 11C DD 1
7]-019A-]10 DD 1
710]qA-O7
71 019A-O7A DO 110
71 019A-078 Bl 11
7L-O]gA-1S
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SUMMARY SPLCIRA ON MACTAPE
IMP-I.IOWA AC E£ECI,MAC FLDS
E * B SUMMARY PLOTS ON FILM
E * B SDNOCRAMS ON lO MM FILM
HIGH TIME RES PLOTS ON FILM
E AND B SPIN PLANE FIFJ_ DISI.FLM
POWE_ SPECIROCRAMS, SPECIAt TIMES
IMP-I,MICHRADID ASTRONOMY
MULTIFREQ. INT VS TIME,PLOIS,FLM
IMP-I,MINN AC ELEC+MAC FIELDS
30 SEC AVG ELEC.MAC FLD PLOTS,FLM
IMP-I.THREE_ AXIS MAG_WE_O_f_TR
15 SEC MAC FLD VECTORS, MFILM
15 SEC B VECTORS DN 1APE
1.28 SEC MAC FLD VECTORS. MFIL_
DETAIL DATA (80 MS) 1.28 AVC VECT
IMP-I,COSMIC RAYS NUCLEAR COMP
COUNT RATES + PHA (SST), MAG.1APE
S-MIN AVC COUNT RATES, MAC TAPE




ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PERIOD
INP-J,DC ELECTRIC FIELDS
DC E-FIELD AND RMS ELF NDISE-FILM
HICH TIME RES. E-FIELD EVENTS-FLM
IMP-J, ELEC* PROT. 2SEV - 50KEV
COLOR E-T SPEC)ROCRAMS, SLIDES
IMP-J,PLASMA.ELECTRO.ANALYZER
MERGED IMP I,H.J 3 FIR PLASMA PARM
MERC_ HOLNRLY SOLAR WIND PLASMA
S NIN MTAIL PARAM PLOI+L]ST.MFILM
F_-AV'C S_W OE_,, V, PROT FET'_, TAPE
2-HIN FROT,ALPHA SOLAR WIND MHTS
IMP-J, AC ELECTRIC ,MAC. FID_S
24-HR ELEC*MAC SURVEY PLOTS,MFILM
IMP-J,SOL.IDNS*ELECI,IOOKEV
IO MIN,_O KEV PROT Cl RIES,MFILM
ALL CDUNT RATES ON ENCYCLO. TAPES
IMP-J SUMMARY DATA TAPES
LOW ENERCY PROTONS (.16-.22 MFV)
IMP-J,PART.TELE.,GM TUBES
ARCHIVE 1APES OF ALL DETECTORS
FIR AVC 1-2,14 25 MFV PROT FLX,TP[
SURVEY PLOTS OF AlE D_]FCIORS
MCD HR AVC 1-7, 14 2b MEV FLX PLT
DAILY AVC PRO FLX C1 10,30,60 HEV
HOUR PRDT FLX 1,2.4,10.30.60 MEV




SCD PBLSND HILLY AVOD PLASMA PARAM
5 MIN RESOLUTION PLASMA PARAHL_ER
5-MIN IMF * PLASMA FDR IMS. IAPE
5 MIN IMF * PLASMA FDR INS, FICHE
1-2 MINLFIE RESOLUTION PLASMA PARA
6-MIN IMF • PLASMA FROM UCLA
N,V,T FULL RES'N PLDTS ON MFICHE
S.W. PRESSURE PLOIS ON MFICHE
IMP-J,TRI-AXIS MACNEXOMETER
IS SEC AVOD MACNETIC VECTORS,TAPE
FIR AVC MAC VECIORS ON TAPE
IS SEC AVOD MAC FLD PLOTS, MFILM
15 SEC PLDTS,IMS SPECL PERS,MFILM
24-HR MAc FLD SUMMARY PLOTS,FICHE
5-MIN IMF • PLASMA FOR IMS TAPE
S-MIN IMF * PLASMA FOR INS, FICHE
.32 BE(: CSE MAGNERIC FIELD DATA
DECOM DATA ON MAC TAPE
5-MIN IMF * PLASMA FROM UCLA
IMP-J. COSHICRJ_YS(E ¥S DE/DX)
I-HR AV(_,20-40 MEV PROTON FLUX
I-HR AVOD,4O-80 MI_ PROTON FLUX
IMP-J,COSMIC RAY NUCLEAR COMP
RATE ANO PHA DATA TAPES
$.46-MIN AVG COUNI RATES ON TAPE
SOL. ROT. COUNt-RATE PLOTS, MFILM
HOURLY AVOD ALPHA PART(11-90 NEV)
IMP-J,ELEC*H*HE SOLID SI.TELE
HALF FIR RES CNT RTE PLOTS. MFILM
HOURLY AVERAGE COUN_ RATES. TAPE
HOURLY AVERAGED ELECTRON 1-5 MEV
HOURLY AVOD PROTONS 4-12.S MEV
IMP-J, ELEC+_OT, TELE. GR




ZNJUN 1-C_Ee 3, sit ICON PN JUN'T.
P-N COUNTS, TAPE
INJUN ]-GREB 3, CEICE_ COUNTER
TAB. OF CM COUNIS, FICHE
(_M CDU_S. TAPE
INJUN I-_EB 3, CDS DFIECIDR
NSSD{ ID
DATA SET INFORMATION
.......... liME SP-N_ --
FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
71-019A ISC DO I 04/20/71 09/26/12
71 019A-03
71-OIgA-O3A MO 19 03/13/71 10/01/74
71-019A-038 IM 1700 02/03/72 05/31/13
71-019A-03C MO 16 03/17/71 07/23/74
71-OIgA-O3D MO S 03/29/71 03/16/74
7101gA-O3E M• 9 03/]7/71 06/20/72
71 019A-13
71-019A ]3A MO 40 03/14/71 06/30/74
71 019A-12
7101qA-12A MP 21 03/]3/71 09/28/74
71-019A-01
71 01qA-OIA MP 8 03/]3/71 09/28/74
71-OlgA=OIB DO 27 03/13/71 08/30/74
71-OIqA-OIC HP 33 03/]3/71 10/01/74
71-01gA-010 DO .58 0?/08/73 10/02/74
71-OIgA Og
71-OlgA-OgA DD 7q 03/13/71 10/02/74
71-01gA-098 DO 4 03/13/71 10/02/74
71-01gA-09C MO 3 03/14/71 10/02/74
73-078A
73-078A-OOD MP S 10/29/73 12/31/79
73 078A-OOE FR 16 10/30/73 01/11/88
73-078A-OOF FR 1 03/2g/86 06/16/86
73 078A-II
73-078A-11A NP 5 12/18/73 10/25/74
73-078A 11B MP 13 12/10/73 10/20/74
73 078A-04
73 078A-04C RO 4644 11/15/73 12/31/88
73-078A-1D
73 078A-1OA DO ] 10/26/73 12/31/74
73 078A-100 DO 4 01/01/75 1_/31/78
73 078A-10C NO 54 11/01/73 08/11/80
73 OT8A-IO0 DO I Ol/I_[7g 12131[85
73-078A 1OF DD 2 11/04/73 12/24/88
73-078A-12
73-OZBA-12A NO g 10/31/73 12/08/81
73-078A-03
73-078A O3A MO I 10/31/73 05/01/74
73 078A 038 DO 15 10/30/73 05/02/74
73-078A-03C DO 35 10/30/73 01/l_/Og
73 078A-O3D DO 2 02/01/76 07/31/88
73-078A-08
73 078A-OBA DD 39 10/30/73 04/lg/74
73 078A 088 DD 5 08/01/75 32/31/88
73 O/8A O_C MP 4 10/30/73 03/15176
73 078A-OBD 00 2 08/01/75 08/31/78
73-078A-OOE DO 1 0g/26/72 05/0_/82
73 078A-OBG DO 2 01/0]/74 ]0/29/88
73-078A OBH FR 1 10/30/73 10/28/88
73 078A--OB] DD 1 01/10/74 ]0/29/88
73 078A-O_
73 OIBA_O2A DD 6 01/01/76 ]1/30/88
73-078A_02B HI 90 08/01/75 11/_9/88
73-078A-0_D DO 6 10/31/73 08/08/80
73 O/OA-O_E DO 1 04/11/77 05/23/80
73 O7BA_O?F FR 52 04/12/77 12/31/79
73 078A-020 DO S 10/31/73 05/16/89
73-078A-O2H DO 1 04/12/77 02/07/86
73-078A-02I FR 21 01/01/86 07/02/89
73-078A-O2J FR 11 05/08/85 07/0_/89
73-078A-01
73-078A-OIA DO 49 10/30/73 02/19/89
73-078A_01B DO 1 01/02/74 05/20/75
73-078A~01C MP 26 10/30173 12131/88
73-078A_OID MP ] 01/01/76 03/22/76
73-D78A-OIE FR 3.3 10/22/77 04/2"2/83
73-078A-OIF DO ] 04/11/77 05/23/80
73-078A-01C ER 52 04112/77 12/31/79
73-078A-OIH DD 1 03/22/79 03/2?/79
73-078A-011 DO 861
73-078A-O1J DD 1 04/12/77 02/07/86
73-078A-09
73-078A_OgA DO 3 08/01/7S 1]/30/88
73-078A-Og8 DD 3 09/01/7S 1]/30/08
73 078A-07
73 078A-O7A DO 583 I0/30/73 0g/IS186
73-078A-078 DO lg I0/30/73 06/01/86
73-078A-07C MD 13 10/30/73 09/08/86
73-078A-O7D DO 1 08/01/75 17/31/88
73-078A-06
73-078A-O6A MO 1 10/31/73 02/02/75
73-078A-068 DO 8 ]0/28/73 12/31/86
73-078A_06C DO 1 08/01/75 12/31/80
73-078A-O6D DO 1 08/01/75 17/31/80
73-078A-05
73-078A_OSA DD 4 10/30/73 03111/80
73-078A-OSB MO 13 01/03/76 07/13/76
73-078A-05C MD 12 ]0/30/73 06/2b/77
61-015B
61-0158-06
61-016B-O6A DO 17 06/30/61 08/31/62
61-O15B-01
61-01SB-OIA FR 1 06/29/61 0B/12/62
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DETECTOR COUNT RATE_, TAPE
INJUN i CREB3,_ 20A X RAY DET.
8-20A FI UXES, FICHE
INJLJN 1.-CREB 3, CM SPECTROMETER
ELECTRON COL_ RATES, TAPE
INJUN I-CREB 3,P HOT AURORA,AIRCLD
HASTE TAPE. PHOTOMETR COUNT




VLF REC SIC SIRE_TH, TAPE
INJLIN 3. ATHOS DRAC DENSITY
ATHOS DRAC D_SITY TABLES, FICHE
INJUN 3,PRDTON EL ECTRDN DE_ECIDRS
SOLAR SOFR X RAY, FICHE
CH COUNTS, TAPE
PARTICLE FLUX PLOTS, MFIL_




DETECTOR FLUX PLOTS. MFILM
INJLPN 3.INTEGRAL MAC ELLCIN SPEC_
EI EC COL_(STARFISH). TAPE
INJUN 3, DC. SCINTILLATOR
D.C. SCINT. COUNTS, TAPE
IHJUN 3, ELECTRON MULTIPLIER
ELECTRN MULTIP COUNT, TAPE
INJUN 3, PROTON SPECTROMEIER
P-N COUNTS. TAPE
INJUN 3,AURORA AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER
PHOTOMETER COUNI, TAPE
ii/21/64
INJUN 4,RETARDIN_ POTE]NrIIAL ANA
MASTER TAPE. RET.POT.AN.RATE
INJUN 4,CM DETECTORS (7)
C_.M COUNTS, TAPE
]NJUN 4,P-NJUNCTIDN DETECTOR
P N COUNTS, TAPE






INJUN 5,L ENCwR PR4EL DIFFEANAL
[EPEI)EA COUNT RATES, TAPE
INJUN S.VLF RECEIVER.3OCPS-16KC
VLF SIGNAL STRE_NCTH, TAPE
INJUN 5,SPHERIC.RET.POT.ANAL
RET. POT. AN. DATA, TAPE
INJUN 6.S S.DET.(PROTON,HEC )
S.S.PROT.AND ELECI CNT RATE, TAPE
15-S AVC COL_ MATES, TAPE
]0114/70
INTERCOSMOS 4, x RAY POLARIHI. ER
SOLAR X-RAY POLARIZATION DATA
01/25/83
IRAS, IR TELESCOPE
SKYPLATE IMACES 3RD HCDN, COLOR
SKYPLATE IMAGES 3_ HCON, B/W
SKYPLATE OVERLAYS
POINT SDURCE CAT VER 2.0
POINT SOL_RCE CATALOG ON TAPE
WSDB ANCILLARY DATA
HIGH SOURCE DENSITY BINS CATALOC
ZDDICAL HISTORY FILE (vERSION 3)
WORKINC SURVEY DATA BASE (WSDB)
PRESS RELEASE COLOR PHOTOS
SKY PLATE (HCON 3) DAIA ON TAPE
ALL SKY MAPS DATA ON TAPE
ALL SKY IMAGES 1,2,3 HCON, B/W
ALL SKY IMAGES 1,2.3 HCON. COl_DR
ALL SKY OVERLAYS
SKYPLATE IMAGES IST NCON. B/W
SKY PLATE (HCDN 1) DATA DN lAPE
GALACTIC PLANE IHCES IST HCON.B/W
GALACTIC PLANE OVERLAY
GALACTIC PLANE DATA ON MAC TAPE
SMALL SCALE STRUCTURE (SSS) CAT.
POINTED OBSERVATIONS DIRECTORY
POINTED OBSERVATIONS ON TAPE
SMALL SCALE STRUCTURE CA1. MFICHE
SKYPLATE IMACES 7ND HCDN. B/W
SKY PLATE (NCON 2) DATA ON IAPE
GALACTIC PLANE IHCES _ND HCON,B/W
GALACTIC PLANE IMCES 3RD HCON,B/W
ASTEROID AND COMET SURVEY
SERE)_DIPITOUS SURVEY CAT.
SER_IPITO_ SURVEY CATALOG
SURF BRIGHT MAPS OF LARGE OPl CAL
SKYPLATE IMAGES, BEST OF THREE
GALAXIES AND QUASARS, VERSION 2






































































































FORM QUANIITY OF DATA
DO 17 06/30/6] 08/31/62
ER 1 06129/6] ]2/]4/6I
DO 17 06/30/6] 08/31/62
DO 17 06/30/61 08/31/62
DO 17 06/30/61 08/31/62
DD 5 I2/25/62 10125163
ER 3 12115162 04115167
ER i 12/20162 10/13163
DO 5 12114162 i0/28/63
HP 1 01/01/63 10/20/63
DO 5 12/14/62 10/28/63
DO 5 12/14/62 10/28/63
MP I 01/01/63 O5/15/63
DO 5 12/14/62 10/25/63
DO S 12/14/62 10/31/63
DO 5 12/14/62 10/25/63
DO 5 12/14/62 ]0131/63
DO 5 12/14/62 I0/28/63
DO 47 02113165 07/I9166
DO 47 02113165 07119166
DD 47 02/13/65 07119/66
HO lI 11/23/64 07119/66
DO 47 0_/13/65 07/19/66
DD 47 02/13/65 07/19/66
DO 949 08/09/58 05/29170
DO 949 08/09168 05/29/70
DD 949 08/09/68 05/29/70
DO 949 08/09/68 05/29/70
DO 17 08/29/68 05130/70
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PREDICTED MAC CONJUNCTIONS, MFILM
AIIITUDE-0RBIT LISTINCS, MFICHE
EPHEMBIS, DATA PDOL •APE
ONE) MAG FLD LINE INTERCEPT PL0•S
DRBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PE)RIOD
MULTI-COORD EPHEMIRIS (MCE)
]SEE },ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
ELECTRDN*PROTON DP00L PLOTS,MFILM
8 2OOKEV EtEC*PROT FLUX PDOL DATA
32 SEC AVCO SURVEY PLOTS, MFILJM
24-HR SL_VEY PL0•S, MFILM
32 SEC AVC SURVEY Pt DIS ON MFICHE
4 SECOND AVG ELECIRON,PROTON FLUX
ISEE ],HOT PLAS_
ION A ELECTRON DBSITY DPDOL.1APE
E T SPECI(;_IS CHAN. 4P • 4E,SLIDES
E-T SPECTCI_S,CHAN 1P,IF_6P,SLIDF_S
HOT PLASMA DATA POOL PLOTS, MF]LM
LEPEI)EA 3-D DISTR FLINC I28/512 S
ISEE I,FAST pLASMA , SOL WIND IDN
FAS1 PLASMA+SOLAR WIND DPODL,MFLJ4
PLASMA VEL.,DER.•TBP. DP00L,TAPE
PROTON FLUID PARAM 6RE-BOW SHOCK
S-MIN AVCD SOLAR WIND I0N DAFA
HR-AVC SW DEN, V, PROT TBP, TAPE
HR-AVC SW N, V, • PLT&LIST, FICHE
SW I0N MOMENTS X FAN ANAL. 24-SEC
ISFF I,PLA5MA WAVES
562 HI WAVE E * B FIELD POOL DATA
24-HR ELEC SPEC ANALYZER PLTS,FLM
24 HR MAC SPEC ANALYZER PLOIS,FLM
PLASMA WAVE DATA POD[ PLOTS,MFILJM
ISEE 1,PLASMA DENSITY
PLASMA DEN PROPACATN ON-0FF,DPDOL
SUMMARY SPECTROGRAMS, MFICHE
PLASMA DEN.0N OFF DP00L PLTS.MFLM
ISF_ ],VLF WAVE PRDPACAIION
SE_ECILD SPECTROCRAMS, 35MM FILH
ISEE I,DC ELECTRIC FI_DS-CSFC
3-S AVCD PLASMASPHERIC F£EC.FIFJD
ISEE I,LD ENBRCY COSMIC RAYS
LD=E COSM]C RAY CNT.RTE.DATA POOL
LO E COSMIC RAY DPDOL P[DTS.MFILM
ISEE I,ION CDMPDSITION
PLASMA DATA P001 PLOTS,MFILM
ELECTRON DERSITY DATA POOL TAPE
SOLWIND ENERCY&MAS5 SPECTRA.FICH
THERMAL ION MEASURE_4E_fTS DATA
THERMAL 10N DAIA PLOTS, MFICHE
SUMMARY: R-FILES (FORMAT4)
ISEE I,QUASI-STATIC ELECTRIC FILD
E-FIELD ELECTRON GUN ON OFF,DPDOL
SPIN-PERIOD AVERACED DATA
ELECTRN CUR 0N-OFF DP00L PLT,MELM
ISEE I,FAST ELECTRONS
5 MIN AVC ELECTRON PARAMETERS
ISFF I,FLUXCATE MACNEIOMETER
MAC_ETIC FIELD DPOOL PLOTS,MFILM
3-COMP. MAO, NETIC FIELD DATA PDOL
64 SEC MAC F_ DPODL PLOTS,MFICHE
24-PiR MAC FLD SUMMARY PLOTS,FICHE
MACNETOPAUSE XINC, B VS T, MFICHE
B0W SHOCK CROSSINC,B VS •IME,FICH
4-SEC MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTS,MFICHE
ONE-MINUTE AVERAGED HACNETIC FLD
24-HR DE•RENDED SUMMARY PLOTS,FCH
4 S RELSOL-B-FLD DATA (12 S AVC)
ISEE 1,E_4RTC ELEC AND PRTNS
ERERC ELECT+PR01 DPOOL PLOTS.MFLM
ELECTRON * PROTDN DATA POOL ]APE




GND MAC FLD LINE INIERCEPT PL DTS
DRBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PERIOD
MULTI-COORDINATE EPHE]_IERIS, IAPE
ISEF 2,ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS, MFILM
32 SEC AVC SURVEY PLOTS ON MFICFIE
4-SEC AVC ELECTRON * PR0•0N FLUX
IS FF 2,HOT PLASMA
COLOR E l SPECTRDCRAHS, SLIDES
ISEE 2,PLASMA WAVES
24-HR SPEC ANALYZER PLOTS, MIILH
ISEE 2,FAST PLASMA
SPECIROCRAMS 0N MFILM
PR0•0N FLUID PARAM 6 RE B0W SHOCK
SW-FPE2 D-ION-MOM (N,V,T) 3S/12S
ISFF 2,FLUXCA•E MACN_DMEIER
24 HR MAC F_ SUMMARY PL01S,FICII[





FORM QUAt_TITY OF DATA







77 102A OO1 ER
77 IO2A OOJ FR
77 IO2A 0(0 DO
77-]02A-10
7? IO2A-IOA MO log
77-]02A 100 DO 2i
77 102A-100 NP 5




77 tO2A 038 DD 21
77 102A 03C R0 2747
77 102A O3D RO 3_06
77-]02A-O3E M0 309
77 IO2A=03C DO 10
77-]02A-01
77 102A-01C MD 109
77-102A-01D DO 21
77-102A-01I DO 1
77 lO2A 01K DO 1
77 I02A-OIL DO 1
77-102A-OIM FR 4
77 102A OIN DO ]
77 IO2A-07
77-102A-070 DO 21




77 lO2A-OBC DO 21
77 102A-OBF ER 27_
77 lO2A-OBC MO 109
77 ]O2A 13
77-102A 138 MO 2
77-102A 11
77 102A lID DO I
77 lO2A-O_
77-102A-058 DO 21
77 ]02A-O_C M• 109
77-102A-12
77 IO2A I2A MO lOg
77 lO2A 12B DO 21
77 102A-12C FR 77
77 ]O2A 1_D DO 29
77 IO2A 12E FR 15
77-102A-12F DO 13
77-102A-06
77 102A-060 DO 21
77 IO2A-06C DO 148
77-302A-060 HO ]09
77 ]02A-02
77 102A-02C DD 2
77-102A-04
77-102A-O4B NO IO9
77 ]02A-O4C DO 21
77-102A O4F FR 49
77 lO2A 040 FR 157
77 1O2A-O4H FIR 4
77-102A O4K _ 12
77 ]O_A 04N FR 726
77 102A-04_ DD 7I
77 102A 04R F{R 30
77 lO2A-O4T DO S
7710_A-09
77 ]02A-OgB NO 28
77 102A-09C DO 17
77 102A OgE M0 S
77 102B
77 1028-00D FR 184
77-1028 O0E FR 740
771028-000 FR 23




77 102R-08D FR 109
77-1020-O8F DO 3
77-1028-03
77 I020-03B RO 140
77102B-05
77 1028-05D MD 10
77-IO28-01
77-1028 OIE MD 2
77 ]02R •IF DD 1
77 102B 011 DD 4
77 ]02B-04
77102B-O4D FR 142
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BOW SHOCK CROSSINC,B VS TIME,FICH
4-SEC AVCD MAC FIELD PLOTS,MFICHE
ISEE-2 i MIN AVC MAC F IFJJ) PATH
24-HR DETRE24DED SUHMARY PLOTSo FCH
4-5 RESOL B-FLD DATA (12 S AVG)
ISEE 2,ENRGTC FLECTRDNS AND PRTNS
SURVEY PLOTS 0N MFILM
08112178
EPHEMERIS, DATA POOL TAPE
JPL TRAJ COMET C-Z ENCOUNTER
]SEE 3,INTPLAN • SOLAR ELECTRONS
O-HR ELECTRON SUMMARY PLOTS,MFILM
I.P.& SOLAR ELECTRONS DP00L TAPES
I.P.&SDLAR ELECT DP00L PLOTS,MFLM
]SEE 3, X- AND GAMMA-RAY BURSTS
32-SEC AVC_) WEJ_LY PLOTS.MF]CHE
32-SEC AVCD WF_LY LISTINC.MFICHE
X- • CAHHA-RAY BURST DPOOL TAPES
X • GAMMA=RAY DPDOL PLDTS. MFILM
ISEE 3,SOLAR WIND PLASMA
PLASMA+SOLAR WIND DP00L PLDTS,FLM
S-MIN PLASMA+SOLAR WIND,DATA POOL
SOLAR WIND DATA, S-MIN, MAO TAPE
SOLAR WIND DPOOL PLOTS. MFICHE
PLASMA PARAMEIER DPOOL PLOTS,FICH
SOL_ WIND PARAMETER LISTIN_.FICH
DIST GMTAIL ELECTRONS, COLOR SPEC
HRLY S.W. PARMS BASED ON ELECTNS
84-SECOND ELECTRON MO_ GEDTAIL
SOL WIND PLASMA MOM IM_LUD. C-Z
SOL. WIND ELECTRON MOM. (]68-SEC)
ISEE 3,LOW-ENEI_CY COSMIC RAYS
LOW ENERGY C.R. DPDOL PLOTS,MFILM
IS-MIN LOW ENERGY CR.,DATA POOL
512 S RATES H. HE, AND Z)2, TAPE
ISFF 3,ENERGETIC PRDTONS
3-CH PROTN FLUX,2S6-S 0MMI&SECTOR
ENEROETIC PRDTON DATA POOL TAPES
ERERCETIC PRDTON DP00L PLOTS,MFLM
ISEE 3,CS_ RAY FITRNS,NUCLEI
C.R.ELECT•NUCLEI DP00L PLOTS,MFLM
C.R.ELECT+NUCLEI DATA PODL TAPE
C.R.ELECTAPROTN CNT RTE PLTS,MFLM
ISEE 3,PLASMA WAVES
24-H PLASMA WAVE SUHRY PLTS,FICH
PLASMA WAVES, DATA POOL TAPE
PLASMA WAVE DATA POOL PLOTS,MFILM
ISEE 3.MAGNETIC FIELDS
MAGNETIC F]ELD.DPODL PLOTS,MFILM
64-S AVC B-FIELD. DATA PODL TAPES
64 SEC MAC FLD DPODL PLOTS,MFICHE
I-MIN,I-H AI-D AVCD MACNETOM DATA
HI-RES. REDUCED B-FIELD DATA(RDR)
64-SfiC GSM MAC FLD D.P. PLOT,FICH
ANGLES + E FIELD DPOOL PLOTS,FICH
I MIN. AVE.,_RACED FIEJ-D WITH SPEED
I-H &I-D B-FIELD AVGS (FROM -020)
S-MIN AVC S.WIND MAC. FIELD, TAPE
033 SEC B-FIELD DATA, ;-Z L,_WCNTR
]SEE 3,RADI0 MAPPING
RADIO MAPPING DP00L PLOTS,MFILM
RADIO MAPPING, DATA POOl TAPE
9O-MIN • 24-HR SURVEY PLOTS,FICHE
]SEE 3,HICH-BE_CY COSMIC RAYS
15-MIN AVC FLUX: H, HE • Z>2;TAPE
I-HR AVC FLUX: H, HE • Z>2; TAPE
]SEE 3, GAMMA RAY BURSTS
GAMMA-RAY BURST SPECTROMETER DATA
ISFF 3,NED ENERGY COSMIC RAYS
MED-f_N_CY C R DPOOL PLOTS.MFIUM
MEDIUM ENERGY C.R DAIA POOL,TAPE
oz/3o/69
EXTE_ED WORLD MAPS, TAPE
CSFC ORBITAL ELEMENTS, TAPE
ISIS i, VLF EXPEI_IMEN'r
KASHIMA AND SYOWA VLF DATA, BODK
ISIS I,CYL. ELECTROSTATIC PROBE
ELECTRON DERSITY * TEHP, TAPE
ELECTRDN DERSITY * TEMP, FICHE
ELECT DE_LSITY + TEHP PLOTS, FICHE
ISIS ],FIXED FREQ S0_ER
FIXED-FREQ 10NOCRAMS, MFILM
ISIS I,C0SMIC RADIO NOISE
COSMIC RADIO N01SE-ACC LEV.,MFILM
ISIS I,SDET PARTICLE SPECTROMETER
SOET PARTICLE SPECTROGRAMS, MFILM
ISIS I,ENERCE-TIC PAR1 .DETECTORS
RECTRON • PROTON DATA. TAPE
ISIS 1, SWEEP EREQ SOUNDER
SWEEP-FREQUENCY IONOCRAMS, MFILH
NSSDC IDNOCRAM INVE]VTORY, 1APE
ARC N(H) INT PROFILES, 1APE
CRC INDEX OF DUCIED ECHOES, TAPE
CRC N(H) SCALED PROFILERS, TAPE





FORM QUAhFTITY OF DATA
77 IO2B-O4F FR 8 I0125/77 12/31181
77-I028-O4K FR 727 10/'_'_/77 06/29186
77-IO2B-O4M DO 63 10/22/77 09/26/87
77-102B-04N FR 40 02/02/84 02/06/87
77-1028-04P DO S 08/26/82 07/06/86
77-I02B-D7
77-1028-070 M0 S 11/01//7 01/19/79
78-079A
78-079A-000 DO 10 08/12/78 01/10/87
78-077A-OOE DO 1 09/10/8.5 09/12/85
78-079A-09
78-079A-OgA M• 4 08/18/78 11/22/79
78 079A-09B DO O 08/12/78 10/03/86
78-079A-090 MO 72 08/12/78 02/07/87
78-079A-14
78-DlqA-14A FR 407 08/12/78 02/07/87
78-079A-148 FR 2080 08/12/78 02/07/87
78-079A-14C DO 8 08/12/78 10/25/86
78-079A-14D M0 69 08/12/78 02/07/67
78-079A-01
78-079A-OIA M• 72 08/12/70 02/07/67
78-079A-018 DO 10 08/12/78 02/07/87
78-079A-OID DO 1 08/16/78 02/19/80
78-079A-O1F FR 50 08/12/78 04/30/85
78-079A-010 FR 43 08/12/78 03/0"2/84
78-079A-OIH FR 7 08/16/78 0_/19/80
78*079A-OIJ RO 278 10/17/82 04/20/83
78-079A-OIK DO 1 08/16/78 I0/16/82
78-079A-O1M DO 1 10/I7/82 ]2/26/83
78-079A-OIN DO 2 08/I6/78 09/12/8S
78-079A-010 DO 2 02/27/80 04/30/86
78-079A-03
78-079A-O3A MO 72 08/I2/78 02/07/87
78-079A-038 DO IO 08/I2/78 02/07/87
78-079A-030 DO 2 01/01/80 12/31/81
78-079A-OB
78-079A-O8A DO ] 08/15/78 12/31/78
78-079A-088 DO 8 08/12/78 10/03/86
78-OZgA-OSD MO 72 08/I2/78 02/07/87
78-079A-06
78-079A-O6A HO 72 08/12/78 02/07/87
78-079A-06B DO 10 08/12/78 02/07/87
78 079A-060 MP ] 08/15/78 12/21/8S
78-079A-07
78-OlgA-O7A ER 73 08/12/78 12/31/88
78-079A-D7B DO 10 08/I2/78 01/10/87
78-079A-070 MO 16 08/12/78 02/07/87
78-079A-02
78-079A-O2A MO 72 08/12/78 02/07/87
78-D79A-02B DO 10 08/12/78 02/07/87
78-079A-020 FR 50 08/12/78 04/30/85
78-DTgA-020 DO 42 08/13/78 12/31/87
78-079A-02E DO ] 01/01/81 01/04/8I
78 079A-02C ER 43 08/12/78 03/02/84
78 D79A-O2H FR 43 08/I2/78 03/02/84
78-079A-O2J DO 2 08/13/78 06/28/7q
78 OlgA-O_K DO _ 08/I3/78 12/3]/83
78-079A-O2L DO 1 06/29/79 12/31/83
70-079A-O_>N DO ] 09/10/8S 09/14/85
70-079A-I0
78-079A-10A MO 72 08/12/78 02/07/87
78-079A-108 DO 10 08/12/78 02/07/87
7B-079A-IOC FR 2902 08/13/78 02/07/87
78 079A-12
78-O79A-I2A DO 1 08/I3/78 12/01/70
78-079A-1_B DO 4 12/01/78 01/04/8I
78-07qA-1S
78-079A-ISA DO ] I1/04/78 I2/OS/80
78-079A-04
78-079A 04A NO 72 08/12/78 02/07/87
78-079A-048 DO IO 08/12/78 02/07/87
69-009A
69-O09A-OOD DO IO0 06/06/69 10/19/73
69-OOgA-OOE DO l 02/07/69 01/23/75
69-009A-03
6g-O09A-O30 BI 14 11/21/72 98/27/84
6g-OOgA-O7
69-O09A-O7A DO l 01/30/69 06/01/71
69-009A-07B FR 32 01/30/69 06/01/7I
69-009A-070 FR 3 01/30/69 06/05/70
69-009A-02
69-O09A-O2A M• 242"2 0]/30/69 ]0/12/73
69-009A-10
69 O09A-IOA MO 1196 01/30/69 10/12/73
69-DOgA-05
69-OOgA-OSA MD 32 02/03/69 ]0/27/69
69-009A-04
69-O09A-O4A DD 3S 02/02/69 12/29/69
69-009A-0I
69_O09A-OIA MO 24_P2 03/16/69 ]2/30/81
69-009A-018 DD 1 01/30/69 10/I2/73
69-009A-010 DO 1 02/13/69 06/07/72
69=O09A-OIE DO 1 02/01/69 12/27/71
69-O09A-OIF DD 6 0"2/01/69 05/30/80
69-009A-08
69 O09A-OBA MO 10 01/31/69 11/20/69
34
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ION TEHP AND DE_NSITY, TAPE
04/01/71
El(TENDED WORLD MAPS, TAPE
CSFC ORBITAL FLEHEN_S, TAPE
EXP OPERATION LOC, TAPE
EXP DPERATIDN LOG, MFILM
EXP DPERATIDN LOC (PLDTS), MFILM
CODRD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2, 3914-5577 A PHOTOMETER
3914-A AND 5577-A DATA, TAPE
POLAR EHISSION PLOTS, MFILM
CODRD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2, VLF EXPLRIMEN_
KASHIMA AND SYDWA VLF DATA, BOOK
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,CYLIND. EtECTROSIATIC PROB
ELECTRON DBSITY * TEHP, TAPE
ELECTRON DENSITY + TEHP, MFILM
COORD+ ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2, FIXED EREQUE3_CY SOUNDER
FIXED-ERE_ IONDCRAMS, MFILM
ISIS 2,CDSMIC RADIO NOISE
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-AGC LEV, MFILM
ISIS 2,SDF/ PARTICLE SPECTROMETER
SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROGRAMS, MFILM
COORD. ISIS 20BSERVATIDNS, BOOK
ISIS 2,ION-MASS SPECTROMETER
IDN MASS SPECTROMETER DATA, MFILM
ION MASS SPECTROMETER DATA, TAPE
CDORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,RETARD. POTEN. ANALYZER
O+,H+,HE+,AND TEHP PLOTS,MFILM
O+,H+,HE+,AND TE_P LISTINCS,MFILM
CDDRD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECT.
ELECTRON + PROTON DATA, IAPE
INDEX OF PROCESSED DATA. MFILM
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2, 6300 A PHOTONETER
6300-A INTENSITY NAPS. TAPE
POLAR EMISSION PLOTS, MFILH
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,SWEEP FREQUENCY SOUNDER
SWEEP-FREQUENCY IONOCRAMS, MFIIM
NSSDC IONOCRAM INVENTORY, TAPE
ARC N(H) IN_ PROFILES, TAPE
CRC INDEX OF DUCTED ECHOES, IAPE
CRC N(H) IPfl PROFILE_, 1APE
CRC N(H) SCALED PROFILES, FICHE
COORD. ISIS P OBSERVATIDNS. BOOK
02/16178
ISS-B,SWEPT-ERE_ rOPSDE SOUNDER
FOF2 MODELS FOR 6 4-MONTHS PERIOD
TOPSIDE IONOCRAMS, MICROFICHE
SUMMARY PLOTS ON MICROFICHE
ISS B,BENNEI_ ION MASS SPECIROM
ELEC DEN*TE, ION TE+CDMP*MASS FICH
SUMMARY PLOTS ON MICROFICHE
]SS-B,RADIO NOISE RECEIVER
RADIO NOISE DATA ON MICROFICHE
MAPS DF TFCJNDERSIDRM ACTIVITY FIC
ISS-B,SPHERICAL RET POTENT TRAP
ELEC DE]_+TE, ION TE+CDMP*MASS FICH
01/26/7B
IUE, ULTRAVIOLET SPECIROGRAPH
IUE SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGE DATA, FLM
SPECTROSCOPIC IMAOE DATA ON TAPE
EUROPEAN SPECT. IMAGE DATA
EXTRACTED SPECTRA ON TAPE
IUE (NASA/VILSPA) MERGED OBS LOG
IUE (NASA/VILSPA) MERGED OBS LOG
VILSPA PHOTOWRITES
LOW DISPERSION ATLAS VILSPA 1984
ATLAS O-TYPE SPECTRA (1987)
IUE, PARTICLE FLUX MONITOR
ANALOG TELEMETRY CHARTS, MFICHE
S MINUTE MEDIAN COUNT RATE DATA
Oq/1617B
JIKIKE]N, PROPAGATION OF VLF,NPW-2
VLF WAVE-PARTICLE DATA° MFICHE
JIKIKEN, ENERGY SPEC OF PARTICLES
VLF WAVE-PARTICLE DATA, MFICHE
JIKIKER, STIM PLASMA WAVE (SPW)
VLF WAVE-PARTICLE DATA, HFICHE
JIKIKEM.NATURAL PLAS WAVES,NPI# ]
VLF WAVE-PARTICLE DATA. MFICHE
02/04/78
KYOKKO, ION MASS SPECTROMETER
ION COMPOSITION PLOTS, MFILM
KYOKKO,ELECTRON BERCY ANALYZER
ELECTRON FLUX SPECTROGRAMS, MFILM
KYOKKO,UV GLOW SPECIROMETER
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LACEDS

























PLASMA SPECTRDCRAMS, MF ILM
05/04/76
LACEDS, LASER SYSTEM
SAO LASER DATA ON MAC TAPE
NASA LASER DATA ON MAC TAPE




LDCACS I, ATMOSPHERIC DERSITY SYS
PLOTS, 140-240 KM, MAY 67, FICHE
ACCELEROHE_ER PLOTS, MAY 6/,FICHE
LDCACS 1, WIND ANALYSIS
WIND COMP BELOW 200 KM,MICROFICHE
lO/O4/59
LUNA 3, LUNAR PHOIOCRAPHY
PHOTOS OF FARSIDE OF MOON
ATLAS OF FARSIDE PHOTOS
01131166
LL_ 9,CL0SE-UP LLJNAR SURF PHOTOC
PANORAMA PHOTOS 0F LUNAR SURFACE
FIRST PANORAMAS 0F LUNAR SURFACE
12/21/66
LUNA 13,CL08E-UP LUNAR SURF PHOTO
FIRST PANORAMAS OF LUNAR SURFACE
01108173




LUNAR ORBITER I, METEOROID DEISm
MICROMETEORDID PEMETRATIDN DATA




NSSDC (HI CRDF ILM)
FRAMFI ET8
0RIC PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
CORR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA 0N TAPE
REVISED PHOTO SUPORT DATA ON TAPE
LUNAR PHOTOS ON HFICHF NSSDC
NSSOC L.O. PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
PHOTO SITE ACCURACY ANAL PRDCRAM
LUNAR PHOTOS DN MFICHE CALIECH
CALTECH SUPPORT DATA ON MIFICHE





LUNAR DRB 1-5 SERIES,LUNAR PHOTOS
LUNAR ORBITER I-5 SERIES LRC PIT
NSSDC L.0. PHOIO SUPPORT DATA
CALT ECH MICROFICHE
CALTECH SUPPORT DATA ON M/FICHE
11106166
LUNAR ORBITER 2, METEOROID DETS.
MICROMETEDROID PEMFTRATION DATA






0RIC PHOTO SUPPORT DATA 0N TAPE
CORR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA 0N TAPE
RE-VISED PHDTD SUPORT DATA ON TAPE
LUNAR PHOTOS ON MFICHE NSSDC
NSSDC L.O. PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
PHOTO SITE ACCURACY ANAL PROGRAM
LUNAR PHOTOS ON MFICHE CALTECH







LUNAR ORBITER 3, METEOROID DETS.
MICROMETEDROID PENETRATION DATA






ORIG PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
CORR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
REVISED PHOTO SUPORT DATA ON TAPE
LUNAR PHOTOS ON MFICHE NSSDC
NSSDC L.O. F'IIOTO SUPPORT DATA
PHOTO SITE ACCURACY ANAL PROCRAM
LUNAR PHOTOS ON MFICHE CALTECH




































































































FORM QUAWIITY OF DATA
MO 6 02/04/78 06/29/79
DD 31 05107176 05/31t82
DO 76 06/06/76 06/30182
DD 2 04107/78 10108181
DD 1 04/01/79 ]013]/80
DD 5 08118/80 11/18/84
FR 9 051P3167 05126167
FR 9 05123/67 05126/67
FR 9 05125/67 05/27167
FR 1 10/07/59 10/O7/59
FR 2 10/07/59 10/07159
FR 3 06129/66 06129166
B_r 2 02104/66 12128/66








YD 112 08/18/66 08/29/66
DO 1 O8118/66 08129166
DO 1 08/18166 08/29/66
DO 1 08118/66 08129166
FR 14
MP ] 08/18/66 08129/66
MP 9
FR 15
F_ 2 08118166 08/29166
DD 5 08/10166 10/28/66
DD 7 08/]0/66 10/28166
DD 1 08/10166 10/28/66
DD 1 08/10166 10/28166
YL 310"2 08118166 O8/18/67
MP 1 O8/18/66 O8/18/67
FR 75 08118/66 08/18/67
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LUNAR ORBITER 4. METEOROID DETS.
MICROMETEDROID PFJ_LIRAIION DAIA





0RIO PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
CORR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
REVISED PHOTO SUPDRT DATA ON TAPE
LUNAR PHOTOS ON MFICHE NSSDC
NSSDC L.0. PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
PHOTO SITE ACCURACY ANAL PROCRAM
LUNAR PHOTOS ON MF]CHE CALTECH







LUNAR ORBITER S, METEOROID DETS.
MICROMETEDRDID PENETRATION DATA





0RIO PHOTO SUPPORI DATA DN TAPE
CORR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
REVISE]) PHOTO SUPORT DATA ON TAPE
LUNAR PHOTOS ON MF]CH NSSDC
NSSDC L.O. PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
PHOTO SITE ACCURACY ANAL PROCRAM
LUNAR PHOTOS ON MFICH CALTECH
CALTECH SUPPORT DATA ON M/FICHE










MACSAT ORBIT RET. SUBROUT., TAPE
PURDUE MAC. FLD. ROUTINES, TAPE
USER PROCRAMS, TAPE
CHRONFIN (CHRONICLE FINE), TAPE
INV-B (INVESTICATBR-B) DATA, TAPE
CONDENSED ORBIT/AI-rITUOE. TAPE
SELECT DATA FOB MODEL W/ADJ , TAPE
SELECT DATA FOR FIELD MODE/_, TAPE
INVESTIC -B QUIET TIME DATA, TAPE
LATITUDE PLDTS-IN7 AT. MTILM
LDW-LATITUDE SCALAR ANDMALY, TAPE
LDW-LAT SCALAR ANOMALY DATA.MFII M
ANOMALY MAPS. BXlO IN. NECATIVES




HACSAT ORBIT RET. SUBROUT., TAPE
PURDUE MAC. FLD. ROUTINES, TAPE
LATITUDE PLOTS-INT ATT, MFILM
USER PROCRAMS. TAPE
CIRONFIN (CHRONICLE FINE). TAPE
INV-B (INVESTICATDR B) DATA, TAPE
CONDENSE]) ORBIT/ATTITUDE, TAPE
LATITUDE PLOTS FINE A17, MFILM
SELECT DATA FOR MODL WlADJ. TAPE
SELECT DATA FOR FIELD HOD__. TAPE
INVESTIC.-B QUI_ TIME DATA, l APE
WHOLE-0RB PLT DELl F,X,Y.Z. MFILM
WHOLE-0RB PLT DELT F,X,Y,Z, FICHE
ANOMALY MAPS. BX10 IN COLOR NEE
655-65N VECTDR ANOMALY PLTS,MFIAM
655_65N VECTOR ANBMAtY COMPS, TP
EQUIV SOURCE DIPOL SOL. VECTOR TP
MULTI CBDRD SYS EPHER
MARINER _.CBSMIC RAY IONIZATION
QUARTER AND DAY AVC ION DATA LIS1
MARINER 2,3 AXIS FLUXCAIE MAC
FIELD CDMPONE]WTS ON MAC TAPE
PLDIS OF FIELD COMPONF_S,_iR






































































































FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
DO 6 02105167 ]0/09167
DO 1] 02105167 ]0109167
DO I 02/05167 10/09/67
DO ] 02105167 ]0109/67





DO 1 05/11167 05126/67
DO 1 05/11167 05/26/67
DO ] 05111167 05126167
ER 14
MP I 05111/67 OS/26/67
MP 6
ER 15
FR 2 O5/11/67 05/26/67
DO 5 05/04167 07/11167
DO B 05104167 O7/11/67
DO 1 05/04167 07/11/67






DO 1 08/06/67 O8/18/67
DO 1 08/06/67 O8/18/67
DO 1 08106167 08/18/67
FR 1s
MP I 08106167 08/]8/67
MP B
FR 15
FIR 3 08106167 08118167
DO 7 08/01/67 02/28/68
DO 9 08/01/67 01/31/88
DO ] 08101167 01131/68
DD 1 O8/01/67 O1/31/68
FR _ 11/0_/79 o6/o8180
DO 34 11/O2/79 O6/10/80




DO 29 11101/79 05/19/80
DO 5 1]/02/79 O6/10/80
DO 7 11102179 05/01/80
DO 1 11105179 04120180
DO 1 1110517_ 04/po/8o
DO 3 11/02/79 05120180
MT 5 11/0"2/79 06109/80




DO 34 I]I02179 06110180
DO 29 11/O2179 06/09/80
DO 1
DO 1
M_ 5 11102179 06/0918O
DO 1
DO 29 11/01/79 06119/80
DO 5 11/O"2179 06110180
DO 7 1110:'2179 O5/O1/80
MP 3 11/O2/79 05/19/80
DO I ]1t05/79 04120180
DO ] 11105179 04120180
DO 3 1110"2/79 05/20/80
M0 4 11/02/79 04115180





DD 1 08/27/62 01104/63
Mn 1 08/28/62 12/30/62
DO 1 08129162 11/15/62
M0 2 O8/29/6_ 10131/62
FR 7 12114162 ]2114162
.37
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HOUR AVERAGES OF VELOCITY
3-HR AVC OF PtASMA PARAMETERS
3HR AVCS OF PcASMA PARAM ON M/FLM
11128/64





PHOTOS CALIBRATED ÷ CORRECTEI) 4X5
PHOTOS OF MARS,JPL REPORT 32 884
TELEVISION PICTURES ON MICROFILM
MARINER 4, COSMIC RAY TFIESCOPE
RAW COUNT RAIE(CONIAIN DVRFLOW)
pHA DATA(MEET JPL HI QUAL.LVL)
D(1)RATE(I4 HR AVE),DIS SUM
D(1)D(2)RATE(4.24 HIRAVE)*D S.
MARINER 4, MACNETOMETER




INTRPLNTRY.MAC.FIELI) 16.B S AVCS.
06/14/67
MARINER B, CELESTIAL MECHANICS
CELESTIAL MECHANICS MAC,TAPES
MARINER 5, FARADAY CUP
ONE HOUR AVC. pLASMA PARAM. -FILM
ONE HOUR AVG PLASMA PARAM ON TAPE
t ESTI_S OF CouNrIS/ERAME-FINE RES
PLASMA PARAM WITH B-FINE TIME TAP
MARINER 5, TWO FREQUENCY BEACON
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT,HRLY VAL (CQ)
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT,HRLY (MO)
CORRECTED ELECTRON DENSITY, TAPE
MARINER 5,HELIUM MACNEIOMEIER
TRIAX MAGNETIC FIELD DN TAPE
TRIAX HR AVG. MAGNETIC FED. TAPE
B-FIF|_ AVCS. I DAY, 3 FIR, 1 FIR
TRIAX MAC. FED. VE]_US E_N_COUNTER
B WITH PLASMA PARAM-PLAS SCALE TP
02124169
MARINER 6, CELESTIAL MECHANICS
2 WAY DOPPLER RADIO TRACKING,TAPE
MARINER 6,UV SPECIROME_ER EXPER
UPPER ATMDS. UV SPECTRA, MAC.IAPE
MARINER 6,S BAND DCCULIATIDN
S BAND 0CCULIATION DATA, MAC TAPE
MARINER 6,MARS SURFACE TV CAMERA
PHOTOS,RAW ANALOG NEAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS,RAW ANALOC FAR ENCOLJ_ER
PH010S, ENHANCE_ NEAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS, _NCED FAR E3_CDUNTER
PHOTOMFIRIC DECALIB NF_R ENCOUNTR
PH010MEIREC DECALIB FAR ENCDUN1ER
MAX D]SCRIM CONTRAST [_HANCED N[
MAX DISCRIM CONTRASI E_iANCED FE




MARINER 6,CHAN IR RADIOMETER
2 CHANN_ IR RADIOMETER DATA
MARINER 6,1R SPELT I 5-15 MICRDN
IR SPECIROHETER DATA
MR6/HRI M IRS-3 VI.O
03127169
MARINER 7,C_I F_STIAL MECHANIC5
_AY DOPP. ER RADID TRKINC ON TAPE
MARINER 7.UV SPECTROME_FR EXPER.
L!(_PER ATMOS. UV SPECTRA, MAC TAPE
MARINER 7,S BAND OCCULTATION
S BAND DCCULTAIION DAIA, MAC TAPE
MARINER 7,MARS SUREACE TV CAME]_A
PHOIOS,RAW ANALOC NEAR E:NC0'JI_TER
PHOTOS,RAW ANALOC FAR E_NCOUNIER
PH010S, E3_HANCED NEAR ENCOUNrER
PHOTOS, I_NCED FAR EN_ZOLJNTER
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB NEAR ENCOLIN_R
PHOTOMETRIC DECAIIB FAR ENCOUNTER
MAX DIS CONTRAST E]'IHANCEI) NE
MAX DIS CONTRAST ENHANCED FE




PRFSS RELEASE PHOIOCRAPHS 4X5
MARINER 7,2 CHAN IR RADIOMETER
2 CHANNfJ IR RADIOMETER DATA
MARINFR 7,IR SPECT 1.5 15 MICRON
IR SPECIHDME;ER DATA
MR6/MR7 MIR5 3 V]O
05/30/7]




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
62-041A-O6A DO 1 08129162 12/30/62
62-041A-068 DO ] C8/29/62 12/29/8_
62-041A-06C DO 1 08/29/62 12/30/62
62-041A-O6D DO 1 08/29/62 12/_9/62
62-C41A-O6E MP 1 08/29/62 12129162
64-077A
64-077A-000 DO 1 I]/28/64 ]0/01/65
64-077A-09
64-077A-OgA DO _ 11/28164 12108167






64-077A 04A DO ] 11/28/64 IOlCIl6S
64-077A-048 DO 1 11128/64 10/01/65
64-077A-04C DO I 11/28/64 10/01/65
64-077A-O4D DO 1 11/28/64 10/01/65
64-C77A-02
64-D77A-O'2A DO 1 11/28/64 10101/65
64-077A-0_8 DD 3 11/28/64 1C/01/6S
64-077A-02C MO 1 11/29/64 10/01/85
64-077A-O2_D M• 1 1]/29164 01/03/6S
64-077A-O2E MO 1 01/03165 10/01165
67-060A
67-06OA-07
67-060A-OZA DO 2 06/14/67 1112)0167
67-060A-03
57 060A-O3A MP 1 06/I4/67 11/21/67
67 06OA-03B DO 1 06/I4167 11121/67
67 060A-03C MP I 06/14/67 11/21/67
67-060A-O3D DO 1 06/14/67 11/21/67
67-060A-02
67-060A-O2A DO I 06/I4167 Ii121167
67-060A-0"26 MO 1 06/14/67 11/21/67
67-060A-0"2C DO 1 09/01/67 10/26/67
67-060A-0S
67-060A-OTA DO 1 06/14/67 1]/21/67
67-060A-058 DD 1 06/14/67 11/21/67
67-060A-0SC HO I 06/14/67 11/21/67
67-060A-OS,D DD 1 10/19/67 10/19/67
57-060A-OSE DO 1 06/14/67 11/21/67
69-014A
69-014A-05
69-O]4A-OSA DO 2 03/05/69 0q/02169
69-014A-04













69-OI4A-OIJ DO 2 07/31/69 07131169
69 014A O1K DO 2 07/31/69 07131/69
69 O]4A 0IL DD 4 07/29/69 07/29/69
59-014A-03
59-OI4A-O3A DO 1 07/31/69 07/31/69
69014A-OP
69-014A-O2A FR 6 07/31/69 07131169
69-014A-02B DO 1 07/31/69 08/05/89
69-03K)A
69-030A-05
69 03OA-OSA DD 2 04/12/69 09/07/69
69-030A-04







69 030A-OlD YM 9]
69 030A-OIE YM 6P
69-030A-OIF YM 91
59 030A OIC YH 93
69-03CA OIH YH 3lg
69-030A-O]] YC S
69 03OA-OIJ DD 3 08/0S169 08/05/69
69-030A-OIK DD 3 08/05169 08105169
59-O30A-O1t DD 7 08/02/69 08/04/69
6g-03OA-O1M VC ]
69 030A-03
60-030A 03A DO ] 08105169 0810S169
69 030A-02
69-O3OA-O2A FR 14 08/05/69 08/05/69
69 O3OA-O2B OD 1 07/31/69 08105169
71-051A
71 051A OOE DD 8 0_/30/7] 10/25/72
30
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LOWER ATMOSPHERE DATA ON FICHE
UPPER ATMOSPHERE AIRCLDW, FICHE
I_16, 1304 A LIMB/DISC DATA, FICHE
STELLAR DATA ON MICROFICHE
LOCAL TOPOCRAPHY-ATLAS
PRESSURE ALTITUDE MEASURLHENTS
MARINER 9,1NFRA IMFIERF SPECT
MARINER 9 IR INTER SPECT. (IRIS)
MARINE]_ 9,S BAND DCCUtTATIDN
OCCULTATION DATA,PLOT+TABIES,FILM




IPL ORTHOGRAPHIC CONTRAST E3_NCE
IPL 0RTHOGRPHIC MAX DISCRIM.
HTVS PHOTOS W/SUP DATA, DN MFICHE
BLACK & WHITE PANORAMIC MOSAICS
SI3)R SUPPORT DATA 16--MM M/FILM
TELEVISION INDICES 16-MM M/FILM
IPL/RDR MICROFICHE CATALOG
SEDR FINAL DATA TAPE
CATALOG OF MTVS PHOTOS ON MFILM
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
MOSAIC CATALOC+ INDEX ON MFILM
LIMB INDEX W/SUPPORT DATA, MFICHE
LIMB MICROFICHE CATALOG
CAL TECH SELECTD MTVS*IPL PHOTOS
PICTURE * EM'IANCEMENT DATA TAPE




MARS GLOBE PHOTOMOSAIC INDEX
INDEX OF IMAGES BY 10 DEGREE BOX
IMACINC DATA ON MACNET IC TAPE
MARINER 9,INFRARED RAD.
]0 AND 20HICRON BRICH_ TEHP-HTAPE
11/03/73
MARINER IO,SCAN,ELCTOSTAT ANALYZR
HVM PLASMA DElAIL IAPF
MARINER 10, ELP4 SPECIRDSCOPY
INIERpLANEIARY EHIS H-HE, ON 1APE
MARINER 1O, IR RADIOMETRY
IR RAD. DATA OF MERCURY ON TAPE
IR RADIOMETRIC DAIA OF VENUS
IR RADIOME_rRIC DATA DF MERCURY
MARINE]R IO, RADIO SCIENCE
VENUS 0CCULT-FINAL PLTS/LSTS MF[_
RED TELE SIGNAL DA1k, VENUS OCCLT
VENUS 0CCULTAT ]ON, INIERMED. DATA
MERC.OCCULT - REI).TM SIGNALS,TAPE
MARINER IO,TELE. PHOTO.
EARTH/M00N CALIBRATION SEQ 70-MH
EARTH/M00N CALIBRATION SEQ, FICHE
Vt_S ENCOUNTER PHOTOS, 70 M_4
MERCURY 1S1 ENCDUNTER 7O-MM
PR PHOTOS OF MERC AND VENUS
MERCURY 2'NO _COUI_TER 70-MM
VENUS ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE!
MERCURY IST ENCOLI_IER MICROFICHE
MERCURY 2NO ENCOUNTER MICROFICHE
INDEXES OF DATA
MERCURY 3RD E_0UNTER 70-MM
WICF SEDR SUPPORTINC DATA M/FILM
IPL SEI)R SUPPORTINC DATA, M/FILM
MERCURY E]WCOUICrERS IPL/RDR lO-MM
IPL MERCURY STEREO 70 HM
SEDR SUBSET SUP. DATA FOR ALL PHO
MERCURY IPL CALTECH MICROFICHE
MERCURY 3RD E]WC0UNTER MICROFICHE
PHOTOGRAPHY FROM ATLAS OF MERCURY
IMAGING DATA ON MACNE-TIC TAPE
MARINER 10, FLUXCATE MACNETDMETE_
1.2 SEC PLOTS, SET3 COORDS, MFILM
HR AVC INPL MAC VECTOR PLOTS
HR AVC ]NPL MAC VECTORS ON TAPE
42 SEC DATA, SEQ COORDS, TAPE
42 SEC DATA, VENUS COORDS, TAPE
6 SEC LISTS, SE_ cOOROS, MFILM
6-SEC NEAR-VENUS FIELD PLOTS
1.2 SEC PLOTS, VENUS CODRDS, MFLM
1.2 SEC PLOTS, MERC. COORDS, MFLM
6 SEC LISTS, VE_ C00RDS, MFILM
6 SEC LISTS, MERC. COORDS, MFILM
1-2 SEC PLOTS, CSE COORDS, MFILM
6 SEC LISTS, CSE CODRDS, MFILM
MVM PLASMA DETAIL TAPE
MAC FLD+TRAJ DATA PLOTS_LISTINK_S
HRLY-AVC FLD-STND IMF/S0LAR WIND
1 HOUR AVERAGED PLOTS
1.2,6,&42 SEC MERCURY ENCTR TAPE
MAGNETIC FIELD DECDM ]APES
M/_RINER IO, ENERGETIC PARTICLES




fORM QUANTITY OF DATA
71-O61A 02
?]-05]A_O2A FR 7 11/27/71 01/21/72
7]-051A.028 FR B 11/14/71 02/08/72
7]-051A-02C FR 2 11/12/71 12/D6/lI
71-051A 02D FR 2 11/14/71 01/16/72
71-051A 02E FR 13 01/2"2/72 02/26/72
71-051A-O2F FR 1 01/23/72 03/01/72
71-051A-03
71-05IA-O3A DO 5 11/14/71 IO/16/12
71-051A-OB




71-051A 04C TM 8461
7I-OSIA-O4D TM 8410




















71-051A-O4a DO 34 11/14/71 10/22/72
71-051A-01
710S]A O]A DO l 11/I4/71 03/27/72
73 OBSA
73-085A-03
?3-OBSA-O3A DO I 03/28/74 03/16/75
73-085A-05
73-O85A-OSA DO 1 11/06/73 0]/28/74
73-085A-06
?3-OBSA-O6A DD 1 03/_9/74 03/29/74
73-085A 06B FR _ 0_/05/74 02/05/74
73-OBSA O6C FR 2 03/_9/74 03/29/74
73 085A-02
73-O85A-O2A MP 1 12/04/73 02/05/74
73 085A-02B DD 27 02/05/74 02/05/74
73 086A-02C DO 2
73-085A-02D DO 4 03/29/74 03/29/74
73-OBSA-01
73 OBSA-OIA TM 918 1]/03/73 09/23/74










73-085A=OIL MP 1 11/03/73 09123/74
73-O85A-OIM MP 1 11/03/73 09/24/74
73-085A-OIN TM 655
73-OBSA-01D UM 264 03/29/74 09/26/74
73-085A-OIP DO 1 11/03/73 09/23/74
73-085A-OIQ FR 17 03/16/74 09/21/74
73-085A_OIR FIR 18 03/16/75 03/16/75
73-085A-015 Y'I 316
73-085A_OIT DO 57 11/03/73 03/16/75
73-085A-04
73-085A_O4A HP 3 11/03/73 04/14/74
73-085A-048 HP 1 11/03/73 04/11/74
73-085A-04C DO 1 11/03/73 04/15/74
73-085A-04D DO 32 1]/03/73 04/09/74
73-085A-O4E DO 4 01/20/74 02/06/74
73-085A-O4F MP 18 11/03/73 04/15/74
73-085A-04C BI 1 0"2/04/74 02/05/74
73-085A-O4H HP 1 01/20/74 0'2/05/74
73-085A-041 MP 1 03/25/74 03/30/74
73-085A_O4J MP 2 01/19/74 0"2/05/74
73-085A-O4K MP 1 03/25/74 03/30/74
73-OBSA-O4L MP I 11/03/73 11/06/73
73-085A-O4M MP 1 11/03/73 11/06/73
73-085A-O4N DD 1 03/28/74 03/16/75
73-085A-040 FR 2 03/29/74 03/16/75
73-OBSA-O4P IX) 1 11/03/73 09/1B/74
73 085A-04g RO S 11/03/73 09/18/74
73-085A-O4R DO 1 03/26/74 03/31/74
73-085A-045 DD 405
73-085A-07
73-085A-OTA DD 45 11/03/73 03/21/75
39
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NIMBUS HRIR MET. RADIATION TAPES
HRIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM SIRIPS
HRIR FILM SIRIP CA] ON MICROFICHE
HRIR RAD. TAPE CAT ON MICROFICHE
os/is/s8
DATA CATALOG OF E_PERHNT OPE]RATNS
NIMBUS 2,HRIR
NIMBUS HRIR MET. RADIATIDN TAPES
HRIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM STRIPS
HRIR WORLD MONTAGE CATALOG
NIMBUS 2,MRIR
NIMBUS MRIR MET RADIAIION TAPES
MRIR PHOID DISPLAY
MRIR PICTORIAL DATA CATALOG
NIMBUS 2,AVCS
WORLD MDNIACE CAT, DN M/FICHE
04/14/69
DATA CAT EXPERHNT OPERATNS, FICHE
NIMBUS 3,IMAGE DISSECTOR CAMERA
IDCS WORLD MONTAGE CAT,MICROFICHE
NIMBUS 3,HIGH RES. IR RADIOMEXE_
NIGHTTIME PHOTDFACSIMILE FILMS
DAYTIME PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM
HRIR METEOR. RADIATION TAPES
HIGH RES IR DATA CAT. MICROFICHE
NIMBUS 3.IR INTERFEROMETER SPECT.
NIMBUS IRIS ARCHIVAL TAPES
NIMBUS 3,MEI).RES. IR RADIOMETER
MRIR PHOTOFACSIMILE FILMS
MRIR METEOR. RADIATION TAPES
MED RES IR DATA CATALDOS, FICHE
NIMBUS 3,SAI. IR SPECT. (SIRS)
SIRS RADIANCE TAPES
04/08/70
DATA CATALOC OF EXPERHNT OPERATNS
NIMBUS 4.IMAGE DISSECIOR CAMERA
IDCS WORLD MONTAGE CAT,M]CROFICHE
NIMBUS 4,IR INTER. SPECT. (IRIS)
IRIS RADIANCE TAPES
NIMBUS 4,BACKSCAITB UV SPEC(BUV)
BUV RADIANCE VALUES (U-TAPE)
PRIMARY DATA BASE TAPES (PDB)
BUV DARK CURRENT SIUDY MSTR DATA
BUV DARK CURRENT STUOY WORK DATA
ZONAL MEANS 1APE (ZMT)
COMPRESSED OZONE PROFILE TP(CPOZ)
TOTAL * PROFILE 03 TP (HDRUV)




6.7 MICRON CLOUD MONTACE,FILM
NIMBUS 4 THIR DATA CATALOGS,FICHE
IllS-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
6.7 MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
NIMBUS 4,SAT. IR SPELL. (SIRS)
SIRS RADIANCE TAPES
12/11/72
DATA CATALOC OF EXPERMNI OPERATNS
NIMBUS S, SELECTIVE CHOPPER PAD.
SCR RADIANCE TAPES
NIMBUS S,SFC COMP MAPPING RAD
SFC COMPOSITION MAPPING RAD TAPES
NIMBUS S,TEHP-HUMIDITY IR RAD
II.5-MICRON CLOUD MONTAGE,FILM
6.7-MICRON CLOUD MONTAGES,FILM
11 5-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
6.7 MICRON CLOUD RADAINCE TAPE
NIMBUS S,IR TEHP PROFILE RAD.
RADIANCE OBSERVATIONS ON TAPE
NIMBUS 5,M]CROWAVE SPECTROMETER
NEHS OUTPUT TAPES (NB45OT)
NEHS OUTPUT TP(NEHSOT)ON M/FICHE
NEHS _IG_N_N_ TEHP - MICROFICHE
NIMBUS 5.ELEC SCAN MICROWAVE RAt)
ESMR CALIB BROHT TERP (CBI) TAPES
SELECTED ESMR COLOR IMAGES
E.SPIR 70 HM PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM
SATELLITE-DERIVED OCEANIC RAINFAL
BRIGHTNESS TEMP + SEA ICE CONCENT
06112175
NIMBUS 6,LIMB RAD INVER RAD,LRIR
INVR TMP&0ZONE PRFL ARCH TP(IPAT)
NIMBUS 6. IEMP-h_;MIDITY IR RAD
IIS-MICRDN CLOUD MONTAGE,FILM
6.7 MICRON CL OUD MONTAGE,FILM
I15-MICRDN CLOUO RADIANCE TAPE
6.7 MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
NIMBUS 6, HI_ RES IR SNOER(H]RS)





FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
73-085A-078 DO 6 11/03/73 09/23/74
60-006A
60 006A-02
60-O06A-O2A MP 1 05/24/60 05/24/60
64-052A
64-052A-03
64-052A-O3A DO 2,,_ 08/29/64 09/22/64
64-052A-O3B IN 186 08/28/64 09/22/64
64-052A-03C FR 4 08/_8/64 09/22/64
64 052A-O3D FR 2 08/28/64 09/22/64
66-040A
66-040A-OOD ER 29 OS/15/66 07/28/66
66-040A-03
66-040A-03A DO ]760 05/15/66 11/I5/66
66-040A-038 IM 1977 05/16/65 11/15/66
66-040A-D3D ER 4 05/20/66 11/]5/66
66-040A-04
66-040A-O4A DO 98 05/15/66 07/28/66
66-040A-O4B YC 979 05/15/66 07/28/66
66-040A-O4D FR 10 05/15/66 07/28/66
66-040A-01
66-040A-018 FR 4 05/15/66 08/31/66
69-037A
69-037A-00C ER 55 04/14/69 05/31/70
69-037A-06
69-037A-O6A FR 51 04/14/69 05/31/70
69-037A-02
69-037A-O2A IM 323.5 04/_'/67 01/31/70
69 03ZA-02B IM 2983 04/_P2/69 01/31/70
69-037A-02C DO 1015 04/17/69 03/21/70
69-037A-O2D FR 55 04/14/69 05/31/70
69 037A-03
69-037A-O3A DO 10"2 04/I5/69 07/01/69
69-037A-05
69-037A-OSA IM 3962 04114/69 0"2105/70
69-037A-05B DO 368 04/16/69 02/04/70
69-037A-05C FR 62 04/14/69 05/31/70
69-037A-04
69-037A-O4A DO 60 04114/69 06/19/70
70-025A
70-0"25A-000 FR 48 04118170 04/3D/72
70-025A-06
7O-OPSA-O6A FR 48 04118170 04108171
70 025A-03
70-O_SA-O3A DO 466 04/09/70 01/30/71
70-025A 05
70-025A-05B DO 43 04/10/70 05/06/77
7O-02SA-OSE DO 188 04/09/70 05/06/77
70 025A-OS,H DO 3 04/10/70 12/16/71
70 025A-05I DO 3 04/10/70 12/16/71
70-025A-050 DO 1 04/10/70 05/02/77
70-025A-OSP DO 4 04/10170 05/06/77
70-025A-059 DO 15 04110/70 05/06/77
70-025A-10
70-025A-10A DD SI 07/27/70 01/30/73
/O-02SA-02
70-025A-O2A IN 8049 04/18/70 04108/71
70-025A-O2B IN 4419 04/18/70 04/08/71
70-025A-02C FR 48 04/18170 04/08/7I
70-025A-O2D DO 1293 04/10/70 02/13/71
70-025A-O2E DO 1032 04/14/70 03/25/71
70-025A-04
70-025A-O4A DO 3 0410(]170 04/08/71
72-097A
72-097A-000 ER 78 12/19/72 07/31/74
72-097A-02
72-O97A-O_A DO 13 12/13172 12/26/74
72-097A-05
72-097A-OSA DO 45 12/11/72 12/30/72
72-097A-08
72-097A-O8A IM 18.5.54 12/19/72 03/12/75
72-097A-088 IM 19213 12/19/72 03/12/75
72-097A-08C DO 1866 12/19/72 02/07/74
72-O97A-OOD DO 1030 12/19/72 02/07/74
72-097A-01
72-097A-OIA DO ] 0'2/14/75 09/30/76
72-097A-03
72-097A-O3A DO 31 12/18/72 10/31/73
72-Dg7A-038 ER I68 12/18/72 12/31/73
72-097A-03C ER 93 12/17/72 12/31/73
72-097A-04
72-097A-O4A DO 103 12/11/7_ 05/]6/77
72-097A-048 ZI 43 12/I5/72 02/I0/73
72-097A-04C IN 9094 12/11172 05/14/75
72-097A-O4D FR 6 12/11172 0"2128/75
72-097A-O4E DO 5 01/01/73 12/31/76
75-052A
75-052A-04
75-052A-O4A DO 7 06/20176 01/06176
75-052A-12
75-052A-12A IN 21893 07/I4/75 0"2/13/77
75-052A-I28 IM 21923 07/14/75 0"2/13/77
75-052A-12C DO 242 06/18/75 09/14/76
75-062A-I2D DO 111 06/18/75 05/06/77
75-052A-02
7S-OS?A-O2A IM 12OO 06/13175 05/26/76
4O
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HIRS/SCAHS RADN, TMP_HUHIDITY TP
NIMBUS 6,SCANNINC MICROWAVE SPECT
SCAMS OUTPUT TP OF H20*TMP(SOTA)
SCAMS RADN, H20*TMP ON 70-MM FILM
HIRS/SCAMS RADN,TMP*HUHIDITY TP
NIMBUS 6,ELEC SCAN MICRO RAD,ESMR
ESMIR BRICHTNESS TEMPERATURE, TAPE
ESHR BRICHTNESS TMP ON 7O MM FILM
10/24/78
NIMBUS 7,SMHR-SCNNC MICROWAVE RAD
ANTEI@qA TEMPF]_ATURE TAPE (TAT)
HOR*VER POLRIZ BR_ TMP(CELL-ALL)
SEA ICE,PARM 37-CHZ CHAN(PARM 30)
PARAM OF LAND AND OCEAN (PARM-LO)
PARAM SEA IC[,SNOW*ICE (pARM-SS)
HAPPEI) PARM SEA ICE*SNDW(MAP-SS)
MAPPED PARM, 3/-GHZ CHAN(MAP-30)




SEA ICE AND OCEAN SURFACE TEHP
SEA SURFACE WIND SPEED
LIQUID WATER OVER DCEANS
PERCENT POLARIZATION OVER TERRAIN
WATER VAPOR OVER OCEANS
BRICHTNESS TEHPERATURE
SEA SURFACE TEMP OVER OCEANS
SEA ICE MULTI-YEAR ICE FRACTION
CARP (FCCE/SMHR-LO) SEA SURF TEHP
CARP (FCCE/SMHR-LO)ATMOS H20 VAPR
CARP(FCCE/SMMR-30)SEA ICE CONCENT
CALIBRATB) TEHPERATURE TAPE (TCT)
MIZEX BRICHTNESS TEHPERATURE DATA
O.S-DEC CAL. TEHP NAP (TCT) TAPE
025-DEC CAL. TEHP MAP (TCT) TAPE
SMMR PARMAP DATA ON TAPE
MIZEX-W SEA ICE CONCENTRATION
COLORADO R SNOW PARH ATLAS DISK
ANTRA TEHP TP,(TAT),OPTICAL DSK
NIMBUS 7,BUV/TOMS BACKSC W/OZONE
TOMS NEAR REALTIME SYSTEM
bE)TOMS TOTAL OZONE DATA TAPE
SBUV TOTAL*PROFIL OZON TP(HDSBUV)
RAW UNITS TAPE-TOMS (RUT-T)
RAW UNITS TAPE-SBUV DATA (RUT S)
SBUV ZDNAL MEANS OZONE TP(ZMT-S)
SBUV CMPRES PROFIL OZONE IP(CPOZ)
DAILY CRID TDNS D3 TP(CRIDTOMS)
CARP (FCCE/SBUV)TOTAL OZONE PROF.
SBUV CONT SCAN EARTH RAD Tp,EARTH
SBUV CONT SCAN SOLAR FLUX TP,SUNC
SBUV TOTAL D3&PFL CDNTOUR(PSC)TP
TIME-LAPSE TOMS OZONE ATLAS
NIMBUS 7,ERB EARTH RADIATN BUDCEI
RADN BUOCET MASTER ARCH TP,MAT
SDLAR * EARTH FLUX DATA TP(SEFDT)
MAPPED RADN DATA MATRIX TP
ZDNAL MEANS RADN TAPE (ZMT)
SUB-TARCET RADIANCE TAPE (STRT)
POST MAT CALIBRATION TP (DELMAT)
SEASONAL AVC RADN BUDCET(SAVE]R)
CAR:(FCCE/ERB M) RADN BUEX]ET PARM
CARP (FCCE/ERB-Z) ZONAL AVC INSOL
ERB SOLAR ANALYSIS TAPE (ESAT)
MATRIX MONTHLY AVC SUMRY TP(EHST)
B*3OD AVC WFOV ALBEDO,OLR*NEI RAD
9YR CHIOC DAILY AVC SOL CONSTANTS
SCENE RADIANCE TAPE (SRT)
NIMBUS 7,SAM-II,STRAT AEROSOL MEA
RADIANCE DATA ARCHIVE TAPE (RDAT)
BETA-AEROSOL NO DEN ARCH (BANAT)
NIMBUS 7,LIMB IR NON STRATO(LIMS)
TEMP_MIX RATIO PROFIL TP(LAIPAT)
RADIANCE ARCHIVAL TAPE (RAT)
TEMP,MIX RATIO,HI MAPS (LAMAT)
RADIANCE PROFIL IAPE(PROFILE-R)
gO-D TEHP,MIX RAT,HT MAPS(LASMAT)
NIMBUS 7,TEHP HUMID IR RAD (THIR)
11.5 MICRON CLOUD MONTAGE
6.7-MICRON CLOUD MONTACE
CALIB.-LOCATED RAD DATA TP(CLDT}
CLOUD DATA ERB FDRMAT (NCLE)
CLOUO DATA TOMS FDRMAT (BCLT)
CLOUD DATA (C-MATRIX)
NIMBUS 7,SAMS-STRAT * MESO SNDR
RADIANCE ARCHIVE TAPE (RAT)
CRIDOED TEHPERATURE TAPE (CRID-T)
ZONAL MEANS N2O, CH4 TAPE (ZMT-C)
12112/84
EARTH RADN BUDCE3 EXP (ERBE)
RAW ARCHIVAL TAPE (RAT)
RAW ARCH TP(RAT) IMACES ON OP DSK
PROC ARCH TP(PAT)IMACES ON OP DSK
TOTAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE
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CRIDOED EARTH RAD BUDGET OD (S-4)
SCAN EARTH(S9)RAD EXITANCE*ALBEDO
N S E-ARTH(S10)RAD EXITANCE*ALBEDO
(:RID EARTH RAD BOG ERBS*NDAAD,S4
SCAN EARTH RAD BOG ERBS*NOAAD,S-9
N-S EARTH RAD BOG ERBS*NOAAQ.S-1O
09/17186
NOAA lO,EARTH RAD BUDCE_ EXP(ERB)
RAW ARCHIVE (RAT) IMAGES ON OD
12107168
DAO 2. STELLAR PHOTOM 900-3000A
REDUCE]) PHOTOMETER DATA MACTAPE
REDUCED PHOTOMETER DATA,MICROFILM
INDEX TO 68-110A-O2A,02B
INDEX TO 68-110A-O2A (HACTAPE)
0A0-2, ARCHIVE MAPS, MICROFILM
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY
ULTRAVIOLET FILTE_ PHOTOMETRY
DAO 2, 4 HI-RESOLUTION TELESCOPES
CELESCOPE CATALDCAJE - MAC TAPE
CELESCOPE CATALOG - MICROFILM
BIBLIOGRAPHY - HAGTAPE
CDC UTILITY PRINT PROGRAM ON TAPE
o8/21/72
OAO 3,STELLAR X RAY EHISS. 1-100A
REIXJCED DATA TAPES
QUICK LOOK PLOTS FLUX VS TIME
UCL DBSERVINC CATALDC
DAD 3, REFL. TF-L_OPE,8OO-3OOOA
ULTRAVIOLET DATA
TAU SCORPII UV SPECTRAL ATLAS.TPE
IOTA HERCULIS UV SPECTRAL ATLAS
UV PLOTS ON MICROFILM
COPERNICUS UV OBSERVATION DIRECI
STAR DATA SORTED BY TARGET STAR
FAR UV SPECTRA COPERNICUS
BETA DRIONIS UV SPECTRAL ATLAS TP
UV E_(PERIME3_T OBSERVING HISTORY
CAMMA PECASI UV ATLAS
COPE}_N]CUS UV ATLAS OF SIRIUS
09/05/64
PITCH ANGLE,LOCAL T,& L VS R,MFLM
ORBIT PAR,1MIN AVG (PRNTDUT)HFLM
PITCH ANCLE,LCL TIME VS L MICRFLM
CONDENSED ORBIT TAPE FOR EXPER.I6
MULTICOORDINATE SYSTM ORBIT PLTS
D¢O I, SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
SOLAR COSMIC RAY COUNTS, TAPE
OOO ], RADIO PROPAGATION
IONOSP * EXOSPH ELEC CONT, FICHE
ODD 1, VLF RECEIVB
LO-RES VLF SPECTROCRMS,35MM PAPER
SELECTED HI-RES VLF SPECTCMS,MFLM
VLF SIGNAL STRI3NCTH VS FREd(DINE)
OGO I,O.I-IOHEV PROT_ELEC 5CINT.
PROT&_LEC RTES,ALL TM E_UIV 1 KBS
PROT*ELEC,HI-RATE DATA ONLY,TAPES
DCO 1. C.R. SPECTRA AND FLUXES
RFI)UCED COUN_ RATES ON HAG. TAPE
SELECTED 3O-M AVG RATE PLOTS,MFLM
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE PHA DATA
LOG DF CNT. RATE TAPE 64 OS4A-IBA
PHA TAPE LOG FOR 64-054A-180
OGO 1,TRIAX SEARCH COIL MACNTHTR
37-S SEARCH COIL MAC. DATA, TAPE
SEARCH COIL DATA NOT TIME ORDERED
PHASE-AMPLITUDE B-FIELD PLTS,MFLM
INDEX TO 64-O,S4A-O1A
ODD 1, ION CHAHBBR
1-MIN AVG RATE VS T(1/3 ORB)PLOTS
REDUCED PULSE RATE,CONDEN. TAPES
lO-50KEV SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS
ION CHAMBER RATES VS L, MFILM
HOURLY AVGD RATES (PRINTOUT) MFLM
] MIN AVCD RATES (PRINTOUT) MFLM
2-MIN AVCD RATE VS R (PLOTS) MFLM
2-HIN AVG RATE VS T(1/2 ORB)PLOTS
2-MIN AVCO RATE VS T(i ORB) PLOTS
1-MIN AVC, D RATE VS T(PLOT)PERIGFF
NSSI)C STANDARD TAPES OF O20B
000 ], ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
2-MIN AVOD RATE VS T (PLOTS) MFLM
]5-MIN AVGD RATE VS R (PLOTS)MFLM
REDUCED COLIN3 DATA, CONDEN TAPES
S-MIN AVCJ) RATE (PRINTOUT) MFILM
2&.5 MIN AVC_) RATE VS L PLDTS,MFLM
DISCRETE l VALUE RATE LISTS,MFILM
SMIN AV ELECT RTE VS T PLT,PERICE
RATE VS DAY,INNER ZONE (PLOT)MFLM
L INTERPOLATED COUN1 RATES
NSSDC STANDARD 1APES OF -210
zo/14/6s
DGO 2, CDSMIC RAY IDNIZAT]DN
IONIZATION RATES VS INV LAT,MFILM
DO0 2,RUBIDIL_ VAPOR MAGNETOMETER




FORM QU_ITY OF DATA
84-123A-OSF KA 1 01/01186 0]/31/86
84-123A-050 KA 1 01101186 01/31/86
84-123A-OSH KA 1 01/01/86 01/31/86
84-123A-05I KA 8 03/01/8S 10131/86
84-123A-OSJ KA 8 03/01/8.5 10/31/86
84-123A-05_ KA 8 03/01/85 10/31/86
86-073A
86-073A-05
86-073A-OSA KA 1 07/01/87 07/31/87
68-]IOA
68-110A-02
68-110A-O2A DO 414 12/11168 02108/73
68-]10A-02B MP 99 12/]1/68 02/08/73
68-]10A-020 MP 1 12/11/68 12/15/72
68-]10A-020 DO 3 12111/68 02/08/73







68-1]OA-O1F DO 1 12/08/68 04/30/70
72-065A
72-065A-02
72-065A-O2A DO 28 08/25/72 12/14/B0
72-065A-028 MP 2
72-065A-020 MP 1 08/26/72 12/14/80
72-065A-01
72-065A-OIA DO 10 08/27172 07/29179
72-065A-01B DO 1
72-OBSA-01C DO 1









64-O,_>4A-OOD MP ] 09107/64 06/04/67
64-OS4A-OOE HP S 09107164 06/04/67
64-OS4A-OOF MP I 09/07/64 06/04/67
64-OS4A-OOC DD 1 09/07164 12/02/64
64-O54A-OOH HO 2 09/07/64 06103/67
64-OS4A-12
64-054A-12A DD 1 09/30165 05/03/66
64-OS4A_OS
64-OS4A-OSA ER 2 12/12/64 05/20/67
64-OS4A-08
64-OS4A-ODA SO 39 11/10/64 12/15/65
64-054A-088 MO 16 03/21/65 11/24/65
64-054A-08C UP 46 09/07/64 12/29/65
64-054A-16
64-054A-16A DO 4 09/07/64 I1/]6/65
64-OS4A-168 DO 7 09/07/64 12/02/64
64-OS4A-IB
64-OS4A-1BA DO 3S 09/06/64 11/25/67
64-054A-188 MD 1 09/07/64 11/25/67
64-054A-18C DO 3 09/04/66 11/25/67
64-054A-180 HP 1 09/05/64 11/2S/67
64-OS4A-1BE HP 1 09/04/66 11/2S/67
64-054A-01
64-054A-OIA DO 29 09/23/64 11/17/67
64-054A-018 MO 1 09/23/64 06/05/67
64-054A-010 MO I 09/0S/64 09/29/66
64-054A-01D MP 1 09/23/64 11/17/67
64-OS4A-20
64-O54A-20A MP 1 09/12/64 06/05/67
64-054A-208 DO 17 09/05/64 12/06/67
64-054A-20C MO 1 0S/0"2/65 0S/28/67
64-054A-20D MP 1 09/07/64 06/04/67
64-OS4A-20E MP 1 09/05/64 12/06/67
64-OS4A-20F MP 4 09/05/64 12/06/67
64-054A-_00 HP 1 09/07/64 06/D4/67
64-054A-20H MP 1 09/10/64 06/05/67
64-054A-2DI MP ] 09/07/64 06/0S/67
64-OS4A-20J MP 1 09/]5/64 05/27/66
64-054A-20K DB 7 09/05/64 12/06/67
64-054A-21
64-054A-21A MP 1 09/lS/64 05/27/66
64-054A-218 MP ] 09/07/64 D6/04/67
64-054A-210 DO 11 09/07/64 12/06/67
64-054A-21D MP 6 09/07/64 06/05/67
64-054A-21E MP ] 09/07/64 06/04/67
64-OS4A-21F MP I 09/15/64 12/05/6S
64-054A-21G MP 1 D9/07/64 06/0S/67
64-OS4A-21H MO 1 09/21/64 12/05/6S
64-OS4A-21I DO 1 09/lS/64 07/07/67
64-OS4A-21J DB 5 09/07/64 12/06/67
6S-OBIA
65-081A-06
65-081A 06A RO S 10/14/6S 04/02/66
65-OB1A-OS
65-081A-D58 DO 10 10/14/6S 12/30/66
42
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B FLD,DATA * CSFC ]2/66 NDt_,MFILM
COMPRESSED MAC FLD AVG DATA, TAPE
B FLD,DATA * POCO 10/68 NDL,MFILH
COMPRESSED HALF SEC MAC FLD, TAPE
IO-SEC MAC FLD AVRC, TAPE
OCO 2,VLF RECEIVERS(OI2-IOOKHZ)
VLF SPECTROGRAMS, 3S-MM PAPER
OGO 2,SOLAR X-RAYS
SOLAR X RAY PLOTS. MFILM
OCO 2,MICROME_EDRIIES
MICROMEIEDRITE DATA, BOOK
OCO 2,ERERCETIC PARTICLE SURVEY
COSMIC-RAY COUNT RATES, 1APE
COSMIC-RAY COUNT RATES, MFILM
OCO 2,GALACTIC _ SOLAR COSMIC RAY
PARIICLE COUNT RATES, TAPE
PARTICLE COUNT-RATE PLOTS, MFILM
NSSDC STD TAPE OF PHA PART OF 08A
PITCH ANGLE,LOCAL T,& 1 VS R,MFLM
ORBIT PAR 1MIN AVC (PRNTOUT) MFLM
PITCH ANGLE,LOCAL TIME VS L MFILM
CONDENSED ORBIT TAPE FOR EXP.IO
MULTICOORDINATE SYSTM ORBIT PLTS
OCO 3,SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
SOLAR COSMIC RAY COUNTS, TAPE
000 3.LOW ENERGY ELECTRON*PROTON
LOW-E PROT&ELECT FLUX VS E, MOVIE
OGO 3,4-2 HHZ SOLAR BURSTS
4-2 MHZ SOLAR BURST TABLES. MFILM
4=2 MHZ RADIO NOISE,MICROFILM
DATA SET CATALDG FOR 66-049A-18B
OCO 3,RUBIDIUM * FLUXGATE MAGNET.
M'FLM PLTS SCALAR B FIELD VS TIME
30_S AV TRIAX. FLUXCATE MAG.,MFLM
OCO 3,0.1-10MEV PROI*ELECT SCINT.
PROT&ELEC RTES,ALL TM EQUIV i KBS
PROT+ELEC,HI-RATE DATA ONLY,1APES
OCD 3, C.R. SPECTRA AND FLUXES
REDUCED C.R. COUNT RATES, TAPE
II_-HR AVC COUNT RATE PLOTS, MFLM
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE PHA DATA
OBSERVATN TIME LDG _F 66 049A-O3A
DBSERVATN TIME LDO OF 66-D49A-03C
OCD 3, TRIAX SEARCH COIL MAGNET
SEARCH COIL MAC BCD DATA TAPES
SEARCH COIL DATA NOT TIME ORDERED
INDEX TO 66-049A-12A
0GO 3,ATM MASS SPECT
ION CONCENTRATIONS VS L-SXB FILM
OOO 3,ELEC SPEC 5 CHANNEL.OS-4ME_4
2 MIN AVCD RAD BELT RATES (PLOTS)
15MIN-AV SPECTROM RATE VS R PLOTS
ELEC3 SPECTRMTR CNTS,CONDB TAPES
5 MIN AV SPECTROM RATE LISTS,MFLM
2&5-MIN AVGD RATE VS L PLDTS,MFLM
SPECTR RTE LIS1,DISCRETE L'S,MFLM
5-MIN AVGD RATE VS T PLOTS, MFILM
RATE VS PITCH ANGLE (INNER ZONE)
DLY AVCD RATE VS T (DISCRETE L)
AVC RATE VS DAY (INNER ZONE),MFLM
L INTERPOLATED COUNT RATES
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES OF -_2C
OGO 3,ION CHAMBER(EeO.7,P•12MEV)
I MIN AVOD RATES VS T, MFILM
ION CHAMBER CONDE)4.PULSE RTE,TAPE
1-MIN ION CHAMBER RATES VS L,MFLM
IO-50KEV SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS,MFILM
2-MIN ION CHAMBER RATES VS R,MFLM
I-H AV ION CHAMBER RATE LIST,MFLM
2-MIN AVC RATE VS T(1/2 ORB)PLOTS
I-MIN AVC ION CHAM RATE LIST,HELM
I MIN AViD PERIGEE RATE VS T MFLM
2 MIN AVGD RATE VS I MICROFILM
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES OF -238
ORBIT ALTITUDE, TAPE
4,COSMIC RAY_POLAR REGION ION
]ONIZATION RATES VS INV LAT,MFILM
4, UV AIRGLOW SPECTROMETER
OZONE PROFILES, TAPE
4,MAGNETIC FIELD SURVEY
MAQNETIC FIELD DATA, TAPE
4,LOW ENERGY AURORAL PART.
AURORAL PARTICLE COUNT RATES,TAPE
DELETED BY JEJ SEE REMARKS
DATA ACQUISITION TIMES, NFILM
SUMMARY PLOTS (FINAL), MFILM
DATA ACQSTN LOCATION PLOTS, MFILM
OOO 4,SOLAR X-RAY
SOLAR X-RAY PLOTS, MFILM
HOURLY AVGD SOLAR X-RAY FLUX,TAPE
HOURLY AVC SOLAR X-RAY FLUX,MFILM
X-RAY FLUX DURING FLARES, MFILM
SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES-4 BANDS, TAPE




FORM _UANIITY DF DATA
65-081A 05C MO 1 10/14/65 01/22/66
65 OBIA-OS£ DO 4 ]0/14/65 12/22/66
65 081A-O5F MO 2 10/14/65 10/02/67
65 OB1A+05C DO 4 10/14/65 ]0/02/67
65-081A OSH DO 1 10/14/65 ]0/02/67
65-081A-02
65 O81A-028 SO 226 10/17/65 09/02/66
65081A-]6
65 081A 16A NO ] 10/14/65 ]0/23/65
65 081A 14
65-081A 14A BT l 10/16/65 04/08/66
65-081A 07
65 081A O7A DD 22 10/14/65 11/03/65
65 081A-078 NO 6 10/15/65 12/13/66
65-081A-08
65 OBIA-OBA DD l 10/15/65 ]0/24/65
65-OBIA 088 MP 1 10/15/65 ]0/24/65
65-OBIA-08C DO 1 10/15/65 10/24/65
66-049A
66-049A-OOD MP 2 06109/66 04/02168
66-049A-OOE HP S 06/07/66 04/23/68
66-049A-OOF NP 2 06/]0/66 04/02/68
66-049A-000 DO 1 06/07/66 01/29/67
66-049A-OOH NO 3 06/07/66 04/02/68
66-04qA 01
66-049A-01A DD 30 06/24/66 02/27/67
66-049A OB
66-04qA OBA TP 400 07/14/66 07/16166
66-049A-18
66 O49A-IBA MO 1 06/13/66 09/29/67
66-04qA 180 NO 86 06/09/86 08/16/68
66-049A 1BC NP I 06/09/66 10/03/67
66-049A-1]
66-049A-11A HO 32 06/09/66 08/14/68
66-049A-118 NO 3 06/09/66 07/21/66
66-049A-10
66-049A-iOA DD 14 06/09/66 01/26/67
66-049A lOB DD 9 06/09/66 01/16167
66 049A-03
66 049A-O3A DD 65 06/09/66 12/01/69
66 049A-03B RT 2 06/09/66 12/01/69
66-049A-030 DD 27 06/09/66 08/16/68
66-049A 03D HP 1 06/Oq/66 12/01/69
66-049A-O3E NP 1 06/0q/66 08/16/68
66 O49A 12
66 04qA-12A DD 41 OO/Oq/t_ 04/27/68
66-049A 128 HO 1 06/09/66 02/12/68
66-049A-120 HP i 06/09/66 04/27/68
66-049A-15
66-049A 15A US 187 07/_4/66 10/17/67
66-04qA 22
66-049A _2A MP _ 06/11/66 04/27/68
66-04gA 2_8 MP 2 06/09/66 04/02/68
66 O4QA-_2C DD 18 06/09/66 05/03/68
66 049A-22D MP 7 06/09/66 05/01/68
66 O4QA-_2E MP 2 06/11/66 04/02/68
66-049A _F MP 1 05/11/66 12/27/67
66-049A-220 MP _ 06/09/66 04/30/68
66-O49A 2_H NO 1 01/00/67 12/00/67
66-049A-22I NO 1 12/00/66 06/00/67
66-049A-2"2J NO 1 06/00/66 02/00/68
66-049A-22K DD 1 06/11/66 12/27/67
66-04QA-_2L DB 6 06/09/66 05/03/68
66-04qA-23
66-04qA-23A NP 3 06/08/66 08/11168
66-049A-238 DO 31 06/09/66 08/12/68
66-04qA 230 MP _ 06/11/66 04/02/68
66-049A-23D MO 1 06/_5/66 12/2_/67
66-049A-23E MP 2 06/09/66 04/02/68
66-049A-23F MP I 06/09/66 08/10/68
66-049A-23C MP 2 06/09/66 08/10/68
66-049A-23H MP 5 06/09/66 08/10/68
66 049A-23J MP 2 06/11/66 08/10/68
66=04qA-23K MP 2 06/09/66 08/10/68
66 049A-23L DB 11 06/09/66 08/10/68
67-073A
67-073A-OOD DD 2 07/28/67 05/08/68
67-073A=07
67-073A-O7A NO 1 07/30/67 08/11/67
67-073A 14
67-073A-14A DO ] 08/30/67 02/_9/68
67-073A 06
67-073A-O6A DE, 11 07/_9/67 01/19/69
67 073A-11
67-073A-11A DO 77 07/30/67 01/25169
67-073A-11D DD 101 07/30/67 01/25/69
67-073A ]IE MP 1 07/30/67 01/25/69
67-073A-IIF MT 5 07/30/67 01/14/6g
67 073A-11C MP 3 07/30/67 01/25/69
67-073A-21
67-073A-21A NO 19 07/29/67 07/16/68
67-073A-21B DO 1 07/29/67 07/15/68
67-073A-210 MP 1 07/29/67 07/15/68
67_073A-21D MD 1 07/30/67 12/20/67
67 D73A-21E DD 4 10/02/67 0_/15/68
67-073A-2]F DB 1 10/0"2/67 01/15/68
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4 BAND SOLAR X RAY 05-6A.MFILM
OCO 4,CLO LYMAN ALPHA * UV AIRCLO
AIRCtOW PLOTS, MFILM
OCO 4.AIRC[ OW PH0[0MET-E_
AIRGLOW DATA MAPS, IRANSPARE_IES
AIRCI OW DATA MAPS, NEGATIVES
AIRGLOW EMISSION INTENSITIES,TAPE
AIRCLDW DAIA MAPS BY ORBII, MFILH
SEC BY SEC AIRGLOW DATA, MFILM
CALIBRATION DATA, MFIU_
DIRFCIORY PtOTS, MFILM
SYNOPTIC POLAR PLOTS, MFILM
LAIITLE)E-LONCITUDE PLOTS, MFILM





SEC. BY SEC AIRGLOW DATA. TAPE
SYNOPTIC AIRGLOW DATA, TAPE
DO0 4,ENERCEIIC PARTICLES SURVEY
COSMIC RAY COUNT RATES, TAPE
COSMIC RAY CO_ RATES. MFILJH
OOO 4, GAlACTIC*SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
PARlICLE CDL_ RATES. TAPE
PARTICLE COL_ RATES, MFILM
NSSDC STD 1APE OF PHA PAR1 OF 09A
03/04/68
EJ_ttHRS PLOTS,HULTICODRD SYST[_4S
LAWRNCE RAD LAB EPHEHE_IS LISTNC
MULTI COORD EPHEHERIS TAPES
OOO 5,XRAY*PART.DET,SDLAR FLARE
147S AV D_ECT&X-RAY CNT RTES,TAPE
40 SEC AVC X RAY COUNT RATE, TAPE
PROTON*ALPHA COUI,_T RATS,PL_C.TAPES
• CO 5,UV AIRCLOW,I304A AND 1216A
AIRGLOW INTENSITIES (1304A,1216A)
UV AIRGLOW PLOTS(1216A&1304A)MFI_H
0C0 5.CEOCORONAL LYMAN ALPHA
LYMAN ALPHA CE.DCORONA DAIA, MTAPE
OGD 5,ELECTRON PITCH ANGLE DIST
EI ECTRON FLUX (6DIR) ,05-1.2 MEV
PLAYBACK ELECTRON FLUX .OS-I.2_EV
OOO 5,TRIAX.FLUXGATE MACNElDMETER
I MIN B FI{_/) ROADMAP PLOTS.MFILM
] MIN AVC B FIEID.S/C CODRDS,TAPE
4 5 S AVC 8-FIELD,S/C COORDS,TAPE
4.6 S AV B-FLD PLT,S/C COORD,MFLM
] MIN AVC B FIELI),CSE CDDRD.,TAPE
] MIN AVC B-F]ND,CSM COORD.,TAPE
MACNE_OSPHERIC B,MODEL-B,L,DIPDLE
BAB4KBS B FLD FOR SPECTRUM AMALYS
OCO 5, PLASMA WAVES.ELEC+MAC ANT
0 30 KHZ E-FIE_ SONOGRAHS. MFILM
3 MIN AVC E*B DIGITAL CHAN, MFILM
3 MIN AVC E*B DIGITAL CHAN, TAPE
MSPH PLASPH BNDRY SONOGRAMS,MFILM
DCO 5, RADID ASTRO. 50KHZ-3 5@_HZ
PLOIS OF RADIO FLUX VS TIME,MFILM
OCO 5, IRIAX.FLUXC*RUBID V. MAC
SCALAR B-FIELI) VS TIME PLOTS,MFLH
369 S AVC B FIELD VECTORS. MFILH
INDEX TO RUBIDIUM EXP_ HAG. TAPES
OGO 5, SOLAR XRAY.2TO2OKEV,PRO.CT
SOLAR X RAY VARIATION ON MFILM
OGO 5, PART.TELE., CR ELECTRDNS
PROTON * ELECTRON FLUX PLOTS.MFLM
1MIN CHARC_3) PART ACCU_*PHA,TAPE
OG0 5, MAC.ION MASS SPECTROMET_
O, HE, * H ION GONGS * EPHEH,1APE
OCO 5,HI Z,LO E PART.,SS TELE.
HI-Z.LO-E,C-R COUNT RTES&PHA DATA
HI-Z,LO-E,C-R ChIT RATE PLDTS.MFLM
OCO 6.TRIAX.SRCH.COIL MAGNETDHTR
SEARCH COIL PLOTS .03-]O00_Z,MFLM
SEARCH COIl DATA ,03 1000 HZ TAPE
INDEX TO 68-014A-16B
0 IKHZ SEARCH COIL SONOGRAMS,MFLH
INDEX TO 68-014A-160
OCO 5, 3EV TO 16KEY PLASMA A_LYZ
1-HR AVC PLASMA PARAMETE_,MFICHE
P_. AVC PLASMA PARAM ON TAPE
PLASMA PARAM LISTING ON MICROFILM
HI-RES PLASHA SPECTRA*PARAM. TAPE
FINE TIME PLASMA PARAM PLOTS,MFLM
1-HR AVC SW PLASMA PARAM LISTINGS
OCD S,CNTR I FIE.,CR EI ECTRONS
0.5 10 CEV ELCTRN CN1 RATE, TAPE
0 5-10 GEV ELCTR_ CNT RATE, MFILM
OGO S,FIECTRON SPECT*PROION TEtE
COUNT RATES VS TIME, 20 MIN PLDTS
COUNT RATES VS TIME. 2 HR PLOTS
CNI RAIE,EPHEH&8 FIELD DATA, TAPE
L SORIE_ ERECT FLUX,CHAN I-5,TAPE
o6/05/69




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
67-073A-21C MP 1 07/30/67 12/20/76
67 073A-13
67-O73A 13A MP 2 07/29/67 02/12/68
67-073A-1_
67-073A-12A VI 19 08/30/67 01/10/68
67-073A-128 ZC 19 08/30/67 01/10/68
67-073A-12C DO 9 08/19/67 0]/19/68
67-073A-120 MP 11 08/1g/67 01/29/68
67-073A-12E MP 40 07/29/67 12/21/68
67-O73A-12F MP 6 07/28/67 12/30/68
67-073A-12C MP l 07/29/67 07/19/69
67-073A-12'H MP 18 07/29/67 01/31/68
67-073A-12] MP 19 08/19/67 01/29/68
67-073A-12J MO 16 08/30/67 01/16/68
67-073A-]_>K DD 1 07/2q/67 12/21/68
67-073A-I2H DD 4 07/28/67 ]2/30/68
67-OZ3A-I2N DO 9 07/29/67 11/24/68
67-073A-12D DO 11 08/19/67 01/29/68
67-073A-12P DO 46 07/29/67 10/02/68
67-O73A-12Q DO 6 08/01/67 01/31/68
67-073A-08
67 073A-OOA DD 291 07/28/67 02/0"2/69
67-073A-088 NO 15 07/29/67 12/07/68
67-073A-09
67-073A-OOA DO 2 07/30/67 08/27/67
67-073A-OgB MP 1 07/30/67 08/27/67
67 073A-09C DO 1 07/30/67 08/27/67
6B-014A
68-014A-000 HP 5 03/04/68 10/04/71
68-OI4A-OOE NO 12 03/04/68 04/26/70
68-014A-OOF DO 30 03/04/68 03/27/69
68-014A-04
68-OI4A-O4A DO 3 05/31/68 10/04/69
68-014A-048 DO 10 03/08/68 10/04/6q
68-014A-04C DO 2 03/08/68 11/17/69
68-014A-21
68-014A-21A DO 456 03/04/68 06/28/72
68-014A-218 MO 1 03/27/68 05/20/69
68-014A-_
68 O14A-2"2A DO 32 03/05/68 12/31/69
68-014A-13
68-014A-13A DO 89 03/05/68 04/20/70
68-014A-138 DO 6 03/30/68 02/14/71
68-014A-14
6B O]4A-14A NO 16 03/05/68 11/18/69
68-014A-148 DO 14 03/05/68 09/01/68
68-014A-]4C DO 5 03/05/68 0]/10/69
68-014A-]40 MO 40 03/05/68 08/06/69
68-OI4A-]4E DO 14 03/0S/68 09/0]/68
68-OI4A-14F DO 15 03/05/68 05/05/70
68-014A I4H MP 4 03/06/68 08/30/71
68 014A-14I DO 15 03/07/68 03/21/68
68-014A-24
68-014A-24A MO 40 03/11/68 01/03/71
68-014A-24C MO 5 03/11/68 01/11/71
68-014A-24D DO 5
68-014A-24E MO 14 03/14/68 05/12/69
68-014A-20
68-OI4A-20A MO 50 03/05/68 09/30/71
68 014A-1S
68-014A-15A MO 71 03/05/68 05/13/70
6B-O]4A-I5B MP I4] 03/I5/68 03/08/70
68-014A-15C MP l 03/07/68 10/03/72
68-014A-23
68-O14A-23A HP 1 03/08/68 12/27/69
68-014A-09
68-014A-OqA MD l 03/05/68 07/I3/72
68-014A-09B DO 106 03/05/68 07/I4/72
68-014A-18
68-014A-18A DD 14 03/07/68 05/31/69
68-014A-27
68-014A-27A DO 6 03/05/68 07/14/72
68-014A-278 MO 1 03/0S/68 07/13/72
68-014A-16
68-OI4A-16A MO 6 03/07/68 03/07/7]
68-014A-168 DO 4S 03/07/68 01/01/71
68-014A-16C M• 1 03/07/68 02/19/71
68-014A-160 MO 27 03/06/68 10/27/68
68-014A-16E MP I 03/06/68 04/25/68
68-014A-17
68-O14A-17A FR 2 03/05/68 04/30/71
68-014A-17B DO 2 03/05/68 04/30/71
68-014A-17C MP 2 05/08/68 04/30/7I
68-014A-17D DO 12 03/05/68 04/30/71
68-014A-17E MO S 03/0S/68 04/30/71
68-014A-17F MP 1 03/05168 04/30/71
68-014A-12
68-014A-12A DD 1 03/05/68 08/31/71
68-014A-128 MP 1 03/05/68 08/31/71
68-014A-06
68 014A-O6A MO 30 03/04/68 06/13/68
68-014A-068 MO g3 03/06/68 11/06/71
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AIRGLOW DATA (1304A.1216A), TAPE




ION DB,COMP,IEHP*_ FtUX, MFILM
COMPOSITE ION/EL PLOIS, MFILH
ION DENSITY, FLUX * 1EHP, IAPE
6,VLF RECEIVFR,5_4Z 54OKH/
VLF NOISE IhFIE]WSITY, MFILH
VLF DATA (JAPAN), 8XIO IN. PRINIS
6,N!.LKRDN MDNITOR
I-MIN AVERAGED CDLJN] RAIES, TAPE
6,LOW ENERC COSMIC RAY MFAS.
SOLAR EVE]_I SUMMARY PLOTS, MFILM
TIME AND SPECTRAL PLOTS, NFIL_
6,NEUT. ATM.COHP,QUADRUP ANA
DATA-COMPOSITION, TLHP, FICHE
NEUTRAL ATMOS. COMPOSITION, TAPE
6,MICROPHONE ATM DEN CAGE
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY DATA, TAPE
6,TRIAX.SRCH. COIL MACNETDM
SEARCH COIL DATA 10-1000 HZ,MFILM
6,COSMIC RAY EXPERIME]WT
COUNT RATES * PULSE HEIGHT, TAPE
COUNT RATE PLOIS, MF]LM
6,BE]flNETT ION MASS SPECTROMLI
BE]flNEI_ ION MASS SPECTROMTER,TAPE
ION MASS SP£CTROM_ER PLOTS,MFIL_
ORBITAL ELEMENTS ON M]CROFIC11£
I, HIGH ENERCY GAMMA
HIGH ENERGY GAMMA 50 NFV
1,ZO-IDOKE_ SCINTI[LATION D_
X-RAY COUNT RATE VS UT,LAT,LONC
TABULATED VALUES OF 62 OO6A OZA
1 GAMMA RAY MONITOR
CAMMA EVENT AVERAGE VS CHANN_ NO
1 SOLAR FLUX MONITOR
3800-4800A SOLAR F[UX MONITOR
1 SOLAR LYMAN AtPHA ION CH
LYMAN-ALPHA
I BF3 PROP CNTR NEUTRON DE/.
CNTS VS TIME,L,SUN B E%'IMICRDFLM
1 IO-400A UV SPECTRDMEqER
SOLAR UV, 170-340 A, COUNT RATE
1 50-KV 3-MV CAMIRAY
GAMMA RAY FLUX IN COUNIS pER Sq C




X RAY FLUX PLOT VS UI,[AT,IONC
2,SOLAR X RAY BURST
SOLAR X-RAY(ZL8 -20A,44 60)
ORBIT-ATTITUOE TAPE
3,CQESTIAL CAMMA RAY DETECT
REAL*ARTIFICIAL EVE]_S,AIIIIUDE
3, 1-400A SOLAR SPECIROM_IER
REDUCED SPECTROMETER DATA TAPE
3, HARD X-RAY SPECIRONEXER
SO*ST EVE]NFTS VS liME * E.CH.NO.
3,SDLAR X RAY DETECTORS
CORRECTED 8 12A X RAY FLUX VS T
67_DZOA-O6A IN STANDARD NSSOC
4,SOLAR X-RAY SPECT,I-BA
LIF BRACC CRYSTAL SPECT. 1-4A
I_)DT BRAGC CRYSTAL SPELl 1-8A
4,SOLAR X-RAY TELESCOPE
CDUNTS/ERAME VS RASTER P, EFT
AVE BKGND CDUhFIS/FRA=[ VS RASIER
4, 300-1400 E]JV SPECiRBMETFR
EUV RASTER SCANS
300-1400A POINTED SPECIRAL SCANS
ATLAS EUV RASTER SCANS
300=]4DOA QUIET sUN SPECTRUM
4,FROTDN-LECTRON I_ ! SCOP_
ELECTRDN, PROTON CDUN1 RATLS,IAPE5
5, SOLAR X-RAY, 0.5 6OA
X-RAY PLOTS, 4 CtIANNE_S,N]CROfliM
5,SOLAR UV_X-RAY SP£CT.
REDUCED SPECTROMETER DAIA TAPE
5,ZODIACAL LCT*TERRS.AIRCtOW
ZODIACAL LC1 • AIRGLOW, PtDTS
ZODIACAL LGT + AIRCEDW, TABLES
ZODIACAL LCl • AIRCLOW, MAC IAP[
5,SOLAR,UV,280 1030A
REDUCED,NERCED 3 CH,UV DATA 1APE_S
6,SOLAR X-RAYS, 16-40A
COUN1 RATES,6 CIiANN_ S, HAG. IAPE
69 051A I3A DD 110 06/09/69 07/24170
69 051A 13B H0 1 06/09/69 11/05/70
69 051A-12
69 051A 12A DD 1 06/08/69 06/08/69
69-051A-O3
69-051A-O3A MO 9 06/07/69 O4/23/71
69 OS1A O38 MO 13 06/07/69 O4/23/71
69-051A 03C DD 30 06/07/69 04/23/71
69 051A-25
69 05]A-PSB MP B 1_/30/69 12/31/70
69 OSIA _DD W] 45 10/O6/71 O1/11/72
69 051A 18
69-051A ]8A DO 2 06/07/69 12131/69
69-051A-19
69 OSIA-]gA MO 1 06/07/69 08/26/70
69-O5]A 19B N0 38 06/07/69 OB/26/70
69 OSIA 04
69-051A-O4A FIR 1 06127/69 O5/13/71
69-OSIA 046 DO 6 06/06/69 06/26/71
69 051A-01
69-051A 01A DO 8 06/11/69 01/31/7D
69-051A 2_
69-051A-22A MP 5 O6/10/69 10/13/70
69-O51A 20
69 051A 2OA DO 349 06/07/69 05/25/70
6g-O51A 2OB MO 37 06/07/69 03/17/71
69-051A-05
69-051A-O5A DO 10 06/11/69 12/31/70
69-ObIA-OSB MP 13 06/11/69 12/31/70
84 OISA
84 OI5A O00 FR l O4/19/84 10/24/85
67-O06A
62LOO6A-Og
62 OO6A OgA MP 13 03/17162 09/I_2/62
62-006A 02
62 O06A 02A M0 4 03/07/62 05/]5/62
62 OO6A-02B MO 3 03/07/62 O5/15/62
62 O06A 03
62 O06A-O3A MO 9 03/07/62 05/15/62
62 OO6A 06
62 OOGA-O6A NO 9 03/07/62 O5/15/62
62-006A-07
62 O06A-OZA MO 9 03/07/62 05/15/62
62 O06A IO
6_ O06A IOA MO _1 03/07/62 07/14/63
62-006A O/
62-006A OIA MO 12 03/07/62 05/15/62
62-006A OB
6_ O06A-OBA DD 3 03/07/67 OS/IS/62
67 006A-11
62 OOBA 116 DD 4 03/07/67 07/08/62
62 O06A 11C MO 21 O3/07167 O7/14/63
62 006A=04
62 O06A O4A MO ] 03/07/62 05/15/62
6S-OO7A
65 OOIA 02
65 O01A 02A MO 2 02/04/65 03/08/65
67 020A
67-0?0A OOD DD 60 03/08167 04/29/58
67-020A Ol
67-O_OA-OIA DD 19 03/08/67 06/28/66
67 09OA-O5
67-090A-OSA 0D 82 03/08/67 08/06/68
67-020A-07
67 020A 07A DD 100 03/09/67 04/08/68
67-020A06
67 020A 06A OD 20 03/09/67 07/16/68
67 020A OBB DO 1_ 03/09/67 07/15/68
67 IOOA
67-100A 09
67-]OOA-OgA HP 2 10/25/67 02/15/68
67-100A 098 MP 3 10/25/67 O5/12/68
67 IOOA OB
67 IOOA OBA DD 7 10/20/67 05/12/68
67 IOOA 08B DD _ 10/26/67 05/12/68
67 IOOA 07
67 lOOA O7A DD 6 10/25/67 11/29/67
67 lOOA 078 DD 1 10/25/67 11/27/67
67 ]OOA 07C DD 1 10/75/67 11/29/67
67 IOOA 07D DD ] 10/26/67 10/21167
67 IOOA 04
6/ IOOA 04A DD I] 10/23/67 12130/67
69 O06A
69 O06A 04
69 O06A 04A MO 13 01/23/69 08102170
6Q-OO6A-03
69 O06A D3A DD 393 01/28/69 01/12173
69 006A-07
6g-OO6A-O7A MP 400 01127/69 O3/15/71
69 O06A O76 MP 300 O1/27/69 O3/15/71
6g-oo6A O7C DD 78 O1/26/69 O7/1_/70
69_006A OB
69 006A OBA DD 28 0_/05169 07/]_/71
6g-O6BA
6g.O6BA 04
6g-O6BA 04A DD ] 08/14/69 01/20/70
45
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0S0 6,HE RESONANCE RAD.S84*304A
EXPERIME]_ ASPECT TAPES
FLUX VS TIME. FINE TIME RES TAPE
2 MINUIE AVERAGES (MACTAPE)
OSO 6,SPECTRO HELIOHTR,300-I400A
EUV RASIER SCANS
300-14OOA PDINIED SPECTRAL SCANS
COMMAND LOGS
MARCH 7, 1970 SOLAR ECLIPSE DATA
COMMAND LOG SEARCH PROGRAM
CALIBRATION FACTOR COMPUTATION
DS0 6,SOLAR X-RAY,SPEC+CH+SCINT.
KAP B_ACC CRYSTAL SPECSPLTSMIFILM
EDOT BRACC CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER
LIF BRACC CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER
RASTER SCAN ON MFIIJ4
PULSE-HEIC_ COUNT I
PULSE-HEIGHT COUNT II
PROP CTR SPED X-RAY DATA, MFILM
X RAY PULSE HEICH_ COUNTS° MFZLM
EDOT X-RAY COUNTS ON MICROFILM
KAP X-RAY COUNTS
LIF X-RAY COUNTS
7, GAMMA RAY SPECT.O.3-1OHEV
X-RAY (7.S-120KEV) DATA
CAMHA-RAY EXP. RESPONSE FUNCTION
CAHMA-RAY (O.3-9.1HEV) DATA
7, X RAY SOURCES, 1.5-9A
1-60KEV CELESTIAL XRAY DATA 1APES
MICROFILM PLOTS ]-60KEY XRAY DATA
7, X-RAY SKY S4JRVEY,IO-55OKEV
UCSD, COSMIC X-RAY SKYMAP
7, SOLAR X RAYS, 2-323 KEY
UCSD SOLAR X-RAY CATALOG
SKY MAPS OF SPACECRAFT POSITIONS
8, MAPPING X RAY HELIOMETER
DAILY SOLAR X-RAY DATA
8,HIGH-RESOLUTION UV SPECTROM
SPECTROHELIOCRAH ON MAC. TAPE
LIMB BRICJ_-rE_ING ON MAC TAPE
VELOCITY STUDY ON MAC. TAPE
SPECTRUM SCAN ON MAC TAPE
SPECTRUM RANCE SCAN ON MAC. TAPE
SINGLE VAVELENCTH MONITORINC DATA
MISCELLANEOUS DAIA 0N MAC. TAPE
CAT. OF SORT FJ_ FINAL DATA TAPES
DATA REDUCTION PROCRAMS ON TAPE
OSD 8,HICH FNERCY CELF_T]AL X RAY
CELESTIAL X RAY SOURCES QBS
• SO 8,SOFT X RAY BKCND RADIATION
REDUCED DATA TAPES
COMPRESSED NIGHT]ME DATA
OSO B,STELL*SOL X-TAL SPECIROSCOP
MERCED X-RAY DATA
0SO B, COSMIC X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
SPIN AXIS POINT INC MAPS
SAMPLE DATA BASE * ANALYSIS PCRMS
0SO 8,EUV FROM EARTH 4 SPACE EXP.
COLOR DATA PLOTS 0N UV EMISSION




ELECTRON, PROTON FLUXES. TAPE
ELECTRON FTCH ANGL DISTRB, MFILM
ELECTRON. PROTON FLUXES, TAPE
PROTDN PITCH ANCLE DISTRIB, MFILM




0V1-13, MAGNETIC ANAL, ELECTRONS
HI TIME RES ELCTRN CNT RTES. TAPE
COU_ RATES. TAPE
OVl-13, 1-IOHEV, EL SCIhrT SPED.
HI ENE_CY ELEC. COUN1 RATES, TAPE
COUNT RATES, TAPE
07/11/6B
0VI 15, TRIAXIAL ACCELERDMETER
ATMOS DEN PLOTS, FICHE
0VI-1S, RAM ATHOS DENSITY
ATMOS DENSITY.250-4OO KM. FICHE
03118169
OVI-Ig,EIC.HT OMN] PROT/ELECT DE_.
0MNI PROT/ELECT SPECTROMETR. TAPE
0V]-I9. PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE DATA, TAPE
OVl-19, HICH RESOLUTION TELESCOPE
HI-ENERCY PROTONS,DE/DX TEI,,TAPE
OV1-19, VLF PLASHA WAVE CHARACT
VLF PLASMA WAVE MEASUREMEJWTS,TAPE
OVl-]9, DIR PROTON SPECT .2-3ME_V
DIRECTIONAL PRDTON SPECTROM.,TAPE




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
69-068A-06
69-068A-O6A DO 3 08/11/69 08108170
69-06bA-088 DO 9 08/14169 10/03/70
69-068A-06C DO 1 08/15/69 09/29/70
69-068A-01
69-068A-OlA DD S1 08/12/69 05/12/70
69-068A-0]B DO 16 08/11/69 05/11/70
69-068A-01C DO 1 08/12/69 OS/12/70




69-068A-O2A MP 3 08/17/69 07/24/71
69-068A-(X2B MP 3 08/17/69 07/24/7]
69-068A-0"2C MP 3 08/]7/69 0712417]
69-068A-O2D MP 2 0"2/11/70 12t12/70
69-068A-O'2E MP 1 12/16/69 07/24/71
69-068A-O2F MP ] 08/17/69 05/14/71
69-068A-Or_C MP ] 08/26/69 11/15/70
69-068A-O2H MP 1 06/14/70 06/14/70
69-068A-02I MP 1 11/02/69 11/02/69
69-068A-O2J MP 1 11/02/69 11/0"2/69
69-068A-O2K MP 1 11/02/69 11/02/69
71-083A
71-083A-06
71-083A-O6A DO 19 09/30/71 12/27/72
71-083A-06B DO 1
71-083A-06C DO 48 10/03/71 12/25/72
7]-083A-04
71-083A-O4A DO 86 10/02/71 05/24/73
71-083A-048 HT llS 03/27/12 01/11/74
71-083A-03
71-083A-O3A FR 57 09/29/71 05/18/73
71-083A-05




75-057A-O4A FR 101 06/24/75 09/30/78
75-067A-01
75-057A-OlA DO 38 06/28/75 09/30/78
76-057A-018 DO 16 09/28/76 09/30/78
75-057A-01C DO 16 06/26/75 09/30/78
75-057A-OlD DO ]8 06/23/75 09/30/78
76-057A-O1E DO 7 06/23/75 06/24/78
76-057A-OIF DO 5 06/23/76 09/18/78




75 057A-O7A HI 1 06/21/76 09/30/78
75-057A-06
75-057A-OSA DO 150 06/26/76 09/30/78
75-057A-05B DD 23
76-057A-03
7S-OS7A-O3A DO 370 07/24/75 09/15/78
76-057A-06






65-078A-0OO DO 6 10/05/65 12101165
65-078A-0_
65-078A-O2A DO 79 lO/OS/6S 12/01/66
65-078A-028 MP 2 10/05/65 12/00/65
65 078A-(Y2C DO 3 10/05/65 12/02/65
66-078A-O2D MP l 11/01/65 12/30/66
6S-O78A-03
66-078A-O3A FR ] 10/05/66 12/01/65
65-078A-03B DO 79 10/05/65 12/01/65
6B-O26A
6B-O26A-02
68-026A-O2A DO 12 05/13/68 '07/11/68
68-026A-028 DO 3 0S/13/68 07/]1/68
68-026A-04
68-026A-O4A DD 12 05/13/68 07/11/68
68-026A-048 DO 3 05/13/68' 07/11/68
6B-OSgA
68-059A-01
68-059A-01A FR 1 07/14/68 09/28/68
68-059A-06
6B-OSgA-OSA FR 1 07/13/68 07/14/68
69-025(:
6g-o2SC-01
69-026C-01A DO 34 03/18/89 02/25/70
69-026C-11
69-O2.EK_-llA DO 34 03/18/69 01/25/10
6g-025C-04
69-02_C-04A DD 34 03/18/69 01/25/70
69-02SC-06
69-025C-06A DD 34 03/18/69 07/27/59
69-025C-02
69-025C-02A DO 34 03/18/69 01/25/70
69-O_SC-OS
46
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ELECTRON SPECTROMEI__R DAIA, TAPE
08/04/66
OV 3-3, ATHOS DRAG DENSITY
ATMOS DENSITY TABt ES, FICHE
0V3-3,MAC. ELECT SPECI
ELECTRON FLUXES, TAPE
PE]_P ELECTRON FLUXES, TAPE
PERP ELECIRONS AT L .LT. 10, TAPE
E_UATORIAL ELECTRON FLUXES, TAPE
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES V2, OF OSA
7094 VERSION OF DATA SET OSA
REFORMATTED (7094) VERSION DF OSC
REFORMAI_ED (7094) VERSION 0F OSD
REEORMA_[ED (7094) VERSION OF OSB
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES V3, OF OSA
B-FLUX PRS. EL., SORTED L=1.7-2.3
0B/14/64
P 11-AS, VLF ELECTRIC FIE_DS
VLF ELECTRIC FIELD
03/25/61
P 14, FARADAY CUP pLASMA PROBE




USC+CS OPTICAL DATA INPUT
USC*OS OPTICAL PASS SUMMARIES
USC+CS OPTICAL CORRECTED NEWMST
USC+CS OPTICAL CDRRECTED PASS SUM
USC+CS CORRECTED OPTICAL DATA
USAF DPTICAL NEWMST
USAF OPTICAL DATA INPUT
USAF OPTICAL PASS SLJHMARIES
USC+CS OPTICAL DATA - CEDNAUTICS
02/]6165
PEGASUS I,MEIEOROID DETECTORS
CARDS AND TAPE IMACES 0F CARDS
05/25/65
PECASUS 2,MICROMETEDRITE
CARDS AND TAPE IMACES OF CARDS
07/30/65
PECASUS 3, MICROMEIEORITE
CARDS AND TAPE IMACES OF CARDS
]0/11/58
PIONEER i, IONIZATION CHAMBER
SANBORN OSCILIOCRAHS AND CALIBRAT
ION]ZINC RADIATION VS ALl PLOT
PIONEER 1,SEARCH COIL MACNETOMETR
PLOTS 0F B(PEI_P)AND PHASE VS TIME
SANBDRN DSCILLDGRAMS
o3/ii/6o
PIONEER 5, SEARCH C01L MAC
TABLES AND GRAPHS OF T, MAC AMP
COMPUIER LISTINCS DF TELE)4ETRY
SANBORN 0SCIL LOCRAMS AND CAT IBRAT
PIONEE_ S,FRIP COINC PROP COUNTER
PLOIS /RIP.*SINCLE DAIA VS TIME
DICITAL TRIP.+SINCLE DATA(T/ME)
PION S,]ON CH*CM(E/I.55,2.86 P)
1ABULATIONS RA]E3 VS 1MFLM
SANBORN 0SCILLOCRAMS





CORDTATION DELAY TIME LISTINC_S
PIONEER 8,CELESTIAL MECHANICS
CELESTIAL MEOIANICS MAC. TAPES
PIONEI_ 6, FARADAY CUP
PLOTS 0F VEL, DEN, TE)4P, VS TIME
HIT PLASMA PARAM 1 HR AV OEDPHYSB
NSSOC PLASMA PUBLICATION-HIT DATA
HOUR AVC PLASHA pARAMETERS ON TP
PIONEER 6,TWD FREQUENCY RECEIVER
TOTAL ELECT CONTE]NT,HRLY VAL (DO)
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT.HRLY VAL(MO)
CORRECTED ELECT D_ZTY,TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS, 35MM
PIONEE_ 6,SUP.CDNJUNC.FARADAY ROT
SUPERIOR CDNJ.FARADAY ROTATION
PIONEER 6,COSMIC RAY DETECTOR
HOURLY COUNT RATES, MFIU4 LISTINC
HOURLY COUNT RATES, MFILH PLOTS
PIONEER 6,SINCLE AXIS MACNETOMETE
30 SEC VR MACNETIC FIELD AVC,TAPE
HOURLY AV(_) VR MAC FIELD, MFILH
HR AVC PION-6 + 7 VECTORS ON TAPE
PIONEER 6,COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
COUNT RATE * PULSE HEICHI DATA
COUNT RATE PLOTS,27 DAY EACH
SOD PBLSHD CR PROTON COUNT RATES
PIONF_R 6, ELECTROSTATIC ANAl YZER
PLOTS OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
SOLAR CEOPHYS DATA PBLSD SOLAR VD




FORM QUANlITY OF DATA
69 02SC 05A DO 34 03/18/69 03/25/70
66 OIOA
66070A-O9
66-070A 09A FR 1 01/01/69 01/14/70
66-070A-05
66 OIOA-OSA DD 17 08/04/66 09/06/67
66-070A-058 DD 8 0B/04/66 09/06/67
66-07OA-05C DD 1 08/04/66 09/06/67
66-070A-050 DO ] 08/04/66 09/06/67
66-070A-OSE DB 6 08/04/66 09/06/67
66-070A-OSF DO 17 08/04/66 09/06/67
66-070A-050 DD ] 08/04/66 09/06/67
66 070A-OSH DO 1 08/04/66 09/06/67
66 070A-051 DO 8 08/04/66 09/06/67




64 0458-06A M0 1 08/15/64 09/13/64
61-010A
61-010A-02
6]-OlOA-O2A NO 3 03/25/61 03/27/61
66-0S6A
66-0S6A-02
66 056A-O_A DD 1 07/_D/68 12/31/67
66-OSBA-O2B DD 3 07/_0/66 12/3]/67
66-056A-020 DD ] 07120/66 12/31/67
66 OS6A-0"2D DD 1 07/20/66 06/07/67
66-056A-O'2E DO 1 07/20/66 06/07/67
66-056A-O2F DO 42 07/20/66 11/14/70
66-056A-020 DD 1 00/20/67 01/10/69
66 056A-O2N DO i 09/2o/67 oi/io/69
66-0S6A-021 DO I 09/20/67 01/]0/69
66-056A-O_J DD 3 08/11/66 03/15/67
6S OOgA
65-009A-01
6S-O09A-O]A DO 1 02/17/65 03/_9/66
65-039A
65-039A-01
65 039A-OIA DD 1 0S/25/65 10/31/67
65 060A
6S 060A-01
6S 060A-OIA DO 1 07/30/65 08115/67
5B OOTA
SB-OOZA-OI
58 OOIA-OIA MO 2 IO/I]/S8 10/13/58
58 O07A-01B FR 1 10/]]/58 10/11/58
58-007A-02
_8-O07A-O2A MO ] 10/11/_ ]0/11/$8
_8-007A-02B MO 2 10/1]/58 10/]3/58
60-001A
60 DOIA-02
60 O01A-O2A MP I 03/]1/60 05/06/60
60 O01A-O2B MP S 03/lI/6O 07/11/60
60-001A-02C MO 12 03/11/60 07/05/60
60_001A-01
6O-O01A-OIA MO 1 03/11/60 05/10/60
6O-OOIA-OIB MO 5 03/I1/60 05/16/60
60-001A-03
60-OOIA-03A M0 1 03/11/60 04/2_/60
60-001A-03B MO 12 03/11/60 07/0S/60
6O-O01A D30 MO 2 03/11/60 05117/60
66-1OSA
6S-IOSA-O00 HI 1 ]2/16/65 0311]/70
6S I05A OOE DO 9 1_/16/65 05/16/72
6S ]OSA-OOF DO ] 12116/6S 05/16/72
65-]05A-000 MP I 12/16/6S 05/01/72
65-IOSA-07
65-105A-O7A DO 2 1_/18/6S 09/24/67
6S 1OSA-02
65-105A-O2A MO 1 12/18/65 04/03/69
65-IOSA-O2B BT 11 03/01/69 0_/28/70
6S-105A-0_C FR 8 12/16/6S 05/18/71
65.105A-020 DD 1 12/16/65 05/09/71
6S-105A-04
65-105A-O4A DO 1 ]2/16/65 07/11/66
6S-105A-04B MO I 1_/16/65 07/11/66
65 105A-94D DO 1 01/09/66 0S/25/66
6S ]OSA-D4E MO ] 01/10/66 06/01/66
65-10SA-08
65-]05A-OBA DO ] 10/12/66 11/24/66
6S-]OSA-O_
65-105A-OSA MO ] 12/16/65 02/06/67
65-105A-05B MO 1 1_/16/6S 01/2S/67
65-IOSA-01
65-105A-O1A DD 3 01/28/66 07/26/66
65 IOSA-OIB MO 1 12117/65 09105/67
65-ID5A-01C DD 1 12/15/65 0q/15/67
65-106A-03
6S-105A-O3A DO 10 12/16/65 1_/30/70
6_-]0_A-030 MP ] 1_/16/65 12/26/60
66-lObA-O3E BT 39 03/07/69 05/05/75
6S-IOSA-06
65 ]05A-O6A MT 22 12/16/6S 03/18/74
6S-]OSA-O6B BT l] 1_/16/65 0S/05/75




• INVESTICATDR NAME EXPERIHENI NAME =






























COROIATION DELAY TIM_ LISTINCS
PIONEER 7,FARADAY CUP
PLOTS OF VFL, DEN, TEMP, VS TIME
MI1 PLASMA PARAM / f_ AV OE_PHYSB
NSSDC PLASMA PUB NIT DATA M] ICHE
HOUR AVO PLASMA PARAMEIBS ON TP
MACNETOTAIL HICH RES FLUXFS-LIST
P10NEER l, TWO FREQUENCY BFACON
TDTAL ELECT CONTE_FT. HRLY VAL(DD)
TOTAL ELECT COhFrENI.PI_LY VAL (MO)
CORRECTED ELECT DENSITY, TAPE
CORRECTED ELEC1 DFNS PLOTS, 3SHM
PIONEER /,SUPERIOR CONJ FARADAY
SUPERIOR CONJUNCI]ON FARADAY ROT
PIDNEI]R 7,COSMIC RAY ANZSOTROPY
HOURLY COUNT RATES, MFILM LISTINC
HOURLY COUNT RATES, MFILM PLDTS
PIONE_ /,SINCLE AXIS MACNETOMETR
30 SEC VR MAGNETIC FI_D AVC,TAPE
HOURLY AVC, D VR MAC FIELD, MFILM
HR AVG PION 6 * 7 VECTORS ON 1APE
PIONEER 1,COSMIC RAY 1ELESCOPE
COUNT RATE * PULSE HEIGHT DATA
COLINT RATE PLOTS,21 DAYS EACH
SCD PBLSHD CR PROTON COUNT RATES
PIONEER 7, ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
PLOTS OF PLASMA PARAMETERS
SOLAR CEOPHYS DATA PBLSO SOLAR WI)
HR AVG PLASHA PARAM ON MAC TAPE




COROTATION DELAY TIME LISTINGS
PIDNE_ 8,TWO FREQUENCY 8EACDN
TOTAL ELECT CONTE_q, HRLY VAL(DD)
TOTAL ELECT CONTD_T,HRLY VAL (NO)
CORRECTED ELECT DFJWSITY, TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS, 3.SHM
PIONEE_ B,COSMIC RAY ANISOIROPY
7 MIN AND I HR COUNT RATES, TAPES
7 MIN AND I HR COUNT RATES, FILM
PIONE_ B,SINGLE AXIS MACNETOMET
HOURLY AVE_ACED VECTORS, PLOTS
30-SEC VR MAC FIELD AVCS ON TAPE
HOURLY AVERACED VECTORS, MAC TAPE
PIONEER B,ELECIRIC FIELD DE_ECTDR
FINE TIME SCALE E-FIEIJ) SPECTRUM
SUMMARY PLOTS, ELECT FLO. DET.
PIONE_ 8,COSM1C RAY CRADIENT DE7
20HIN AVC TELESCOPE RATE PLOTS
8 FIR AVC TELESCOPE RATE PLOTS
SC_ PBLSHD PROTON COUN1 RATES
DAILY AVC RATE, MFILM LISTINC






CDROTATION DELAY TIME LISTINCS
PRELIMINARY TRAJ CHARIS
PIONEER g,TWO FREQUENCy BEACON
TOTAL ELECT COhfTENI-. HRLY VAL(DD)
TOTAL ELECT CONTE_I,HRLY VAL (MO)
CORRECTED ELECT DENSITY, TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DONS. PLOTS, 35HM
PUBLISHED BEACON SCIN_ OBS
BEACON SCIN_ILLAIION DBS ON TAPE
PIONE_ 9, COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
PRTCL COUNT RATES MFILM LISTINCS
PIONEER 9,FLECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR
E-FLD HR AVC BRDAD BAND,4OOHZ.Ap
FINE TIME SCALE E-FIELD SPECTRUM
E-FIELD SUMMARY PLDTS DN M/FILM
E FIELD (100,400o3.E4 HZ) ON TAPE
PIONEJJ_ 9,3-AXIS FLUXCATE MAGNETO
30 SEC AVC MAC FIELD VRS ON MFILM
PIONB 9,COSMIC-RAY CRADIE_WT
SCO PBLSHD PROTON COUNT RATES
PION 9,DAILY AVG RATE M/F LISTINC
DAILY AVCD RATES,MFILM PLOTS




AT3ITUTDE * HEC TRAJECTORY. TAPE
ALTITUDE + HEC TRAJECTORY (VAX VR
PIONEER IO,CELESTIAL MECHANICS
DOPPLER TRACKINC DATA ON MAC TAPE





FORM qUANTITY OF DATA
65-105A-O6D MP I 12/18/66 03/04/66
66-075A
66-075A-OOD HI 1 08/17/66 07/09171
66-075A-OOE DO 9 03/17/66 01/02/7_
66=07bA-OOF DO 1 08/17/66 01/0_/72
66 075A-OOC HP ] 08/17/66 01/00/72
66-075A-02
66 075A-O2A MO ] 08/18/66 12/02/68
66 075A-02B flit 5 06/0"2/69 10/31/69
66-075A-020 FR 8 08/18/66 12/0"2/68
66-O75A-O2D DD 1 08/19/66 11/29/68
66-075A-O2E MP 1 09/19/66 09/30/66
66-075A-04
66-075A-O4A DO ] 08/18/66 11/29/67
66-075A-046 HO 1 08/18/66 11/29/67
66-075A-O4D DD ] 08/17/66 10/26/67
66-075A-O4E M• 1 09/12/66 05/20/69
66-076A-08
66-075A-OBA DO ] 06/13/67 07/19/67
66 075A-05
66-075A-OSA RO ] 08/18/66 01/3]/67
66-075A-056 MO 1 08/17/66 01/28/67
66-075A-0]
66-075A-OlA DO 4 08/17/66 02/25/67
66-07SA-O]B NO 1 06/17/66 10/29/67
66-075A-0]C DO 1 08/17/66 10/27/67
66-075A-06
66-07SA-O6A DO 8 08/17/66 12/29/67
66-075A-O6D MP i 08/17/66 12/27/68
66-075A-O6E BT 32 03/07/69 08/07/71
66-07SA-03
66-075A-O3A MP 11 08/17/66 02/09/69
66-075A-03B BT 56 0S/21/75 05/21/75
66-075A-030 DO 1 08/19/66 11/28/66
66-07SA-O3D MP Z 08/19/66 11/26/66
67-123A
67-123A-OOD DO 6 12/13/67 11/]S/71
67-]23A-ODE DO 1 12/13/67 11/15/71
67-123A-OOF MP 1 12/13/67 11/01/7]
67-123A-03
67 123A-O3A DO ] 12/14/67 08/25/69
67-123A-O3B MO 1 ]2/14/67 08/25/69
67-123A-03C DD ] 12/19/67 03/07/71
67-123A-O3D MO 1 02/2>0/68 08/30/70
67 123A-05
67-123A-OSA DO 6 12/13/67 03/31/69
67-]?3A-OSB HP 3 03/21/69 12/31/70
67 123A-0]
67-123A-O]A NO ] 12/23/67 12/07/66
67-123A-016 DO 3 12/13/67 12/03/68
67-123A-01C DO 1 I2/17/67 12/30/69
67-123A-07
67-123A-O7A NO 16 12/13/67 10/07/68
67-123A-07B MO 2 12/13/67 09/23/68
67-123A-06
67-123A-O6A MP 1 12/13/67 04/10/68
67-123A-068 NP 1 12/13/67 04/21/68
67-123A-060 BI 51 12/01/69 05/28/75
67-123A-O6D MP 1 12/13/67 11/05/7]
67-123A-O6E MO 1 12/13/67 11/06/71
67-123A-0_
67-123A-O2A HT 36 12/14/67 01/0S/74
68-100A
6B-IOOA-O00 DO 6 11/08/6B 04/16/72
68-100A-OOE DO 1 11/08/88 04/16/7_
68 IOOA-OOF MP 1 11/00/68 04/01/72
6B-IOOA-OOC HJ 1
68-100A-03
6B-IOOA-O3A DO 1 11/08/6B 07/16/69
68 IOOA-O3B MO 1 11/09/66 07/16/69
68-100A-030 DO 1 I1/11/68 03/07/7]




68-100A-OSA MP 2 11/08/68 09/2_/70
60-100A-07
SB-IOOA-O7A MP 1 11/08/68 02/27/69
6B IOOA-O7B MO 9 11/09/68 09/07/69
6B IOOA-07C MO 2 12/03/68 09/06/69
68-100A-O7D DO 4 11/08/68 07/03/69
68-100A-01
6B-IOOA-OlA NO 2 11/08/68 06/13/69
68 lOOA-O6
6B-IOOA-O6A BT 49 12/01/69 08/18/74
68-]00A-066 MP I 11/08/68 09/04/71
68-100A-060 M0 1 11/08/68 09/04/71
68-]00A-02
68-IOOA-O2A PIT 16 11/08/68 08/18/74
72-012A
72-012A-OOE DD 20 03/04/72 05/01/84
72-012A-OOF DO 1 04/18/72 08/28/87
72-012A-OOG DO 1 04/18172 08128/87
72-012A-09
72 012A-OgA DD 1 10/05/73 12/28/73
72-012A-OGB DD ] 11/13/81 12/09/81
46
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PIDNEER 10,2 QUAD'SPHERE ANALYZRS
PLB[S OF BULK SPEED VS TIME-FILM
SOLAR WIND PROTON BULK SPEED DATA
FULL HISTORY. SOLAR WIND PROTONS
F_ AVC SOLAR WIND PROTONS+MDMEN'TS
DAILY AVC SDL WIND PROTON_MDMEMFTS
FULL HISIORY SOL WIND PRDT PLOTS
54 DAY S W PROTON T,N.V PLOTS
LIST DAY AVC S W PROTON*MOMENIS
FULL HISTORY SOLAR WIND (VAX VER)
HR AVC SOLAR WIND PRD+MNI(VAX VER
DAILY AVC SOLAR WIND PRO+MNT (VAX
PIONEER IO,JOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICL
ENCOUNTER DATA SUMMARY TAPES
E_NCOUNTER DATA ANAIYSIS TAPE
INIERPLANEIARY DATA SUGARY TAPES
INTERPLANETARY DATA PLOTS,MFILM
24H INIIOHOCCORPRSO IP SUHRY DATA
PIONEER IO, IMAGE PHOTOPOLARIMTR
CDLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTDCRAPHY
POLARIZATION DAIA ON MICROFICHE
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOCRAPHY
B/W 8X10 PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEXES OF DATA
POLARIZATION DATA ON IAPE
JUPITER IMAGE LOG DN MICROFICHE
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEX OF JUPIIER IMAGES
B/W PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
PIONEER IO,UV PHOTOMETER,200 BOOA
EUV EDR PHOION ERISSION DATA
USC ULTRAVIOLEt DATA PLOTS
PIONEER IO,MEIEDRDID OETECTDR
METEOROID ENVIRONMI]_T DATA/JUP
COMPLETE EVENT TIMES.OHM O+I.FIEH
PIDNEJ-_ IO. S BAND OCCULIATION
JUP DCCULT- FINAL PLTS/LSTS MFLM
IO OCCULT - FINAL PLIS/LISTS M_LM
1D OCCULI - INIERMED.DATA, TAPE
I• OCCULT -- RED.TM SIGNALS, IAPE
JUP.DCCULT INTERME).DATA, TAPE
JUP OCCULT RED.TM SIGNALS, TAPE
PIONEER IO,CHARCE]) PARTICLE T FIE
15 MIN AVE]RACED JUPITER FNCOLn_TER
6-HR AVERAGED INILRPLANETARY DAIA
PIONEER IO,CHARCED PARTICIE COMP
SOLROT cOUNT RATE PLOTS, MFILM
PURSE HEIQU ANAtYSIS DAIA, 1APLS
5 MIN AVC. COUN] RATE TAPES
PIONEp_R IO,3-AXIS HF. IUM MACN_OH
ENCOUNTER I MIN AV DATA PLOIS.FLH
]MIN. HOURLY, DAILY AVG. CRUISE
I MIN AVCD VR HAC FIELD DATA.FILM
JUPITER ENC.TRAJ+INSIDE 7RJ JC CO
PIONF_ IO,ASTEROID ASTRONOMY
ASTEROID/METEOROID/SKY EHISSIONS
DATA ANALYSIS, FINAL RLPDRT
PIONEER IO,JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICL
PION-IO JUPITER E=NCOUNTER 1APES
ONE HOUR CRUISE AVERAGES
24 HR CDRR_CIFD CRUIS[ AVCS+TRAJ.
PIDNE_ IO.ZODIACAL LIGHT PHDIOM
BACKCRDL_D SKY TAPfS
04/06/73
ATTITUTDE * HEC TRAJECTORY, TAPE
AIIITUOE * HEC IRAJ_CIORY (VAX VR
PIDNEER 11, FLUXCATF MACN_T OME_ER
JOV. ENCOUNTER 5 MIN AVCS. TAPE
SATURN E_CDUNTE_ 5 MIN AVC DATA
JDVIAN ERCDUNTER,36-S AVCS, TAPE
SATURN ERCDUN_ER,I+2-MIN AVS,TAPE
PIONEER 11, CEI ESTIAL MECHANICS
DOPPLER TRACKING (JUPITER FNCNTR)
DOPPLER TRACKING DATA SATURN ENCO
PIONEJ_R 11,2 QUAD'SPIIERE ANALYZRS
SOLAR WIND PROTON BUIK SPE_) DATA
FUi I HISTORY, SOtAR WIN() PROTONS
HR AVC SOLAR WINI_ PRO![fNS*M_)M_NIS
DAILY AVC $01 WIN[) PR[IIUN+M[]MIN]S
FULL HISTORY SO_ WIND PROT PIDIS
54-DAY S W PRDTON I,N,V PLOT5
LIST DAY AVO S W PBOION+MOMENTS
FULL HISORY SOLAR WIND (VAX VER)
DAILY AVC SOLAR WIND PRO*MNT(VAX
HR AVC SOLAR WIND PRO+MNT(VAX VF_
PIONEE_ II,JOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICL
ENcouNTER DAIA SUMMARY TAPES
E_CDUNTER BINARY REDUCTION TAPES
INTERPLAN_ARY DATA SUMMARY TAPLS
SAIURN ENCIB BINARY RIDUCTION IPS
INIERPIANL1ARY DATA PI UTS,MF JlM
24H ]NHOMDC COMPRSD ]P SUMRY DATA
P]ONF_ II. IMACI PI_DTDP(hARII'flR
COLOR PRESS RE1 {ASt PHOIIICRAPHY
POLARIZAIION DAIA DN MICROFICHE
BLACK I WH]lE P0tARIMFTER IMACE_Y
72-012A-13
72-012A-13A MD 1 04/18/7P 12/12/73
72-012A-138 DO 8 04/18/72 ]2/31/79
72 012A-13C DD 1 04/18/72 12/15/86
72-012A-13D DO 1 04/18/72 12/I3/86
72-012A I3E DO 1 04/18/77 21/04/86
72-012A 13F FR 7 04/]8/72 06/25/83
72-012A-13C FR 2 04/18/72 06/25/83
72-OIIA-13H FR 1 04/18/72 06/25/83
72-012A-13I DO 1 04/I8/72 12/15/86
72-OI2A-I3J DO 1 04/18/77 12/13/86
72-012A-I3K DO I 04/18/72 ]1/04/86
72-012A-05
72-012A-O5A DO 6 11/25/73 12/19/73
72-012A-058 DD 1 12/04/73 12/0S/73
72-012A-0SC DD 3 03/03/72 05/30/77
72-OI2A-OSE MP 1 03/03/7? 02/09/82
72-O]2A+OSF IX) 2 03/03/72 I2/31/88
72.-012A-07
72-012A-O7A VC 25
72-012A-O/B FIR ]85 04/26/72 07/20/75
72-012A-07C YH 16S 12/02/73 12/05/73
72-012A OZD YI 52 12/02/73 12/05/73
72 OI2A-O7E FR 1 01/26/73 02/1S/73
72+012A-O7F DO 10 04/26/7_ 07/20/75
72-012A-07C FIR 1 11/25/73 12/15/73




77 012A 06A DD 45 03/11/72 05/30/81
72-0]2A 068 MP 1 03/30/72 09/25/80
72-012A-04
72-O12A-O4A FR 1
72 012A-04B FIR 1 06/09/72 08/30/80
72-012A-10
72-012A 10A HP 1 12/04/73 12/04/73
72-012A 108 MP 1 12/04/73 12/04/73
72 OIIA-IOC DD 1 12/04/73 12/04/73
72-012A-IDO DD 2 12/04/73 12/04/73
72-012A 1OF DO 1 12/04/73 12/04/73
72-012A ]OF DO 2 12/04/73 12/04/73
72-012A 12
72-012A-12A DD 1 11/26/73 12/1S/73
72-012A I2B DD 1 03/06/72 12/31/88
72-012A-02
72 OI2A-O2A MD 2 03/03/72 01/14/74
72 O12A 02B DD 61 03/03/72 12/31/88
72 012A-02C DD 28 03/03/72 12/31/88
72 O_2A Ol
72-012A-010 MO ] 11/25/73 12/15/73
72-012A 01E DD 4g 02/27/72 ]1/17/75
72-OI2A-OIF MO 1 09/03/72 09/30/72
72-012A+01C DO 1 12/03/73 12/04/73
72-012A-03
72-012A-O3A DD 55 03/09/72 01/07/76
72-012A-038 ER 5
72-012A 11
72-012A=llA DE) 3 11/25/73 ]2/18/73
72-012A-118 DD 3 03/03/72 03/23/88
72 OIIA-I1C DD I 03/03/72 03/23/88
72 OI2A-I4
72 OI2A 14A DD 2 05/17/72 10/06/Z3
73-029A
73-OIgA OOE DO 1 04/21/73 10/22/87
73 019A OOf DO 1 04/21/73 10/22/87
73-019A-14
73.-029A 14A DD 1 12/02/74 12/03/74
73 OIgA 14B DD 1 09/01/79 09/01/79
73-019A-14C DO 1 12/03/74 I2/03/74
73-019A-14D DD 1 09/01/79 09/01/79
73-019A O9
73-OIgA-OgA DO ] 04/27/74 22/25/74
73 O]9A 096 DD 1 08/01/79 09/]8/79
73.019A 13
73-O]9A-13A DD S 04/21/73 12/31/79
73+019A 13B DO 1 04/21/73 05/08/86
f3 019A 13C DD I 04/21/73 0S/04/86
73 O]BA 13D DD 1 04/21/73 04/]7/86
73 O]9A ]3[ ER 6 04/71/73 12/06/81
/30]gA ]3F FIR l 04/21/73 12/06/81
73-019A-13C ER 1 04/21/73 12/06/81
73-O]9A-I3Et DO 1 04/21/73 0S/08/86
73-019A-13I DO 1 04/21/73 0S/04/86
73-029A-I3J DO 1 04/_1/73 04/17/86
73-019A-05
73-O]9A-OSA DO 4 11/25/74 12/09/74
73-029A-058 DO 2 12/02/74 12/03/74
73 O]gA OSC DD 2 04/16/73 05/31/77
730]9A 05D DD 10 08/30/79 09/04/79
73 O]BA 05F MP 1 04/16/73 02/09/82
73 O]gA OSC DD 1 04/16/73 12/29/88
[3 01q_ OZ
/30IBA O/A VC 25
73 019A O/B FIR 256 05/30/73 09/05/79
73 019A 07C YH 288 11/30/74 12/04/74
• SPACECRAF-rNAME LAUNCH DATE •
•loeoem*o•leto_eo*oeee*eeeee•ol*oeeee•e*•el_•*•*_•*+e*_lee*eleo*eee•ee•e*ee
• INVESTICATOR NAME E]KPLMIME_ NAME •
























POLARIZATION DATA ON TAPE
JUPITE_ IMAGE LOC ON MICROFICHE
JUPITER COLOR IMACERY
SATURN FJ_COU_FIE_
SATURN FJ_COUNIER DATA ON MAC TAPE
INDEX OF JUPITER IMAGES
INDEX OF SATURN IMACES
B/W PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
PIONEER 11,UV PHOTOMETER.2OO-BOOA
EIN EI)R PROTON EHISSION DATA
LISC ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
PIONEER 11, METEOROID DETECTOR
METEOROID ENVIRONMENT DATA/JUP
METEOROID EXP RESULTS AT SATURN
COMPLETE EVE_ IlHES,CHN.O+I,FICH
PIONEER 11, S-BAND OCCULTATION
JUPOCCULT - FINAL PLTS/LSTS MFLM
JUP+OCCULT -- INTErNED.DATA. TAPE
JUP.OCCULT - RED.TM SICNALS,TAPE
PIONEER ll. CHARCED PARTICLE TELE.
15 MIN AVERACED JUPITER E]_CDL_ER
1S+MIN AVERACED SATURN E]'4COUI_[TER
6-F'IR AVERAOE]) INTERPLANETARY DATA
PIONEER 11,CHARQED PARTICLE COMP
15 HIN PULSE HEI(_rfI TAPES
S MIN SECTORED COL_rI-RATE TAPES
SOL.ROT.COUNrr RATE PLOTS, MFILM
PIONEIJ_ 11,3 AXIS HELIUM MCNETOM.
I MIN AVCJ) VR MAC FIELD DATA.FILM
i MIN, HOURLY. DAILY AVC. CRUISE
HI TIME RES B VRS, TAPE
SATURN E]_COUhFIER MINUTE AVC PE CO
JUPITER [3_C.TRAJ.INSIDE 7RJ JC CO
JUPITER ENCOUNTER-I NIN. AVCJ) TAP
FI_LY • DAILY MAC FLD AVCS
PIONU_ 11, ASIEROID ASTRONOMY
ASTLMDID/MEIEOROIO/SKY EIMISSIONS
DATA ANALYSIS, FINAL REPORT
PIONEER 11,JOVIAN CttARCED PARTICL
PION-1] JUPITE_ ENCOL_VILM 1APES
SATURN ENC.-CHARCED PARTICLES
ONE HOUR CRUISE AVLRACES
24 HR CORRECTED CRUISE AVCS+TRAJ.
PIONEER II,ZODIACAL LICHT F_tDTDM.





]ONOPAUSE,BOWS CROSS TIME*LDC FIC
EPHEMERIS, TAKEN FROM SET)R, 1APE
PIO78OR-SDLAR WIND pLASMA ANALYZR
OPA-SED DATE VELOCITY(ORBIT ]-740
pLASMA ANALYZER DATA 12-78
SOLAR WIND PLASMA (UADS-LFD FILE)
PIOlBOR,ELECTRON TEHPE_ATUR PROBE
ELECTRON TEMP DENSITY (UADS-LFD)
CD OBSERVED IONOPAUSE LOCATIONS
12-S ELEC TEMP DENSITY (UADS-LFD)
PIOlOOR, RADIO SCIENCE TEAM
CAS*P[_SMA ENVIR.SICS STRE_TH LT
PIO7OOR,CAM_ RAY BURST DETECTOR
OCBD HOURLY AVERACES
OCBD HOURLY AVERACES=MFICHE
PIO78OR, ATMOSPHERIC _AC (DAD)
ATMOSPHERIC DRAC DLMSITIES
OAD(SED) PV ATM DRAG MODEL
0AD(SED) PV ATN DRAC OBS 0RBS-246
PI0780R. RADIO 0CCULTAT]0N (OOCC)
S-BAND,X-BAND RADIO OCCULTATION
PIO18OR,RETARDINC POTENTIAL ANAL+
pLASMA PARAME-TER (UADS LFD FILE)
R.P.A. EDR DATA
PID78OR-NEUTRAL PART MASS SPECT
NFJJTRAL OAS COMP (UADS-LFD FILE)
ONI_ VEP_JS SUMMARY, LOW FRE_ DAIA
12-S NEUTNAL CAS DENSITY PLOTS
NMS EMEROETIC IDN ()40EY) TAPE
NMS ENERCEI IC ION (>40EV) FICHE
PIO/8OR, RADAR ALTIMEIER (ORAD)
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
RADAR MEASUREMEN3 (UADS-LFD FILE)
RADAR ALTIM COMPOSITE DATA
ALTIMEIR]C • RAD]OM_RIC, LFD
SIDE-LOOK RADAR BKSCTR QTR DECREE
PIDlBOR,INTLMNAI DENS DIST.(OIDO)
LINE-OF-S1CH] ACCL PLOTS * LIST
CRAVITAT]ONAL ACCELERATION DATA
VB_WJS GRAVITY AT BETA RECID
CRAV.FIEIJ3 OF VE74US,PRELIM.ANAI.
ORAVITY ANOMALIES ON VENUS
GRAVIIY ANDM CORREL WITH TOPDC
PIO78OR-TRIAX FLUXC MACN_TOMETER





FORH QUANIITY OF DATA
73-019A-OTD YI 47 11130/74 12/04/74
73-019A-O7E FR 1 11123174 12/06/74
73-O1_-07F DO 12 05/31/73 10/29/76
73-019A-07C FR I 11/23/74 I2/09/74
73 019A OlH ZT 47 11/29/74 i2/06/74
73-O]gA--O7J V_ 82 08/23/79 09/05/79





73-019A-O6A DO 46 04/06/73 05/2318]




73 O19A 040 ER ] 04/06/73 03/03/64
Z3-OIgA-lO
73-019A-10A MP 1 12/03/74 12/03/74
73-019A-108 DO 1 12/03/74 12/03/74
73-019A-10(. DO 3 12/03/74 12/03/74
73-019A-12
73-OIgA-12A DO 1 11/26/74 12/09/74
73-OIqA-12B DO 1 08/31/79 09/04/79
73-019A-120 DO ] 04/08/73 12/31/88
73-019A-O2
73-019A-O2A DO ..5.4 04/07/73 12/31/88
73-019A 028 DO 27 04/07/73 12/31/88
73-019A-020 MP ] 04/06/73 01/14/74
73-019A-01
73-019A-OIA MO ] 04/06/73 06/0"2/73
73-019A-01B DO 71 04/06/73 12/31/86
73-O]9A-O]E DO 16 04/30/73 12/14/74
73-OIgA-OID DO ] 08/30/79 09/08/79
73-OIgA-OIE DO 1 12/03/74 12/03/74
73-OIgA-OIF DO l 11/24/74 12/24/74
73-019A-0]C DO I 04/06/73 12/31/86
73-019A-03
73=OIgA-O3A DO 39 04/11/73 12/29/74
73-019A-038 FIR 5
73-019A 11
73-019A I1A DO 7 11/]9/74 12/12/74
73-0]9A-118 DO 1 08/30/79 09/05/79
73-019A 110 DO 3 04/06/73 03/29/88
73-OIgA-]lD DO ] 04/06/73 03/28/88
73-019A 1S
73 O]gA 1SA DO 1 05/28/74 09/24/74
78-051A
7B-OSIA-OOD FIR 13] 12/05/78 04/2"2/89
78-051A-OOE FR 667 12/0S/78 06/16/88
7B+051A-OOF DO l 12/0S/78 11/19/81
78-051A OOC FR l 12/0S/78 11/19/81
78-051A-OOH DO 84 12/0S/78 ]0/29/85
70 051A-18
78 051A-18A DO 1 12/05/78 10/_1/81
78-051A-18B DD 1 12/11/78 12/11/78
ZB-O51A-lBC DO 10 12/05/78 11/26/81
78-051A-01
78-051A OlA DO 10 12/0S/78 11/26/81
78-051A 018 DD 1 12/05/78 08/07/81
78-051A-010 DO 1 12/06/78 02/18/84
78-051A-03
78-051A-03C MP 4 12/12/78 11/28/79
78 051A 05
/B-051A-05B DD 2 05/2"2/78 12/31/88
78 051A-OSC FR 11 05/_P2178 091071B3
78-0SIA-19
78-051A-19A _ I 12/09/78 08/07/79
78-051A 19B DD 1 12/09/78 08/07/79
78-0SIA-19C DO 1 12/09/78 08/07/79
7B-OS1A-20
78-051A 20A DO 3 12/0S/78 02/27/79
78-051A-07
78-051A 07A DD 10 12/05/78 11/26/81
78-051A-07B DD l 12/0S/78 08/14/86
78-ObIA-1]
78-051A I]A DD 10 1210S/78 11/26/81
78=051A-11B DO ] 12/24/78 08/13/80
78-051A-IIE YP 250
78-051A llD DD 1 12/05/78 02/14/84
78-051A-IlE FR 44 01/12/82 11/0S/84
78-0SIA OP
78 051A-O2A Wl I 05/28/80 05/28/80
18 051A 028 DD 10 12/05/78 11/26/81
7B-O51A-02C DD 1 12/05/78 09/01/81
7B-OSIA 02D DD 1 12/08/78 03/19/81
78-051A 02E DD 1 12/08/78 03/19/8]
78-0SIA-23
78-051A23A MP 9 03/01/79 08/30/80
78-051A-P3B DD 5 ]2/09/79 08/29/80
78 051A _30 B] 1
78 051A _3D OI 1
78-051A 23E BI 1
78-051A-23F BI 1
78-051A 12
78-051A-12A DD 10 12/0S/78 11/26/81
SO
s •
• SPACECRAFT NAME LALPNCH DATE •
• INVF_TICATDR NAME EXPFJRIME_ NAME




































CD 32 SEC. TOTAL HAG FI_D DATA
CD 32 SEC MRC MAC * PEAK EI EC FED
S[DR LIS_ OF EPHEMERIS DATA
H]-RES, 12-S, A 2 MIN B • E PLOTS
12 S B*E FIELD, PE_IAPSIS
2 MIN OVDRLAPPED AVC,EVE]RY MIN
H]CH-RES PER IAPSIS B & E FIFJ_S
PIDlBOR-EIECTRIC FIELD DE1.
24 SEC AVCD DATA (UADS LFD FILE)
CD 32 SEC f'4RC MAC * PEAK F_EC FLD
HIRFS, 12-S, • 2 HIN B & F PLOTS
2-.MIN OVERLAPPED AVC,EVE_Y MIN.
12 S B • E FIELD PER IAPSIS (DF_FD)
H]CH-RES PEJRIAPSIS B • E FIEI_S
PIOYBOR, CF_ESTIAL MECHANICS
HICH-RESOLLF_IDN VET_US QRAVITY DAT






COHP ENHANCMNT OF THERMAL EMISS0N
ZONAL AIR TEHP. VS LATITUDE
P10780R, ION MAS SPECT.(]-6O AMU)
12 SEC AVQD ION DE_ (UADS-LFI))
12-SEC ION DENSITIES(REPLACESI/A)
OIMS HI-RES DATA BASE
PIO18OR, CLOUD PHOIOPDLARIMETER
PRESS RELEASE PHOTOS
DIGITAL MAP IMAGES ON MAC TAPE
DCPP IMAGES
PIO7BOR,ATM.SDL.CDRONA TURBL.DTUR
RADIO OCCULT ATM TURBULENCE
08/08/78
PIO78PA, ION MASS SPECTROMETER
BIM5 DATA, 850 140KM DATA ON TAPE
PIO78PA,NEUTRAL PART.MASS SPECTMR
UPPB ATM. MORNINC CONDITIONS
08/08/78
PIO78PB,IR RADIOMETER
(LIB) SFJ) PRE, DESC. CALIB DATA
PIO78PB,AIMS.CIRCULATION PATTERNS
CD REL CRUSIA[ * AIHOS.V_ .COMP
PIOlBPB,ATMOS. PROPAGATION (MPRB)
SPECTRAL AMPS, SIC_NO]SE SPECTRA
PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL * NOISE
GAS * PLASMA BVIR. SICNL STRNCTH
PIO/BPB,NEUTRAL PART.MASS SPECTRM
GAS SMPLC TBLS,I 15AMUSE5 208AMU
P]O78PB, CAS CHROMATOGRAPH
LOWE_ ATMOSPHERE COMPDS]I ON (SED)
PIO/BPB,CLOUD EXTEhFI,STRUC.,DISTR
5ED NEPHEW. BACKSCAITER CHAN DATA
P1078PB,ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
pRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE DATA
PIOTBPB,5DLAR ENERGY PENETRATION





SPECTRAL AMPS, SIC*NOISE SPECTRA
GAS * PLASMA E_IR. SICNL STRNGTH
PIO78PC,CI OUD EXTET_FI,SIRUC..DISTR
SNI(NP) SEI) BACKSCT CHAN DATA
SE_ AMB. B_<GR. RAD., SPECT. FUNC.
SED TEMP VS TIME DATA
PIB78PC,ATMDSPHERIC STRUCTURE
(SAS) SED LOW ATMOS PROPERTIES
PIO78PC, INFRARED RADIOMETER





SPECTRAL AMPS. SIC*NOISL SPECTRA
PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL * NOISE
GAS • PLASMA ENVIR. SIGNL STRNCTH
PIO78PD,CLOUI) EXTg_T,STRUC.,DISIR
(SN) SED BKSCAT., ANC. WT. EN.
(SN) SEI) IEMP. VS TIME DATA
(SN) SED AMB. BKCR. RAD., SP. FN
PIOlBPD,ATMOSPHERIE STR_TURE
(SAS) SER LOW ATMOS PROPERTIES
PIO7BPD, INFRARED RADIOMETER
SNER SED NET FLUX RADIOMETER
08108178
PIO/BPE,ATMS.CIRCULATIDN PAITERNS
SN3 CD REJ.CRUSTAL*AIMBS VEL.COMP
PIO7BPE,ATMOSPH.PRDPACATION(MPRO)
SPECTRAL AMPS, SIC*NOISE SPECIRA
PROBE SPECTRA DF SIGNAt * NOISE
GAS * pLASMA ERVIR. SICNL 51RNOTH
PIOlBPE,CLDUD E)CIF_,STRUC.,DISTR




FORM QUANIITY OF DATA
78-051A-128 DD 1 04/04/79 06/03/79
78 OSIA I2C DD 1 06/08/79 08/08/79
78 051A-I2D ER 95 03/05/82 07/23/83
78 OSIA-I_E E_ lgBO 12/05/78 01/]4/83
78 051A-l_F DO 4 12/05/78 05/28/83
78 051A-12C DO 31 12/06/78 09/30/84
78 051A-]2H DO lg 12/05/78 07/23/84
7B-OSIA-13
78-051A 13A DO 10 12/05/78 11/26/81
78-051A-138 DO 1 06/08/79 08/08/79
78-051A-13C ER 1980 12/05/78 01/]4/83
78 051A-I3D DO 31 12/06/78 09/30/84
78 05IA-13E DO 4 12/05/78 05/28/83
78-051A 13F DO lg 12/05/18 07/23/84
78 051A 21
lB 051A-21A DO 1 04/25/79 05/28/7g
78 OS1A-21B DO 1 04/25/79 05/28/79
78 0SIA-15
78-OSIA-15A YG 4 05/2g/79 05/29/79
78-051A-ISB DO 10 12/05/78 11/26/81
78 051A-16
78-051A-16A DO 2 12/12/78 02/14/79
78-051A-16B YC ]
78-051A-16C DO l 12/08/78 01/13/79
78-051A-17
78-051A-17A DO 10 12/05/78 11/26/81
78-051A-17B DO 3 12/05/78 02/18/87
78 051A-17C DO 8 12/05/78 02/25/87
78 051A-06
78 051A-O6A ZC 17 12/13/78 05/28/79
78-051A-068 DO 72 12/08/78 05/14/86
78-051A=06C YC 420 12/05/78 07/15/79
78-051A-22
78 051A-22A DO ] 12/13/78 02/OS/7g
78-078A
78-078A-02
78-078A-02B DO I 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078A-03
78 078A-038 HI 2 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-0781)
78-078D-05
78--078D-O5A DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078D-Og
78 078D-OgB DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78078D-11
7B-O78D-IIA MP 1 12/21/87 02/26/87
78-078D-11B MP ] 12/21/78 02/26/79
78 078D-11C DO I 12/09/78 12/09/78
78 O78D-O6
78-078D-O6A MP 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78 078D-04
78 OTBD-O4A DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078D-0_
78 078D-O_A DD 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78 078D-01
78-078D-OIA DO I 12/09/78 12/09/78
IB 078D-07
7B078D-O7A DO 1 12/0g/78 ]2/0g/78
78-078E
78-D78E-03
78-078E-03B DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078E-07
78-078E-O7A MP I 12/21/78 02/26/78
78-078E-07C DD 1 12/0g/78 12/0g/78
78 078E-0"2
7B-O78E-O2A DO I 12/0g/78 12/09/78
78-078E-02B DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078E-02C DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78
78 078E-OI
78-078E-OIA DO 1 12/09/78 12/00/78
78-078E-04
78-078E-O4A DD 1 12/0g/78 12/00/78
78-078F
78-078F-08
78-078F-03B DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78 078F-07
78-078F-O7A MP 1 12/09/78 12/0g/78
78-078F-078 MP 1 12/09/78 12/0g/78
78-078F-07C DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078F-02
78-078F-O_A DD 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078F-02B DO 1 12/09/78 12/0g/78
78-078F-02C DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078E-01
78=078F-OIA DO l 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078F-04
78-078F-O4A DO 1 12/0_/78 12/09/78
78-078C
78-078G-03
78-078C-038 00 ] 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078C-07
78-078C-07A MP 1 12/21/78 02/26/79
78-078C-078 MP 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078C-07C DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078C-0_
78-078C-02A DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78
51
• SPACECRAR NAME L_UNCH DAIE •
• INVESI]CAIOR NAME IXfqHIM{_T NAME •













































(SN) SED AMB. BKCR. RAD , SP. FN_
SED T_]MP VS TIME DATA
PIOIBPE.ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
(SAS) SED LOW ATMOS PROPERTIES
PIOIBPE. INFRARL1) RADIOMEIE]R
SNFR SED NET F[ UX RADIOMETER
0?115173
PROCNOZ 3, LNERCET IC PART .DET ECTOR
HR AVC ENERC PAR1 FLUXES ON FICHE
09/22/77
PRUCNOZ 6,3 AXIS FLUX MACNEIOMEIR
5 MIN AVER B FIEID VECIOR.1APE
10/30/Z8
PROCNOZ 7,TURE_ AXIS FLUX MAC
S MIN AVERACED MAG F]EJJ) VECTOR
PRUCNOZ 7, PLASMA SPECIR{IM_IER
H. • HE*_ FLUX, V. I, • DE]W, TAPE
PLOTS OF HR AVC N,V,T ON MFICHE
07/01/83
SOLAR X-RAY SPECIROM_ER
SOLAR X-RAY SURVEY PLOTS, MFICHE
04/26/85
ORBIT PLOTS, BOUNOARY X'NGS.FICHE
PRIO,TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAC, SC 76
IO MIN AVER B-FIELD VECTOR
HR-AVC B • ENERCEX]C E-.H+,HE+*
PRIO, SOLAR X RAY PHOTOM. (RF-2P)
XRAYS 2=4KEV,]-MIN AVC.FLUX PLOIS
PRIO,ENERC PARTCLS/SHOCKS, ECHNUV
HR AVG ENERDETIC E-,H*,HE+_,•B
PRIO,PL_SMA SPECTRDMEIERS, BIFRAM







RAE A,RADIO BURSTS RECEIVERS
SWEPT FRF_UE_Y BB CONTOUR PLOTS
SWEPT ERE_UENCY BR MULTIGRID PLOT
BR MULTICRID IO=MINUXE PLOTS
F_IL ORBIT BLIRSE RECEIVER PLOTS
06/10/73
RAE B,RADIB AST 9 EREQ V AhU
RYLE VONBERC 24 HOUR Pi OTS
RYLE VDNBERC 24 HOUR ]APES
RAE=B.RADID DURSI RCVR
t DWE_ ANT, DATA SUMMARY. M/FILM
LOWER AN1, DATA SUMMARY - MACTAPE
BURST RECEIVER HOURLY PLDIS,MFILM
BURST RECEIVER 24 HOUR PLOTS












ATLAS OF LUNAR PHOTOCRAPHS
E2/13t6_
RELAY ],CHARGED PARTICLE 0E7S
L-ORD. ELECTRDN PROTON DATA, TAPE
RFJ_AY I,PROTON-ELECTRDN COUNTERS
PROTON FLUX FORTRAN PROC.RAM
PROTON ELECTRON L SORTED, TAPE
]OS AVER.CNT RATES TIME ORD.,TAPE
10 S AVC COUNT RATE, TAPE
LOW ENERCY PROTON PLDTS, MFILM
HIGH BERCY PROTON PLOTS, MFILM
01/21/64




COUNT RATE. LONC, LAT, B,L, L_
S IS,GAMMA RAY TELESCOPE





CRID DET PENETRATION PLOTS, FICHE
S 55B,PRESSURIZED CELLS
PRESSURE CELL PENETRATION PLOTS
DETECTOR PENETRATION LIST INGS
S 5SB,COPPER WIRE CARD
WIRE CARD DEIECTOR PLOT
S 55B,CADIUM SULPHIDE CEIL
CD-S DETECIOR TABULAIIONS




































































































FORM QUANIITY DF DAIA
DO ] 12109178 12109/78
DD ] 12/09/78 12/O9/78
DD ] 12/09/78 12/O9/78
DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/7D
ER 3 02115/73 02/24/74
DO ] 09/26/77 01124178
DO I 11/10/70 06/02/7Q
DO ] 11/03/78 06/12/79
FR 2 11/03/78 06/10/7g
ER 5 07101183 01113/84
FR 2 04/_O/BS II/OS/85
IX) 2 04/2718.5. II/04/85
D:) 1 04/26/85 11/05/85
ER ] 04/26/8S 10/15/85
DO 1 04/26/8S I1/05/85
DO 1 04/30/85 10/04/85
DO 1 I0/02/72 02/28/73
NO 308 09/2S/68 12/25/72
NO 79 05/25/69 03/13/71
NO 530 09/26/68 12/03/72
MO 1041 07/23/68 07/20/71
MO 523 07/23/68 12/22/72
MP 8 10/31/74 04126/77
DO 11 07/12/73 06/28/75
MP 1 07112/73 06/30/7S
DO 2 07/12/73 03109/76
MP 49 07/12/73 04/26/77
MP 12 07/12/73 04/26/77







IX) 2 12/13/62 03/31/64
Cg 3000 01/01/63 07/01/63
DO 1 12/14/62 10/20/64
DO 3 12114162 10120184
DO 5 12/14/62 10/20/64
MO 1 12/14/62 05/10/63
HO 1 12/14/62 09/22/63
DD 6 01121164 12/31/65
DD 1 04/28/61 11/12/61
DO 2 04/27/61 11/17/61
ER 1 I2/16162 04/20/63
FR 2 12/16162 05/30163
FIR 2 12/16/62 07/02163
BI 4 12/I6/62 07/22/63
F:R I 12/16/62 07/22/83
FR 1 12/16/62 02/09/63
f_R 2 12/16/62 02/Og/63
5_'
• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
•oeoeeBee•eoe+•eeoeeeoool_ee•eeeeeeoe_eeoeee_oleeot+eo••oesoe•et+ll•eo-•Joe
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPF_IHENT NAME •



























PUBLISHED RLPORT TN D 4284
S 55C.INPAC'T DETECIORS
PUBLISHED REPORT TN D 4284
S SSC,CADMIUM SULFIDE CFILS
CADMIUM-SULFIDE CELL METEOR DEEr.
S SSC,CAPACITY OI]ECIORS
PUBLISHED REPORT TN D 4284
11115171
S-CUBED A,FLUXCATE NACNEIONIRS
CDHNDN CONDENSED FXPE]RIFff_TR TAPES
COMMON UNCDNDENSED F_PRMNTR TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLO1 1APES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOTS. MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINGS. MFILM
S-CUBED A,SRCH COIL MACIOM'TRS
COMMON CONDENSED EXPERIM_R TAPES
COMMON UNCONDE]_SED EXPRMN'TR TAPES
COMMON SL_4MARY PLOT TAPES
COMMON SLJ_ARY PLOTS. MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTIMK_S, MFILM
S-CUBED A. 25 -B/2KEVPRO1 +ALPDET
COMMON CONDENSED EXPERIP_FFR TAPES
COMMON L_ONDF-_ED EXPRMNTR TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOI TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINGS, MFILM
FLUX PLOTS ON MICROFILM
PITCH ANGLE PLOTS .5 L VAL, MFILH
PITCH ANGLE PLOTS ,1+21 VAL.FILM
S-MIN P* • E DIFF SPECTRA, MFILM
S-CUBED A,AC ELCT.FLD. MSRE
COMMON CONDENSED EXPERIMNTR TAPES
COMMON UNCONOETWSED EXPRMNTR TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOI TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY Pt OTS. MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK tISTINCS, MFILM
S=CUBEI) A,O.8 2SKE_V D E PRTANA
COMMON CONDENSED EXPLRIMNTR TAPES
COMMON UNCDNDENSE_ EXPRM_FFR TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOI TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOTS. MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK tIST]NCS, MFILM
FLUX PLOTS ON MICROFILM
PITCH ANGLE PLOTS .S [ VAL, MFILM
PITCH ANGLE PLOTS 1+.2 L VAL,FLM
5-MIN P+ • E- DIFF SPECTRA, MFILM
S-CUBED A.DC E±CT.FLD. MSRE
COMMON CONOE]WSED £XPERI_TR TAPES
COMMON UNCONDENS[_ EXPRMNTR TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLO1 TAPES
COMMON SUGARY PLOIS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LODK LISTINGS, NFILM
S-CUBED A,3S 400KEVEIC1 SS DE[
COMMON CONO[_4SED E_PE_IFff_FFR TAPES
COMMON UNCONDE_ED EXPRMNTR TAPES
COMMON SUMHARY PtOI IAPES
COMMON SUGARY PLOTS. MFILM
COMMON QUICK IOOK PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK lISTINGS, MFILM
FLUX PLOTS ON MICROFILM
PITCH ANGLE PLOTS .5 l VAL, MFILM
PITCH ANGt E PLOTS .I*2t VAL.FILM
5 MIN P* • E- DIFF SPECTRA, MFILM
12/03/75
_-2, EJ ECT. SENSOR (. I- IMFW)
B-STEP 36-317 KEV EIECT DATA BASE
o2/18/79
SAGE, STRAI AERO + GAS EXP
MEI,(PHEM.RAW ARCH IAPL (MtRDAI)




DAILY SUMMARY DATA ON TAPES
4U CATAI OC DF X-RAY SOURCES
4TH U_U SEIECTED X RAY DATA
11/]5/72
SAS-B,HI-E_ERCY CAMHA-RAY IELE
CAHHA RAY EVE_I DATA ON MICROFILM
COL_ RATE: OF GAMMA RAY BURSTS
ANT]-COINCID SCIRI CNI RTS, MFILM
A-RATE SUMMARY IAPE
GAMMA-RAY IABULA_ U) DAIA, PUB
05/07175
SAS-C, EXTRAGALACTIC 15 I OKFV
QUICK LOOK DATA PLO_S
SAS-C, SCORPIO MONI[OR 0 4 80KPV




fORM QUANIIIY OF DATA
64-074A
64 074A-01
64-074A OlA FR 2 11/06/64 ]1/05/65
64-074A 02
64-074A O2A FR 2 11/06/64 11/05/65
64-074A-03
64-074A=038 FR 2 11/06/64 11/05/65
64 074A 04
64-074A-O4A FR 2 11/06/64 11/05/65
710g6A
710g6A-04
71-096A-O4A DD ]91 ]1/15/71 03/06/73
71-096A 04B DD 1879 03/05/73 09/30/74
71 096A-04C DD 246 11/17/71 03/07/73
71 096A-O4D HP S 02/10/72 03/07/73
710g6A-O4E MP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74
71-096A 04E MP 77 ]2/09/71 07/20/74
71-096A-05
71-096A-OSA DD 191 11/15/71 03/05/73
71-096A 05B DD 1879 03/05/73 09/30/74
71-096A-05C DD 246 11/17/71 03/07/73
71-096A-050 MP 5 02/10/72 03/07/73
71-Og6A-OSE MP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74
7I-Og6A OSF MP 77 12/09/71 07/20/74
71-096A-02
71-096A-O2A DD 191 11/15/71 03/05/73
71-096A-O2B DD 1879 03/05/73 09/30/74
71-096A 02C DD _46 11/17/71 03/07/73
71-O96A-O_D NP 5 02/10/72 03/07/73
71-096A 02E NP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74
71 096A-O2F MP 77 12/09/71 07/20/74
71 096A-02G M• 33
71-096A-O2H M• 31 11/27/71 11/01/72
71-096A-021 NO 42
71 096A-O2J MO 2 ]2/03/71 08/04/72
71 096A-07
71-096A-OlA DO I@l 11/15/71 03/05/73
71 096A 078 DO 1879 03/05/73 09/30/74
71 096A 07C DO 246 11/17/71 03/07/73
7! 096A 07D MP 5 02/10/72 03/07/73
71 096A OZE H_" 69 12/09/71 07/20/74
71-096A OTF MP 77 12/09/71 07/20/74
71-096A 01
71 096A-OIA DO 191 11/15/71 03/05/73
71 096A-018 DD 1879 03/05/73 09/30/74
71 096A 01C DD 246 11/17/71 03/07/73
71 096A-OlD NP 5 02/10/72 03/07/73
71 096A OiL MP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74
71 096A 01F MP 77 12/09/71 07/20/74
71-096A-01C MO 33
71 096A-OIH HO 31 11/27/71 31/01/72
71-096A-01I NO 42
71 096A-O1J NO 2 12/03/71 08/04/72
71 096A 06
71-096A-O6A DO 191 11/15/71 03/05/73
710g6A 06B DD 1879 03/05/73 09/30/74
71-096A-06C DD 246 11/17/71 03/07/73
71-096A-O6D MP S 02/10/72 03/07/73
71-O96A-O6E NP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74
71-O96A+O6F MP 77 12/09/71 07/20/74
71-096A-03
71 096A-O3A DD 191 11/15/71 03/05/73
71-096A 038 DO 1879 03/05/73 09/30/74
71-.096A 03C DD 246 11/17/71 03/07/73
71-096A O_ r) NP S 02/10/72 03/07/73
71 096A-O3E MP 69 12/09/71 07/20/74
71-096A 03F MP 77 12/09/71 07/20/74
71 096A-O3G MO 33
71-096A-O3H NO 31 11/27/71 11/01/72
71 096A 03I NO 42
71 096A-O3J NO 2 12/03/71 08/04/72
75-1148
75-1140+06
75 114B-06A DO 5
79-013A
79-013A-01
79 013A-OIA DD 233 02/21/79 ]I/18/81
79 OI3A 01C DD P 02/21/79 11/18/81
]0 107A
70 107A 01
70 107A+OIB DD 1
_0 107A 01C DD 350 12/16/70 05/17/71
70 107A OID FIR 2 12/12/70 03/18/73
70 107A-OIG DD ]
72-091A
72-091A OI
72 091A OlA MP 1691 11/20/72 06/03/73
72-OqIA 018 MP 15 11/20/72 06/08/73
72091A 01C MP 30 11/19/72 06/08/73
72 OgIA OID DD 1 11/18/72 06/08/73
72 OQ]A OIL B] ] 11/19/72 06/08/73
75 037A
75 037A 0]
75 037A 01A FR 751 01/25/76 04/07/79
75 031A-OP
75 037A 02A FR 751 01/25/76 04/07/79
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Y-AXIS POI_ED OBSERVATION LOG
SAS-C, GALACTIC ABS. 0.2-IOKEN
QUICX LOOK DATA PLOTS
Y-AXIS POINrTED OBSERVATION LOG
SAS-C. GALACTIC MONITOR 1.8-8KEV
QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS
Y-AXIS POI_ED OBSERVATION L0C
06127178
SEASAT 1, LASER CUBE SYSTEM
NASA LASER DATA
SA0 LASER DATA ON TAPE
C_MAN LASE_ WE]_ZEL STA. DATA
KOOTWIJK LASER OBSERVATIONS
SEASAI 1. S-BANDTRACKINC SYSTEM
S-BAND DATA
06109/66
RAE ORBIT ELEHE_fTS FOR SECOR
O5/14/73
ATM SOLAR COVERAGE (FILM)
ATM MISSION OPERATION LOG ON TAPE
ATM MISSION OPERATION LOG - FICHE
MISC. ATM SUPPORTING DOC., FICHE
SKYLAB,CRE}# VBqICLE DISTURB(TOl3)
SUMMARY OF EXP. T-Ol3 (HAGTAPE)
SKYLAB,M-SPECT.PHOTOC.-EREP(SI?O)
INDEX OF EREP PHOTOGRAPHS, MFICHE
SKYLAB,CORONACRPH CONTAMIN.(102S)
SECOND GEM. POS. ON 35-MM (COLOR)
SKYLABoUV STELLAR ASTRONOMY(SOlO)
UV SPECTRA/IMAGERY 4XS B/W
SKYLAB 5-019 FAR-UV DATA (1Q79)
SKYLAB,X-RAY SPELT. TELET_C.(S054)
RED.CONTRAST,3RD OER.NEC. 70HM
FILM IMAGE CATALOG (FIG) 16MMFILM
SELECTED FRAMES, ONE/DAY- (70MM)
SELECTED FLARE DATA,SET 1
SKYLAB,WHITE LT. CORONACPH (S052)
WHITE LIGHT CORONACJRAPHY-35_4M FLM
SELECTED FLARE DATA,SET 1
SKYLAB,UV SCAN.POLYCHROM. (SO55A)
SOLAR EUV DATA ON TAPE
GRAY LEVEL MICROFICHE
DIGITAL DATA ON MICROFICHE
HLO SUPER RASTER DATA
SUPER RASTER DATA ON TAPE
SELECTED FLARE DATA, SET 1
SKYLAB,H.ALPHA TELESC.I(PHOTO)HA1
H-ALPHA DATA ON 35MH FILM
AIM H-ALPHA ATLAS IN 47 VOLUMES
SKYLAB,UV AIRGLOW HDR.PHOTO(S063)
DIGITIZED AIRGLOW DATA ON TAPE
DIGITIZED OZONE DATA ON TAPE
DIGITIZED AURORAL DATA ON TAPE
AIRCL_ PHOTOGRAB ON FILM
OZONE PHOTOGRAPHS ON FILM
PHOTOGRAPHS OF COMET KOHOU_ER
AURORAL PHOTOS. (B-W) ON FILM
AURORAL PH0TOS. (COLOR) ON FILM
SKYLAB.EUV CORDNA S-HELIO.(SO82A)
SPECTROHELIOGRAPH IMAGES ON 70MM
SELECIED FLARE DATA,SET 1
FRAME CATALDC ON MACTAPE
FRAME CATALDC ON MICROFICHE
HE 304 SYNOPTIC MAPS, HARDCOPY
SKYLAB.EUV SPECTROGRAPH (SOB2B)
SOLAR UV SPECTRA ON 70MM FILM
FRAME CATALOG DN MAGNETIC TAPE
FRAME CATALDC ON MICROFICHE
SKYLAB,DUAL X-RAY T ELF_COPE(SO66)
SOLAR X RAY 1MACES-BLACKIWHITE
XRE_ PRINTOU_ ON MICROFILM
BLACK*WHITE VERSION OF 73 027AO/B
FRAME CATALOGS ON MICROFICHE
SELECTED FLARE DATA, SET 1
07128173
MISC CREW ACTIVITY, }6MM COLOR
ii/I6/73
MISC CREW ACTIVITY. 16MH COLOR
10106181
LIMB VIEWING UV OZONE SPECTROMEIR
OZONE RADIANCE DATA, TAPE
DAILY DRBIIAI OZONE PROFILE, TAPE
1-D + 300 AVC OZONE VMR PFL, TAPE
ORBIT NO DENSITY PFL HAG LAT TAPE
ORBIT ND DENSITY PFi GFD tAT TAPE
SHE, INFRARED RADIOMETER
IRR. LIMB RAD PROF 6.8 • g.6 MIC
NEAR IR(I.27-MICRBN) SPECTRDMETER
RADIANCE DATA, TAPE
DAILY ORBITAL OZONE PROFILE, TAPE
IR IDa300 OZONE VMR PFL TAPE
SME, VISIBLE NITROGEN DIOXIDE
DAILY AVG COLUHN NO2, TAPE
ORBITAL NITRDCEM DIOXIDE PFL.TAPE
30-D Ave NITRBCER DIDXIDE PFL, TP





FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
7S-037A-02B HI 8 05/30/75 03/23/79
75-037A-03
75-037A-O3A ER 75I 01/25/76 04/07/79
75-037A-03B HI 8 0S/30/75 03/23/79
75-037A-04
75-037A-O4A ER 751 01/25/76 04/07/79
7S-037A-04B HI B 05/30/7S 03/23/7Q
78-064A
78-064A-06
78-064A-O6A DO 8 06/27/78 02/28/79
78-064A-06B DD S 06/27/7B 12/31/78
78-064A-06C DO 1 07/13/78 08/0S/78
78 064A 06D DD 1 07/10/78 ]1/30/80
78-064A-07
78-064A-O7A DD 4 06/18/78 10/10/78
66-0S16
66-0516-01X) B1 1 06/18/66 10/09/66
73-027A
73-027A-000 MO 1 05/28/73 0_/08/74
73-027A-OOE DO 5
73-027A-OOF FR 48 05/28/73 02/08/74
73-027A-OOG FR 15 03/09/73 07/0g/73
73 027A-42
73-027A-42A DO 2 08/16/73 08/16/73
73-027A-17




73-027A-O2A UC 489 06105173 01/11/74
73-027A-02B DD I
73-027A-0S
73-027A-OSA IM 8400 05/28/73 01/31/74
73-027A-0SB MP 1 05/28/73 01/31/74
73-027A-0SC TM 700 05/29/73 11/27/73
73-027A-OSE TM 600 06/14/73 09/08/73
73-0"27A-04
73-027A 04A YO 9 05/28/73 02/12/74
73-027A-046 MO l 07/29/73 0]/21/14
73-0"27A-06
73=027A-O6A DD 1163 05/28/73 02/0B/74
73-027A-066 FR 3601 05/2q/73 02/0B/74
73-027A-06C FR 13214 05/29/73 02/08/74
73-027A-O6D FR 17 01/_B/74 0]/29/74
73-027A-O6E DD 4 01/28/74 01/2g/74
73 027A 06F FR 12"2 06/]S/73 01/21174
73-O27A-15
73 027A-ISA M0 103 05/29/73 02/03/74
73-027A-15B B] 47 06/29173 02103/74
73 027A-08
73 027A 08A DD 2 03/02/74 03/03/74
73 027A 08B DD 4 02/26/74 02/26/74
73-027A-08C DD 14 03/14/74 04/05/74
73-027A-080 YO 135 08/14/73 09/01/73
73-027A-O8E YO 96 01/31/74 01/31/74
73-027A-OBF YO ]QO ]_t0Q/73 01/09174
73-D27A-O8G YO ]34 09/]1/73 02/07/74
73-027A-OBH VO 134 09/11/73 02/07/74
73-027A-10
73-027A-IOA TM 1750 05/28/73 01/31/74
73-027A-]0B lM 700 06/15/73 01/22/74
73-027A-10C DO ] 05/28/73 01/31/74
73-027A-IOD ER 1 05/28/73 01/31/74
73-027A-lOE DI 1 05/23/73 02/02/74
73-027A-]1
73-027A-IIB IN 1600
73-027A-11C DO 1 0S/2g/73 02/03/74
73-027A-]ID FR 5
73 O27A-07
73-O27A 07A TD 6370
73-027A 07C MP 50 05/29/73 02/05/74
73 027A-O7E TO 500
73-027A-O7F ER 16
73 027A-O7G 10 129S 06/15/73 01/21/74
73-050A





B1 ]OOA OlB DE) 17 12/16/81 12/18/86
BI-IOOA-01C DO 6 12/15/81 12/18/86
BI-]OOA-OIE DO ] 01/01/82 12/18/86
B1-]OOA-OIF DO 3 01/06/82 12/11/86
81 ]OOA OlC DO 3 01/06/82 12/11/86
81-100A-02
B]-IOOA-O_A DD 8 01/01/82 09/30/85
BI-IOOA-03
B1 ]OOA-O3B DO 52 12/16/81 1]/_6/86
81 IOOA-03C DD 6 12/15181 12/18/86
81 ]OOA 03E DE) 1 01101182 12118188
81-100A-04
81 IOOA-O4A DO 25 01/01/82 12/18/85
81 100A-048 DD 2 02/17/82 12/31/86
81 ]OOA-04C DO 1 01/01/82 12/31/86
81 ]OOA-05
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SOLAR IRRADIANCE DATA, TAPE
02/14/80
POINT INC LOC
SHM,HARD X-RAY BURST SPECT(HXRBS)
X-RAY EMISSION CURVES FOR FLARES
SHM CORDNAGRAPH/POLARIMETER
ORB CLEAR H-ALPHA IMAGES
SOLAR CORONAL POLAROID IMAOES
SHH, UV SPECTROMETER/POLARIMETBR
UVSP DBSERVINC CATALOC ON MICRDFL
UVSP OBSERVING CATALOC ON TAPE
05/17/74
SMS 1,SPIN-SCAN RADIOME_ER(VISSR)
EHT - VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES
VISSR VISIBLE IMAGERY, 70MM FILM
VISSR IR IMACERY, 70MM FILM
AOIPS IR • VISIBLE IMACE TAPES
IDAMS VISIBLE • IR IMACE DAIA
02/06/75
SHS 2,SPIN-SCAN RADIONETE]R(VISSR)
EHT - VISSR DICITAL DATA TAPES
VISSR VISIBLE IMAGERY, 7OMM FILM
VISSR IR IMAGERY, 7OM_ FILM
AOIPS IR * VISIBLE IMACE TAPES
IDAMS VISIBLE , IR IMAGE DATA
06/2"2/60
SDLRAD 1, X-RAY AND LYHAN ALPHA
X-RAY 2-BA, UV 1050 - ]3SOA
Ol/11/64
SOLRAD 7A, X-RAY (_ 60A), UV DE[.
MACHINE RED. 3 POINTS PER PASS
HAND RED. 1POINl PER PASS
03/09/65
SOLRAD 78,X-RAY*UV OFT.
PLOTS OF SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES
TABLES OF SOLAR X RAY FLUXES
11119165
SOLRAD B,SDLAR RADIATION
I MIN FLUX AVC FOR 12 DETECTORS
COMPACT AND EDITED 1MIN FLUX AVC
EDIT CARDS
STATION LIST.START/STOP * PASS N0
DAILY X-RAY FLUXES IN PUBL. RPT.
03/05/68
SDLRAD 9,SOLAR RADIATION
3 X-RAY FLUXES+BKCND VS TIME
HOURLY AVE_ADES PUBLISHED IN SOD
3-CHANNEL X-RAY FLUXES IN PUB.RPT
S-CHANNEL X-RAY FLUXES IN PUB.RPT
REDUCED SOLAR X RAY FI UXES (TAPE)
SOLAR X-RAY FLUX PLOTS, FICHE
X-RAY MEMORY DAIA, MICROFILM
07108/71
SOLRAD IO,SOLAR X-RAY-UVDETCTS
SOLAR X-RAY FLUX PLOTS (FICHE)
OSllSlSe
SPUTNIK 3, BEACON




SRATS, SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR
SUMMARY PLDTS, MF]CHE
SRATS, HYDROGEN LYMAN ALPHA
SUMMARY PLOTS, MFICHE




NASA LASER DATA ON TAPE
SA0 LASER DATA ON TAPE




PREDICTED MAC CONJUNCTIONS, MFILM
ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PERIOD
II/12/81
STS 2,SHu]-rLE ING RADAR A(SIR-A)
RADAR IMAGERY
SIR-A MOVIE, COLOR
SIR-A MOVIE ON VIDEO TAPE
STS 2,SHUT MULT INFRA RAD(SMIRR)
RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION DATA
UNCALIBRATED RADIOMETER DATA
BLACK AND WHITE IMACERY
COLOR IMAGERY
STS 2,OCEAN COLOR EXPERIME]_r/DCE
CALIBRATED RADIANCE DATA
STS 2,MEASURE OF AIR POLU ER SAT
TROPOSPHERIC CD MIXING RATIO TAPE
03/22/82
STS 3oPLASMA DAIC_NBSTIC PACKAGE
PLASHA SURVEY, CBLOR SLIDES





FDRM QUANIITY OF DATA
8I-]OOA OSA DO 1 01/01/82 06/30/88
80 O14A
80 014A-O00 FR 8 02/14/80 11/23/80
80-014A-06
80-014A-06B FR 196 02/lg/80 09/04/85
80-014A-01
BO-O14A-01B MO 13 03/11/80 09/23/80
8O-O]4A-OlC MD 14 03/08/80 09/23/80
80-014A-02
BO 014A-028 MP I 02/_0/80 02/OS/B]
80-DI4A-02C DO 1 02/20/80 02/05/81
74-033A
74 033A-01
74-033A-O1A DD 303 05/17/74 10/20/75
74-033A-018 YM 1449 08/30/74 04/19/79
74 033A-010 YM 2825 08/29/74 04/19/79
74-033A-OlD DO 5472 05/17/74 09/26/75
74-033A-OIE DO 786 05/17/74 09/06/74
75-011A
7S-011A-04
75-011A-O4A DO 334 02/17/75 08/28/75
75-011A-048 YM 1822 04/]g'79 02/01/80
75-DllA-040 YM 1446 04/19/79 09/12/79
75-011A-O4D DD 4278 08/12/74 09/12/79
7S-OI1A-O4E DO 1780 02/06/75 10/27/75
60 0078
60 OO78-01
60 OO7B-01A ER ] 06/'22/60 11/01/60
64-001D
64-BOlD-O]
64 O01D-OIA DO 1 01/12/64 08/31/64
64-0010-018 DO 1 01/11/64 0"2/03/65
65-016D
65-016D-01
65-O16D-O1A ER 1 03/10/65 10/31/65
65-O16D-01B ER 1 03/10/65 10/30/65
65-093A
65 093A-Ol
65-093A-OIA DO 19 11/27/65 08/24/67
6S-093A-O1B DO 1 11/27/65 08/24/67
65-093A-010 OD i 11/19/65 08/24/67
65 Og3A OlD DD 1 11/27/65 08/23/67
65-093A-OIE ER 1 12/01/65 11/05/67
68-017A
68-017A-01
68-017A-OIA M0 2 03/14/68 12/31/71
6B-017A-01B HI 533 02/01/69 04/24/74
6B-O17A-OlC ER I 03/08/68 12/31/68
6B-DI/A-O1D FR 1 01/01/69 11/C_2/69
68-017A-OlE DD 36 03/14/68 09/30/7P
68-017A-O1F FR 70 01/01/70 04/30/74
6B-OllA-O]G MP 1 11/19/69 12/09/10
71-058A
71-OSBA-Ol
71-058A-OIA ER 18 01/01/72 06/30/73
58-004B
58-004B-12
58-0048-12A FIR 2 08/30/58 12/21/59
75-014A
75-014A-05
75-014A-OSA ER 7 02/25/75 05/19/7_
75-014A-01
7S-O]4A-OIA ER 7 02/25/75 05/19/76
7S-014A OP
75-014A-O2A FR 7 02/25/75 05/19/76
75-014A-04
75-014A-O4A ER 7 02/2S/75 05/19/76
7S-OlOA
75-010A-01
75-010A-OIA DO 99 04/01/75 06/29/82
75-OIOA-OlB DO 34 02/06/75 05/31/82
75-010A-OlC DO 3 0_/07/78 10/08/81
75-OIOA-OID DO 1 04/01/79 10/31/80
7S-010A-OIE DO 5 08/18/80 11/18/84
79-007A
79-O07A-OOD MP 1 03/15/79 02/17/81
79-O07A-OOE ER 1 03/29/86 06/16/86
81-111A
81-111A-01




81-111A-O2A DO 1 08/09/8] 03/01/82
81-111A-028 DO 5 11/12/81 11/14/81
81-111A-02C IP 260 11/12/81 11/14/81
81-111A-O2D EP 2.50 11/12/81 11/14/81
81-111A-OS
81-111A-OSA DO 2 11/14/81 11/14/81
81 IlIA-D4
B]-IIIA-O4A DO 2 11/14/81 11/14/81
B2-O22A
82-022A-01
82 022A OlA RO 342 03/2w2/82 03/27/82
82-022A-018 YM 2"240 03/22/82 03/28/82
84-108A
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STS-41C.SHUI_LE IMC RADAR BISIR-B
RADAR IMACEI_Y ON FILM
IMAOE DATA • ANNOTATION ON TAPE
DATA TAKES LISTING ON MAC. TAPE
STS 41G,L_RCE FORMAl CAMERA (LFC)
IMAGERY ON FILM
COLOR IMACERY ON FILM
STS-41C,MEASUR AIR PDLU FRDM SAT
TROPDSPHRIC CO • N20 MIX RATID TP
O4/2Q/BS
SPACELAB 3. AIMOS. TRACE MOLECULES
1RACE*MINR GAS MIX RAIIO PROFILES
]R SPECTRA DATA. TAPE
ATMOS IR SPECIRAL ATIAS, HARDCOPY
SOLAR IR SPECTRAL ATLAS, HARDCOPY
RAW SOLAR IR SPECTRAL DAIA 1APES
07/29/85
SPACELAB 2, PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
W.B ANALOG DAIA (O 30KHZ), FILM
SURVEY SLIDES
SPACELAB 2, PLASMA DEPLETION
DEPLETION EXPER GAS DYNAMICS BOOK
DEPLETION EXPi_ PLASMA DATA BOOK
DEPLET, EXP. MILST ONE. NO 1. OMS. 6300A
SPACELAB 2, SOLAR MAC/VELOC FIELD
SOUP SOLAR WHITE-LIC.HT IMAGES
SOURCE CODE TO READ SOUP DATA





CATALOG OF TV PICTURES, M/FICHE







TVIO DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
PHOTOS. ORIC 7OHM RFCF_ERATED
SUNSET SEQUENCE OF LL_R IST DAY
TVID ON MICROFILM






ATLAS DF TE±EV]SION MOSAICS
PANORAMIC I'f_SA2CS
TVID DATA ON MAGNE]IC TAPE
PHOTOS,ORIC 70Pa_l RECE-NERATED
TELEVISION ATLAS MOSAICS 4-XS-IN
TVID ON MICROFILM
SURVEYOR 5, ALPHA SCAT_E_






IVID DATA ON MAGNETIC IAPE
PHOTOS. DRIC 7G@IJM REGENE]_ATED
TVID ON MICROFILM
SURVEYOR 6,ALPHA SCATTER
ALPHA SCATTER DAIA (MAC TAPE)
01/07/68
SURVEYOR 7, MECH. SURFACE SAMPLER
SFC SAMPER MTR CURREN_
SURVEYOR 7. SURFACE SAMPLER -PHOTO
PHOTOS. ORIGINAl 7OHM





SURVEYOR 7, ALFA SCA1. SURF_ ANAL
ALPHA SCATTER DATA (MAC 1APES)
8/i9/64
SYNCOM 3. (RADIO BEACDN)
TEC,PLDTS _. TABULATIONS
03/12/72






PROTN&ELEC COUNT RI&EPHM,BESYS TP
05/07/63
T_T_ 2.CHARGED PART
PROTN&ELEC COUNT RT&EPHM.BESYS TP
11/23/60





FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
84-108A-01
84-108A-O1A YI 298 10/07/84 ]O/IT/B4
B4-IOBA-OIB DD 162 10/07/84 10/I2/84
84-108A-010 DO 1 10/06/84 10/12/84
84-IOBA-02
84-108A-O2A IN 5000 10/05/84 ]0/13/84
84-108A-02B LM 2000 ]0/08/84 ]0/11/84
84-108A-03
84 ]08A-O3A DO 10
85-034A
85-D34A-]A
85 034A 14A KF ] 04/29/85 05/31/85
85 034A 148 DO 2"2 04/29/65 05/06/85
85-034A I4C BI 1 04/29/85 Ob/O2/B5
85-034A-14D B/ I 04/29/85 OS/02/85
85-034A-14_ DD 1 04/_9/85 05/02/85
B5 063A
85-063A-03
85-063A-O3A YM 4.60 07/29/85 08/06/65
85-063A-03B RD 812 06/29/65 08/06/8.5
85-063A-04
85-063A-O4A H] 25 07/30/85 07/30/8.5
85=063A-04B H] 25 07/30/85 07/30/85
BS-063A-04C DO 1 07/30/85 07/30/8.5
85-063A-08
85-063A-OBA DO 5 00/05/85 08/05/8.5
85-063A 086 DO 1
85-063A-OBC IP 2OO 08/15/85 08/IS/85
66-045A
66-045A-0]
66 045A-OIA IM 11000
66-045A-O1B IO 178 06103/66 07/13/66
66-045A-010 FR 7 06/02/66 07/13/66
66-045A-OID YG 334 06/02/66 07/13/66





67 035A-OID YC 60
67 035A-O1E DD 1 04/20/67 OS/03/67
67-035A-OIF IM 6315
67-035A-010 IP 130
67-035A-OIH MP 1 04/20/67 05/03/67
67 035A-0"2






67 O_4A-OID YC 237
67-084A-OIE DD ] 09/12/67 09/24/67
67-OB4A-O]F lM 18006
67 OB4A-OIC YC 173
67 O84A OlH MP 1 09/11/67 12/17/67
67-064A 02




67 112A-OIB 10 325
67-I12A-OID YC 358
67 I12A-OIE DO 1 11/10/67 11124/67
67-312A-OIF IM 29914
67 ]12A--O]C MP 1 11/10/67 11/24/67
67 I12A 09
67-]12A-O2A DO I 11/10/67 11/19/67
68 DO1A
68-001A-02
6B-OOlA-O2A MO 1 01111168 01/22/68
66 OOlA-O]
68 O01A-O1A IM _Dg61 01/10/66 02/21/68
_8-OOZA-01B IO 73
68 O01A-OID YG 244
68 O01A-OIE DO 1 01/10/68 01/21/68
68 OO1A DIP IM 20961
68-001A-01C MP 1 01/10/68 02/14/68
68-001A-03
66 OOIA 03A DO 2 01110/68 01/23/68
64-047A
64-D47A-O]








62-029A-OIA DD S 07/10/62 02/21/63
63-013A
63=013A 01






• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENI NAME *











































FINAL ME1. RADIATION IAPES
CAT OF MEIRO RADIATION DATA,FICHE
07112/61
TIROS 3,SCANNING RADIOMETER
FINAL MLLE. RADIATION TAPES
CAT OF METRO RADIATION DATA,FICHE
TIROS 3, OMNI RADIOMETER
OHNIDIRECIlONAL RADIOMKTER 1APES
02108162
TIROS 4 ALTITUDE SUMMARY
TIROS 4,SCANNINC RADIOMETE]R
FINAL MET. RADIATION TAPES
RAD DATA CATALDC _ USERS MAN,FICH




TIROS V ALTITUDE SUMMARY
09/18/62
TIROS Vl ATIlTUDE SUMMARY
06119/63
TIROS VlI ATTITUDE SUMMARY
TIROS 7,SCANNING RADIOMETER
FINAL NET. RADIATION TAPES
TIROS 7 RADIATION DATA CAT, FICHE
TIROS 7.ELECTRDSTATIC PROBE
LANC.HUIR PROBE DENSITY DAIA
TIROS 7, OMNI RADIOMETEI_
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETER IAPES
12121/63
TIROS Vll] AlllTUDE SUMMARY
01/22/65
TIROS 9 AltITUDE
TIROS IX AII ITLIOE SUNDRY
071o2165
TIROS X ATTITUD[ SUMMARY
06122160
TRANSIT 2A, IONOSPHERIC BEACON
PLOTS. TEC VS T, NR.STNFORD.FICHE
06129161
TRANSIT 4A. IONIISPH{_IC BEACON
]ONO.,TOIAI FIECI CONIES, MFILM
TEC * SLAB TH OVE_ BANCKOK, FICHE
10/15/74
UI< 5.2 10 KP4 SKY SL_V_
3A CATALDCUE OF X RAY SOL_RCES
3A CATALOCUE DN M]CROF]CHI
2NO ARIEL SELECTED X RAY DATA
031171.58
VANGUARD I, ATHOS DRAG DE_SIIY
ATMOS DEN TABLE_, tICHE
02117159
VANCUARD 2,ATHOS DRAC D{-_WSITY
ATMBS DEN TABLES, FICHE
o9/18/$9
VA!kK_UARD 3,PRDT PREC MAC_ETOMETER
SCALAR MACNFTIC FIFJD VAt., 1APE
SCALAR MAC. FIEJD VAL.. _ 'CHE
VANCUARD 3, AIMUS DHAC DINSIT_
ATMOS DEN TABLES, FICHE
12115/84
HALLEY 1,ION MASS SPEC/E±EC ANtYZ
PLOTS OF HDLIRLY N,V,T DN NFICHE
12/21/84
HALLEY 2,ION MASS SPECIEIEC ANLYZ
PLOTS OF HOLRRLY N,V.I ON MFICHE
07120165
VELA 3A,ELECT'ST ANALY • CH TUBES
SOLAR CESPHYS DATA PBtSD SOLAR WD
3HR AV-DE]N,VEJ_, DIRo IE-HP,ON MFEN
3-HR-AVC DEN,VEL,DIR._]_p° TAPE
0712o165
VELA 3B.ELECT'ST ANALY + CM TUBES
3-HR-AVC DE_,VB,DIR._TEHP, MFILM













LISTINCS DF SOL ECL R,THEIA,PHI
PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS
VELA SA,FI.ECTROSTAT]C ANALYTE_
SOLAR C_PHYS DATA PBLSD SOLAR WD
VELA 5A,SOL X RAYS,4 BANDS .5 6OA
3-CHANNI__ SOLAR X RAY ATLAS
05123169






FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
60-O]6A-O2A DO 126 11/23/60 04/26/61
60-016A-026 FR 7 11/23/60 04/13/6]
61-017A
61-017A-03
61-017A-O3A DO 74 07112/61 10/01/61
61-O17A-038 FR 8 07/12/61 09/30/61
61-017A-01
61-017A O1A DO 5 07/12/61 10/20/61
62-002A
62-002A-000 FR 4 O2/08/62 06/12162
62-002A-03
62 O02A O3A DO 132 O'21O8162 06/30/62
62-002A-038 FR 5 O2/O8/62 06/30/62
62-002A-0]
6_-002A OIA DO IO 02/08/62 06/28/62
62-002A-D18 DD 2 02/08/62 06/1D/62
62 02_A
62-025A-000 FR 4 06/19/62 05/1]/63
62-047A
62-047A-000 FR 5 09/18162 10111163
63-024A
63-O24A-OOO FR 10 06/19/63 08/28/65
63-024A-02
63-024A-o2A DO 692 06/19163 06/19/65
63-D24A-D26 FR 14 06/19/63 06/19/65
63 O24A-O3
63 0_4A-O3A M0 1 06/19163 07/09163
63-024A-01
63-024A-O1A DD g 06/19/63 08/29/63
63 OS4A
63-054A-000 FR 8 12121163 08/28165
65-004A
65-004A-000 NO 1 0]/2:2/65 06/06/66
65 O04A-OOE FR 2 OI/_/6S 08131165
65-051A
65 OS]A-O00 FIR 1 07/0"2/65 08/31/65
60-007A
60-007A-03
60-O07A 03A FR 3 07/23/60 10/13/60
6I-O15A
6] O15A 03
61-015A-03A NO 1 09/13/6] 12/24/61
6I-O]SA.03B FR 2 03/25/64 I_/18/64
74 077A
74 077A-02
74-OZ7A-O2A DD 1 10/18/74 03/14/80
74 077A O2B FR 1 10/18/74 03/14/80
74 077A 02C DD 1
56 0026
58 0026-02
58-0028-02A FR 6 05/17/58 10/10/61
59 OOIA
59-001A-0_
59-O01A-O2A FR 13 02/23/59 03/20/70
5g-OO7A
59-007A-01
59 O07A O1A DO 1 09/18159 12/11159
59-007A-D16 FR 3 09/I8/59 12/11159
59-007A-04
Sg-O07A-O4A FR 6 09/23/59 09/21/62
84-125A
84-125A-07
84-125A-O7A FR 1 03/09/8,5 08/14/86
84-128A
84-128A-07
84-1_°8A OZA FR 1 03/O8/8_ 04/I5/85
65-O58A
65 058A 04
65-05BA-O4A BT 17 01/01/69 05/21/70
65-OSBA-048 NO 1 07/26/66 12/06/67
65-058A-04C DD 1 07126/66 12/06167
66-O58B
65-0580 04
65-0588-04A MO 1 07126165 12/06/67
65-0_BB-04B BT 17 01/01/69 05/21/70
65 Ot_O-04C DO I 07/26/65 12/06/67
67 O4OA
67-040A-000 DD 1
67-040A-OOE DD I 06/2"2/70 02/28/71
67-040A-OOF HP I 05/01/67 06/30/70
67-0408
67-0400-00D DD I
67-040B-00E DO 1 06/2"2/70 02/28/71
67-040B-00T MP i 05/01/67 08/31/70
69-0460
69-O460-00_ DO I
69-046D-OOE DO I 06122170 02128171
69-046D-OOF MP 1 05/23/69 02128/71
69-046D-00C MP 2 01/01/78 12/31179
69-046D-05
69-046D-05A _Fr 31 09/14169 04/1117_
69-046D-O2
69-046D-02A BI 3 05/27/69 05/15/70
69 046E
6g-046E-OOO DO 1
6q-046E-OOE DD 1 06/'2"2/70 02/28/71
57
,= SPACECRAFTNAME LAUNCH DATE
• e**(,iooeolt, o•eeeol•oeel, eeeooeoeeee*eoeeoeooeeoe*oee*eo •eoo eo_eooeeoeeeeo_
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIME}¢T NAME •













VENERA 10 DESCB'¢I CRAFT
UNKNOWN
VENERA 13 DESCB'q'T CRAFT
UNKNOWN












T I L L_N
TOULMIN, _RD
LISTINCS OF SOL EEL R,IHETA,PHI
PR_]CIED 0RBIT PLOTS
VELA 55, ELECIROSIATIC ANALYZER
SOLAR CEOPHYS DATA PBLSO SOLAR WD
VELA SO,SOL X-RAYS,4 BAND5 .S-60A
3-CHANNEL SOLAR X-RAY ATLAS
04108/70
SOLAR ECLIP'[ IC EPHEMERIS, R, LT, L0N
CEDCE_ITRIC, CEODEIIC EPHEMERIS
LISTINCS OF SOL EEL R,THETA,PHI
PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS
VELA 6A,SOL X RAYS,4 BANDS .5-60A
3-CHANNEL SOLAR X-RAY ATLAS
04108170
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEMERIS,R,ET,LON
CEOCE_FIRIC, CEDDE1 ]C EJ_HEHERIS
LISTINGS OF SOL EEL R,THETA,PHI
PREDICIED ORBIT PLOTS
VELA 6B,SDL X-RAYS,4 BANDS .5-60A
3-CHANNEL SOLAR X-RAY ATLAS
06108175
VENERA q, PLASHA ELECTRST SPECTRH
l-Pl_ AVE SOLAR WIND V * T, MFICHE
06108175
VEMEP.A 9, PANORAMIC TELEPHOTOMETR
LANOF]_ PHO1 OGRAPHY
06114175
VENERA ID,PLASMA ELECTRST SPECTRM
1-HR AVE SOLAR WIND V ,, T, MFICHE
O6/I4/75
VBERA 10, PANORAMIC TELEPHOTDMETR
LANDER PHOT 0C, RAPHY
I0/30/8I
VENERA 13, PANORAMIC 1FLEPHOlOMTR
B/W ._RFACE PHOTOS, PANORAMA
COLOR S_FACE PHOTOS, PANORAMA
1Z/04/B1
VENERA I4, PANORAMIC ]EI.E_t:'HDTOMTR
B/W SURFACE PHOIOS, PANORAMA
08/20175
BIBLI00RAPHY OF VIKINC MARS SC]
VIKINC 1 tJ_NDER.LANDER IMACINC
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTD
CDLOR LANDER PRESS RLLLASL PHOTOS
TDR B/W PHOI0CRAPtIY
E])R B/W PHDTOCRAPHY
PIC CAT OF PRIME,XTNO _ C01 EDR
TDR COLOR PH010CRAPHY
LANDER HI-RES MDSAICS
LANDER DON_ PROJECTION IMACE
MULTI-CE-LABE_ LANDER PHOTOS
TDR IPL PRIME MISSION CAIALOC
CkTAIDC 0F PRIMARY TDR COL IMACES
HI-$_ES MOSAIC INDEX ,_ DESCRIPTION
PRIME, E)CT, CONT MISSION PIC CAT




10PO RAP ATLAS-LANDING SITE
R/_E DATA SET OVERLAYS DATA
PL_ETARY IMACINC DATA ON MAG TAP
VIKINC 1 LANDER, MOLEC. ANALYSIS
OCMS SOIL ANALYSIS FLIC_ DATA
SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SPECTR
VIKING 1 LANDER, HACNETIC PROP.
INDD( OF MACNEW IMAGES ON M/FICHE
MAC, NET IMACES ON ROLL FILM
VIKIhK_ 1 LANDER, BIOLOCY
CEX, LR, AND PR ME_SUREHENTS
VIKINC I LANDER, RADIO SCIENCE
RANGE * DOPPLER DATA
VIKINC 1 LANDER, ATMOSPH. STRLK_.
ATHOS TEMP + PRESS LSTNCS, MF]CH
VIKING 1 LANDER, ATMOSPH. COMP.
NE_JT. ATMOS. MASS SPECTRA ON FILM
TABLES OF M.S CURRENTS ON FILM
VIKINC ] LANDER, ]0NDSPHERIC PRDP
EXP.THAJECT.-ATTITUDE DATA, 1APE
RPA ION-ELECTRON DATA DN TAPE
RPA ION-ELECT. DATA ON 3SMH FILM
VIKING 1 LANDER, PHYSICAL PROP.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES REPORTS
VIKING I LANDER, METEOROLOGY
SANME_ TEMP-,VCTR WND VS TIME-LIST
VECTOR WIND/TEMP VS lIME(SEC)PLTS
VECTOR WIND/IFIMP VS TIME(HRS)PLTS
METEDROLOOY PRESSURE TAPE
METEDROLOCY WNDTMP TAPE
DAILY PLOTS Ok WNDTMP + PRFSSURE
PRINIE1) PRESS • WINDIMP CAIAt DC
WIND AND TERPERATURE CATALOG
S0L AVC PRESS,PLOTS • LISIINC
SOL AVERACE PRESSURE TAPE







































































































































































































































































• SPACECRAFT NAHE LAUNCH DATE
et$se_eeemoeeeeo•_esBee••ooeooeeoeetoleeso•oooeeeoJ_ee•tsee_•o._i••e•Je$o•
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME •


















SPECTRA PLOTS ON M/FICHE
COMMAND. SPECTRA, TEMP HIST HTAPE
COHHAND HISTORY ON M'FICHE
TE]qPERATURE HISTORY ON M'FICHE
08120175
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SCI
VIKING 1 ORBITER° IMAGIST
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
RECTILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ORTHOGRAPHIC ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHDTOGRAPHY
SE])R SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM
B/W MOSAICS
STEREO PAIRS 5XS-INCH FILM
INDD( BY LAT/LON AND 10 DEC BOX
MOSAIC SUMMARY AND INDEX,MFILM
INDEX TO PHOOOS, DEIMOSo STAR
RECT * ORTHO INDEX BY ROLL FILE
LIST OF IMAGES BY QUAD, LAT/LONC
IPL PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHY
PRIME, EXT, CDNT MISSION PIC CAT






B/W PHDTOMDSAICS 1:BOO K
USC_S PHDTDMOSAIES I :2M
IMAGING DATA ON NAONETIC TAPE
STEREO IMAGING CATALOG, MFICHE
COLOR COMPOSITES OF MARS
VIKING I ORBITER, SPECTROMETER
ATMOSPHERIC WATE]R DATA DN TAPE
POS VO1/VO2-M-MAtCD-4-V1.0
VIKING 1 ORBITE_, RADIOMETER
DECALIBRATEI) IRTM DATA ON MAGTAPE
VOI /VO2-M- IRTH-5-BINNED/CLDS- VI .0
VIKING I ORBITER,RADIO SCIE_K2E
381 MHZ RELAY LINK
RADIO OCCULTATION DATA TAPES
09/09/7B
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SCI
VIKING 2 LANOI_, SEISMOLOGY
SEISMIC DATA PROGRAM TAPE
SEISMIC EDR-2 TAPES
SEISMOGRAM RECORDS SOL 1-8 N'FILM
VIKING 2 LANDER, LANDER IMAGING
BLACK A WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
PRESS-RELEASE COLOR PHOTOS
TDR LAND_ IMAGING PRODUCTS 5X12
EI)R BLACK ANO WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
PIC CAT OF PRIME,EXTNO+CONT EDR
TDR COLOR IMAGES 5XI2-INCH
LANDEI_ HI-RES MOSAICS
LANDER DONUT PROJECTION IMAGE
MULTI-CE-LABEL LANDER PHOTOS
TDR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOG
CATALOG OF PRIIC_RY TDR COl IMAGES
HI-RES MOSAIC INDEX * DESCRIPTION
PRIME. EXT, CON_ MISSION PIG CAT




TOPO NAP ATLAS-LANDING SITE
IMAGING DATA ON MAC-_NETIC TAPE
VIKING 2 LANDER, MOLEC. ANALYSIS
GCMS SOIL ANALYSIS FLIGHT DATA
5OIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SPECTR
VIKING 2 LANDER, MAGNETIC PROP.
INDEX OF NACNET IMAGES ON M/FICHE
MAGNET IMAGES ON ROLL FILH
VIKING 2 LANDER, BIOLOGY
OEX, LR, AND PR MEASUREREINTS
VIKING 2 L/_ER, RADIO SCIBWCE
RANGE "_ DOPPLER DATA
VIKINC 2 LANDER. ATMOSPH. STY.
ATMOS TB4P • PRESS LSTNGS, MFICH
VIKING 2 LANDER, ATNOSPH, CQMP.
NBJT. ATMOS. MASS SPECTRA ON FILM
TARLES OF N.S.CURRE_S ON FILM
VIKING 2 L_ER,IONI_PHERIC PROP
EXP.TRAJECT.-AI-rITUDE DATA, TAPE
RPA ION-ELECTRON DATA ON TAPE
RPA IDN-ELECT. DATA ON 3.BHH FILH
VIKING 2 LANDER, PHYSICAL PROP.
PHYSICAL PROpBRTIES REPORTS
VIKING 2 LANDER, METEOROLOGY
SAMMET TERP*VCTR WND VS TIME-LIST
VECTOR WIND/TE]RP VS TIME(SEC)PLTS
VECTOR WIND/TEMP VS TIME(HRS)PLTS
METEOROLOGY PRESS4JRE TAPE
METEDROLOCY WNDTMP TAPE




FORM QUAN_ ITY OF DATA
75-075C-13A FR 44 11/13/75 02/23/78
75-075C-13E DO 3 07/_0/16 10/29/76
75-0750-13F FR 2 07[21/76 11/24/79




75-075A-OIA YC 50 04/12/76 11/2"2/78
75-075A-010 TV 33100 11/20/76 08/16/80
75-075A-010 TV 16750 07/23/76 05/13/77
75-076A-01D VC 7 06/18/76 03/03/77
/S-07SA-OIE MP 4 06/23/76 09/20/76
75-O?SA-O1F UC ,504






7S_O7SA-OIN UV 300 11/O8/76 03/26/79
75-O75A-010 FR 603












75-076A-OIA DO 68 06/18/76 06/15/80
75-075A-030 DO 7 06/22/76 07/30/80
75-076A-02
7S-07SA-O2A DO 36 06/2"2/76 02/23/79
75-075A-O2B DO 7
75-07SA-04
7S=O7SA-O4A MP 1 07/21/76 10/04/76





75-0830-080 DD 113 09/03/76 03/29/78




76-0830 06C YY 879 09/03/76 06/07/77
75-0830-06D IV 1138 09/03/76 11/05/76
75-083C-06E F'R 6
75-0830-06F ZY 336 09/05/76 11/06/76
75-0830-06H YI 24
75-083C-061 YI 6 09/21/76 10/07/76
75-0830-06J ZY 7 06/02/77 06/02/77
75-083C-06K ER 4
75-083C-06L FR 2
75-083C-0BM MP 1 10/08/77 10/23/77
75-083C-06N PR S7











75-083C-10A FR I 09/03/76 I0/31/76
76-0830-10B UY 47 09/03/76 10/31/76
76-0830-03
76-0830-03F MP 11 09/04/76 05/29/77
76-0030-1]
75-0830-110 DO 1 09/D5/76 01/29/77
75-0830-02
75-0830-02A FR 1 09/03/76 09/03/_6
76-083C-12
7S-083C-12A NP 1 09/03/76 09/03/76
7S-083C-12B MP 1 09/03/76 09/03/76
76-0830-14
75-0830-14A DO I 09/03/76 09/03/76
76-0830-]4B DO 1 09/03/76 09/03/76




75-0830-07A FR 1762 11/17/76 02/11/78
75-083C-07B HP _0 09/03/76 05/17/79
75-0830-070 MP 7 09/03/76 OS/]6/79
75-0830-070 DO ] 09/03/76 11/04/76
75-083C-07E DO ] 09/03/76 11/04/76
7S-OBIC-07F MP 1 07/20/76 09/29/76
$9
• SPACECRAFT NAME lAUNCH DATE •
eeoeoe_e_e_seeeoo•ooeeeome•e••e•eo_eee_oe•s_e=ee*_*eee•eeeee=eee•moeee-ee•o
• INVESTIGATOR NAME FXPFRIMFI_T NAME =




















PRINIE]) PRESS * WNDIHP CATALOG
WIND /_WO TERPERATURL CATALOG
SOL AVC PRESS,PLOTS & L ISlING
SOL AVERACL PR[_SURE TAPE
VIKINC 2 LANDER,INORC.CH[_.INVEST
SPECTRA PLOTS ON M/FICHE
COMMAND, SPECTRA, TEHP HIST MTAPE
CDHMAND HISlORY ON M'F]CHE
I EHPERAIURE HISTORY DN M'FICHE
o9/09/75
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SC]
VIKING 2 ORBIIEI_. IMAGERY
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
B/W MOSAICS
RECTILINEAR DRBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
BLACK • WHIIL ORIHOCRAPHIC PHOTOS
STEREO PAIRS SX5 INCH FILM
SEDR SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM
INDEX BY LAIILONC AND IO DEC BOX
MOSAIC SUMMARY AND INDEX, M/FILM
INDEX TO PHOBOS, DEIMOS, STAR
REC3 + ORTHO INDEX BY ROLL FILE
PRIME, EX3, CONI MISSION PIC CAT
LIST OF IMAGES BY QUAD, EAT/LONG
IPL PROCESSE]) PHOTOGRAPHY
]PL PROCESSED COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
USCS PHOTO MOSAICS 5M
USCS PHOIOMOSAICS 1:7.5 M
SEDR QUAD/SUBQUAD PLOTS
MARS IN 30, MOVIEFILM
USCS PHDIDMOSAICS I:2M
STEREO IMAOINC CATALOG MF]CHE
COLOR COMPOSITES OF MARS
VIKING 2 DRBITER, SPECTROMEIER
ATMOSPHERIC WATER DAIA ON TAPE
PDS VDIIVO2-M-MAWD-4-V1.0
VIKING 2 ORBITER, RADIOME_E_
DECALIBRATE]) IRTM DATA ON MACTAPE
VDI/VO2-M-IRTM 5-BINNED/CLDS-VI.O
VIKING _ ORBITER,RADIO SCIF_E
361 _ REJ_Y LINK
ACCELERATION LISTS AND PLOTS
CRAVITATIDNAL ACCUERAIION DATA
02/22/86
ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PERIOD
MAC CONJ WIDE-] 3XlBO BINS FICHE
MAC CONJ W/CCE 3X180 BINS,FICHE
MAC CONJ W/CCE 6X12 BINS FICHE
MAC CONJ W/DE I 3XBO BINS FICHE
VIKINC, UV AURORAL IMACER
QUICK LDOK PLOTS, MFICHE
VIKING, HIGH FREQUENCY WAVE EXP
QUICK LDOK PLOTS ON MFICHE
VIKING, VECTOR _ ECTRIC FIELD E](P
QUICK tOOK PLOTS ON MFICHE
VIKING. LOW EREQUFNCY WAVE EXP
QUICK LOOK PLOTS ON MFICHE
VIKING, HOT PLASMA EXPFRIME]¢I
QUICK LOOK PLOTS ON M/FICHE
VIKING, MACNElIC FIELD F_XPERLMENX
QUICK LOOK PLOTS ON M/FICHE
09/05/77
TRAJECTORY PLOTS
PDS VCI-J 6 SPIK-VIO
PDS VGI-S 65P1< VI.0
VOYAGER 1, PLASMA SPECTROMETER
JUPITE_ PLASMA SUMMARY TAPES (HC)
JUPITER PLASMA SUMHARY TAPES (S3)
JUPITE_ PLASMA DATA TAPE
PLASMA SATURN ENCOL_ER (HC CODR)
SATURN _]NCOUN_ER L1COORD
HOUR AVERAGED SOLAR WIND PLASMA
PI)S VCI-S-PLS-5 ELE-BR-960SEC
PDS VCI-S-PLS 5 ION MOM 96 OSEC
PDS VC1-S-PLS S-ION FIT-96.0 SEC
PDS VC1-S-PLS-5-10N FBR 96.0SEC
POS VC2 S-PLS-5-ELE PAR-96.0SEC
PDS VGI-J-PLS 5 ION-MOM 96.0SEC
VOYAC_ 1, UV SPECTROMETER
UV sPECTRAL DATA RECORDS
VOYAGER 1,PLASMA WAVE (.01 56KHZ)
24 FIR PLASMA WAVE PLOTS, MFILM
PDS VGI-J-F_WS-4-SA 48.OSEC
PDS VC1-J PWS-2-SA 4.0SEC
PDS VCI-S-PWS 2 SA-4.0SEC
PDS VCI-S-PWS-4-SA-48.0SEC
VOYACER 1, IR INTERFERDMETER
JUPITER IRIS MERGEJ) DATA ON TAPES
SATURN IRIS RADIANCE, TAPE
VOYACER i,PART.ANALYZRITELE_SCDPE
LDW ENERGY SECTOR AVC FLUX, TAPE
LOW .£NERCY TIME-AVCD. FLUX, TAPE
SCAN AVERAGE,SATURN ENCOLkNTER
PDS VC]-J-LECP-4-15MIN


































75 083A-OIR Y] 117
75 083A-015 FR 73













75-083A 040 DO ]
66-019B
86-019B OOD ER 3
B6-O_9B-OOE FR 4
86-019B-OOF FR 2













86 0196-06A FR 170
77 084A
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PDS VC1-J-LECP 4 BR 1SHIN
VOYAGER 1, FLUXCATE MACNETOMETERS
MAGNET. JUPITE]_ SUMMARY (HC ODOR)
MAGNET. JUPITER SUMMARY ($3 COOR)
4B-SEE MAC FLD PLOTS-JUPITER,F]CH
SATURN ENCOUNTER DATA (HE COOR)
SATURN ENCDUNTER L1COORD
HOUR AVERACE IMF, I"I(3COORD, TAPE
PDS VG1-J-POS-4 48 OSEC
P_ VCI-S-POS-4 48 OSEC
PDS VC1-J MAC-4-480SEC
PDS VC1-J-MAC-4 g.60SEC
PDS VCI-J-MAC 4-i 925EC
PDS VC]-S-MAC-4 1 g_SEC
PDS VC1-S-MAC-4 9 60SEC
PDS VC]-S MAC-4-480SEC
VOYAGER 1. ]MACINC
JUPITER COLOR PRF_SS RF_LEASE
SYSTEHATIC HI lS IMACES,JUPIIER
JUPITER 8/W PRE_S REIE-ASE
VOYAGER INDE_ ON MF]LM
PICTURE CATALOC OF JUP ENCDL_rfER
BLACK AND WHITE MOSAICS, JUP SATS
CDLDR MOSAICS DF JUP'S SATS.
IMAGERY OF SATURN'S SAT ELLIE.S
SELECTED IPL IMACES OF SATURN SAT
SYSTEMATIC MTIS IMACES,SATURN
PICTURE CATALOC OF SAT E3_COUNTER
FOOIPRINTS+AIRBR MAPS OF JUP SATS
IMAGINE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
SATURN COLOR PRESS RELEASE
SATURN B/W PRESS RFIEASE
VOYAOER 1, COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
JUPITER FLUX TIME-HISTORY RECORDS
VOYAGER I, COHERNT S_X BAND RADIO
COMPLEX E_VELDPE OCCULTATION SIGN
MERGED OCCULTATION DATA
RADIO OCCULTATION-SATURN'S RIMES
SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA,TAP
TITAN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA,TAPE
SATURN DWCOL_ER DATA ON MAC TAPE
RADIO OCCULT,TITAN ENCOUNT (ME]))
RADIO OCCULT,SATURN ERCOUN_ (NAR)
RADIO OCCULT,SATURN ENCOLAN_ (MED)
OPACITY AND PHASE OF RINGS
OPACITY • PHASE PROFILES SAT RINC
VOYAGER i, LF RF RCVR(02 40MHZ)
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,JUP
HICH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLDTS,JUP
PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA
DECAMETRIC EHISSION CAT.IS 40 MHZ
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,SAT




POS VC2-U-6 SPK-V1 0
VOYAGER 2. PLASMA SPECTROMETER
JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY IAPES (HC}
JUPITER PLASMA SUMHARY IAPES ($3)
JUPITER PLASMA ANALYZE]) DATA TAPE
PLASMA SATURN ENCOL_FTER (HC C00R)
SATURN E]WCOL_FTER LI COORD
HOUR AVERACED SDLAR WII_ PLASMA





PDS VC*2 J-PLS-5-ELE MOM-gB.OSEC
PDS VO_-S-PLS-S-ELE-BR-g6OSEC




VOYAGER 2, UV SPECTROSCOPY
UV SPECTRAL DATA RECORDS
VOYAGER 2,PLASMA WAVE(.01-56 KHZ)
24-HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTS, MFILM
PDS VC2-J-PWS-2-SA-4.0SEC
PDS VO'2-J-P_S-4-SA-48 OSEC
PDS VC2-S PWS-2 SA-4.OSEC
PDS VC"2-S-PWS-4 SA 48.05EC
PDS VC2-U-PVS 2 SA 40SEC
PDS VC'2 U PWS 4 SA 48.OSEC
VOYACER 2, IR IN_ERFE]_UMEIER
JUPITER IRIS MERGED DATA ON TAPES
SATURN IRIS RADIANCE, 1APE
URANUS IRIS DATA ON MACNET]C TAPE
VOYAOER 2, PART ANALYZER/TELESCOP
LOW+E_ERCY SECTOR-AVC. FLUX, TAPE
LOW-E_ERCY TIME AVCD FLUX, TAPE
SCAN AVE}RACE.SATURN E_COUNrTE]R




































































































FORM QUANIIIY OF DATA
DO ] 11/l 1/80 11/11/80
DO 1 02/28/79 03/P3/79
DO 6 02/25/79 03/24/79
DO 4 03/02/79 03/16/79
FIR 2 02/21/79 03/23/79
DO 2 11/09/80 11/'20/80
DO 2 11/09/80 11/18/80
DO 2 09/08/77 02/28/79
DO 1 02/28/79 03/'23/79
DD 1 21/18/80 11/18/80
DO 2 03/03/79 03/]6/79
DO 1 03/03/79 03/16/79
DO 1 03/03/79 03/16/79
DO 1 11110/80 11/18180
DO 1 I 1/I0/B0 l1/18/80
DD 1 11/10/80 11/18/80
70 65 12/10/78 ]1/13/80
UV 39801 01/04/79 11/13/80










DO 25.7 01/04/79 11/17/80
ZC 49
YC 62
DD ] 02/28/79 03/17/79
DD 7 03/05/79 03/05/79
DO 1 03/05/79 07/10/79
DO 1 11/13/80 11/13/80
DO ] 11/13/80 11/13/80
DD 1 11/12/80 21/12/80
DD 14 ]0/21/80 12/05/80
DD 8 11/12/80 11/12/80
DD .5 ]I/]3/80 11/13/80
DD ] 12/13/80 11/13/80
DD I
DO ]
HF' ] 09/05./77 12/31/79
HP 1 02/01/79 04/29/79
DD 4 09/05/77 03/31/80
DD 1 02/01/79 04/05/79
MP 1 01/01/80 05/16/81
HP 1 01/01/80 05./16/81
B1 ] 10/01/77 01/01/90
DD ] 07/19/81 10/21/81
D0 I 06/09/79 08/28/79
DD I 11/05/85. 02/25/86
DO 1S 06/19/79 08/18/79
DD 10 07/04/79 08/12/79
DO 1 07/04/79 07/12/79
DO 2 08/23/81 09/02/81
DD 2 08/23/81 08/29/81
DD 1 08/21/77 12/_'6/85
DD 1 01/24/86 01/24/86
DD 1 01/24/86 01/24/86
DD 1 01/24/86 01/24/86
DD 1 01/24/86 01/'24/86
DO 1 07/04/79 07/07/79
DD 1 07/06/79 07/09/79
DD ] 08/25/82 08/27/82
DD l 08/25./81 08/26/81
DD 1 08/25/81 08/26/81
DD I 08/25./81 08/27/81
DD I 08/'25/81 08/_6/81
DD I
MO 2 05./2,5/79 09/05/81
DD I 07/02/79 08/04/79
DD 1 07/02/79 08/04/79
DD i 08/24/81 09/01/81
DD 1 08/24/81 09/01/81
DD 1 01/23/86 01/31/86
DD 1 01/23/86 01/31/86
DO 6 O6/21/79 07/18/79
DO I] 08/13/81 09/04/81
DD 1 10/21/85 02/23/86
DD 6 07/03/79 07/25/79
DD 2 06/09/79 07/23/79
DD ] 08/24/81 08/25/81
DD ] 08/24/8] 09/01/81
61
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PHOTOPOLARIMETER JUPITER ETHIC DATA
SATL_RN,TITAN,DELTA SCORPII ENCNTR
VOYACE]_ 2, FLUXCATE MACNIIOM17_R
HACNE1. JUPI1LT_ SUHMARY (HC COOR)
MACNET. JUPIIER SUMMARY ($3 C00R)
48-SEC MAC FED PLDTS-JUPITER.FICH
HAC_NET. SATURN E_COUN1ER(HCC00R)
SATURN E]_COUNIER L1C00RD
IIOUR AVERACE IMF, HC CO0RD, TAPE
URANUS E]_ICOUN'TER (HC DOOR), TAPE
URANUS ENCOUNTER (UI C0OR), TAPE














JUPITER B/W PRESS RELEASE
JUPITER COLOR PRESS RELEASE
VOYAGER INDEX ON MFILM
SYSTE]bqATIC _IS IMAGES.JUPITER
PICTURE CATALOC OF JUP E_COUNTER
BLACK & WHITE MOSAICS OF JUP SATS
SELECTED IPL IMAGES OF SATURN SAT
SYSTE]HATIC HXIS ]MAGF_,SATORN
PICTURE CATALOG OF SAT EHCOUNTER
FOOTPRINTS*AIRBR MAPS OF JUP SATS
]RACING DATA ON MACNEIIC TAPE
SYSTE)4ATIC NIPL IMAGES, URANUS
NEPTUNE,COLOR PRESS RELEASE
URANUS COLDR PRESS RELEASE
URANUS B/W PRESS RELEASE
SATURN B/N PRESS RELEASE
SATURN COLOR PRESS RELEASE
NEPTUNE B/W PRESS RELEASE
SYSTE}4ATIC IPL IMACINC, NEPIUNE
SYSTEHATIC IPL IMAGES OF TRITON
VOYAGER 2, COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
JUPITER FLUX TIME-HISIORY RECORDS
VOYAGER 2, C01tERNT S*X BAKe) RADO
COMPLEX ERVFLOPE OCCULTATION S]CN
MERCED DCCULIATION DATA
SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA,lAP
SATLIRN D_COUNTER DATA ON MAC TAPE
RAD][I OCCULTATION, SATURN FJ_CDUNT
RADIO OCCULTATION DATA ON _AhlUS
VOYAGER 2, LF.RF RCVR(.O2-4OHHZ)
L0W BAND DYN SPECTRA PLDTSoJUP
H]CII BAND DYN SPECIRA PLOTS,JUP
PLANCIARY RADIO ASIRDNOMY DATA
DECAME1RIC EHISSION CAT.IS 40 MHZ
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,SAT
HICH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,SAT
07/18/6s
ZOND 3, PHOTOGRAPHY





ATLAS OF REVERSE SIDE OF THE MDON
08107169
ZOND 7. LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHS
INDEX TO LUNAR PH01DCRAPHS
LUNAR SURFACE PHOTOS
NSSDC-CBERATE]) INDEX
ATLAS OF REVERSE SIDE OF THE MOON
lO12O17O
ZOND 8, LUNAR PHOTDCRAPHS
INDEX TO LUNAR PHOTOCRAPHS
SEQUENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC-CENERATED INDEX
ATLAS OF REVERSE SIDE OF THE MOON
77-076A-076 DO ] 08/24/81 09/01181
77-076A-O7F DO 1 07/02/79 07/24/79
77-076A-07C DO 1 07/O2/79 07/24/79
77-076A-OlH DO I 01/24/86 01/30/86
77-076A-07I DO ] 01/24/86 01/30/86
77-076A-11
77-076A-1)A DO 1 06/26/79 07/10/79
77-076A-1]8 DO 1 08/%2/81 O8/2518]
77-076A-05
77-076A-OSA DO 15 06/19/79 08/%8179
77-076A-058 DO 10 07/04/79 08/12/79
77-076A-05C FR 2 07/02/79 08/14/79
77-076A-OSD DO 2 08123/81 09/02/81
77-076A-OSE DD 2 0_/23/81 08/29/81
77-O76A-OSF DO 1 08/20/77 09/06/79
77-076A-05C DO 3 01/19/86 01/30/86
77-076A-OSH DO 1 01/23/86 01/25/86
77-076A-051 FR I 01/21/86 01/30106
77-076A-OSJ DO 2 07/05179 08/]2/79
77-076A-O,,5,K DO 1 07/05/79 08/12/79
77-076A-OSL DO ) 07/05/79 08/12/79
77-076A-OSM DO l O8/23/81 09/01/81
77-076A-O.SN DO I 07/02/79 08/12179
77-076A-050 DO ! 01/21/86 01/30/86
77-076A-OSP DO ) 01/21186 01131/86
77-076A-05Q DO I 01/21/86 01/30/86
77-076A-OSR IX) ] 08/23/8] 08/29/81
77-076A-056 DD ] 08/23/81 08/29181
77-O76A-OST DD ] 08/23/8] 08/29/81
77-076A-OSU DO 1 01/_1/86 01/30/86
77-076A-01
77-076A-O1A YC 52 02/08/78 09/04/81
77-076A-018 ZC 36 06/25/79 08/29/81
77-076A-01C MP 1


















77-076A-OBA DO 1 07/03/79 08/04179
77-O76A-02
77-076A-O2A DD 20 07/10/79 07/10179
77-076A-02B DD ] 03/05179 07110/79
77-076A-02C DD 1 O8/26/81 O8/26/81
77-076A-O2D DD 6 08/07/81 09118/8]
77-O76A-02E DD 2 O8/26/6I 08/26/81
77-076A-O2F DD 15 01/24/86 O1/25186
77-076A-10
77-076A-IOA MP 1 08/20/77 12131/79
77-076A-108 MP 1 05/01/79 08/10/79
77 076A-10C DD 4 OB/2D/TI 04/30/80
77-076A-IOD DD 1 06/04/79 07/23/79
77-076A-106 MP 1 O]/Ol/8O 12/31/81
77-076A-1OF MP 1 01/01180 12131/81
65-056A
65-056A-O]





















LOCATING DATA FROM SUPPLEMENTARY DATA LISTINGS
The data in the NSSDC Supplementary Data File (NSDF) are listed alphabetically by discipline,
source, data type, data content, and data set. The data type and data content headings group
available data sets alphabetically under the discipline and source. The NSDF is divided into
astronomy (first listing) and all other disciplines (second listing), excluding crustal dynamics.
To locate available data in the NSDF, the user should first determine the discipline of interest from
Table 1 (below), and the source desired from Table 2 (on the following page). This procedure will
identify a limited section of the NSDF listing. After locating the discipline and source, the user
should scan the subheadings to determine (1) if there is an appropriate data type, (2) if there is an





















Optical, UV, IR and most astronomical
catalogs
Celestrial X rays and gamma rays
Maps of planetary and satellite surfaces
Includes elements and ephemerides
from miscellaneous sources
Includes solar cosmic rays
Composite data and items that cannot be
listed elsewhere
Terrestrial and planetary ionospheres
Includes magnetospheric and
interplanetary plasmas
Terrestrial and planetary atmospheres,
including meteorology
From any source
Solar proton events, etc.
Includes sunspot counts
Mostly radiation belt models and
programs
_._,E_,/_ INTENTIONALLY8LAN|













Restrictred to correlative data
Restricted to correlative data




Data obtained from more than one of the
other sources listed here
Miscellaneous computer codes
Restricted to correlative data
Data not acquired by instruments on a
single spacecraft (e.g., beacon, drag,
and multispacecraft data)
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NSDF - ASTRONOMY LISTINGS

ASTRONOMY
OBTAINING DATA FROM THE ASTRONOMICAL DATA CENTER
Catalogs of astronomical data listed in the Status Report on Machine-Readable Astronomical
Catalogs may be obtained from the Astronomical Data Center if their respective status codes
indicate availability for distribution. For catalogs not having a distribution code of A,
documentation is sparse or nonexistent, and a requester will often need to examine the data
carefully for potential problems and inconsistencies. The ADC generally will not distribute
catalogs with status codes of C or lower, but will, as time permits, attempt to check these and
upgrade them if requested. A tape description will always be provided with a data set on magnetic
tape, along with a sample listing or a brief description of the format.
NSSDC Data Request Forms in Appendix B at the back of this publication should be used to
request astronomical data and]or catalogs. Please include the following information when
completing the form: (1) your title (Dr., Mr., Ms., Prof., etc.) and full name (first, middle initial,
last, suffix if any)-full names are required to avoid possible duplication in the name file; (2)
telephone number and date the form is completed; (3) catalog identification number (number and
name from the Status Report, if available - a Status Report is published in each issue of the
Astronomical Data Center Bulletin, probably available in your department, library, or the closest
university having an astronomy department; (4) a brief discussion of what the data are to be used
for (research project, educational purposes, etc.); and the maximum block size (physical, not
logical, record length) that your computer can process. All data sets and catalogs are stored at large
block sizes (about 32K bytes) at the ADC for maximum storage efficiency and data transfer rate,
and minimum computer charges. If unblocked or very small maximum block size is requested, it
may be necessary to charge for computer time and additional magnetic tapes.
Uncertainties regarding numbers of tapes required, tape parameters, or special requests should be
clarified before requests are submitted. Contact Dr. Wayne H. Warren Jr. at (301) 286-8310, FTS
888-8310, Telex 89675 (answerback NASCOM GBLT), or letter. Electronic mail may be sent to
W3WHW@SCFVM (BITNET), W3WHW@SCFVM.GSFC.NASA.GOV (Internet),
NSSDCA::WARREN (SPAN).
For general inquiries dealing with requesting astronomical catalogs, the Online Information
System, or the Status Report Mailing List:
Gail L. Schneider
National Space Science Data Center
Code 633, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 USA
E-mail: TEADC@SCFVM (BITNET); TEADC@SCFVM.GSFC.NASA.GOV (Internet);
NSSDCA::GAIL (SPAN)
Telephone: (301) 286-8310; FTS 888-8310; FAX (301) 286-3221
For general questions concerning scientific content of catalogs and inquiries about data submission
and availability:
Dr. Wayne H. Warren Jr.
National Space Science Data Center/World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 633, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 USA
E-mail: W3WHW@SCFVM (BITNET); W3WHW@SCFVM.GSFC.NASA.GOV
(Internet); NSSDCA::WARREN (SPAN)
Telephone: (301) 286-8310; FTS 888-8310; FAX (301) 286-3221
fllGt
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1ST CRLE_ICH CA1 STARS ]925.0
2NO 9-YR CAT AC REF STARS 1900
2ND CREI_IWICH CAT STARS 1925.0
3RD CAT TOULOUSE (PALOOUE 1937)
ACT3 BY RIC_ ASCENSION
ACK3 CAT (HEIDELBE_C/FINAL VERS)
AOK3 CAT (HEIDELBErG/FINAL VERS)
ACK3 CAT (HEIDELBERG/FINAL VERS)
AGK3R MEAN POS• PROPER MOTIONS
AOK3R OBS 21499 NORTH REF STARS
ASTROGRAPHIC CAT ,1 TO .31(1983)





BUCHAREST CAT FAINT STARS 1950.0
CAPE PHOTOCRAPHIC 2 1950.0(1968)





CAPE ZONE CA1 (SPENCER/JACKSON)
CARLSBERC MERIDIAN, LA PALMA
CAT 8803 STARS 31-40 NORTH
CAT 964 ETOI_ *S TO +IS/FAYET
CAT D_ABBADIA ]4263 ETOILES
CAT MERIDIEN STRASBOURC 1972
CAT OF 20554 FAIN'[ STARS (CAPE)
CAT OF STARS REC OF HYADES CLUST
CAT PROP MOT 12590 STARS (COREL)
CAT SUPPLEMENTAL BD STARS
COMBINED LICK-VOYACER REF STARS




DATA TRIC PAR YALE CATS 1952/63
EICHHDRN PLEIADES CATALOC
ELEHE_S MINOR PLANETS ]986
ELEMENTS MINOR PLANE_S Ig87
ELEMENTS MINOR PLANETS 1980
FK4 AND SUPPLEHENI (V. IgBg)
FKS BASIC (1988)
CC (BOSS 1937, VERSION ADC 1985)
GREJ3_ICH CA/ STARS 1910.0
HERZ ZDNE CAT -6 TO -I0
HERZ ZONE CAT -6 TO -10
J CAT REDUCED AC DATA (1982)
JPL EPHEMERIS 1960-2000 (DE118)
JPL EPHEMERIS 1960-2000 (DE125)
JPL EPHEMERIS ]960-2000 (DE200)
JPL LONC EPHEHE_IS(NEWHALL 1978)
KAT 3356 STERNE_ 1950 (LARINK)
LOS CATALOOLIE (LUYTEN 1940-1987)
LHS CATALOC, 2ND ED(LUYTI3W 1979)
LOWELL PROPE]_ MOTIONS NORTH HEM
LOWELL PROPE_ MOTIONS NORTH HEM
LOWELL PROPE_ MOTIONS SOUTH HEM
LUN OCC IRAS PT SRCS 1991 2000
LUYTEN PROPB_ MOTIONS >0.5 ASEC
N30 CAT OF 526B STANDARD STARS
N30 CAT OF 5268 STA_ARO STARS
NEVTUNE-VOYAOER REF SIARS (1986)
NL]7" CATALOOUE (LUYTBW 1979-80)
NLl_ CATALOGUE. PUB EDITION
PI_TH 70 C.A-IIN SORTED BY DM
PERTH 70, OBSERVATIONS 24900 -S
PERTH 70, POSITIORS 24900 STARS
PEMTH 75 POS 2589 FK4/FK4S STARS
POSITIONS • PROPER MOTIONS(1988)
PROP MOT 1160 STARS (FOOH OLSE]W)
PROP MOT 437 A STARS/FOGH OLSB
PROP MOT 8790 STARS KLEMOLA 1971
PTG OBS VISUAL DOUBLES (1987)
QUATRIEME ME]_ID BESANDON (1982)
SANTIACO 67 CAT 7610 STARS(1961)
SANTIACO-PULKOVO I (SPF I, 1975)
SANTIACO-PULKOVO 2 (SPF 2.UNPUB)
SANTIAG0-PULKOVO 3 (SPF 3. 1972)
SANTIAOO-PULKOVO 3 (SPF 3, lg7P)
SAO STAR CATALOC (ADC 1984)
SAO ST_ CATALOC (ADC 1984)
SAO STAR CATALOO (USNO/A_ 1987)
SOUTHERN DURCHMUSTERUNC/BO SOUTH
SOUTHERN DURCHMUSTERUNC/BD SOUTH
SRS 20488 POSITIONS (1988)
SYDNEY PTC CAT ZONES -48 TO -54





































































































































































































1DKYO MITAKA CAT EQ STARS 1950.0
TRIG PAR PROP MOT UK SCHMIDT-II
URANUS VOYAGER REF STARS (1985)
YALE CAT TRIG PARALLAXES
YALE TRIG PAR/SUPPL (USNO 1982)
YALE ZONE CAT -60 TO -70 (]981)
YALE ZONE CATS INTE_ATED (1989)
ASTRONOMY CATALOCS COMBINED DATA
ALGOL-TYPE BINARY CAME) (]984)
BRIGHTEST STARS (1987)
CATACLYS BINARIES (RIT3E_ t988)
COMB LIST ASTRON SOURCES 3.1
COMBINED STAR CAT (EWALD 1979)
COMBINED STAR CAT (EWALD 1979)
DATA FK4/FK4 SUPP STARS (NORIN)
DO0,MC PHOT KPN0,CTIO (1982)
F STARS SGP
F2-K5 DWARFS 8OPC FROM SUN
FIELD TYPE II CEPHEIDS (1985)
GENEVA PHOTOMETRIC BOXES (1982)
HIGH-VELOCITY STARS (ROMAN 195.5)
HICH-VELOCITY STARS/ECCEN 1964-5
KINEMATIC DATA O-B5 STARS (1981)
LATE-TYPE STARS CH,HH0.SI0 E_4ISS
HASSES,AGES STARS 68 OPEN CLUST
NEARBY STAR DATA 1969-78 (1979)
NEARBY STARS(GLIESE Iq69)CON DTA
NEARBY STARS(CLIESE 1969)COH DTA
NEARBY STARS(CLIESE 19BO)SEJ_ DTA
NEARER GIANTS K_ (ECGEN 1966)
NEW KIN DATA SD OB STARS TAB
NEW KIN DATA SO OB STARS TAB 4
PHOTOMETRY & PROP NOl M67 (1986)
PROBABLE MC}4BE_S OF
PROP MOT,UBV H,CHI PER Ri C(lqBO)
PROP MOT,UBV RED 4 DPE_N CL(19BO)
PROP-MOIIDN STARS UBV,RV (1987)
R_JCED UVBY PHDTOME_FRY IT
RFJ)UCED UVBY PHOTOMETRY IT
R(_]4JC_) UVBY PHOIOMEXRY/PHILIP
SA0 AND SUPPLEHENIARY DATA(]QBO)
SKYMAP 3.3 24BS16 STARS (1986)
SKYMAP 3.5 248563 STARS (1989)
SKYMAP SOURCE PROGRAMS
SKYMAP SYSTE)4 DESCRIPTION (197q)
SPACE VE± VECTORS B,A STRS(IQ82)
SPACE VELOCITIES C_ G]AN_S
SPACE-VELOCITY CAT (ECCEN 1962)
SPECTROS BIN 14 (1984)
SIARS <25 PC SUN (W00LLEY_1970)
STARS (25 PC SUN (W00LLE>*1970)
STELLAR CAT,V.II.1 (STEIN 19BO)
SUPERCIAhFT STARS (EC_ET 1980)
YALE BRIGHT STARS SUPPL (1983)
YALE BRIC_ STARS, STH ED (1986)
YALE CAT BRICPrl STARS, 4TH ED
[FE/H] DATA F STARS (SHEVELEY)
ASTRONOMY CATALOGS CROSS IDE_IFICATION
ACK3-BD CROSS INDEX/_ARREN 1978
BD ACK3 CROSS INDEX/WARREN 1978
BD/CD/CPD CROSS IND CHAR (1981)
BD/CD/CPD CROSS INDEX
CD-CPD CROSS INDEX (1987)
CD-CPD CROSS INDEX -18 TO -39
CS]/ADS/IDE CROSS INDE_
GCVS TABLE ] NDMEI_CLATURE
CCVS TABLE 1NDMI_NCLATURE
CCVS TABLE 10 SONNEBERD CROSS IN
CCVS TABLE 11SVS CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE 12 ROSS CROSS INDEX
CCVS IABLE 13 INNES CROSS ]NDEX
CCVS TABLE 14 BAMBERC CROSS INDX
CCVS TABLE 19 ZINNER CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE 2 BAYER CROSS INDEX
GCVS TABLE 20 PRAGER CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE 21CSV CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE 5 HR=BS CROSS INDE_
CCVS TABLE 6 DM CROSS INDEX
CCVS 1ABLE 6 DH CROSS INOEX
CCVS TABLE 6 Dr4 CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE B FLAMSTEED INDEX
CCVS TABLE I HI) CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE 8 AN CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE 9 HV CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE I NOMENCLATURE
CCVS TABLES 15-18 OV,VB,VV,TV ID
CICLAS/BO CROSS INDEX/MERMILLIOD
H_,HDF,DM OPEN CLUSTERS (1985)
rE) DEARBORN CROSS INDEX (1983)
H_-SA0-CC CROSS INDEX (1982)
HOE CROSS INDEX (BONNET 19/8)
IDEAS ME_AL DEFICIE_ F-M STARS
INFRARED SOURCE CROSS INDEX 1987






































































































































































































SAO-HO-DH-CC CROSS INDEX (1983)
SPECTROS BIN LIST TOULOUSE(lgBS)
WOS-DM-HD-ADS CROSS INDEX (1987)
ASTRDNOMY CATALOCS MISCELLAN£DUS
BIB CAT FIELD RR LYR STARS(1977)
BIB CAT FIELD RR LYR STARS(]977)
BIB INDEX pLANETARY NEB 1965-76
BIB INDEX PLANETARy NEB 1965-79
BIB STAT METHODS ASTRONOMY(lgB6)
BIB VARIABLE STARS (1986)
BIB VARIABLE STARS SUPPL l(lgB6)
CDROM TEST DISK (ADC 1989)
CONSTELLATION BOUNDARIES (]987)
CONSTELLATION DATA (1989)
DOUBLE STARS (WDS,WORLEY 1984)
FINDING LIST 5, PUBLISHE_) V_S.
FINDING LIST NSRDS NBS3, 1-10
FINDING LIST NSRDS-NBS3, 1-10
FINDING LIST OBS BINARY STARS 5
INIERFE_OMETRIC MEAS BIN V.i0/88
LICK IDS (WORLEY 1976.5)
LICK IDS (WORLEY 1976.5)
LINE SPECTRA ELEHE)CTS (1gOD-I)
LUM STARS IN CLUST/ASSOC (1984)
MDDEL ATM C,F,A,B,O STARS (1979)
MULTIPLET TABLE FOR HN I (1989)
ORS CAT VISUAL DOUBLE STARS 1976
OCCULTATION DOUBLES ORS (1983)
ORBITS VISUAL BINARIES 1964,0
PHOTOMETRIC SEQ/ARCUFJ&BOK 1973
REVISED YALE ISOCHRONES (1987)




TABLE SEHIEHPIRICAL CF VALUES
UBV SE_ SA 92-115 (LANDOLT 1973)
ASTRONOMY CATALOGS OF NON-STELLAR OBJECTS
1400 HHZ SKY SURVEY (1985-86)
2810 NEARBY GALAXIES (lg86)
_ND REF CAT 8RIOHT GALAXIES 1976
3RD CAMBRIDGE RADIO CalALOC REV
ABELL/_W]CKY GALAXY CLUSTE_S
ARP'S GLOBJLAR-CLUSTER CATALOG
ASTEROIDS II DATA BASE (1968)
ATLAS PECULIAR GALAXIES (1966)
ATLAS SYNTHESIS SPECTRA CAL 1985
BIB SURFACE PHOT GALAXIES (]982)
BRIGHT NEBULAE (B T LYNDS)
BRIGHT NEBULAE (B T LYNDS)
BRIC, HT NEBULAE (B I LYNDS)
CAT ABSORPTION LINES QSO SPECTRA
CAT POLARIZATION EXTRACAL RADIO
CEDAC CLUSTERS OF CALAXIES(1984)
CFA RED.SHIFTS (HUCHRA 6/1988)
CLUSTERS AND ASSOC SELECTED DATA
CO OBS OF CALAXIES (VEDTER 1985)
CO RAD VEL CAL HII RECIDNS(IqO2)
COMA CLUSTER GALAXIES (1985)
COMPACT CROUPS COMPACT GALAXIES
COMPACT CROUPS OF CALAXIES(198_)
DARK NEB, GLOBULES 240-360 DEC
DARK NEBULAE (B T LYNDS)
DARK NEBULAE (B T LYNDS)
DARK NEBULAE (B T LYNDS)
ESO/UPPSALA SURVEY (LAUBE]_TS 82)
E)('[RACAL RADIO SOURCE IDS (1963)
E]K'TRACAL RADIO SRCS 6 CHZ (1981)
FIVE CDLL PULSAR LIST (1961)
FOURTH CAMBRIDGE RADIO SURVEY
CAL S -30 OBS SPECTROS (1983)
CAL SN REHNANTS/CLARK-CASWELL
CAL SN REHNANTS/ILDVAISKY+
CALAXIES (ZWICKY ET AL. 1961-68)
GALAXIES ROTATION CURVES (1983)
GALAXY REDSHIFTS (ROOD UNPUB.)
GALAXY REDSHIFTS (ROOD UNPUB.)
GLOBULAR CLUSTERS (MONELLA 1985)
GLOBULES LIST (VESSEL]US 1979)
CROUPS OF GALAXIES, CFA SURVEY
HIGH REDSHIFTS (TRIAY 1982)
HII REGIONS (SHARPLESS)
IR HAGS HI VEL WIDTHS NEARBY CAt
ISOLATED GALAXIES (1973)
ISOLATED PAIRS GAL N HEH (1972)
ISOLATED TRIPLETS OF GALAXIES
KIT PEAK _SO CAT (DEVENY)
MARKARIAN GALAXIES (1984)
MASS-STONY BROOK CO SURVEY(lOB6)
MASSES.ACES STARS 12 OPEN CLUST
MASTER LIST NON-STELLAR OBJ 1975
MASTER LIST NON-STELLAR OBJ 1976
MASTER LIS_ NON-STELLAR OBJ 1980







































































































































































































MORPH PROP 2712 ABELL CL (1987)
MDRPHOL CAT CALAXIES, PUB ED
MORPHDLOCICAL CAT CALAXIES
MORPHOLOCICAL CAT CALAXIES S
NEAR-IR SOURCE COUNTS CAL PLANE
NEARBY CROUPS OF CALAXIES (1982)
NEW CAT QUASISTELI_R 0BJ (1989)
NCC 2OOO.0 (SKY PUBL 1988)
NONSTF_LLAR OBJECTS RNCC (19/3)
OPEN CLUSTEJ_ ISM DATABASE (1988)
OPEN CLUSTERS STH ED(LYNCA 1987)
OPTICAL CAT RADIO CALAXIES 197B
PARKES RADIO SOURCES, V. 3/85
PLANL1ARY NEB (STRASBOURC 1980)
pLANETARY NEB (STRASBOURC 1980)
POSS SURV MOLECULAR CLOUDS(I987)
PRINCIPAL CALAXIES (1989)
PULSARS (SEIRADAKIS)
QS0'S ASIACO (BARBIERI. 1982)
QUASARS (BURBIDCE E_ AL. 1977)
QUASARS AND ACTIVE NUCLEI (1987)
RADIAL VELOCITIES CALAXIES(1986)
REDSHIF_S ABFIL CLUSTERS (1982)
REDSHIFIS VEL D1SP ABELL CL 1987
REt)SHIFTS ZW NEAR CLUSTERS(1984)
REFERFJdCE CAT BRI_ CALAXIES
REFLECTION NE_EAE/VAN DEN BER(_
REV SHAPLEY-AMES CAEAXIES (1981)
RICH CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES (1977)
RICH CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES (1988)
SEYFERT CAEAXIES/WEEDHAN 1977,8
SO GROUPS/CLUSTENS OF GALAXIES
S0UTHi_N CALAXY CAT (1985)
SOUTHERN REI)SHIFTS (1987)
SPECIROPHOI ATLAS EARLY-TYPE CAL
STAR CL/ASSDC I ASSDC (19B])
STAR CL/ASSDC II CLDBULARS(1981)
STAR CL/ASSDC 111 OPEN CL(1981)
STELLAR VF_DCITY DISPEI_SIONS. 1.
UPPSALA CFN CAT CALAXIE.S (1973)
UV EXCESS GALAXIES (1982)
UV.DPT,H I DATA VIRCO CAL (1981)
W] SOFI X RAY BACKROUND SURVE_f
ASTRONOMY CATALOCS PHOTOMETRIC DATA
100 MICRON SURVEY GALACTIC PLANE
]3 COLOR PHDT i380 BRICHX STARS
13-CDLOR PHOT 1380 BRICHT STARS
4200 A CN&C BANDS/CB-K5 SPECTRA
AFCL 1R SKY SURVEY RE-V (1983)
BALMER LINES PHOTOMETRIC (1980)
BRICH_ UVBY-BETA STD STARS(1987)
CAT IO-MICRBN CELESTIAL OBJECTS
CAT [X)D PHOTOMETRY/MA(_WENAT 1974
CAT EARlY-TYPE STARS NARRD_-BANO
CAT ECCEN (102/65/62) PHOTOMETRY
CAT SIARS PHOTOMETRICALLY MEAS
CAT UBV DU CAP (NICDLET)
CAT UBV(R) 20 PHOTOMEIRY (1973)
CAT UVBCRI PHOTOMETRY
CAT WALRAVEN PHDTDMETRY (1973)
CATALDCUE MINIPHOT E (MACNE_NAT)
CE£ESCOPE CAT UV MACS (DAVIS)
C_ESCDPE CAT UV MACS (DAVIS)
CONCE_rFRIC APERTURE UBVRI (19B6)
DD0 PHOTOM BRIOHT STARS (I981)
DO0 PHBTOM BRICH_ STARS (1981)
DEARBORN 0BS CAT FAIhrl RED STARS
EXTINCTION DATA (NECKEL* 19BO)
FAINT BLUE DBJ HIC_ OAL LAT 1984
FAINT BLUE STARS IIl (1984)
FLARE STARS (GERSHBf_C)
CAL O STARS(CRUZ-CDNZALEZ* 1974)
CAt O-TYPE STARS (CARMANY_ 198_)
CCVS TABLE 19 ZINNER CROSS INOEX
CEN CAT VAR STARS, _RD ED
CEN CAT VAR STARS. 4TH [_ (1988)
CENEVA PHOTOMETRIC 3 (1981)
H-ALPHA OBS (DUCATO 1981)
H-ALPHA PHOT LATE-TYPE STARS I
H-ALPHA PHOT LATE-TYPE STARS II
H-BETA PHDT SOUTH AS-C0 (1984)
H-LINE ABSORP/EARLY-TYPE STARS
RS1 CUIDE STAR PHOT CAT (1988)
INFRARED 0BS(GEZARI ET AL. 1987)
INTERIM EQ INFRARED CAT 1
K-LINE PHOT STARS POP I CLUSTERS
K-LINE PHOIOMETRY A STARS/HE_4Ry
MACELLANIC CLOUDS S COLOR (1980)
MADS/COLOURS O&B STARS VELA REC
NARR0W-BAND PHOT LATE-TYPE STARS
NICOLE7 UBV HOMOGENEOUS MEANS
NON SOLAR X-RAY M_S_EHE_S








































































































































































































PHOT DATA BRIGHT STARS (1986)
PHOT ORANGE-RED CA I TRIPLET
PHO1 STRDNC CN STARS/MCCLURE
PHOI/SPECTROPHDT INV SCP (197B)
PHOTOM STD STARS (COUSINS 1971)
PI4DIOM_RIC DATA NEARBY STARS/B1
PHOTOMETRIC MAOS SA 40
PHOFOMETRY VIS P_JLT SYS (1981)
POLARIZATION CATALDG
POLARIZATION CATALOG
PRE]_ICTE_ K MAOS OF STARS (KUAN)
PTC MAC HIGH CAL LATITUDE (1983)
RADIO STARS (WE]_E)KER 1978)
RED,INFRARED MAQS KRON SYS(lgB2)
REF LIST FOR UBV SYSTE_/NICOLET
SCANNER ABUNDANCE STUDIES I
SIARS EHII-TINC RADIO CDHIIN_
STELLAR COMP CAL AFCL SURV(Ig83)
STELLAR DIAMETERS (1981)
STELLAR DIST SAI27,141,1Bg(1983)







THEORETICAL COLOURS F&G DWARFS
TON PLEIADES FLARE STARS (1987)
TWO MICRON SKY SURVEY
T_O-MICRON SKY SURVEY
TWO MICRDN,SAO,POSS CAT (1983)
UBV (PTG) OPEN CLUSTERS (1984)
UBV BRIGHT STARS (JOHNSON ET AL)
UBV CAT (OCHSBBEIN/STRASBOURG)
UBV CAT (OCHSENBEIN/STRASBOUR¢)
UBV FAINT STARS M67 (IgB6)
UBV K DWARFS S CAL POLE (1989)
UBV OBS LSS STARS(DRILLING 1989)
UBV PHDT 16gO H-P-M STARS (}gB6)
UBV PHOTOELECTRIC (1986)
UBV/HR DIAGRAMS GLOBULAR CL.UST[TR
UBV/MK OPEN CLUSTERS (Ig86)
UBV/UVBY BETA ORION OB 1
UBVRI PHOTOELECTRIC (LANZ IgB6)




UV BR]CPFr-STAR SPECTROPHOT SUPPL
UVBY-BEXA AS-CO <O.3 MAC (1983)
LNBY-BE_A REDDENING DATA (lgB2)
UVBY-BE-IA VIS MULT SYS (1982)
UVBY/BETA MEASURE)4ETCTS (]gBs)
UVBY/BETA D-CO (CRONBECH/DLSEN)
VILNIUS PHOTOMETRIC CAT (1984)
VILNIUS PHOTOMETRY MS6 REGION
VIS DOUBLES EARLY-TYPE PRIMARIES
ASTRONOMY CATALOGS SORTED BY PLATE AREAS
EH-LINE SURV MILKY WAY PLT CNTRS
IN-LINE SURV MILKY WAY, SAD PLTS
GA-11A BY ESO PLATE AREAS*X/Y CD
GA-11A BY PAL PLATE AREAS*X/Y CD
CA-17A BY PAL PLATE AREAS_X/Y CO
GA-17Q BY PAL PLATE AREAS*X/Y CD
PLATE CENTERS ESO SKY SURVEY
PLATE CENTERS LICK SKY .SURVEY
PDSS PLATE DATA (ADD 1984)
ASTRONOMY CATALOGS SPECTROSCOPIC DATA
A M KNOWN SPECTRAL TYPES 3(1986)
ABS CAL STELLAR 5PECTRDPHOTOH.
aBt__ NA,MC.CA K GIANTS. TAB I
ABUND NA,MC,CA K GIANTS, TAB II
ATLAS OF STELLAR SPECTRA (1977)
A_LAS SPECTRDPHDT W-R STARS/1987
ATLAS STELL SPECTRA 2.00 2.45 UM
B E STARS (JASCHEX, EC_RET 1981)
B E STARS DATA BANK (PACE 1986)
BIB CAT RADIAL VEL (BARBIER)
BIB RADIAL VEt OPEN EL (1984)
BIB STELLAR RADIAL VEt (IgB7)
BIBLIOGRAPHY STELLAR RADIAL VEL
BIBLIOGRAPHY STELLAR RADIAL VEL
BIN SpECTROS WITH ORBITS (1979)
BLUE OBJ HIGH GAL LAT (1977-80)
CA II H,K EMISSION STARS (1980)
CAT FAINT OB STARS CAR-CEN/LYNCA
CATALOGUE A P AND A M STARS
CHEH ELEMENTS PEC SPECTRA (1979)
CLOSE VIS BIN. I. HI< TYPES(IQ84)
CODL CARBON STARS/BALI)ONE TEL
DWARF K,M SlARS(STEPHE_ON 1986)
EARLY-TYPE CHEM PEC STARS (1981)




































































































































































































EARLY-TYPE STARS EHISSION LINES
EQUIV WIDTHS INIE3_ST 217 NM BAND
EQUIVALENT WIDTH MEAS(LUCK 1988)
F2&EARIIE_ STARS 5A28/54/106/107
FS&LATER STARS SA28/54/106/I07
F8-C2 STARS IN NORTH _L POLE RC
FAINT BLUE SIARS SCP (1962)
CAL WDLF-RAYE_ SIARS 6 (1981)
CE_EI_AL CAT DF COOL CARBON STARS
GENERAL CA/ S STARS SIEPHE_WSON
H CAMMA CAT/CRAMFIDN El AL ]973
H GAHHA CAT/CRAMPION E1 AL 1973
H GAMMA CAT/CRAMPIDN El AL 1973
HENRY DRAPER CAT/E)F[ (ADC 1985)
HENRY DRAPER CAT/EX_ (ADC 1989)
HFJ_Ry DRAPER EXT 112 (ADC 1989)
HOl SUBDWARFS (1988)
ID LIST LINES IN STELLAR SPECTRA
IR SPECTRA FOR 32 STARS
LIBRARY OF STELLAR SPECTRA(IQB4)
LMC OBJ-PRISM SURV 1969, V. 19B6
LMC STELLAR CONTENT Ill (1978)
LUMINOUS SlARS NO MILKY WAY
LUMINOUS STARS NO MILKY WAY
LUHINOUS STARS SO MILKY WAY (LS)
LUYTEN WHITE DWARFS/PARTIAL DATA
MFTAL-DEJCICIE_ F-M STARS (1984)
MICHIGAN HK/HD STARS ]
MICHIGAN MK/HD STARS 2
MICHIGAN HK/HD STARS 3 (1982)
MICHIGAN RK/HD STARS 4 (1988)
HK CATALOCUE/JASCHI_( E1 AL 1964
HK CATALOCUE/JASCHE]K El AL 1964
HK CATALDCUE/JASCHE)( ETT AL 1964
MK CLASS OB STARS (I ESH 1968)
M_ CLASSIFICATION EX3ENSION 1983
MK CIASSIFICATION EXIE_/SIDN 1Q83
MK GENE]RAL 3 (BUSCOMBE 1977)
MK GENERAL 4 (BUSCOMBE 1980)
HK GENERAL S (BUSCOMBE 1981)
MK HD STARS DEC *25 10 *30(]963)
H_ HG CAT/BIB (1981)
ORB El E_4E_S CLDS_ BINAR]_S/1984
PHYS PARAMETERS SPEC_ BIN (1980)
RAD VEL 889 PROP-MOT SIARS(IOB6)
RADIAL-VEL SURVEY (STOCK 1983)
RADIAL VELDCIIY CATALOG (EVANS)
RADIAL- VELOCITY CATALOG (WILSON)
RADIAL-VELOCITY CATALOG (WI[ SON)
RADIAL VELOCITY CAIALDC (W]l SON)
REV MK STDS >GO (KE_INAN 1983)
ROTATION OF EVOLVING A/F STARS
ROIATIONAL VEL (BOY/KOP 1964)
ROIATIONAL VET. (BOY/KOP 1964)
ROIAIIONAL VEL (BOY/KOP 1964)
ROIATIONAL VE£ BERNACCA 1970-73
ROIAIIONAL VEL BERNACCA 1970-/3
ROIATIONAL VEL BERNACCA ]970-73
ROIAI IONAL VEL(UF_S_I.FL_UOA 82)
RV BRIG.EFT POP II F STARS (19B5)
RV BRICHT SO STARS CORAVEL(IgBs)
RV BRICHT SO STARS I (1983)
RV BRIGHT SO STARS I.II.IV
RV BRIC_ SO STARS II (19B3)
RV BRIGHT SO STARS Ill (1985)
S2/68 IN CLASSS]FICATIONS (]979)
SCANNE]R ABUND STUD ]I BLOCKING
SCANNER ABUND STUD 11 RAW DATA
SFJ ICTED MK TYPES M JASCHE)_ 1978
SF]. ECTED _ TYPES M JASCHE)< 1918
$0 MILKY WAY SPECT SURV UNIFORM
SO MILKY WAY SPECTRAL SURVEY I
SO MILKY WAY SPECTRAL SURVEY II
SD MILKY WAY SPECTRAL SURVEY lit
SO MILKY WAY SURVEY (GE_fE_ 1978)
SP,LLIM CLASSES SA NN2-43 (1979)
SPECTRA LATE-TYPE STDS 2 2.5 M]C
SPECTRAL CLASSIF KUIPER (]985)
SPECTROPHO1 BRICJ-FI F,G,K.M STARS
SPECTROPHOT W R STARS (1988)
SP_CTROPHOT OME-FR ]C SCANS/BRF C_3_
SPLCTROPHOTOME.RIC STDS (1987)
SPF C IR{}PHDT OMETR ]C (ADEI.MAN 1983)
SPLCIRDPHOIOHETRY NOVA CYC 1975
SPfCTRUM OF CAHMA TAURI (1983)
SIARS F2 EARLIER NCP REGION
STELLAR ABUNDANCES (1986)
STellAR RAD VEt EVANS RAD 20 FIRS
STELLAR SPECT ATLAS 3130 10800 A
STELLAR SPECTROPHOT DA_A (]980)
S l [ LLAR SPECTROPHDT OHEI R IC ( 1Q 85 )
STUDIES MILKY WAY CLN NOR Ill
SURVEY FAINI OB SIARS IN CARINA






























































































































































































































































































VISUAL NIULT VII MK TYPES(ABT 81)
VYSSDTSKY'S CATALDC_ 1950.0
W(EQ) INTERSTFII_/_ 2200-A (1983)
WHITE DWARFS (MCCOOK, SIDN 1988)
WHITE DWARFS 1,2 CDMBINE])/LUYTEN
[FE/H] DETERMINATIONS (lg84)
SPACECRAFT RELATE]) DATA
ASTROMETRIC AND POSIT]ONAL DATA
LUN OCC IRkS PI SRCS 1986-1990
COMBINED AND DE']_IVED DATA
DATA INV SPACE-BASE]) OBS (1986)
NONST.ELLAR AND DCrENDE_) OBJECTS
IRAS ASTEROID/COMET SURVEY(lg86)
IRAS GALAXIES AND QUASARS (6/89)
IRAS SURF BRIOHT MAPS GALAXIES
PHOTOMETRIC CATALOGS
ANS UV POIN'ISDURCES (1982)
INTRINSIC COLOURS STARS UV(1982)
IRAS FAINT SOURCES 1.2 (10/89)
IRkS PDINT SDUmRCF-S 2.0 (12/86)
IRAS POINT SOURCES 2,0 (12/86)
IRAS SERENOIPITDUS SURVEY (1986)
IRAS SERENDIPITOUS SURVEY (1986)
IRAS SMALL SCALE STRU_URE 1 .OO
IRAS SMALL SCALE STRUCTURE 1.OO
DAD 2 FILTER PHOTOMETRY
0AO 2 FILTER PHOTOMETRY
DAD-2 UV PHOTOMETRY (1978)
REV $201 FAR-UV OBJ (PACE* 1982)
ULTRAVIOLET STAR CAT UCL (1978)
ULTRAVIOLET STAR CAT UCL (1978)
UV EXTINC EXC 1415 STARS (1085)
UV FLUXES SKYSCAN/TD-] (1978)
SPECTROSCOPIC DATA
FAR-UV SPECTRA COPERNICUS (1977)
IUE (NASA/VILSPA) MERCED OBS LOG
IUE (NASA/VILSPA) MEROED DBS LOG
IUE ATLAS O-TYPE SPECTRA (1987)
IUE LOW DISPE_ION ATLAS (1984)
IUE UV SPECTRAL ATLAS (1983)
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NON-ASTRONOMY
OBTAINING NSDF NON-ASTRONOMY DATA
As noted in the Introduction, the NSDF data are not associated with individual spacecraft
instruments. Rather, the NSDF contains composite spacecraft data sets, ground data models, and
computer routines. The non-astronomy data in the listing that follows may be obtained from
NSSDC by s.ubmitting a Data Request Form, which can be found in Appendix B.
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GROUND - BASED DATA
LABORATORY ABSORPTION MF_ASUREHB_TS
SULFUR DIOXIDE ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS
SCHUHANN-RUNCE BAND DE 02 AT 79K
SCHUHANN RUNCE BANDS DE 02






_ID ARIEL SELECTED X-RAY DATA
3RD UHURU SELECTED X-RAY DATA
4TH UHURU SELECTED X-RAY DATA
4U CATALOG OF X-RAY SOURCES
ARIEL V 3A X-RAY CATALO(_JE,MFICH
ARIEL V 3A X-RAY CATALOGUE,TAPE
COMPACT GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES
EXOSAT DBSD_VATION LOG (1987)
EXTRAGALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES
HAKUCHO LIST OF X RAY BURSTERS
HEAD A-I X-RAY SOURCE CAT (1984)
HEAO A-1 X-RAY SOURCE CATALOG
HEAO A-2 NEW HARD X RAY SOURCES
X-RAY SOURCE POSITIONS 2 (1983)
X-RAY SOURCES 2 (1982)
X-RAY SOURCES ACCURATE POSITIONS
CART DGRAPHY
GROUND-BASED DATA




MAPS OF PLANETS AND MOONS
DIGITIZED EARTH MAPS




1 :_S AIRBRUSH MAPS
LUNAR MAPS AND CHARTS
LUNAR MAPS ON COLOR FILM CHIPS
PLANETARY AND TERRESTRIAL MAPS
PLANETARY MAPS
1989 USCS ELEV. MODEL OF MARS
pLANETARY HAPS
TERRESTRIAL MAPS





COMSAT ORBIT ELEHE_rTs (SHEETS)





SATELLITE SIT RFT, HARDCOPY






R.A.E. ORBITAL ELEME]_rFS, BOOKS
SAD COMPUTED ELEMENTS
MEAN ELEMENTS AT SHORT INTERVALS
SMOOTH ELEMEIqTS AT LC INTERVALS
EPHEMER I DES
IMS/SSC PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS DAY 1-181 77
DAILY BOUNDARY AND LAT/LONC PLTS
DAILY NEUTRAL SHEET AND X/Y PLTS




SATELLITE TRACKING 0BS (SAMPLES)
PROGRAMS
ORBIT GENERATING PROGRAMS
ORB PROGRAM (MULTI SPACECRAFT)




AECL FfT-64 MUON MONITOR RATES (5 STATIONS)
MUON MDN ClOT RTES * PLTS (HDCPY)
AECL MUDN M0N DIURNAL VECTORS
MUDN DIURNAL VECTR (LISTS*PLIS)
NEUTRON MDNITDR DATA
DEEP RIVER ICY NE]JTRDN MONITOR
DAILY,MON+YR MEAN NEUTRON INTENS












































































































B1 10/13/83 12/29/83 SX-71A
1 11/24/72 08/30/82 SX-71B
18 01/04/74 06/30/77 SX-71C
SX-41
695 12/26/83 05/1g/85 SX-41A
9 01/04/12 12/25/83 SX 41B
2240 01/31/73 09/30/84 SX 41C
9 02/14/6] 06/30/75 SX 410
SX-31
55 0]/31/58 06/15/75 SX-31A
4 1]/18/59 05/31/75 5X-328
4 01/31/58 01/26/72 SX 32A
SX 51
198 10/04/57 08/15/83 SX 51A
SX-B]
34 12/07/58 12/27/68 SX B1A
22 07/01/59 12/27/68 SX BIB
SX A
SX-A1
1 01/01/77 06/30/77 SX-AIA
1 01/01/77 06/30/77 SX-A18
] 01/01/77 06/30/77 SX-AIC
SX ]
SX-IO
4 09/02/61 05119167 SX-IOB
























NELFTRN MDN CNI RTES+ PLIS(HDCPY)
SUPER NE]JIRON MONITOR DATA
AECL MOBILE NEUTRON MONITOR RATES AT KULA
KULA MOBILE MON CNI DIES _ PLTS
AECL NEUTRON MONITOR DIURNAL VECTORS
NLUIRN DIURNAL VECTR (LISI+PLTS)
AECL him 64 NDJTRN MONITOR RTES(4 STATIONS)
NELFTRN M0N CNI RTES* PLIS{H_PY)
COS RAY NH 64 NEUTRN M0N DATA (CFL_CALTAYA)
CHACALIAYA NM CN1 RATES * PLOTS
INIE}_DISCIPLINARY ANt) OTHER DISC
A IRCRAFI DATA
MICROWAVE RADI OM_B
MARCINAL ICE ZONE EXPERIME_
BERINC SEA STUDIES
BERINC SEA STUDIES ON TAPE
MULTIPLE SOURCE
COMPOSITE SPACECRAF-r AND GROUND-BASED DATA
PLANETARY 0BSERVAT IONS. MARS
BIW MARS CONSORTIUM IMACES
COLOR MARS CONSORTIUM IMACES
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL ACTIVITY CHARTS ($TAC)
27 DAY PLOTS./ PARAM (STAC-B)FCH
ANNUAL PLDIS.9 PARAM (STAC-A)FCH
DAILY ULF HISSAGRAMS (STAC)FICHE
VLF WAVE DAIA (STAC), MFICHE
PROCRANS
PHOTOCRAPH RECT]FICATION PROGRAM
PE]_N STATE PHOTO RECTIFYING PROC
ROCKET DATA
MULTIDISCIPLINE ROCKET DATA FROM JAPAN
HULTIDISCIPLINE DATA PLOTS
SOUNDINC ROCKE_ DATA IN JAPAN
SPACECRAF_ RELATED DATA
IMS/SSC HI ALT SAT OAR CHARTS
DEJFINITIVE BAR CHARIS
DEFINIT]VF DATA ON MICROFILM
PREDICTED BAR CHARTS
PRFJ)ICIED DATA ON MICROFILM
SPACECRAf • (NON EI_[_ERIS) SUPPORTINC DATA
RADIO _RE QUFNC ]F_S




IONOSPHERIC MAPPINC DATA, PREDICTIONS
CCIR FOF_ AND M3OOOF2 (1967)
FOF2 COEPFICIE)frS, BCD TAPE
M(3OOO) F2 COEFFICIE]NTS. BCD TAPE
URSI, FOF2 (1988)
IONOSPHERIC MODELS - 1973. 1986
B_ • LLE_dELLYN (1972)
CHING + CHIU ]0NOS MODEL, )FICHE
INIERN REFEREJWCE IONDS (FLOPPY)
INI I_N RI) ERE-_CE 1ONOS (SPAN)
INILRNAT 10NAL REF IONDSPH_E/B6
INI_RN[ REF ]0N/B6 (VAX VEI_SION)
RUS_I * MIIEE_, 1073 3D IDNOS M0D
PROCRARS
IONOGRAR RLDUC1 ION PACKACE
GROLJND 10NOSONDE DATA
SCAi ED VALUES TO N(H). SURFACE
SATF£.LITE IDNOSDNDE DATA
SAT IONOCRAM TO N(H).tONG VER.
SAT IONOCRAM TO N(H),SHDRT VER.
IONOSPHERIC BEACON DATA
ANALYSIS OF BEACON DATA
H FACTOR CALC PROGRAM - JMFACI'
MAGNETIC FIELDS AND P[ ASMAS
A IRCRAFF DATA
AIRCRAFT MACNET 0METER
SCALAR MAC. FIELD DAIA ON TAPE
CRDUND - BASEl) DATA
AURORAL EI ECTROJEI ACTIVITY INDICES
1.O MIN DAIA
1 MINUII AE VALUES ON MAC. IAPE
10 MIN AF INDICES PRUMIS PE}_IDD
WDC C AI INDICES
2 5 MIN DATA
2 5 NIN AF TABULAR VALUES, FILM
2.5-M]N AE. AL. AU PLOTS ON FILM
_ 5 MIN VALUES ON MAGNETIC TAPE
HOURLY AV_HAGF_) AE INDICES
I-MIN • HR AV AE ,r, OTHER INDEXS
AE MAQNFTIC INDICES ON HARDCOPY
HOURLY AE DICITAL VALS. ON FILM
HOURLY AF DICITAL VALUES DN TAPE
HR AE INDICES FOR PROMIS PERIOD
WDC C AE 1NDICLS
DSI INDICES
HDURIY EQUATORIAL DST VALUES
[Q DS1 VALUES DN MACNET]C IAPE
HOURLY DST VAt UF_S, HARDCOPY




FORM _UANTITY OF DATA
B] 20 01101158 04130172
B] "20 O7/09/36 04130172
BI 20 01107165 04130172
BI 20 04101162 04130172





FIR 3 01/06/67 01/02171
FR 2 01/06/67 12/20/69
FR 1 01101169 12131169
FR 3 07110179 09/01/79
CQ 427
FR 10 12123158 09124175
MO 1 O1/O1/76 06/30/76
M0 3 01/01/77 06/30/78





























































































































































EVENT LISTS IN IACA BULLETINS
IUGC/IACA RAPID VARIATION DATA
SYOWA STATION CORR_T]ON DATA
GEOMAGNETIC PLANETARY INDICES
PLANETARY INDICES
KM,AM,KN,AN ETC 1APE WDCA-STP
KP, AP, CP INDICES, ESRO TAPE
KP, AP, CP, CI INDICES,IACA BULL
GEOMAGNETIC SIAT]ON INDICES
LOCAL K AND C INDICES
K * C INDICES IN IAGA BUILETINS
K AND C INDICES ON M]CROF]LM
Q INDICES
Q INDICES ON 3SHH MICROFILM
MAGNETDORAM DIGITIZATIONS
AFGL MAGNETOMETERS
7 STATIONS, S SECOND RESOLUTION
DAILY MAGNE_DGRAMS, MFICHE
HOURLY VALUES DF MAC. FIELD COMPONENTS
2.5-MIN. VALUES OF D,H,Z ON TAPE
CAT OF MACNE_OCRAM DIGITIZATIONS
HOURLY VALUES ON 35HM MICROFILM
MAGNETOORAMS
MISCELLANEOUS UNPROCESSED DATA
]-SEC MAGNETOCRAMS, ATS-S STA
NORMAL MACNETDCRAMS ON MICROFILM
RAPID-RU_ MACNETOCRAMS ON MFILM
SCRATCH MACNETDC_AMS, ATS-S STA
STDRM SENSII]VITY MAONETDGRAMS
MACNETDGRAMS AND OTHER SOLAR MAGNETIC OBS
SOLAR MAONETDGRAMS
SYNOPTIC CHARTS SOLAR MAC FIELDS
MODELS




HI)TILT MACNET IC FIH_D PACKAGE
DLSON-PFITZER MACNETOSPHERIC FLD
MEAD FAIRFIELD MODELS
M-F MODEL DATA BASE TAPE
MEAD FAIRFIELD MAC FIELD MODEL
MISC FIELD MODELS
TSYCANENKO MAGNETIC FIELD MODEL
INIERNAL SOURCE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MODELS
GSFC FIELD MODELS
CSFC (11/87) FIELD MODEL
CSFC (12/66) FIELD MODEL
CSFC (0/65) FIEI_ MODEL
GSFC (glBO) FIELD MODEL
IDRF GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MODELS
IGRF 1965.0 (GEOGRAPHIC) MODEL




MACSAT GEl]MAGNETIC FIELD MODFI
MGST (3/80) INITIAL MAGSAT FIELD
MGST (4/81) FIELD MODEL
MISC FIELD MODELS
JENS[3N CAIN FIEU) MODEL
PDGD FIELD MODELS
POCO (IO/6B) FIELD MODEL
POGD (3/68) FIELD MODEL
POQD (8/69) FIELD MDDEL
POGD (8/71) FIELD MODEL
U.S.C.S. MAGNETIC FIELD MODELS
AWC/7S MADNETIC FIELD MDDEL
BARRACLOUCH IQ75 FIELD MODEL TP














FELDC, SHELLC, IN1-ELG PACKAGE










FORM QUANTITY OF DAIA
BT 12 01/01/57 12/31/64
HI 808 01101/69 09/30/89
DD I 01/28/86 06/28/86
DD 1 0]/01/59 12/3]/74
DO 1 01/01/32 03131/87
HI 690 Og/Ol/Bg 11/30/89
BT ]g 01/01/40 1213116b
MO ISO 01/01/61 05/31/7]
MD 15 07/01/57 05/31/71
DO I 01/28/83 06/28/83
FR 7 Ol/01/BO 12/31/80
DD 400 10/01/57 06/30/77
B1 ] 01101/26 04/30/74
MO 325 01101/60 02128/75
MO 4 31/13/69 07/21/70
MO lO4I oz/ol/s7 o4/1o/75
MO 161 01101/61 10/31/74
NO 4 11/13/6g 07/21/70
MO 486 01101/57 12/01/74
HI 1687 11/01/74 02128/77









































































































































INVARA MAGNETIC SHELL PACKAGE
MAGNETIC FIELD RETRIEVAL PR('IRAMS
IGRF Ig45-IQBS B+L GALE. PROGRAM
PFITZER'S B L RETRIEVAL PACKAGE
PROGRAM TRA JLST
1SYCANENKD El" AL. (1987)
TSFORM/DIPFLD PROGRAMS
TSFORM / DIPFLD PACKAGE




I NT ERPLANE1ARY MEDIUM
FIELDS AND PLASMAS
CDMP INTPL FLD • PLASMA (HRDCPY)
COMP INTPL FLD•PLASMA (OMNITAPE)
MAGNETIC FIELD AVERACES
HEJDS AND IMP J HOURLY AVERAGES
IMP-] AND -J I M]N AVERAGES
MAGNETOSPHER IC BOUNDARIES
IMP MEASUREHENTS OF MACNE_OSPHERE BOUNDS
BOW SHOCK AND MGNTOPAUSE POSITNS
IMP MEASURE_E_FTS ON HAG. BOUNDS
TERRESTRIAL MAGNETIC FIELDS
OCO SERIES SCALAR MACNEIOMETER DATA,SELECT
HIGH-1.AT DATA USED IN CSFC MAC
LDW-LAT AVC ANOMALY FIELD*EgUIV
LOW-LAT DATA USED IN CSFC MAC AN







RADIOSONDE AND PIBAL SYNOPTIC OBSERVATIONS
UPPER AIR MAPS (FfI,1EMP,PRESS,H'20,WIND)
EQUATORIAL WIND CHARTS,IOO-2OOHB
UPPER AIR TABS. (kKIND.HT,PRESS,TERP,H'20)
AEROLOGICAL DATA DF JAPAN
GROUND-BASED DATA
AURORA 0BSERVAT ]ONS
ALL SKY CAMERA DATA
ME[ ]NSIITUTE FINLAND AURORA STA
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
METEOROLOGICAL DATA,SAMPLES
USSR eSOLAR RADIATION ....... DATA =
MODELS
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
COSPAR INIERNAL REF ATMOS(O-120KM)
CIRALBB (0-120 KM)
COSPAR IWIERNAIIONAL REF ATMOSPHP_E (CIRA)
CIRA 1961 (BOOK)
CIRA lg65 (BDOK)
HARRIS * PRIESTER REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE
1962 HARRIS _ PRIESTER MODEL ATM
HEIN ATMOSPHERIC DATA B00K
TABLES OF TED4P,DE * COHPOSIT
JACCHIA REFERENCE ATM[_C, PHERE
JACCHIA 77 STANDAED ATMOSPHERE
JACCHIA YEARLY ATMDSPHERE5
JACCHIA IglO REFERB_CE ATHOS
JACCHIA 1971 REFERENCE ATMOS
LOCAL RE_ERENCE ATMOSPHERES
IRIC RANGE REFERENCE ATMOSPHERES
WS MISSILE RANGE REF ATMOS(P_T. 1)
MSIS MODELS
AE-FIWDE-2NEUTRL WIND MODEL(1988)
MSIS-B6 NEUTRAL ATHOS ND(FLOPPY)
MSIS-86 NtIJTRAL ATMOS MODEL(IBM)
MSIS-B6 NEUTRAL ATMOS MODEL(VAX)
MSIS- B6 NEUTRAL ATMOS MODEL(VMS)
U.S STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
US STANDARD ATMOSPHERE 1962, BOOK
US S_IANDARD ATMOSPHERE 1976,BOOK
US STD ATMOSPHERE 5Upp ]g66,B00K
MULTIPLE SOURCE
CDMPOSITE SPACECRAFT AND CROUND-BASED DATA
GRI[X)ED METEOROLOGICAL DATA




MINZER SUMMARY ROCKET DATA SET
SMITH-THEON ROCKET DATA SET
SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS 5,2, ]AND .4MBS
THERMOSPHERIC TEMPoDENS • COMP
HIGH ALTITUDE MRN METEOROLOGICAL DATA
DIGITAL*PLOI_E]) PROF I LES (WIND, TERP, P-HT)
DILIRNAL EXP DATA REPDRT
HIGH ALTITUDE ME_EO DATA (BOOKS)
INTERAMERICAN MRN
MFI ROCKET NETWORK FIRINCS, IRIC










































































































































































































USSr MET ROCKET PROBES
HIGH ALTITUDE NON-P_N METEOROLOCICAL DATA
DIGITAL .t PLOTTED PROFILES(WINDoTEHP.P-HT)
AUSTRALIAN FALLING SPHERE DATA
GRENADE + PITOT OBS-NASA * ARMY
NASA GRENADE ", P PROBE OBS(TAPE)
NASA GRENADE 0BS. 66-68
REV AUSTRALIAN E SPH DATA(B00K)
REV AUSTRALIAN F SPH DATA. TAPE
SOUNDINGS, 1947-69.OF-ON HTS, BOOK
SOUNDINGS. 1047-69, CEDM HTS, TAPE
SOLINDINC*S, 1947-69,CFJ]P PITS,TAPE
WIND PLOTS, 1959-65,VAPOR TR,BOOK
NEUTRAL ATHDSPHE_E
SPACECRAFT RELATE]) DATA
TOVS RAW DATA W/CALIB,LOC INF0
SPACECRAFT RELATED DATA
IMAGING RF-ASUREHD_TS
VIS • IR RADIANCES
AVHRR CAC GAP FILL DAT W/CAL,LOC
NEIJTR AL ATMOSPHERE
SPACECRAFT RELATED DATA





JOVIAN DEC RADIO 0BS
JOVIAN DEC RAD DBS AT ZA0,HFICHE
JUPITER DAM CATALOG
JUPITER RADIO EHISSION DATA CAT
SOLAR FLARE REPORTS,NON-VISUAL WAVEL|-_ICTHS
RADIO FLARE REPORTS
1OO HHZ SOLAR RADIO EYEleTS
32 CHZ BURST/MAPS, RRL (JAPAN)
DISTINCTIVE EVENTS - RADIO
EVENT LISTS -* SPECTRAL OBS
FIXED _EJ_ EVE_S * SPECTRAL DBS
SOLAR RADIO - 0U_STANDINC OCCUR
SOLAR RADIO EMISSION-EVENTS
SOLAR RADIO EVENTS - BE±GIUH
SOLAR RADIO EVE]_rTS - IOWA
SOLAR RADIO EVI_TS - PB_N STATE
SOLAR RADIO FLUX MEASUREMENTS
SYNOPTIC SOLAR DBSERVATIONS, NON-VISUAL
RADIO MAPS, SCANS, TABLES
ATLAS OF QUIET SUN RADIO.. .MEAS.
DAILY AND MONTHLY MEANS
DAILY SOLAR RADIO FLUX
FLUX, POLARIZATION, AND MAPS
SCANS, MAPS, AND DAILY FLUXES
SOLAR INDICES-IO.ICM MSFC RPT.
SOLAR RADIO FLUX * VAR. BELOIUM
SOLAR RADIO FLUX - PE_ STATE
SOLAR RADIO FLUX AT 3000 MHZ
SOLAR RADIO NOISE-0NDREJOV
SYNOPTIC RADIO NAPS - 3 3MR
SOLAR PARTICLES
MODELS
MODELS OF SOLAR PROTON EVENTS
SOLAR C YC L _-S
SOLAR PROTONS-SOLAR CYCLES 20+21
SOLAR EVENTS
ENERGETIC SOLAR PROTONS AT ] AU
SOLAR PROTON PROGRAMS
SOLPRO (TAU, Iq, F, INALE) PACKAGE
SOLPR0-PROB. SOLAR PROTON ROUTINE
SOLAR PROTON RATIOS
SOLAR TD TRAPPED PROTON RATIOS
PROGRAMS
SOLAR PROTON FLUX ROUTINES
ROUTINES CALCULATING FLUX OF SOLAR PROTONS
PROGRAM SDLPR0
SOLAR VISIBLE, UV, X. AND GAMMA
GROU_- BASED DATA
SOLAR FLARE REPORTS, VISUAL WAVELE_&CTHS
HYDROGEN ALPHA FLARE REPORTS
CHROMOSPHERIC FLARES
CONFIRMED SOLAR FLARES
SOLAR FLARE LISITINCS, ARCETR1
SOLAR FLARE LISTINGS-PRELIMINARY
SOLAR FLARES - OPTICAL OBS
SUMMARIES OF ACTIVITY
ACTIVE REOION SUMMARIES
REGIONS OF SOLAR ACTIVITY
LISTS OF SOLAR EVE)_FTS (MULTI-DISCIPLINARY)
EV(_WT LISTS IN COSMIC DATA
oLrrSIANDINC EVENTS IN SOD BULL
SUMMARIES OF OVERALL SOLAR ACTIVITY
ABBREVIATED CALENDAR RECORD
SYNOPTIC SOLAR OBSERVATIONS




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
BI 3 02/00/62 12/00167
BI 7 04/15/64 06115172
Bl 12 11112156 05117172
DO ] 07/09/60 05/17172
BI I 01124/66 03/25168
FR 6 03/00/62 11/21173
O
BI 1 00100147 OO1OO169
DO 1 00100147 oo1oo169
o
BI I OOlOO159 o01oo165
DO 2259
DO 882
FR I 101OO157 DOIO01S8
FR 10 10/27/74 12119187
DO 1 01101178 12131181
DO 1 12/o5/57 12131178
FR 17 09/01/69 12/31/73
FR 10 04/03/80 08/08/83
HI 624 01/01/67 11106174
FR 109 01101/64 09130174
HI 903 12105/74 01/23185
HI 1451 07/01/74 08/31/84
FR 4 01/O1/68 12/31/71
FR 2 01/O1/66 12/31/68
FR 1 06129167 03/10170
FR 9 O1/O1/65 12/31/67
HI 1 0q/01/85 09130185
BI 1 01/01/66 12/31/74
HI 93 01101/67 12131174
FR 1 11/06/51 12/31/74
PR 109 01/01t64 09130/74
HI 336 12101174 01131185
FR lO 01101155 12131169
FR 1 01101168 12131168
FR 1 05101165 08131168
FR 14 07/01/69 01/31t72
FR 1 O3/01/74 03/31/74




























































































































CALCIUM MAPS • INDICES
CORONAL OBSERVATIONS
DRAWINGS OF THE SOLAR CORONA
INIENSITE DE LA COURDNNE SOLAIRE
ISDPHDTES DF 5303 CORONAL LINE
SPECTROCRAPHIC CORONAL OBS
HYDROGEN ALPHA MAPS,CHARTS,TABLES
H ALPHA SYNOPTIC CHARTS _ PHOTOS
HYDROGEN FLOCCULI
SYNOPTIC CORONAL 0PE_ NAO FIEIJ)S
SUNSPOT MAPS, CHARTS, TABLES
SOLAR ]NO ICES-SUNSPOTS MSFC RPT
SUNSPDT DRAWINCS AND S_POT TAB
SUNSPOT NUMBE]_ MEASUREMENTS
SUNSPOT NUMBERS
SUNSPOT OBSERVATIONS - GREENWICH
SUNSPOT OBSERVATIDNS, ARCEll_I
SUNSPOT OBSERVATIONS, ROME
SUNSPOT RELATIVE P@JMBERS, AREAS
SUNSPOT TABLES AND DRAWINCS
ZURICH SUNSPOT NUMBER DATA
MODELS
RE_ERENCE SOLAR SPECTRA
3000 25000 A. SOLAR IRRADIANCES
3000 25000A SOLAR IRRAD., MTAPE
ASTM STANDARD SOLAR SPECTRA (TH_AE)KARA)
ASTM SPECTRUM 0.3 TO 0.61 MICRON
ASTM SPECTRUM. 0.115-1000 MICRON
MISCELLANEOUS REFEREI_CE SOLAR SPECTRA
1-3000 A SOLAR FLUX - NOAA
SOLAR SPEC.-CAHHA RAY THRU RADIO
SOLAR SPECTRUM AT CROUND LEVEL_
CSFC MODEL OF GROUND LEVEL SOUUR SPECTRUM
CROLK_q) LEVEL SOLAR IRRADIANCE
MULTIPLE SDURCE
SUMMARIES DF ACTIVITY - SOLAR
ENERCETIC EVE]WTS
SMM NOAA EVE)WT LISTINC
SUMMARIES DF OVERALL SOLAR ACTIVITY
SMM ACTIVE REC HISI + SYNOP OBS
PROGRAMS
SDLJkR MACN_IC FIELD COMPUTATIONS
QUIET SUN MAC. FLD. COMPUTATIONS
ROCKET DATA
SOLAR SPECTRA DBTAINED FROM ROCKET FLICHTS
SOLAR _ SPECTRA (IOOA - IO00A)
EUV FLUX REF SPEC SOL tP4 BEt2000
SPECTRAL ATLAS OF SUN 1175-2100A
T FJRRLSTR]ALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES
MODELS
RESULTS F_OM ORBITAL FLUX INTEGRATIONS
SPECIAL ORBITAL FLUX INTECRATIONS
EFFECTS OF PER ICEE ROIATION
OPTIMIZATION OF PARAH_E)_S
SPECIFIC MISSION RESULTS
AE-E TRAPPED PART, RAD EXPOSURE
CHRC.O PARTCL.RAD.LEVELS ON LDEF
ERTSINIMBUS RADIAT. ENVIRONMEI_T
ISEE (IME) RADIATION STUDY
PROJECT SOLWIND RADIAT.EXPOSURE
PROJECIS SDLRAD AND TIMATION
RAD. ENVIRDNM. OF DSO MISSIONS
RAD.HAZARDS TO SYNCHRSATELLITES
RADIATION ENVIR_NME_NT FOR ATS-F
SPACE RADIATION ON SATS MISSIONS
TIROS-N RADIATION LEVELS
UK 4 RADIATION STUDY
UK S RADIATION E](POSURE
TRAPPED ELECTRON MODEL _VIRONME_NFTS
AE-2 MODEL
EI ECTRON MODEL AE-2
EJ_ECTRON MODEL AE-2, BCD TAPE
AE-3 MODEL, SYNCHRONOUS ALT
f ECTRON MODEL AE-3
AE-4 _ODE.L, 0UTE_ ZONE
LECTRON MODEL AE-4, BCD TAPE
E_ ECTRON MODEL AE-4, HARDCOPY
AE-5 MODEL, INNER ZONE
EI ECIRON MODEL AE-S. BCD TAPE
[I ECTRON MODEL AE-5, HARDCOPY
AE-5 MODEL. SOLAR MIN-INNER ZONE
MODEL FLUX CARPET PLOTS, MFILM
ORB INTEGRATED FLUX CARPETS,FILM
SOLAR MINIMUM ELECTRONS
SOLAR MINIMUM FIECTRONS-BCD TAPE
AE 6 MODEL. SOLAR MAX-INNER ZONE
E_ECTRON MODEL AE-6, BCD TAPE
EL_ECIRON MODEL AE-6, HARDCOPY
AE B MODEL. INNER AND OLF[ER ZONES
AE 8 MAX OMNIFLUX(>E,B,L)
AE e MIN OMNIFLUX(>E,B,L)
ELECTRON MODEL AE BMAX, BCD TAPE






















































































































































































ELECTRON MODEL AEI 7, HARDCOPY
ELECTRON MODEL AEI-7 HI,BCD TAPE
ELECTRON MODEL AEI-I LO,BCD TAPE
SOLAR MINIMUM ELECTRON MODE]_
MODEL DF STARFISH ELECTRONS
TRAPPE]) PROTON MODEL ENVIRONMENTS
TRAPPI_) PROTON MODEL AP-1 (30-50 HEY)
PROTON MODEL AP-I, BCD TAPES
PROTON MODEL AP-1, FICHE
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-2 (15-30 ME'V)
PROTON HODEL AP-2, BCD TAPES
PROTON MODE AP-2, FICHE
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-3 (ABOVE 50 ME'V)
PROTON MODEL AP-3, BCD TAPES
PROTDN MODEL AP-3, HARD COPY
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-4 (4-15 MEV)
PROTON MODEL AP-4, BCD TAPES
PROTON MODFI AP-4, FICHE
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-5 (0.1-4.0 ME
PROTON MODEL AP-5, BCD TAPES
PROTON MODEL AP-5, FICHE
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-6 (4-30 MEV)
PROTON MODEL AP-6, BCD TAPES
PROTON MODEL AP-60 HARD COPY
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-7 (ABOVE 50 ME'V)
PROTDN MODEL AP-7, BCD TAPES
PROTON MODEL AP-7, HARD COPY
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-8 (0.1-400 MEV)
COMP. PROT, MOL+ AP-8 MAC(FICHE)
CORP. PRDT. HOL. AP-8 MAC(MACTP)
CORP. PRDT. MOL. AP-8 MIC(FICHE)
COMP. PROT. MDL. AP-8 MIC(MACTP)
PROTON MDDEL AP-8 HAX
PROTON MODEL AP-8 MAX (MAC TAPE)
PROTON MODEL AP-8 HIN
PROTON MODEL AP-B MIN (NAG TAPE)
WORLD MAPS OF FLUX ISOINTE_4SITY CONTOURS
SPECIAL MAPPINGS




DATA DISPLAY AND COMPRESSION PROGRAMS
CARPET PLOT (CRP) DOEUME_rr
CARPET PLDT (CRP) PACKACE
TRAPPED RADIATION PRDCR/_IS
AE-B/AP-B/RADBELT ON FLOPPY DISK




ORBITAL FLUX INT_ATIDN - _ORP'
SOFIP PROGR_
SDFIP PACKAQE





































































































NASA CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM
(NCDS)
II_e,lr ..._____ INTENTIONA[£_BEMI PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED

NASA CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM (NCDS)
Data sets supported by NCDS have been arbitrarily divided into four subdisciplines for ease in
locating data of interest within the listings in this appendix. These subdisciplines are 1) Solar
Irradiance, 2) Clouds and Radiation, 3) Global Climatologies and Oceanographies, and 4)
Atmospheric Constituents.
The data sets listed here include a descriptive title, followed by their identifying parameters, their
identifying parameters, their temporal resolution and coverage, and their spatial resolution and
coverage. The next column gives the estimated volume of data available.
Many of the data sets are held in more than one form as specified in "Output Options" column.
Data are often available in both their original format (usually as a tape copy) and on optical or
magnetic disk (usually in Common Data Format). Some small data sets can also be distributed on
floppy disks. The function of NCDS is based on the Common Data Format (CDF) concept, a self-
describing format for scientific data. Data are either already in this form online or software is in
place to transform these data from their original format to CDF "on the fly." The data set name
used within NCDS is specified in the last column.
93
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PILOT LAND DATA SYSTEM
(PLDS)
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED

The Pilot Land Data System
Entries in Detailed Level Inventory














































Entries in Media Level Inventory
that are Not in
Detailed Level Inventory
























First ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE),
.Geology Remote Sensing Field Experiment (GRSFE)
Oregon Transect Ecosystem REsearch (O'ITER)
Optical Depth
PIDAS, SAR (SeaSat & SIR-A & B),
SPOT
User Support Offices
!PLDS User Support Office




PLDS User Support Office
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Mail Stop 183-501
Pasadena, CA 91109
PLDS User Support Office
NASA Ames Research Center
Mail Stop 242-4


















NSSDC, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
USO: 9:00 AM-5:00 PM, Monday through Friday
Computer: 24 Hours, Monday through Sunday
Computer Operator: 11:00 PM Sunday-11:00 PM Friday
PLDSJ1, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
USO: 9:00 AM-4:00 PM, Monday through Friday
Computer: 24 Hours, Monday through Sunday
Computer Operator: 7:30 AM-3:00 PM, Monday through Friday
PLDSA1, NASA Ames Research Center
USO: 8:00 AM-4:30 PM, Monday through Friday
Computer: 24 Hours, Monday through Sunday
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PURPOSE
The Crustal Dynamics Project (CDP) was formed by NASA to apply space methods and
technology to advance the scientific understanding of Earth dynamics, tectonophysics, and
earthquake mechanisms. As part of its data management, the project has designed and
implemented a centralized Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS). The CDDIS has
been fully operational since September 1982. The main purpose of the CDDIS is to store and
distribute all CDP geodetic data products in a central data bank and to maintain information about
the archival of all CDP data. Authorized project investigators and staff can access the CDDIS by a
dial-up telephone line and an alphanumeric terminal connected to a 300-, 1200-, 2400-, or 9600-
baud modem. In addition, CDDIS is accessible through the SPAN and GTE Telenet facilities, and
the TCP/IP based INTERnet networks.
The CDDIS tape library retains an archive of preprocessed laser data, correlated preprocessed Very
Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) data, and preprocessed Global Positioning System (GPS)
data. In general, the actual preprocessed data are stored off line in the CDDIS. Information about
the preprocessed data as well as the analyzed ancillary and project management data can be
accessed through the ORACLE data base management system. These laser, VLBI, and GPS data
sets fall into four major categories: preprocessed data, analyzed data, ancillary data, and project
management data.
Preprocessed data
CDDIS's preprocessed data archives include satellite and lunar laser ranging (SLR and LLR) data,
fixed and mobile VLBI data, and GPS data.
SLR information includes catalogs of data, stored on line in the ORACLE data base, from 1976 to
the present. The actual data are stored off line on magnetic tape. Table 4 (on the following page)
shows available SLR data by satellite, source, and dates.
Preprocessed LLR data are received from the University of Texas. Spanning from 1969 to the
present, these data are stored off line on magnetic tape. Catalogs of the data are available on line
through the ORACLE data base.
Both fixed and mobile VLBI data are stored in the CDDIS. Experiment listings are available on
line through ORACLE, while the actual VLBI experiment data files are retained off line on
magnetic tape. Table 5 (on the next page) lists the sources, types, and dates of VLBI data.
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Table 4
CDDIS Preprocessed SLR Data
S ource
LAGEOS BE-C
Start End Start End
Date Date Date Date
NASA/GLTN May 76 ---
Dionysos May 84 Jun 84
Dodair
Grasse Oct 79 ---
Graz Sep 83 ---
Helwan Oct 83 Nov 88
Herstmonceux Mar 83 ---
Kootwijk Jan 81 Feb 85
Metsahovi Mar 81 ---
Potsdam Aug 83 ---
Shanghai Nov 83 Oct 84
Simosato Mar 82 ---
WettzeU Apr 82 ---
Zimmerwald May 84 ---
MTLRS- 1 Apr 84 ---
RIGA Sep 87 ---
CUBA Mar 88 ---
MTLRS-2 Nov 84 ---
RGO Oct 83 ---
Jan 76 Jul 86
Apr 76 Oct 77
Dec 76 OCt 77
Oct 83 Jun 86
Mar 78 Nov 83
OCt 83 Jun 86
Mar 82 Jun 86
Apr 82 Mar 84




Jan 86 --- Aug 86
Apr76 Apr 76 ---
Oct 84 --- Aug 86
Nov 83 --- Aug 86
Nov 83 Nov
88
Nov 83 --- Aug 86
Oct 84 Feb 85
Nov 83 --- Sep 86
Nov 83 ---
Nov 83 --- Aug 86
Aug 83 --- Sep 86
Sep 84 --- Aug 86
Apr 84 --- Aug 86
May 89
Apr 88 --- Mar 88
Nov 84 --- Aug 86




CDDIS Preprocessed VLBI Data
Source _ Start Date End Date
GSFC Fixed Systems Aug. 1979 Dec. 1988
JPL Mobile Systems Jan. 1980 Oct. 1984
NGS Mobile Systems June 1983 Feb. 1987
The CDDIS has recently begun to archive GPS data, which now include a limited amount of 1985
information from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). As with VLBI data, the actual GPS
experiment data files are stored off line on magnetic tape; experiment listings are available on line
through the ORACLE data base.
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AnoJyzed data
Analyzed data include SLR, LLR, and VLBI analyzed results. These data products span different
periods between 1976 and the present; they come from various science support groups and
institutions, such as investigators at GSFC, JPL, National Geodetic Survey (NGS), the University
of Texas, and many other sources. Accessible through ORACLE, these analyzed results include
precision baseline distances, Earth rotation and polar motion determinations, length-of-day values,
and calculated station positions.
Table 6 (following two pages) shows analyzed data sorted by discipline, institution, and dates.
Ancillary data
This information includes descriptions of CDP site locations, a priori monument coordinates and
calibration data, and a priori star coordinates. Ancillary data sets are available on line through
ORACLE.
Project management data
Project and CDDIS management information is available only to authorized project personnel.
Accessible through the CDDIS data base, these data include mobile system schedules, site
occupation information, and configuration control data. Also, CDDIS operational information is
kept in the data base, with accessibility limited to CDDIS staff. The data include logs of all laser
and VLBI tapes received from CDP's many global sources, logs of all tapes created by the CDDIS
for outside users, and listings of CDDIS back-up tapes.
MAKING DATA REQUESTS
A chief mission of the Crustal Dynamics Data Information System and its staff is to disseminate
geodetic data. If users require data to be distributed in hard copy form, the staff will accommodate
this request. To acquire data from the CDDIS, the user should submit a written request to the
staff. NSSDC Data Request Forms are available in Appendix B for requesting data; however, any
written format will be sufficient as long as enough information is forwarded concerning the desired
data and format. To process a request, the staff needs specific information concerning the user,
i.e., the user's name, address, phone number, and network information (if any). The data will be
sent to this address. The user should indicate the type (e.g., SLR, VLBI, SITE, etc.) and dates
(e.g., March 1982 through April 1983) of the data desired. The user should also describe the
specific data required, for example, TEXAS LUNAR LASER DATA. The output format for the
data also needs to be specified. In general, users are interested in data on hard cop.y reports or on
magnetic media (9-track tape or IBM DOS-formatted 5-1/4 inch floppy). If magnetic media are
desired, the user must specify the characteristics, i.e., density and format. The request can be sent
by postal service or mailed through one of the computer networks available to the CDDIS staff.
Requests will be fulfilled as soon as possible. For information on the status of a user request,
users should contact the CDDIS staff directly, as follows: Carey E. Noll at (301) 286-9283. On
the SPAN network please address mail to CDDIS::NOLL or 6281::NOLL. On the
ARPAnet/INTERnet network please address mail to NOLL@CDDIS.GSFC.NASA.GOV or
NOLL@ 128.183.10.141. On the BITnet network please address mail to NOLL@CDDIS 1. On
the TELEMAIL network please address mail to [CNOLL/GSFCMAIL] GSFC/USA. Or you can
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List of NSSDC Data Set Form Codes
Hard Copy
BI 8-1/2- x 11-in. books or bound volumes
BJ 11- x 14-in. books or bound volumes
BT Various sizes of books or bound volumes
HI 8-1/2- x ll-in, pages
HK 16- x 20-in. pages
HL 20-x 24-in. pages
HT Various sizes of pages
_omputer Printout







DA Analog data tape
DB Reformatted data tape
DD Digital data tape
I3"1" Video cassette tape
punched cards
CQ 3 1/4- x 7 5/8-in.
Microfiche (Cards)
FR 4- x 6-in. (B/W)
GR 4- x 6-in. (color)
Photographic Film (Frames)
AQ Aperture cards
QO 35-mm B/W slides
RO 35-rnm color slides
UG 4- x 5-in. B/W positives
UH 5- x 7-in. B/W positives
UI 8- x 10-in. B/W positives
UM 70-ram B/W positives
UO - 35-ram B/W positives
UP 16-ram B/W positives
US 5- x 8-in. B/W positives
UT Various sizes of B/W positives
UV 5- x 5-in. B/W positives
UW 5- x 47.5-in. B/W positives
UX 9- x 80-in. B/W positives
UY 5- x 12-in. B/W positives
VG 4- x 5-in. color positives
VH 5-x 7-in. color positives
VI 8- x 10-in. color positives
VM 70-mm color positives
VO 35-mm color positives
VP 16-mm color positives
VT Various sizes color positives
VY 5- x 12-in. color positives
WI 8- x 10-in. B/W prints
WK 16- x 20-in. B/W prints
WY 5- x 12-in. B/W prints
XP 16-ram color negatives
YG 4- x 5-in. B/W negatives
YH 5- x 7-in. B/W negatives
YI 8- x 10-in. B/W negatives
YK 16- x 20-in. B/W negatives
YL 20- x 24-in. B/W negatives
YM 70-mm B/W negatives
YN 9.5-in. B/W negatives
YO 35-ram B/W negatives
YP 16-mmB/W negatives
YT Various sizes B/W negatives
YV 5- x 5-in. B/W negatives
YW 5- x 47.5-in. B/W negatives
YX 9- x 80-in. B/W negatives
YY 5- x 12-in. B/W negatives
ZG 4- x 5-in, color negatives
ZH 5 x 7-in. color negatives
ZI 8- x 10-in. color negatives
ZM 70-mm color negatives
ZT Various sizes color negatives
ZY 5- x 12-in. color negatives

APPENDIX B
NSSDC Data Request Forms
The following Data Request Forms are used to order data from NSSDC. An explanation of how to
complete the form and where to send it is included in the introduction under the heading, "Requests
for Data from NSSDC." The Astronomical Data Center and the Crustal Dynamics Data
Information System discuss, in their respective sections, specific details that users need to know




NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
i Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last)
DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT
TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Ms.,










TELEPHONE (A, ea Code) (Number) (Extension)
(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We wilt notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
[] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
[] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
[] Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
[] Educational purposes (explain below)
[] Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
[] Other:
[] Exhibit or display
[] Reference material
[] Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.
"This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.
633-28 (2/85)
NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last)
DIVISION BRANCH DEPARTMENT
TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Ms.,










TELEPHONE (A_ea Code) {Number) (Extension)
(Our average processing time for a r_tquest is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.J
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
[] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
[] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASAl
[] Research and analysis project (individual or company sr'onsored)
[] Educational purposes (explain below)
[] Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
[] Other:
O Exhibit or display
[] Reference material
[] Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSOC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.










































































































NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633,4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last)
DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT
Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA
TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Ms.,










TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Extension)
(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
E] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
[] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
[] Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
[] Educational purposes (explain below)
[] Preparation of Master's thesis
r7 Preparation of Doctoral thesis
[] Other:
[] Exhibit or display
[] Reference material
[] Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.
"This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.
633-28 (2/85)


